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This thesis aimed to investigate possible cognitive underpinnings of sayant skills 
in autism spectrum disorders (ASD). Since savant skills are overrepresented amongq 
individuals with ASD, several cognitive functions thought to be intact or enhanced in 
these individuals were hypothesised to contribute to savant skill development. In 
particular, central coherence, implicit learning, perceptual functioning, and infonnation 
processing speed were assessed in a group of nonsavant children with ASD (n=28), age, 
IQ, and gender (group-wise) matched controls (n=28), a group of typicall~' developing 
children (n=64), and finally a series of four savants with ~~SD. 
Consistent with previous reports, weak central coherence, Intact implicit 
learning and infonnation processing speed, and particularly good ability to reproduce a 
time window were shown in both savant and nons avant individuals with ASD. Savants 
also showed indications of good memory and idiosyncratic sensory functioning. 
As predicted, there was evidence that infonnation processing speed was IQ 
independent in ASD whereas it was significantly related to IQ in both comparison 
groups. There was also preliminary indication, via correlations and subgroup analyses, 
of cross modal central coherence, particularly within the ASD group. A "gateway 
model", in which certain cognitive functions need to be intact (or superior) in order for 
individuals (especially those with ASD) to develop savant skills, was proposed to 
account for these findings. The present findings are preliminary in nature but provide 
indications that certain cognitive functions more characteristic of the cognitive profile 
in .\SD may be necessary but insufficient for savant skill development. 
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Chapter 1: Autism Overview 
The following chapter serves to introduce the ever-groWlng body of work 
devoted to autism research. This chapter is not intended to be exhaustive, but rather to 
serve as background to the studies presented in this thesis; therefore, it is slanted 
particularly towards considering cognitive accounts of autism. For more exhaustive 
coverage, the reader is directed to recent comprehensive reviews (e.g., Bailey, Phillips, & 
Rutter, 1996; Volkmar, Lord, Bailey, Schultz, & Klin, 2004). 
1.1 Diagnosis and Symptoms 
Autism is a biologically based but behaviourally defined developmental disorder 
primarily affecting the areas of social interaction, communication, and flexibility of 
behaviour. Current diagnostic conceptualisation dictates that autism or autistic disorder 
(previously referred to as classical autism or infantile autism) is but one condition, 
which occurs along a spectrum of disorders (Gillberg, 1990; Wing & Gould, 1979), 
sometimes referred to as autism spectrum disorders (ASD) or pervasive developmental 
disorders. According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 
Fourth Edition (DSM-IV; APA, 1994), the pervasive developmental disorders include 
childhood disintegrative disorder; Rett's syndrome; pervasive developmental disorder-
not otherwise specified (PDD-NOS); Asperger's disorder; and autistic disorder. 
Many of the studies reviewed here involve only individuals from the highest 
functioning end of the autism spectrum (i.e., average range IQ and above) and therefore 
do not differentiate between autism and Asperger's syndrome. The reason is twofold, 
the recency of the Asperger's syndrome diagnostic label (AP A, 1994) and the ongoing 
debate regarding the validity of the Asperger's syndrome diagnosis. Although 
controversial, current diagnostic rules designate early cognitive and language 
development as the major differentiating criteria between Asperger's syndrome and 
high-functioning autism. In the case of language development for individuals with 
Asperger's syndrome, "there is no clinically significant general delay in language (e.g., 
single words used by age 2 years, communicative phrases used by age 3 years)", though 
the vagueness of this criterion has come under fire. For more general cognitive 
development, individuals with Asperger's syndrome are differentiated from those with 
autism in that "there is no clinically significant delay in cognitive development or in the 
development of age-appropriate self help skills, adaptive behaviour (other than in social 
interaction) and curiosity about the environment in childhood." (APA, 1994, p. 77) 
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Autism is usually diagnosed during its period of most prototypical presentation, 
that is, the preschool years (approximately 2.5-5 years). Children are typically diagnosed 
through parental report of behaviours, both past and present, on a diagnostic checklist 
(e.g., Lord, Rutter & Le Couteur, 1994) or via observation of current behavioural 
manifestation (e.g., Lord et al., 2000) by trained and experienced clinicians. However, 
autism is a lifelong disorder and may be diagnosed at any point during development, 
given that symptoms date from the first three years of life. The commonly utilised 
diagnostic checklists are based on criteria for autism published in the DSM-IY. The 
criteria are organised into three categories of symptoms, conceptually approximating 
Wing and Gould's (1979) "triad of impairment": 1) impairment in social interactions, 2) 
impairment in communication, and 3) restricted, repetitive, and stereotyped patterns of 
behaviour, interests, and activities. 
1.1.1 Social Deficits 
Regardless of individual functioning level, social impairments are considered the 
hallmark of this disorder (APA, 1994). In fact, deficiencies in social communication are 
among the earliest indicators of abnormal development (Baron-Cohen, Allen, & 
Gillberg, 1992). For example, retrospective reports by parents highlight imitative 
games, such as peek-a-boo, as noticeably absent in many children with autism. 
Moreover, joint or shared attention is characteristically impaired and is in fact among 
the earliest pathognomonic signs of autism (Adrien et al., 1991; Baron-Cohen et al., 
1992; Osterling & Dawson, 1994). 
One recent view of the early social deficits observed in autism has described an 
impairment in social orienting or social approach behaviour (Dawson & Lewy, 1989; 
Mundy, 1995). For example, across three groups of young children, those with Down 
syndrome, typically developing (Tn) children, and children with autism, Dawson and 
colleagues (Dawson, Meltzoff, Osterling, Rinaldi, & Brown, 1995) compared orienting 
behaviours toward social (e.g., calling of name) and nonsocial (e.g., shaking rattle) 
stimuli. As expected, children with autism, unlike the other two groups, demonstrated a 
significant failure to orient towards either stimulus type, but particularly toward social 
stimuli. Similar findings have been noted from first birthday videotapes of children 
later diagnosed with autism. Two groups of investigators (Adrien et al., 1991; Osterling 
& Dawson, 1994) found minute, but significant, differences; children with autism 
engaged in fewer face-to-face interactions than did TD comparison children and they 
were less likely to follow pointing gestures or respond to the calling of their names. 
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This is further corroborated by other social orienting deficits demonstrated later in 
development. 
Social functioning never nonnalises in individuals with aunsm, yet Its 
manifestation often changes considerably with age and developmental level (Volkmar et 
al., 1987). More specifically, as children with autism mature, social abnormalities 
become even more noticeable and salient when compared to their peers. F or example, 
individuals with autism often prefer isolation to the presence of others and show a 
deficient understanding of social rules and conventions (e.g., Loveland, Pearson, Tunali-
Kotoski, Ortegon, & Gibbs, 2001). However, contrary to stereotypical views, young 
children with autism are capable of establishing and maintaining secure attachments 
with caregivers (Capps, Sigman, & Mundy, 1994), and they both enjoy and respond 
appropriately to tickling and other physical games (Sigman, Mundy, Shennan, & 
Ungerer, 1986; van Engeland, Bodnar, & Bolhuis, 1985). Similarly misunderstood, 
children with autism can be quite affectionate toward select individuals, albeit 
sometimes in an idiosyncratic manner. 
Individuals with autism are often described as emotionally flat or unresponsive; 
however, findings from research paint a different picture. Parents describe their 
children with autism as displaying more negative emotions, such as fear, anger, and 
sadness, but fewer positive emotions, such as joy and interest, than do parents of TD 
children or those of children with moderate learning difficulties (MLD) (Capps, Kasari, 
Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1993). 
Given the one-sided and pedantic style that often characterises the speech of 
high functioning individuals (see next section), nonnal friendships with their peers are 
very uncommon (Bauminger & Kasari, 2000). However, such a communication style 
may lead to strong interpersonal relationships with teachers, parents, and other adults 
(Mesibov, 1983). 
1.1.2 Communication Deficits 
Communicative impainnents In autism can range from lack of speech and 
limited use of gestures and eye contact to problems with the melody and rate of speech 
(Fine, Bartolucci, Ginsberg, & Szatmari, 1991). Early in development, it has been found 
that, unlike TD toddlers, young children with autism do not exhibit the usual preference 
for listening to their own mother's speech (Klin, 1991). Approximately one-third to 
one-half of individuals with autism do not develop functional speech (Lord & Paul, 
1997), but even those individuals with functional linguistic skills demonstrate difficulties 
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with other forms of commurucanon. For example, many verbal individuals are 
echolalic, meaning they may repeat all or portions of what they hear, whether \·ery 
recent (i.e., immediate echolalia) or temporally distant (i.e., delayed echolalia) (prizant, 
Schuler, Wetherby, & Rydell, 1997). Even for those individuals who are verbal, speech 
is often odd, with monotonic or robotic-like qualities. It follows then that meaning is 
not appropriately conveyed via intonation in speech (Baltaxe, 1984; Paul, Augustyn, 
Klin, & Volkmar, 2005). 
Classic early reports of nonverbal communicative behaviour in autism include 
reference to their utilisation of instrumental gesturing, such as guiding an adult's hand 
toward a desired object. This stands in stark contrast to their very rare to nonexistent 
use of gesturing to share an emotion or experience (Attwood, Frith, & Hermelin, 1988). 
Other forms of nonverbal signalling are also impaired; caregivers frequently report gaze 
aversion or odd use of gaze (e.g., looking at someone only out of the comer of one's 
eyes). 
Pronoun reversal is a robustly documented developmental difficulty exhibited 
by children with autism. I-you confusions are frequent and can seriously disrupt 
communicative efficacy (Lee, Hobson, & Chiat, 1994). Generally, the tendency for 
echolalia plus difficulties with perspective taking, are thought to underlie this problem. 
For those individuals with speech, conversational failure in autism generally 
results from a failure to grasp basic conventions, such as signalling, tum taking, and 
providing appropriate context for listeners. Without these conventions, odd and one-
sided conversations emerge, often involving seemingly all-absorbing restricted interests. 
Individuals with autism prefer concrete to abstract aspects of their world. This 
carnes over to conversational discourse, meaning that they often understand 
communicative exchanges only in extremely literal ways. Such receptive language 
limitations contribute to their difficulty with some forms of humour and figurative 
language (Happe, 1993). 
1.1.3 Restricted and Repetitive Behaviours 
This final cluster of behavioural symptoms can be divided into two groups: 1) 
restricted interests and routines and 2) repetitive behaviours and stereotypies, though 
the distinction may be arbitrary at times, with obvious overlap. The first subgroup of 
behaviours can be expressed in many ways. For example, the play patterns of children 
with autism are often restricted and repetitive as demonstrated early in development via 
deficient symbolic, pretend, and imaginative play. A child with autism may have great 
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difficulty representing one object as another, such as dropping blocks into a pot and 
stirring them in order to represent food that is cooking. Younger children with autism 
often demonstrate an unusual interest in non-functional aspects of objects, such as their 
texture or smell, resulting in idiosyncratic utilisation of objects and toys. 
Moreover, flexibility is an area of relative difficulty for these individuals so that 
tolerating changes to one's routine or environment becomes a significant challenge .. \ 
child with autism may become very distressed if his/her daily schedule is altered or if 
s/he notices that a minute detail has been changed in his/her room, such as changing 
the placement of a book on a bookshelf. 
Higher functioning people with aunsm may focus on narrow and rather 
mundane bits of knowledge such as bus schedules, maps, and routes or on idiosyncratic 
topics such as the space shuttle. Unfortunately, of the triad of impairment this area of 
behaviours has received the least amount of research interest, partly because these 
symptoms are not specific to autism. However, what may be most interesting and 
informative is not the question of specificity, but rather the quality and quantity of these 
symptoms. For example, obsessive-compulsive behaviours are quite common in 
individuals with autism, but the nature of these behaviours is very different from those 
present in obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD). McDougle and colleagues (1995), 
utilising a standard measure of obsessive-compulsive symptoms (i.e., the Yale-Brown 
Obsessive-Compulsive Scale), showed generally elevated levels of repetitive 
behaviour/ compulsions as compared to repetitive thoughts/obsessions within a group 
of adults with autism, while adults with OCD demonstrated relatively equal numbers. 
Although these findings are informative and interesting, they are limited by the 
instrument used; one intended for patients with OCD and created with this population 
in mind. Unfortunately, the case remains that very little research (but see Baron-Cohen 
& Wheelwright, 1999) has examined autism specific restricted interests. In an exception 
to this, Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright designed an instrument with autism in mind, 
which enabled them to make a distinction between autism related insistence on 
sameness and restricted interests versus the obsessive-compulsive behaviours 
commonly presented in OCD. 
The second class of behaviours composing the final portion of the triad of 
impairment includes repetitive behaviours and motor stereotypies. Parental anecdotes 
of early behaviour frequently include examples of repetitive behaviour such as 
continually lining up toys or blocks in a row or perseveratively spinning the wheels on a 
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toy car. Stereotypies and repetitive movements and mannerisms may include hand 
flapping, head bobbing, and tics. These repetitive behaviours are often associated wJ.th 
learning difficulties and poor outcome in ASD. Overall, a poverty of flexibility and 
fluency in behaviour encapsulates the third aspect of the triad of impairment observed 
in autism (e.g., Turner, 1999). 
It is important to note that the behaviours comprising the triad of impainnent 
in autism interact, often compounding difficulties experienced by these individuals. For 
example, as mentioned in the previous section, these restricted interests often spill over 
into social interaction so that a conversation with a peer becomes a pedantic, one-sided 
speech on very specialised topics described at the most intricate level. 
1.1.4 Other Associated Characteristics 
Although not part of the current diagnostic definition, other characteristics are 
commonly associated with this disorder. Approximately three out of every four persons 
with autism are male (Gillberg, 1995; Wing, 1993), about seven out of ten have learning 
difficulties (Bryson, Clark, & Smith, 1988), and approximately 20-30% develop seizures 
at some point in their lives (Volkmar & Nelson, 1990). Some individuals with autism 
exhibit unusual motor movements such as arm-flapping, facial grimacing, and odd 
walking styles, as well as self-injurious behaviours, like head banging and finger or hand 
biting. In addition, they sometimes demonstrate over- or under-arousal associated with 
sensory stimulation (for example, resistance to being touched or ignoring sensations 
such as pain). 
Another marked characteristic of this disorder is the odd mixture of cognitive 
strengths and weaknesses. A particular individual may demonstrate limited ability to 
express or understand speech, while paradoxically demonstrating the ability to navigate 
fluendy a driver's route without looking at a map. In even more extreme and rare cases, 
"islets of ability" known as savant skills are present (see Chapter 3). For example, 
Langdon Down (1887) described a patient with numerous cognitive difficulties who 
nevertheless memorised word for word all of Edward Gibbon's "The Decline and Fall 
of the Roman Empire". 
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of this disorder is that individuals sharing the 
diagnostic label tenned autism are ultimately very different from one another. 
Individuals with autism run the gamut with respect to range of cognitive and daily 
functioning. For example, educational placements may range from special schools, to 
special education classrooms in regular schools, to inclusion in regular classrooms, and 
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adult outcomes may range from completing a university degree with independence in 
vocational and daily living settings to requiring lifelong residential care (Howlin, Goode, 
Hutton, & Rutter, 2004). It is no wonder then that seeking a common underl};ng cause 
for such a diversity of symptom expression has proven a significant challenge to the 
research community. 
1.1.5 Epidemiology 
Autism was once thought to be a very rare disorder (i.e., 4-5 out of every 10,000 
individuals); however, recent evidence has cast serious doubt on these earlier findings. 
Recent estimates of the prevalence of autism, strictly defined, are approximately 10-12 
out of every 10,000 individuals (Fombonne, 1999), but this figure rises considerably 
when including the entire autism spectrum (Baird et al., 2000; Chakrabarti & 
Fombonne, 2001). Undoubtedly, there are a number of reasons for the increase in 
prevalence, not the least of which relate to the broadening of diagnostic criteria 
(Gernsbacher, Dawson, & Goldsmith, 2005). As Wing and Gould's (1979) notion of an 
autism spectrum has continued to win favour and gain acceptance among the research 
and clinical communities, there has been greater recognition of the variety of 
presentations of social disability. Similarly, Wing's (1981) and Frith's (1991) 
introduction of Hans Asperger's (1944) work and syndrome to the English-speaking 
scientific community has undoubtedly had a significant impact upon recent 
epidemiological surveys. In fact, clarification of autistic symptom expression across all 
functioning levels, though especially within the lowest and the highest functioning 
individuals, has served to contribute toward increased prevalence rates (Bryson & 
Smith, 1998). Because total population studies of the entire cluster of disorders on the 
autism spectrum are rare, prevalence figures of 20-40 per 10,000 are based primarily on 
estimates from pooled data (Bryson & Smith, 1998; Fombonne, 1999). 
1.2 Aetiology 
Despite sustained efforts, the cause of autism remains a mystery. Perhaps, 10 
(Rutter, Bailey, Bolton, & LeCouteur, 1994) to 30% (Gillberg & Coleman, 1996) of 
cases have a known cause. Currently researchers are focussing their effons on 
elucidating the likely multiple causes of this unique disorder, concentrating on the 
interactions between genetics, brain development and function, environmental toxins, 
and other detenninants. A very small proportion of individuals with autism have 
documented prenatal conditions, such as genetic abnoanalities (e.g., tuberous sclerOSIS 
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or fragile X), infectious diseases (e.g., rubella), and/or structural abnormalities (c.g., 
hydrocephalus) that may have contributed to the disorder (Fombonne, Du ~Iazaubrun, 
Cans, & Grandjean, 1997). Perinatal factors have thus far received very little support as 
causative agents in the development of autism (Nelson, 1991). However, posmatal 
factors, which may significantly increase the chances for developing autism, include 
untreated phenylketonuria, infantile spasms, and herpes simplex encephalitis (Gillberg. 
1986, 1991). 
1.2.1 Genetics 
The importance of genetic factors to the aetiology of auttsm IS almost 
unquestionable. Concordance rates for subclinical expression of the autism phenotype 
in monozygotic twins are high (-90%), especially when contrasted with the rate (5-
10%) among same-sex dizygotic twins (Bailey et al., 1995). Such a discrepancy indicates 
a significant genetic loading in the transmission of autistic traits. The seminal efforts of 
Folstein and Rutter (1977) involving 21 same-sex twin pairs, 11 monozygotic and 10 
dizygotic, in which at least one twin had autism, first indicated the importance of 
genetic factors in autism. Since then, exponential growth surrounding the potential 
genetic mechanisms at work in autism has occurred. In fact, based on current evidence, 
autism has the highest genetic liability of any psychiatric condition; however, the 
patterns of inheritance remain unclear (Rutter, 2000). 
When considering the sex ratio of three males to every female in autism, males 
have a significantly elevated risk of developing autism. Unfortunately, this male 
overrepresentation, repeatedly documented since Kanner's original description in 1943, 
has yet to be fully explained within the extant literature (though see the current work of 
Baron-Cohen, 2002; Baron-Cohen & Belmonte, 2005). Given the presumed 
importance of genetic factors in the aetiology of ASD, it is not surprising to note that 
one common approach to investigating this issue has focussed on the contributions of 
potential abnormalities of the X chromosome. Males rely on one X chromosome and 
one Y chromosome, while females rely on two X chromosomes for genetic information 
and expression. For females, having two X chromosomes often masks or dilutes effects 
of a damaged X chromosome. Indeed, this rationale led Skuse and others to investigate 
the overlap of autism and/or autistic traits and Turner's syndrome, a genetic disorder 10 
which females have one X chromosome completely or partially missing. Investigations 
by this research group demonstrated at least one key overlapping characteristic; females 
with Turner's syndrome, similar to individuals with ASD, often avoid eye contact 
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(Lawrence et al., 2003). Moreover, one controversial supposition, based on findings of 
superior social cognitive skills amongst paternally derived versus maternally deriyed 
cases of Turner' syndrome, is that a key genetic locus for social cognition is paternally 
derived, placing males, whose X chromosome is maternally derived, at greater risk for 
disorders of social cognition, like autism (Skuse et al., 1997). 
The few molecular genetic examinations undertaken have not revealed causative 
relationships between autism and the X chromosome. However, for well over a decade, 
fragile X syndrome was thought to be vastly over-represented in individuals with aunsm 
(e.g., Gillberg & Wahlstrom, 1985). Recent investigations (e.g., Bailey et al., 1993; 
Dykens & Volkmar, 1997; Feinstein & Reiss, 1998) have since clarified this relationship, 
lessening its magnitude and hence, its explanatory power. It now remains unclear as to 
what extent the fragile X syndrome elucidates the aetiology of autism. However, 
overlapping symptom expression (regardless of IQ level), such as stereotypies, 
perseverative behaviour, deviant aspects of language, and difficulty modulating sensory 
information and affect (Rutter, Bailey, Simonoff, & Pickles, 1997) are powerful 
indications of possibly shared aetiological mechanisms. 
What is becoming clearer is the importance of investigating what has been 
termed the broader phenotype of autism. The broader phenotype has been 
conceptualised as subthreshold/ subclinical expression of autistic symptomatology, and 
other related aspects of the clinical picture in autism (e.g., cognitive style and deficits) in 
family members of those affected with the syndrome. The broader phenotype 
represents the genetic liability for some of the same traits as present in autism, but in a 
qualitatively milder expression. For example, initial investigations in this area indicated 
abnormalities within the domains of social language use (Landa, Wzorek, Piven, 
Folstein, & Isaacs, 1991) and other social skills (piven et al., 1991) as well as atypical 
personality features (piven et al., 1994) as components of the broader phenotype in 
family members. More recently, these studies have been extended to attempt to 
delineate the boundaries of the broader phenotype by examining other, non-diagnostic 
characteristics of autism. For example, recent studies have documented impaired theory 
of mind and executive dysfunction (robust findings in autism and briefly reviewed later 
in this chapter) in both parents (Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Hughes, Leboyer, & 
Bouvard, 1997; Piven & Palmer, 1997) and siblings (Dorris, Espie, Knott, & Salt, 2004; 
Hughes, Plumet, & Leboyer, 1999) of individuals with autism. Similarly, as compared 
to parents of children with dyslexia and those of TD children, fathers of children with 
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autism have shown disproportionate interest in nonsocial activities and a detail-focussed 
infonnation processing style that can give advantages for certain tasks such as the Block 
Design task and the Embedded Figures Test (Briskrnan, Happe, & Frith, 2001; Happe, 
Briskrnan, & Frith, 2001). 
Of particular relevance to the present thesis are two recent genenc studies 
subgrouping individuals with autism based on the presence of splinter and savant skills. 
Nurmi and colleagues (2003) identified 21 families, among 94 multiplex families, as 
"savant skills positive" and 73 families as "savant skills negative". The "savant skills 
positive" families demonstrated significandy elevated linkage to 15qll-q13 compared to 
"savant skills negative" families. Interestingly, Prader-Willi syndrome is due to a 
deletion on the same region of chromosome 15 (i.e., 15ql1-13) and shares some 
cognitive features (including good jigsaw-type puzzle skills, for example) with autism. 
This study points to the potential importance of splinter and savant skills in the 
aetiology of autism. However, in an attempted replication with 91 multiplex families, 
Ma et al. (2005) failed to confinn Nurmi et al.'s findings of linkage to chromosome 15 
through subgrouping based on the Autism Diagnostic Interview's (ADI) savant skills 
questions. Nevertheless, these equivocal findings beg for further investigation into the 
link between genetics and splinter or savant skills, perhaps incorporating more detailed 
assessment of these skills beyond that provided by the AD!. 
1.2.2 Environmental Contributors 
Investigations into potential environmental contributors to autism aetiology are 
truly in their infancy stage. Undoubtedly, one reason for the dearth of studies in this 
area involves the early history of autism. Strongly influenced by psychodynamic 
developmental theory, early investigators pointed to "refrigerator mothers" (i.e., cold 
and distant in their interactions) as the cause of autism. Even after psychodynamic 
developmental explanations for many psychological disorders lost favour, it took more 
than a decade before this engrained notion was rooted out of the clinical community. It 
is therefore understandable that many investigators, until recendy, have used caution 
when invoking environmental factors as significant to the aetiology of autism. 
Just within the past decade, these types of investigations have begun on a small 
scale. For example, one line of research has examined co-morbid cases of foetal alcohol 
syndrome and autism (Harris, MacKay, & Osborn, 1995) and investigated case histories 
of adults with autism, a significant portion of whom upon retrospective review of 
records were found to have histories of prenatal alcohol exposure (van Karnebeek et al., 
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2002). These studies converge in suggesting that early exposure to alcohol and other 
drugs may increase the chances of developing autism and/or autistic symptomatology. 
Similarly, based on clinical case studies and animal models, another area of investiganon 
has implicated prenatal valproic acid exposure as increasing the risk of developing 
autism (Ingram, Peckham, Tisdale, & Rodier, 2000; Williams et al., 2001). Exposure to 
valproic acid in prenatal rats during neural tube development results in cerebellar 
damage similar to that documented, via neuroimaging studies, in autism (e.g., 
Courchesne, Yeung-Courchesne, Press, Hesselink, & Jernigan, 1988). However. 
cerebellar damage is not specific to autism and its functional repercussions can be quite 
varied (e.g., Ivry & Justus, 2001). Thus, mapping these environmental contributors not 
only to brain abnormalities found in autism, but also to the accompanying behavioural 
repertoire will prove to be no small feat. 
Studies of other teratogenic agents, such as thalidomide, indicate that a subset of 
cases with autism may be due to maldevelopment of the brain stem (Rodier, 2002). 
Stromland, Nordin, Miller, Akerstrom, and Gillberg (1994) noted that thalidomide 
exposure to pregnant women resulted in a significant number of neurodevelopmental 
disorders in their offspring. Upon closer examination, it became clear that thalidomide 
exposure during the first trimester, particularly between the 20th and 24th days of 
gestation, lead to a significant risk of developing autism (five out of 15 cases). This 
finding lead to the hypothesis (that continues to be investigated) that autism may trace 
its roots to early embryopathy. Teratology has only recently turned its attention to the 
field of autism. As more potential environmental triggers are examined, a better 
understanding of not only environmental factors in autism, but also gene-environment 
interplay, will be possible. 
Perhaps the most controversial and undoubtedly the most hotly debated 
postulation regarding the environmental origin of autism stems from its possible 
association with the Measles-Mumps-Rubella (MMR) triple vaccine. The primary 
evidence for this association involved two coincidental factors: 1) the corresponding 
timing of the MMR vaccine and the onset of symptoms in autism and 2) the recent rise 
in cases of diagnosed autism roughly corresponding to the relativdy recent adoption of 
the triple vaccine over three separate vaccines for measles, mumps, and rubella. Since 
vaccination is mandatory in many Western countries and the triple vaccine is 
manufactured almost to the exclusion of the single doses, a suggestion of detrimental 
effects had, and continues to have widespread ramifications in terms of public health. 
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Although the debates continue, a series of sound epidemiological studies conducted to 
date have not provided evidence that MMR is a causative agent in the development of 
autism (e.g., Fombonne & Chakrabarti, 2001; Fombonne, Zakarian, Bennett, Meng, & 
McLean-Heywood, 2006; Honda, Shimizu, & Rutter, 2005; Taylor et al., 1999). EthYl 
mercury, a component of the preservative used in the MMR jab and other 
immunizations (prior to 2001 in the US), was implicated particularly. Though evidence 
thus far refutes the aetiological significance of immunizations containing mercury-based 
preservatives, mercury has also been implicated recently as an environmental toxin in air 
pollution that may contribute to increased rates of ASD (\X'indham, Zhang, Gunier, 
Croen, & Grether, 2006). 
Utilising a complementary approach to teratology, Rutter and colleagues (1999) 
compared six-year-old British children adopted from Romania and those adopted 
within the UK, and found that a significant minority (12%) of the Romanian born 
adoptees exhibited a "quasi-autistic pattern" of behaviour. These Romanian adoptees, 
unlike their British peers, experienced severe privation, which resulted in poorly 
developed attachment relationships and cognitive impairments. The study of adoptees 
that had experienced these living conditions early on provided a rare (non-teratogen-
related) environmental model of autistic behaviour in humans. 
In summary, despite recent findings from studies of environmental toxins, early 
privation, and so forth, much of the research in this area is based on very small sample 
sizes and/or animal models whose applicability to autism is as yet unknown. As interest 
in this research pursuit continues to gain momentum, more rigorous research methods 
will be applied and provide more definitive conclusions regarding the environmental 
contributors to autism. 
1.2.3 Neuropathology and Neuroimaging 
As yet, at the neuroanatomicallevel, there is no consensus regarding localisation 
of damage or dysfunction; thus, there is no globally accepted pathophysiologic theory of 
autism. Autopsy and postmortem studies have revealed what can be considered only 
preliminary neuropathological findings because of their reliance on a very small number 
of brains (for review, see Palmen, van Engeland, Hof, & Schmitz, 2004). Findings have 
indicated abnormalities restricted to the limbic and cerebellar regions. At the 
microscopic level, a lowered number of Purkinje cells and granular cells has been noted 
in the cerebellum (Bauman, 1991; Ritvo et al., 1986). Paradoxically, there was a higher 
density of cells in some cerebellar nuclei and limbic structures, including the 
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hippocampus and amygdala (Bailey et al., 1998; Bauman & Kemper. 1985). 
Furthermore, converging evidence from clinical (e.g., Lainhart et al., 1997), structural 
neuroimaging (e.g., Piven, Arndt, Bailey, & Andreasen, 1996), and neuropathological 
investigations indicates that, as a group, the brains of these individuals tend to be 
significandy larger than average (macrocephaly or megalencephaly). In fact, when group 
data are more closely scrutinised, a specific subgroup emerges which seems to be 
responsible for the larger group effects (Fombonne, Roge, Claverie, Courty, & 
Fremolle, 1999). Recent studies indicate that macrocephaly may be restricted to the 
early years in autism (Courchesne, Carper, & Akshoomoff, 2003). In any case, this 
potential subtype of autism has begun to gamer greater attention, especially as it relates 
to genetic aetiology (e.g., Butler et al., 2005). 
Overall though, structural neuroimaging has often resulted in inconclusive 
and/ or conflicting results, such as smaller hippocampal formations in one study (Saitoh, 
Karns, & Courchesne, 2001), but not in another (piven, Bailey, Ranson, & Arndt, 1998). 
In addition to brain enlargement, two of the most consistent findings at the group or 
subgroup level are abnormalities of the cerebellum (e.g., Courchesne et aI., 1988; 
Hardan, Minshew, Harenski, & Keshavan, 2001) and reduced size of the corpus 
callosum (e.g., Hardan, Minshew, & Keshavan, 2000; Manes et al., 1999; Waiter et al., 
2005). Even though these represent the most consistent findings across various 
laboratories, this does not mean that there have not been conflicting results from other 
laboratories. Quite the contrary, as one lab implicates one brain region, another 
documents null results for that region. Obviously, differences in methodology between 
studies (e.g., inclusion versus exclusion of individuals diagnosed with both autism and 
MLD, use of appropriate control groups to account for associated characteristics like 
MLD, age range of participants, and acuity of equipment) make comparisons between 
them very difficult. 
From their inception, functional neurounagtng studies of autism have been 
riddled with methodological constraints. Early studies were characterised by small 
sample sizes (usually less than 20 individuals with autism) and older diagnostic 
definitions as well as technological constraints. More recent investigations have moved 
beyond examination of resting state versus active state glucose metabolism and toward 
more dynamic approaches, such as linking cognitive findings with neural activity. For 
example, Happe et al. (1996) utilised PET to compare brain activation of typical adults 
and adults with Asperger's syndrome while they completed a story task assessing social 
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insight versus a non-social, physical story (Happe, 1994a). Most notably and discrepant 
from typical adults, adults with Asperger's syndrome did not utilise area 8/9 of the 
paracingulate cortex when completing comprehension questions for mentalising stories. 
In a similar vein, a functional imaging study of featural versus global information 
processing style (i.e., central coherence) conducted by Ring and colleagues (1999) 
utilised £MRI to examine cerebral correlates of performance on the Embedded Figures 
Test, a task on which individuals with autism perform as well or better than typical 
individuals (Shah & Frith, 1983), as compared to visual fixation, a relatively non-specific 
control task. Results indicated different patterns of activation between controls and 
individuals with autism, with the former group reliant on working memory systems and 
the clinical group utilising the visual system for featural processing. 
In autism, unlike 1D children, there is no face specific activation of the 
fusiform face area (Boucher & Lewis, 1992; Hauck, Fein, Maltby, Waterhouse, & 
Feinstein, 1998; Hobson, Ouston, & Lee, 1988). Recent neuroimaging research has 
found that for high functioning adults with autism, faces are processed in an area of the 
brain that is typically associated with general object perception (Schultz et al., 2000). It 
follows then that faces do not seem to have special status in the brain of individuals 
with autism, rather they are viewed just as any other objects in the environment; though 
a simple lack of practice in processing face stimuli could also be argued to account for 
these findings. Indeed, it seems as if (directed) focussing on the eye region of the face 
results in typical fusiform activation in autism (Hadjikhani et al., 2004). 
These studies help to extend behavioural findings (see the major psychological 
theories section below) by isolating the differences and noting the commonalities in 
neural mechanisms involved in completing these tasks. Since autism is a brain-based 
disorder, a long-term goal is to utilise these sorts of findings to inform novel and 
effective treatments. 
1.3 Treatment 
As yet, there is no cure for autism; however, treatment approaches abound for 
caregivers of children with autism. Most interventions focus on the childhood period 
(i.e., preschool to school age) to the relative exclusion of adulthood. Even long-
standing treatment and educational programs lack validation data, primarily due to the 
need for well-controlled studies, which include elements difficult to enact in clinical 
practice, such as randomisation of groups. 
Medical/biological interventions have included drug and VItamIn therapies. 
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Individuals with autism are idiosyncratic responders to drug therapies and biological 
treatments. Indeed, drug treatment is symptom-based (targeting anxiety, aggression, 
hyperactivity, etc.), not a cure. The 20-30% of individuals with autism and epilepsy are 
helped by anticonvulsant medication. Amphetamines, lithium, anti-depressants, and 
anti-anxiety medications have all been utilised with varying degrees of success 
depending upon the individual. Megavitamins and secretin have also been administered 
to children with autism based on claims of small but notable symptomatic improvement 
(e.g., Pfeiffer, Norton, Nelson, & Shott, 1995). When examined with scientific scrutiny, 
secretin treatment has not proven effective in alleviating autistic symptomatology at the 
group level (e.g., Sandler et al., 1999; for review, see Esch & Carr, 2004); however, 
particular individuals may respond positively. 
Behavioural/psychoeducational interventions (see Howlin, 1998 for review) 
have emphasised the positive reinforcement of appropriate behaviour and the 
elimination of inappropriate behaviour along with the accommodation of the classroom 
and other environments to maximise potential; all completed within the least restrictive 
environment to each individual child. Indeed, the behavioural approach has been 
utilised frequently in school settings to help develop academic and self-help skills in 
individuals with autism. 
Behavioural interventions are effective in improving the daily functioning of 
people with autism. Based on learning theory, these techniques continue to influence 
programs for people with autism and other developmental disabilities. Three major 
behavioural approaches have been applied to treatment: operant, cognitive, and social 
learning. Operant techniques utilise the straightforward application of the principles of 
learning theory; clear and direct reward and punishment. Desirable behaviours are 
paired with positive events, while undesirable behaviours are paired with negative 
consequences (e.g., loss of privileges). This approach is generally effective and remains 
common practice, but some professionals opt for more positive techniques in lieu of 
this approach or to bolster these techniques. 
Building on the success of behavioural interventions, structured teaching was 
developed as a complementary way of assisting children with autism to maximise their 
abilities and to minimise their inappropriate behaviours (Schopler, Mesibov, & Hearsey, 
1995). This approach first assesses how well a person with autism can understand the 
environment and expectations for behaviour. Positive reinforcers and undesirable 
consequences are then used to clarify this understanding. Other tenets central to the 
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structured teaching technique include orgarusmg the physical environment, using 
schedules, assessing individual strengths and weaknesses, and establishing positive 
routines. Summarily, it is a cognitive-behavioural approach that seeks to individualise 
educational intervention, to make the environment more predictable and manageable, 
and to utilise behavioural techniques to shape behaviour. 
Most appropriate for verbal individuals, social learning approaches emphasise 
social skills training. Deficient social skills are targeted and appropriate behaviours 
practiced in a naturalistic setting, often in the context of a social skills training group. 
Specific techniques for teaching include modelling, role-playing, and rehearsal (see, for 
example, Mesibov, 1984; Pierce & Schreibman, 1995). 
Because of the early onset of autism, early intervention has been an area of 
intense focus, attempting to generate meaningful long-term changes and improvement 
in outcome. Indeed, there have been numerous reports of improvement in linguistic, 
cognitive, and adaptive skills amongst children with autism after intensive early 
intervention (Rogers, 1998). Unfortunately, logistical and methodological limitations 
have prevented strong empirical validation of the long-term effectiveness of early 
intervention (Howlin, 2003). 
With the increased awareness of autism as a lifelong developmental disability, 
vocational training has received recently greater attention. When given adequate 
support and training, many individuals with autism obtain competitive jobs, especially 
those that can be matched to a particular individual's strengths and/or interest area(s). 
Such recent social gains have increased the opportunities for individuals with autism to 
lead fulfilling and productive lives. 
1.4 Major Psychological Theories 
Theories that attempt to explain the greatly variable expression of autism 
aetiology are plentiful, but three theories (two briefly reviewed here and one reviewed 
more comprehensively in Chapter 2) currently have the largest accompanying bodies of 
literature (both supporting and refuting their predictions) and are most relevant to the 
topic of savant skills. The current tone of the literature tends to favour a multiple-
deficits account, since a single, unitary deficit can not adequately explain all features of 
the disorder. 
1.4.1 Theory of Mind 
The ability to think about thoughts and to attribute mental states, such as 
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desires, beliefs, and intentions, to oneself and to others is described as "theon' of 
mind". It has been suggested that deficits in theory of mind, the ability to "mind-read", 
represent the clearest characterisation of social difficulties experienced by individuals 
with autism (Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985). The original study demonstrating 
this deficit in individuals with autism involved a first-order false belief task (Baron-
Cohen et al., 1985). Puppets were used to demonstrate a simple scenario involving Sally 
and Ann. The following is a brief description of this sequencing task: Sally has a basket 
and Ann has a box. Sally places her marble into her basket and goes out for a walk. 
While she is gone, Ann takes the marble from the basket and puts it into her box. Sally 
then returns, wanting to play with her marble. The question is then posed to the 
participant, ''Where will Sally look for her marble?" Most of the participants with 
autism said that Sally would look in the box, while the controls predominandy said she 
would look in the basket. The child with autism is asked to put him or herself "in 
someone else's shoes" and represent his/her mental state. A number of researchers 
have subsequendy validated the finding that children with autism have much greater 
difficulty with theory of mind tasks than same (mental or chronological) age TD 
children and children with :MLD (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Jolliffe, Mortimore, & Robertson, 
1997; Happe, 1994a; Leekam & Prior, 1994). 
A great deal of research investigating theory of mind in both typical and other 
atypical populations has been conducted since the seminal efforts of Baron-Cohen and 
his colleagues. Evidence thus far implicates emergence of basic theory of mind skills, 
such as understanding that others may have a false belief, around four years of age (e.g., 
Wimmer & Pemer, 1983), though this depends on whether you are testing these classic 
theory of mind domains or precursor skills, such as pretend play. Indeed, a number of 
methods has been developed in order to investigate theory of mind across the lifespan 
including experimental tasks such as false belief, representational change, appearance-
reality, and deception as well as more naturalistic measures such as the "Awkward 
Moments" test, informant ratings based on items from the Vineland Adaptive 
Behaviour Scales, the "Strange Stories" test, the "Eyes Test", and the faux pas test (see 
Baron-Cohen, 2000 for review). 
The theory of mind account does an exceptionally good job of describing the 
social deficits observed in autism (see Frith & Happe, 1998). It explains, for example, 
why individuals with ASD may be socially interested yet socially disconnected and why 
they have difficulty with lying and keeping secrets. Nevertheless, one significant 
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shortfall of the theory of mind account is its inability to account for the full range of 
symptom expression in ASD. Most salient is its inability to explain the relauye 
strengths present in the cognitive profile of autism and the restricted interests and/ or 
repetitive behaviours required for diagnosis. Another potential shortcoming of the 
theory of mind theory is that a small minority of individuals with an ASD passes the 
tests. Specifically, people with Asperger's syndrome, those on the autism spectrum with 
the highest verbal ability, are more likely to pass false belief tasks (Bowler, 1992). This 
finding, in conjunction with the demonstrated relationship between verbal ability and 
theory of mind task performance (e.g., Garfield, Peterson, & Perry, 2001; Happe, 1995), 
has led some researchers to postulate that theory of mind tasks, such as false belief can 
be solved via verbal instead of social cognitive routes (Happe, 1995). One alternative 
idea indicates that theory of mind deficits represent a delay in acquiring these abilities 
since intact/age appropriate theory of mind has not been documented in very young 
children with autism. 
1.4.2 Executive Function 
A sometimes competing but possibly complementary approach to explaining the 
deficits seen in autism is the executive function account. The umbrella term executive 
function refers to those flexible goal-directed behaviours thought to be mediated by the 
frontal cortex. An overall definition is the ability to maintain a problem-solving set 
appropriate to the situation, in order to attain a future goal (Duncan, 1986; Welsh, 
Pennington, & Groisser, 1991). Planning, flexibility of thought and action, organisation 
of materials and cognitive processes, impulse control, and holding a mental 
representation "on-line" have all at one time or another been subsumed within this 
category. One of the earliest attempts to formulate a neuropsychological 
characterisation of autism (Damasio & Maurer, 1978) utilised the frontal metaphor to 
account for some aspects of symptom presentation, such as perseverative behaviour 
and difficulty with higher-level linguistic and cognitive skills. Subsequent to this initial 
comparison of the behaviour exhibited by adults with frontal lesions and by individuals 
with autism, a growing body of literature has sought to validate empirically executive 
dysfunction in autism. 
Judy Rumsey and her colleagues carried out the first seminal investigations 
examining executive functioning in autism. Results from a series of studies utilising 
classic measures of frontal lobe functioning, such as the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, 
consistendy demonstrated executive dysfunction amongst high functioning adults with 
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auOsm (Rumsey, 1985; Rumsey & Hamburger, 1988, 1990). Inyestigarors then 
extended these studies to include children and adolescents on the autism spectrum, 
finding much the same results as the adult studies (Hughes & Russell, 1993; Ozonoff, 
Pennington, & Rogers, 1991; Prior & Hoffman, 1990). However, executiye functiorung 
includes a number of behaviours and subdomains, so the onus falls on specifying the 
particular subdomain(s) that seem to be consistently and uniquely impaired in autism. 
Based on purported executive function tasks, the findings thus far implicate 
perseveration as the most clearly and consistently documented deficit area (Liss et al., 
2001; Sergeant, Geurts, & Oosterlaan, 2002). 
However, it is difficult to arrive at definitive answers regarding the applicability 
of executive function accounts to ASD because of at least two problems that face this 
line of inquiry. The first is the issue of specificity; executive functioning difficulties are 
common amongst a variety of developmental disorders, though the executive 
functioning profiles may vary. The second limitation is the relatively limited data 
available on early executive functioning in ASD. Studies by Griffith, Pennington, 
Wehner, and Rogers (1999) suggest that executive function difficulties are not autism 
specific at ages three to four years, even though they distinguish older children with 
autism from children with MLD. Therefore, based on this evidence, it is unlikely that 
executive difficulties represent a primary impairment in ASD. 
As has become clear from the theory of mind and executive function accounts, 
It IS highly unlikely that a single primary deficit account will ever truly capture the 
diversity and variability of behavioural expression observed in ASD. After all, it has 
been argued for some time that autism may be a disorder of multiple primary deficits 
(Goodman, 1989). Moreover, these two areas as well as the weak central coherence 
(Wee) account reviewed in the next chapter, do not necessarily oppose one another. .\ 
more thorough integration of these theoretical accounts is needed, because each may 
contribute a piece of the puzzle to understanding autism. Indeed, what has been 
highlighted by briefly reviewing the two most prominent deficit-based accounts of 
autism is the lack of explanatory power for the cognitive and behavioural strengths of 
autism, which are frequently mentioned in both the anecdotal and research literature. 
The third of the three major psychological theories of autism, wee, attempts to 




In this chapter it is evident that autism is a highly heritable neurodevelopmental 
disorder, yet its aetiological origin remains a mystery. Individuals with autism present 
with an unusual and distinctive cognitive pro@e which includes both assets and deficits. 
Given that assets can reveal as much about a disorder as deficits, although deficit-based 
models have dominated the extant literature, this thesis aims to examine more closely 
potential cognitive assets and how they may contribute to splinter and savant skills that 
occur more frequently in autism than in other developmental disorders. 
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Chapter 2: Beyond Deficits: Cognitive Style in 
Autism Spectrum Disorders 
Deficit-based models have long been the default approach to examirung 
cognitive functioning within clinical populations. ASD are no exception, with many of 
the current neuropsychological conceptualisations grounded in deficit -based accounts 
(e.g., executive function and theory of mind). However, the significance of identified 
deficits can only be assessed against a background of task success (Happe, 1999), and 
deficit-based accounts fail to explain aspects of cognitive performance that would be 
considered intact, or even enhanced (e.g., savant skills). Savant skills, perhaps even 
relative cognitive strengths (i.e., "islets of ability"), such as good rote memory and a 
good "eye for detail" may on the surface appear to be superfluous to cognitive accounts 
of autism, but when considering the disproportionate rate of occurrence in ASD as 
compared to idiopathic learning difficulties (10% v. <1%), some level of explanation is 
required. 
Briefly reviewed at the end of Chapter 1 were two psychological theories (theory 
of mind and executive function) that attempt to account for signs and symptoms of 
ASD. How these theories apply to better understanding the overrepresentation of 
savant skills in ASD is mostly indirect, rather than providing straightforward 
predictions. So, for example, based on the theory of mind account, individuals with 
ASD are not concerned with what others think, allowing them to follow their own line 
of reasoning and interests, which may be key to creative expression. On the other hand, 
the executive function theory holds that individuals with ASD have difficulty shifting 
attention, which may account for their becoming all-absorbed in their interest areas 
(including art and music), some of which many TD individuals would find mundane 
(e.g., calendars). By contrast, the WCC account was specifically inspired by the need to 
explain islets of ability. The following chapter aims to review the literature on WCC in 
autism, particularly as it relates to savant skills, and briefly introduce alternative accounts 
for the pattern of cognitive strengths observed in autism. 
2.1 The Weak Central Coherence Account 
In her seminal discussion of the characteristic cognitive features of autism, Uta 
Frith (1989) described the tendency of individuals with autism to favour local over 
global processing (a reverse of the typical trend) as a "weak drive for central 
coherence". Frith conceptualised central coherence in typical development as a driving 
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force to bring together vast amounts of information, implying cogniti,>e efficiency 
reliant on the use of context and meaning to aid information processmg. In essence, 
strong central coherence is "not seeing the trees for the forest". Initially, the \X"CC 
theory was meant to be all-encompassing, so that it accounted for both social and non-
social deficits in autism; however, after further empirical scrutiny (e.g., Happe, 1997; 
Happe & Frith, 2006; Teunisse, Cools, van Spaendonck, Aerts, & Berger, 2001), the 
latest delineation of WCC theory seems better equipped to account only for non-social 
features of autism and thus to serve as a complementary account to social theories, such 
as the theory of mind theory of ASD. The scope of the following review is limited to 
examination of WCC in ASD, and begins with a review of studies of wce divided by 
convenience into perceptual, visuospatial, and verbal-semantic coherence. 
2.1.1 Perceptual Coherence 
A number of studies have extended the relevance of WCC to low level forms of 
visual and auditory processing. Jarrold and Russell (1997) presented canonically 
arranged and distributed (amongst distracter shapes) black dots to assess counting 
abilities in children with autism as compared to those with MLD and those with typical 
development, all matched group-wise on verbal mental age. For each group, difference 
scores were calculated between reaction times (RT) in the canonical and distributed 
conditions. As predicted by WCC theory, the difference scores were significantly 
smaller for the autism group than the TO control group, implying that a canonical, 
global arrangement of dots conveyed a significant advantage for the latter, not the 
former, group. Similarly, Brosnan, Scott, Fox, and Pye (2004) found that children with 
MLD more often utilised the gestalt grouping principles of proximity, similarity, and 
closure than did children with autism. In fact, children with autism were grouping at a 
level that was not significantly greater than chance, suggesting difficulty grasping 
relationships between component parts. 
Happe (1996) compared susceptibility to visual illusions between individuals 
with autism versus those with MLD or typical development. Participants were asked 
questions about the physical properties of the stimuli, such as comparing the length of 
lines and size of circles. These judgements were made both within an illusory context 
and within a control condition consisting of the same components, but without the 
illusory effect. As predicted by wee theory and in contrast to TO participants and 
participants with MLD, children with autism succumbed to the illusions significantly 
less often and did not benefit as much from segmentation of the stimuli in a 3-D 
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condition. Although these findings were intriguing, later attempts failed to replicate and 
extend this work (see the "Negative Findings" section of this chapter). 
Navon hierarchical figures, in which large characters are composed of smaller 
ones (e.g., large "S" made up of small "T"s), have been utilised in a number of studies 
assessing visual global and local processing in autism; however, results are mixed with 
some negative findings (see the "Negative Findings" section of this chapter) and some 
positive findings. Rinehart, Bradshaw, Moss, Brereton, and Tonge (2000) utilised a 
numeric version of the Navon hierarchical figures task (1977) to assess the precedence 
of local and global information for individuals with high functioning autism or 
Asperger's syndrome. Both clinical and control groups exhibited global advantage (i.e., 
responding faster to global than local stimuli) and global interference (i.e., processing 
information globally to the detriment of local details) effects; however, local 
interference effects were also noted in this and a later study (Behrmann et al., 2006) 
using alphabetic stimuli, implying that unlike the typical case, global stimuli have no 
special status in the information processing of individuals with ASD. In a divided 
attention version of the Navon-type task a participant is not presented with information 
as to what level the stimuli would appear, while in a selective attention version, a 
participant is instructed to attend at the local or global level. Plaisted, Swettenham, and 
Rees (1999) found that when there were no instructions (the divided attention task), 
children with autism made more errors at the global level, while TD children made 
more errors at the local level. However, when instructions were provided (the selective 
attention task), both groups of children were quicker to respond to the global target. 
These findings indicate that individuals with ASD favour responding at the local level 
when left to their own volition, but demonstrate a typical global response bias in a 
directed attention task. 
Another domain of lower level processmg m which WCC has been 
demonstrated is face processing. When global configuration is altered, in such a way 
that participants are asked to recognise inverted faces, performance by people with 
aunsm IS less detrimentally affected than that of typical individuals, interpreted as 
reflecting detail-oriented processing (e.g., Langdell, 1978; Tan tam , Monaghan, 
Nicholson, & Stirling, 1989). People with autism often display deficient performance 
when asked to process the face as a whole (e.g., Gepner, de Gelder, & de Schonen, 
1996; Hobson et al., 1988). However, when asked to examine details of a face, for 
example, through lip reading, people with autism demonstrate comparable performance 
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levels to control participants matched on mental age (e.g., de Gelder, Vroomen, & yan 
der Heide, 1991). Even though lip-reading or visual speech was found to be intact In 
autism, it had little influence on auditory perception (i.e., reduced McGurk effect), due 
either to failure to integrate this information or problems in divided attention. 
Therefore, the tendency to blend speech sounds perceived auditorily and yisually, wa~ 
less marked for children with autism. 
Ropar and Mitchell (2002), taking a different approach, examined the perception 
of shape constancy, based on actual versus viewed shape, in children and adolescents 
with autism, MLD, or typical development, along with a group of TD adults. Top-
down processing was found to be less influential in the autism group in that prior 
knowledge of the circle's actual as opposed to viewed shape imposed less influence on 
the perception of the shape. 
Also of potential relevance, Gepner, Mestre, Masson, and de Schonen (1995) 
demonstrated that five children with autism were less susceptible to visually induced 
motion than age-matched TD children. In a more recent paper, Milne et al. (2002) 
examined differences in coherent motion processing between a group of children and 
adolescents with autism and a nonverbal ability and chronological age matched TD 
control group. Results revealed that people with autism demonstrated higher motion 
coherence thresholds than matched controls, that is, they had greater difficulty detecting 
coherent motion, corroborating an earlier study by Spencer et al. (2000) and a later 
study by Pellicano, Gibson, Maybery, Durkin, and Badcock (2005). Indeed, these 
results argue for impaired global visual processing in autism, specifically in the 
magnocellular pathway, which in tum results in an over reliance upon local processing 
and its relevant neural substrate, the parvocellular pathway. It should be noted; 
however, that these deficits are not specific to autism; individuals with dyslexia, for 
example, have similar difficulties (Wilmer, Richardson, Chen, & Stein, 2004). 
Nevertheless, the documentation of deficits at this low level further calls into question 
the assumption that perception in autism is indeed typical. 
2.1.2 Visuospatial Coherence 
A characteristically spiky profile of intelligence subtest scores is well 
documented in the ASD literature, typically with elevated performance on Block Design 
in the Wechsler Scales (Happe, 1994b; Lincoln, Allen, & Kilman, 1995; Rumsey, 1992). 
This visuospatial task represents a prototypical measure of central coherence; 
approaching the block design task at a detailed level (constituent parts instead of the 
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gestalt or "big picture'') may result in superior performance. Indeed, given the affinity 
for approaching the task at a detailed level, individuals with ;\SD avoid the diHiculty 
that unimpaired persons experience when completing this type of task, that IS, trouble 
with inhibiting the perception of the gestalt so that the percept can be "broken down" 
into its constituent parts. As a result, they are little aided by pre segmentation of the 
designs to be copied, unlike comparison groups matched for age or ability (Shah & 
Frith, 1993). 
Similarly, when gIven the Embedded Figures Test (EFf) (Witkin, Oltman, 
Raskin, & Karp, 1971; see Figure 2-1 for an item example), individuals with ASD 
perform comparably or superior to matched controls (Shah & Frith, 1983). The EFT 
requires one to find as quickly as possible a simple object or figure (e.g., a triangle), 
which is hidden within a picture of a larger, more complex object (e.g., a crane). 
Scoring is based on number correct and time needed to locate the hidden figure. Shah 
and Frith (1983) interpreted their findings in the following way: for TD individuals, the 
larger, more complex figure was more compelling and thus more difficult to inhibit in 
order to find the embedded shape. In individuals with ASD, the part is salient and 
there is litde distraction from the gestalt. Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen (1997) replicated 
these findings, supporting the original contention that people with autism, and also 
those with Asperger's syndrome, are faster than TD individuals on the EFT. 
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Figure 2-1. Example of an Item from the tandard Embedded Flgures 
Test. 
Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen (2001a), in later work, tested the ability of adult with 
high functioning autism or Asperger's syndrome to lOtegrate pieces of a line drawlOg 
lOto a coherent whole or to note similarities between line drawlOg . Indivlduals \\1th 
ASD were proficient in noncing similarities, but deficient 10 thel! ability to lOlcgrarc 
pieces into a whole. Furthermore, ill a second experiment, these same parnclpant wer 
shown scenes, each containing an object inconsistent with the overall context. 
Participants were then asked to describe the scene, label the type of scene and IL 
mappropnate content, and locate in the scene a different, named, and contexrually 
incongruent object as quickly as they could. DefiClts were noted in theIr abilIty, n r 
only to locate the incongruent named object, bur also to identify the cene. In another 
study, these researchers Golliffe & Baron-Cohen, 2001b) unlised a modified ver Ion of 
the Hoop r Visual Organisation Test (Hooper, 1958) to a e s abilir ... (0 Intcgrate 
VI uo panal lOformanon 10 adults with perger' yndrome. ~\ predictcd b, \\ (: . 
theory, results r vealed good p rformance when parncipant. W Ie askt:d to recuglll";t,: 
objects from ldennf)'lng detaIl or fragment ' and poor performance \\·hen recog-ninon 
rcgutred IntegratIon of fragment lntO a whole. 
turn - of draWIng ty} and ability 10 . \ D ha\' als sugge'\tcd detail to-u . 
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Through the use of a novel graphomotor task based on the Rey-Osterrieth Complex 
Figure (ROCF: Osterrieth, 1944), Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen (1997) sought to document 
whether individuals with ASD exhibit preferential local processing. _\lthough 
significant differences were not documented between the clinical and control groups, 
most likely due to ceiling effects on the ROCF-like task, trends in the data suggested 
preferential local strategies in the ASD group when drawing the figure from memory. 
Prior and Hoffman (1990) administered the original ROCF as a purported measure of 
frontal lobe functioning to 12 children with high functioning autism. Since there was 
no scoring system for organisation, the authors relied on qualitative analysis when 
describing approach to drawing the figure. They noted that in the copy condition, 
children with autism seemed to do as well quantitatively as the chronologically age-
matched control group, but that the approach was generally "disorganised," often 
starting with a detail and proceeding to draw the rest of the figure in a piecemeal 
fashion, instead of the more typical approach of starting with the overall figure. 
Though the authors discussed these findings from an executive functioning (i.e., deficit) 
framework, the participants' approach to the task could also reflect WCe. Indeed, 
during the memory condition (after three minute delay), children with autism obtained 
lower scores than the control group, tending to remember only details, instead of the 
outlines of the figure. From these results, it then seems that memory demands 
exacerbated the organisational deficit or tendency for featural processing. If the 
stimulus was encoded in a detail-oriented fashion, it made it very difficult subsequently 
to organise this information for output in an accurate way. Kenworthy et al. (2005) 
corroborated these findings with a quantitative analysis of organisational approach to 
the ROCF (copy condition) based on the developmental scoring procedures created and 
validated by Bernstein and Waber (1996). To control for graphomotor demands, 
Kenworthy and colleagues (2005) completed within-subject comparisons of 
performance on the Beery-Buktenika Test of Visual-Motor Integration with the 
organisation component of the ROCF in children with high functioning autism or 
Asperger's syndrome. Organisation scores were significantly worse than expectations 
based on overall visual-motor integration skill, adding quantitative evidence to the 
qualitative findings of Prior and Hoffman (1990). This was further corroborated in a 
study by Booth, Charlton, Hughes, and Happe (2003) in which participants were asked 
to copy from a model figures such as a house or a snowman. Boys with autism 
exhibited a more detail-oriented processing style than did m boys or boys with ADHD 
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as demonstrated by increased likelihood of initiating their drawing with a feature, the 
presence of fragmentation in their drawings, and general violation of configuration. 
Accordingly, in another study comparing individuals with high-functioning autism and 
matched TD controls, Mottron, Belleville, and Menard (1999) examined graphic 
reproduction for objects versus non-objects and for possible versus impossible figures 
(which were incoherent at only the global level). Similar to previous findings, this study 
documented a bias toward drawing features (versus configural aspects of the 
non/ objects) during the initial copy phase in the group of individuals with high 
functioning autism. Moreover, for individuals with autism impossibility imposed fewer 
constraints on their ability to copy a figure than it did for the TD controls. That is, TO 
controls took longer to copy impossible than possible figures, while individuals with 
autism had comparable copy times for both conditions. 
2.1.3 Verbal-Semantic Coherence 
Studies exploring coherence issues In ASD have not been limited to the 
visuospatial domain; processing of meaning in verbal material has also been 
investigated. Results from these studies suggest that meaning is extracted in ASD at the 
level of single words, but is not automatically constructed when stringing together 
words, that is, for word lists in which all or subsets of these words are semantically 
related, or at the level of sentences and narratives (e.g., Frith & Snowling, 1983; 
Kenworthy et al., 2005). For example, the meaning of a sentence determines the 
pronunciation of an ambiguous word in the Homograph Test (Snowling & Frith, 1986; 
Happe, 1997). This is demonstrated using "tear" in the following sentence: "In her eye, 
there was a big tear" versus "In her dress, there was a big tear." Children with autism 
often fail to utilise preceding sentence context for determining pronunciation (Snowling 
& Frith, 1986; Happe, 1997; Lopez & Leekam, 2003). In an extension of this work, 
Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen (1999) documented deficits in local coherence amongst high 
functioning adults with autism or Asperger's syndrome when tested with homographs, 
inferential reasoning, and ambiguous sentences requiring context to determine meaning. 
Moreover, when individuals with ASD were asked to choose the most appropriate 
bridging inference amongst competing alternatives, they often failed to do so, instead 
choosing less coherent options. Evidence for difficulty in striving for central coherence 
in this population was further shown in this study, as people with ASD failed to utilise 
context to interpret an ambiguous sentence read out to them Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 
1999). Perhaps the most telling result from Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen's study was the 
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convergence of results, since perfonnance on these three tasks was correlated, implying 
a unifying force behind the results obtained, presumed to be WCe. Happe and Booth 
(in preparation) recently developed a sentence completion task, which also measures 
children's use of previous context within a sentence, in which the child is asked to 
complete a sentence stem. For example, in the sentence stem "you can go hunting with 
a knife and ... " the child can respond at a local (e.g., fork) or global (e.g., gun) level. 
Again with this task, children with autism tend to respond preferentially at the local 
level (Happe & Booth, in preparation). 
A final area of evidence for WCC in the verbal domain comes from studies of 
reading skill and ability in ASD. It has been robustly demonstrated that individuals with 
ASD often possess intact, even superior, decoding skills relative to their reading 
comprehension level (Frith & Snowling, 1983; Snowling & Frith, 1986). Indeed, 
hyperlexia is common amongst individuals with ASD. Generally, hyperlexia can be 
defined as exhibiting decoding skills that are far above expectations based on the mental 
age-level of the child and when compared to reading comprehension level. The 
disproportionate co-occurrence of hyperlexia and autism (Grigorenko, Klin, & 
Volkmar, 2003) further corroborates a difficulty with verbal central coherence, since 
decoding benefits from attention to constituent parts while comprehension requires 
integration of elements occurring in a sentence or phrase. In alphabetic languages, 
learning to decode involves breaking down the whole word into its constituent parts; 
this may be aided by detail focus. Despite the convergence of data, it is important to 
point out one caveat; this line of research demonstrates consistent processing of 
meaning at select, often low levels in ASD. So, it is not accurate to say that individuals 
with ASD do not process information for meaning at all; rather, they seem to do so at 
the smallest meaningful levels (e.g., words at the semantic level), and they can process 
for global meaning, if directed to do so (e.g., Instructed Homographs Test: Snowling & 
Frith, 1986). 
The ability to orgaruse information efficiently (e.g., by relating items 
semantically) has been investigated in a variety of ways in the autism literature, although 
the relevant authors do not always invoke central coherence as their theoretical 
framework. The first study of verbal organisation in the autism literature, conducted by 
Hermelin and O'Connor (1967), examined the ability of individuals with autism and 
individuals with Mill to remember typically structured (i.e., grammatically correct) 
sentences versus word strings composed of randomly ordered words (all composed of 
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single syllable words and ranging from three to eight words in length). In a second 
study, these researchers examined the ability of these two groups of children to utilise 
semantic cues to assist retrieval of word lists. In both instances results suggested that 
children of comparable cognitive ability were more likely than children with aUOsm to 
benefit from semantic information at recall. Similarly, Tager-Flusberg (1991) 
demonstrated that during free recall, children with autism remembered an unrelated 
series of words little better than a series of related words, unlike the matched (on verbal 
mental age) control group of children with MLD and typical development. However, 
when provided with cued recall, the performance of children with autism reached 
similar levels to that of the control group. Minshew and Goldstein (1993) utilised the 
California Verbal Learning Test to examine word list learning in a group of adults with 
autism. Evaluation of every index of performance was completed, revealing six 
discriminating variables, all dealing with free recall or semantic clustering. Indeed, these 
results are consistent with a deficient ability to organise information in the typical 
fashion. Mottron, Morasse, and Belleville (2001) examined encoding and retrieval cues 
(none vs. phonological vs. semantic) in word list learning for high functioning 
individuals with autism and verbal IQ matched TD controls. Results indicated that, 
unlike TD individuals (for whom semantic cues were most effective), those with autism 
benefited equally from phonological and semantic cues at retrieval. This adds further to 
our knowledge of how verbal information may be organised for people with autism; 
indicating more superficial encoding than is typical, which may assist in explaining some 
semantic deficits. Finally, Toichi and Kamio (2002) investigated long-term verbal 
memory and the "levels-of-processing effect" in autism, and consistent with other 
studies, they found that individuals with autism were less likely to utilise semantic 
strategies to aid recall. 
Perhaps the highest level at which coherence can be obtained within the verbal 
domain is at the story or narrative level. Inference making, above and beyond 
comprehension of the story, is one way to examine this absorption of meaning from the 
story, and has been shown to be poor in adults with ASD (Rumsey & Hamburger, 1988; 
Jolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 2000). In terms of ability to remember narratives, a study by 
Rumsey and Hamburger (1990), involving men with autism, men with dyslexia, and 1D 
men, revealed autism specific deficiency in immediate recall of small narratives, whereas 
their immediate recall of digits was comparable to that found in the 1D controls and 
better than the performance of the dyslexic men. These results provide additional 
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evidence that memory demands exacerbate organisational deficits, as was found when 
participants with ASD were asked to draw the ROCF from memory. Seeking to extend 
this area of research, Jolliffe and Baron-Cohen (2000) devised a novel measure of 
linguistic coherence by asking adults with autism, Asperger's syndrome, or typical 
development to arrange sentences in a coherent fashion so as to make a short ston". 
Unlike the TD participants, the individuals in the two clinical groups struggled to 
arrange sentences to complete a story in a coherent fashion. Within and between group 
comparisons were also made for performance on a control task in which temporal cues 
allowed for the ordering of sentences. Individuals with ASD performed comparably to 
controls in this condition but, in contrast to the control group, their performance was 
much better in the temporal condition than in the coherence (with no temporal cues) 
condition. 
2.1.4 Negative Findings 
Despite the persuasive set of studies documenting evidence of WCC across 
domains in ASD, there is a small set of studies that documents intact central coherence, 
notably restricted to the visuospatial domain. Ozonoff, Strayer, McMahon, and Filloux 
(1994) administered the Navon (1977) task (as described in the "Perceptual Coherence" 
section of this chapter) to assess local versus global processing in people with autism, 
Tourette's syndrome, or typical development. Results revealed that similar to both 
control groups, people with autism processed the global forms (i.e., larger letters) first, 
with minimal interference effects induced by the local, small letters. Similarly, utilising 
the same type of task, Mottron, Burack, Stauder, and Robaey (1999) found that people 
with autism demonstrated a global advantage in both congruent and incongruent 
conditions. Unfortunately for the validation of these results, the Navon task has been 
shown to be quite sensitive to alterations in methodology, such as the size of the global 
and local stimuli (Kimchi, 1992) and the exposure duration (N avon, 1977); thus, 
producing variable results across studies, including those positive results reported in the 
"Perceptual Coherence" section of this chapter. Moreover, work by Plaisted and 
colleagues (1999) discussed earlier in this chapter extended this research in the field of 
ASD by demonstrating that indeed there is interference of local to global stimuli within 
a divided attention task, but within the context of a selective attention task, interference 
effects were not observed. This has profound implications for understanding the 
present negative findings. Plaisted et ale (1999) have effectively demonstrated that when 
primed to process information globally, many people with ASD can do so; however, 
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when left to their own volition, many people with ASD preferentially process 
information in a piecemeal fashion. This idea fits nicely with Happe's (1999) 
reformulation of WCC, implicating WCC as a cognitive bias or style, not a cognim'e 
deficit. 
Ropar and Mitchell (1999) sought to replicate Happe's (1996) finding of lowered 
susceptibility to illusions amongst individuals with autism, while altering the stimuli and 
response format. In contrast to Happe (1996), they developed a computerised 
procedure whereby the participants could alter the physical properties of stimuli (e.g., 
line length) within four visual illusions until they appeared similar. Results over a large 
number of trials revealed a systematic vulnerability to visual illusions in both the 
autism/ Asperger's syndrome group and the matched control group. In a further 
experiment, Ropar and Mitchell (1999) aimed to replicate the findings of the original 
study by Happe (1996), by remaining faithful to her procedures. Again, despite utilising 
a verbal response format of "same" or "different" and stimuli on cards, a la Happe 
(1996), results revealed no differential susceptibility to visual illusions between the ASD 
group and the matched control group. However, it should be pointed out that utilising 
this original format, fathers of boys with an ASD showed better performance on visual 
illusions than the fathers of boys with dyslexia or fathers of TD boys (Happe et aI., 
2001). Nevertheless, Ropar and Mitchell (2001) later returned to the issue of visual 
illusion effects in ASD, through a replication study and through correlational analyses 
with prototypical measures of visual coherence. The results corroborated their earlier 
study, in that individuals with autism and the matched control groups were 
approximately equally susceptible to illusory effects. Moreover, correlations between 
visual illusion task performance and performance on prototypical measures of visual 
coherence were nonsignificant for the most part, indicating that factors unrelated to 
visual coherence may be operating and necessary when perceiving visual illusions. The 
reason for this discrepancy is unclear, but the weight of the evidence suggests that 
people with ASD are not different from comparison groups in perception at this level. 
In a small-scale study, Rodgers (2000) investigated visual perception in a small 
group of individuals with Asperger's syndrome (n=8), in an effort to characterise the 
pattern of assets and deficits as consistent with WCC theory or with hierarchisation 
theory (Mottton & Belleville, 1993, 1995; see the "Alternative Theories" section of this 
chapter for further detail). A 1D control group was utilised to compare performance 
across the following tasks: Block Design, EFT, a Navon-type task, and an Impossible 
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Figures task. Based primarily upon comparable group performance on the Block 
Design and EFT and results from the Impossible Figures task (significantly more errors 
in the Asperger's group), Rodgers tended to favour the hierarchisation model of visual 
perception in ASD. In addition to limitations of the Navon-type task, as delineated 
above, the author rightly acknowledges further caveats when interpreting these results. 
For one, a lack of superiority on the Block Design and EFT could be due to a number 
of factors; for example, small sample size and constrained IQ range (i.e., with lower 
IQs, the local advantage and therefore unexpectedly good performance is more 
noticeable). Moreover, the use of a sample of individuals with Asperger's syndrome to 
investigate visual perception generalis able to all ASD may be misleading. A body of 
evidence, albeit controversial, exists which supports relative deficits in visuospatial 
functioning, as compared to verbal functioning, in individuals with Asperger's 
syndrome (i.e., a nonverbal learning disability), contrasted with the opposite pattern 
observed in high-functioning autism (Klin, Volkmar, Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Rourke, 
1995). Furthermore, poor performance on the Impossible Figures task could be due to 
factors unrelated to global-local information processing. For example, anecdotal 
evidence from caregivers of individuals with autism suggests difficulties in depth 
perception, and this aspect of visual perception is quite important to the discrimination 
of possible and impossible figures. Similarly, Burnette et al. (2005) failed to replicate 
earlier studies when they did not find an autism superiority on the EFT. However, 
there were a number of difficulties with this study, including use of a categorical scoring 
scheme for assessing time to find the hidden figure (i.e., one point for figures located in 
less than 30 seconds and two points for figures located in less than 20 seconds). This is 
particularly noteworthy on the EFT, since past findings have relied on differences in 
actual time to find the hidden figure, rather than accuracy alone. In general, using 
categorical scoring systems has the advantage of limiting the effect of extreme scores, 
but, used in place of continuous data, it may constrain variance and therefore limit the 
potential to detect group differences and interindividual scatter. Indeed, the mean 
scores for both groups approached ceiling performance, making interpretation of these 
findings more difficult. 
Finally, amongst these failures to document WCC in ASD, Brian and Bryson's 
(1996) attempt to validate the "less capture for meaning" phenomenon may be the most 
difficult to account for. These investigators utilised a modified version of the EFT, in 
which there were multiple contexts from which to dis embed (meaningful, abstract~ or 
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fragmented), to assess adolescents and adults with autism or pervasive developmental 
disorder and two matched control groups; one matched on receptive language skills and 
the other matched on nonverbal ability. Results did not reveal the expected aunsm 
superiority in the ability to accurately and quickly locate the hidden figure. 
Furthermore, dis embedding was slower within meaningful than non-meaningful 
contexts for both groups. This finding is more difficult to explain than those from the 
other studies and only reiterates the need for more replication studies and, more 
broadly, for further delineation and specification of wee theory. 
At first glance, this series of negative findings may seem to represent a challenge 
to the validity of wee theory. However, Brian and Bryson's results aside, the tasks on 
which most of the negative findings have been based (e.g., the Navon-type task) may be 
considered somewhat artificial, perhaps lacking external validity to real-life experiences 
of people with ASD. Large letters composed of smaller letters is only somewhat 
analogous to the configural processing necessary to derive meaning from our everyday 
environment. Everyday stimuli are not limited to such miniscule levels of complexity. 
In this sense, the EFT has more external validity than a N avon-type task. Moreover, 
the hierarchical information present in our everyday environment often provides 
exponentially greater information as you ascend levels, unlike the artificial and one-to-
one relationship present in and across levels in the Navon-type task. Indeed, it may 
even be argued that the use of the N avon task to examine hierarchical processing is 
somewhat inconsistent with the spirit of Frith's (1989) original formulation. Seeking 
meaning in stimuli, and in fact utilising an inherent cohesive force to bring together 
smaller pieces of information for higher-levels of meaning, may be most consistent with 
Frith's original ideas. In the example of a large ''Y'' composed of many, smaller "T"s; 
the large ''Y'', despite its relative size, does not connote a higher-level of meaning just 
because it is made up of many constituent, but equally meaningful parts (i.e., the letter 
"T"). In other words, one could argue that in this type of task, on which many of these 
negative findings are based, the whole is not greater than the sum of its parts. 
2.1.5 Universality and Specificity of Weak Central Coherence 
One important question facing all theoretical accounts of autism is whether the 
postulated characteristics are universal amongst affected individuals and whether they 
are specific to autism. Based on the limited data available on wee and autism. studies 
Oarrold & Russell, 1997; Scheuffgen, 1998) suggest that wee is not universal amongst 
individuals with autism. Happe and Frith (2006) provide two reasons why this IS 
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un surprising: 1) individual differences findings from other cognitive accounts of autism 
(i.e., theory of mind and executive function) also fail the universality test and 2) there 
are limitations in measurement (i.e., many ways and reasons an individual may pass or 
fail anyone task). Nevertheless, it is still impossible to know what proportion of the 
ASD population may be characterised by wee. 
The question of whether this cognitive style is specific to autism has a stronger 
empirical basis from which to draw answers, though rarely are the comparisons made 
within the context of the same study. Individuals with schizophrenia, William's 
syndrome, depression/anxiety, and right hemisphere damage have all been shown to 
demonstrate a local processing bias. For example, schizophrenia has been associated 
with a favoured local processing bias (e.g., Johnson, Lowery, Kohler, & Turetsky, 2005), 
while individuals with William's syndrome have been noted to take a piecemeal 
approach to drawings (e.g., Farran, Jarrold, & Gathercole, 2003), though they also show 
a general deficit in visuospatial processing. Mood may also affect global-local 
processing, with at least one study (Basso, Schefft, Ris, & Dember 1996) showing that 
an index of positive mood was associated with more globally-oriented processing, while 
separate indices of anxiety and negative mood were associated with a more local 
onentanon. Given that anxiety and depression are commonly reported amongst 
individuals with ASD (Kim, Szatmari, Bryson, Streiner, & Wilson, 2000), an unresolved 
issue is whether these behavioural features may play a role in the preferred featural 
processing style of individuals with autism. Finally, developmental right hemisphere 
damage, as opposed to developmental left hemisphere damage, has been shown to 
result in tendencies toward piecemeal strategies in drawing tasks, such as the ROCF 
(Akshoomoff, Feroleto, Doyle, & Stiles, 2002). Despite these converging data 
demonstrating local processing biases amongst a number of clinical groups, only one 
study to date has directly compared individuals with autism to another clinical group, in 
this case ADHD, on measures of global and local processing (Booth et al., 2003). In 
addition to the autism specific local approach to a drawing task reported earlier in the 
"Visuospatial Coherence" section of this chapter, Happe and Booth (in preparation) 
showed that boys with ADHD do not make the same sorts of local errors on a sentence 
completion task, as was commonly noted for the boys with autism. 
2.2 Alternative Accounts 
Since Frith's early conceptualisation of WCC, a number of alternative theories 
have been proposed to account for the same body of da~ to address possible 
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mechanisms underlying this largely descriptive account, and/or to address the 
limitations of this account. 
2.2.1 Hierarchisation Deficit (Mouron & Belleville, 1993, 1995): 
These authors propose that both local and global processing are intact in autism, 
but there is an abnormality in the interaction between these two levels. Thus, global 
advantage effects, as seen in TD people, are expected to occur, but global interference 
effects are expected to be absent for individuals with ASD. Indeed, the case study of 
EC (Mottron & Belleville, 1993) supported this contention and even extended it, since 
he exhibited local interference effects, making far fewer local than global errors in the 
context of incompatible Navon stimuli. However, as Plaisted et al. (1999) aptly point 
out, EC's performance was compared to a pooled mean of six TD control participants, 
for which no interference effects were noted (i.e., the expected global interference effect 
did not occur). This then makes EC's performance, specifically the local interference 
effect, difficult to interpret. More to the point, it is unclear from the study'S results 
whether this effect occurred due to superior local processing or inferior global 
processing. Another significant limitation of this theory as compared to wce is that 
unfortunately, hierarchisation theory has not been extended beyond the visuospatial 
domain and therefore, does not speak to verbal-semantic oddities exhibited by 
individuals with ASD. Moreover, contextual processing difficulties in ASD are not 
addressed in this theory, which focuses solely upon an abnormality in processing of 
information in the hierarchy from local elements to global configuration. More 
recently, this has been reconceptualised as Enhanced Perceptual Functioning (EPF) 
(Mottron, Dawson, Soulieres, Hubert, & Burack, 2006). In essence, whereas WCC 
views consistent docwnentation of good featural processing in ASD as due to favoured 
local (vs. global) processing, the EPF account views these findings as indicative of 
enhanced perception of local features (see Chapter 3 for expansion of this topic). 
2.2.2 Reduced Generalisation (Plaisted, 2001): 
Within this theoretical account, Plaisted argues for an alternative account of the 
findings noted in the field of WCe. She specifically postulates that people with autism 
have a reduced ability to note similarities between stimuli, but an enhanced ability to 
discriminate between stimuli. The basis for this argwnent arises from a series of studies 
conducted by her research group (O'Riordan & Plaisted, 2001; O'Riordan, Plaisted, 
Driver, & Baron-Cohen, 2001; Plaisted, O'Riordan, & Baron-Cohen, 1998). For 
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example, Plaisted and colleagues (1998) found that within the context of a perceptual 
learning task people with autism processed the unique elements of stimuli well and the 
common elements relatively poorly, which stands in complete opposition to findings in 
the TD control group. Moreover, a later study from this group (O'Riordan et al., 20(1) 
confirmed an autism superiority in visual search, whether the participant 1S asked to tlnd 
unique features or a conjunction of features. The Reduced Generalisation theorv has 
exciting possibilities and requires further experimentation to delineate its exact role in 
cognitive findings for ASD. Currently, this theory cannot account for higher-level 
findings, such as difficulties in contextual processing; however, it does possess 
significant strengths, such as its economy of explanation, in the documentation of a 
rather low-level idiosyncrasy that might be mapped onto neural network 
models/ explanations. 
2.2.3 Disorder of Complex Information Processing 
(Minshew, Goldstein, & Siegel, 1997): 
Minshew and colleagues devised this hypothesis after exanurung the 
neuropsychological profile of a large group of adults with high-functioning autism. A 
single, unitary deficit was not documented; instead, these authors advocate the position 
of Goodman (1989), among many others, in which autism is likely the result of multiple 
primary deficits. Specifically, their results reveal general sparing of visuospatial skills, in 
the face of deficits within and across domains directly related to the increasing 
information-processing demands of the tasks. Unfortunately, the external validity of 
this hypothesis to all ASD is questionable, given that all testing was completed only with 
individuals with high functioning autism, not Asperger's syndrome, since these and 
other non-autistic individuals with ASD were excluded. Furthermore, all testing was 
completed on adults, which may prove problematic on a number of levels (e.g., 
neuropsychological/brain-based) when seeking to describe a developmental disorder. 
Unlike WCC, this hypothesis cannot address areas of absolute strength and/or savant 
skills. It only speaks to the areas of the neuropsychological profile that may be intact or 
preserved. And, finally, perhaps most troubling, this hypothesis represents a 
description, not an explanatory framework predicting or elucidating causal mechanisms. 
Indeed, complexity is not an easily quantifiable construct, though a later neural model 
(Belmonte et al., 2004) indicates that complexity may equate to requirements for 
integration across several brain regions. 
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2.2.4 Extreme Male Brain Theory 
(Baron-Cohen, 2002): 
Building on the early writings of Hans Asperger (1944), Baron-Cohen (2002) 
developed the Extreme Male Brain Theory of autism. This model defines the "male 
brain" and "female brain" psychometrically, that is, based on the extensive research 
findings regarding gender differences in cognition. As a group, women outperfonn 
men on measures of empathy, social judgement, ideational fluency, verbal fluency, fine 
motor coordination, and so on, while men exhibit superior performance on tasks 
measuring mathematical reasoning, finding a part within a whole, mental rotation, some 
spatial skills, and so forth. Male-brain types are considered to be more developed in 
terms of folk physics or "systemising" but less developed in terms of folk psychology or 
"empathising" and vice versa for the female-brain type. Broadly speaking, systemising 
is understanding "closed" systems and their logic, including mechanical, constructional, 
mathematical, and spatial skills, while empathising encompasses emotional processing 
and "mind reading", that is, the ability to attribute mental states to oneself and others 
allowing one to make sense of and predict others' behaviour. An individual may have 
neither a male nor a female brain type (i.e., fall between the two extremes) and 
designation of this type is not dependent on one's chromosomal gender. Findings from 
a series of studies by Baron-Cohen and collaborators (e.g., Baron-Cohen & Hammer, 
1997; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Spong, Scahill, & Lawson, 2001; Lawson, Baron-
Cohen, & Wheelwright, 2004) and others (e.g., Binnie & Williams, 2003) have 
demonstrated that indeed individuals with autism and Asperger's syndrome 
demonstrate an extreme form of the psychometrically-defined male brain in that they 
perform well on tasks of folk physics and poorly on tasks of folk psychology. However, 
this account cannot explain the verbal deficits highlighted above (e.g., failure to utilise 
context when pronouncing homographs and failure to utilise organisational strategies to 
learn word lists, etc.) and assessment of systemising has been largely via self-report, wah 
a folk physics test (Baron-Cohen et aI., 2001) and a test of code-breaking (Lawson et al., 
2004) the lone exceptions. On the other hand, significant strengths for this theoretical 
account are its attempt to tackle the issue of male overrepresentation in ASD and 
underlying motivation for engaging in restricted interests and repetitive behaviours. 
nontrivial issues largely ignored by other theories. 
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2.3 Central Coherence and Savant Skills 
It has already been noted that WCC goes some way towards explaining "islets of 
ability" in ASD, such as the ability to notice subtle changes in the enyironment or 
facility with jigsaws. However, how does this theory address the extreme form of 
cognitive strengths in autism, so-called savant skills? A small group of studies has 
directly or indirectly addressed this question. In an elegant series of studies, Heaton 
(2003) characterised the processing of musical information in autism as qualitatively 
different from that found in typical development. Superior ability to associate a pitch 
with a picture for later recall was noted in the autism group, but chord dis embedding 
performance by children with autism was better in one condition and equivalent in 
another to that observed in the matched control group, depending upon the 
experimental paradigm utilised. These findings dovetail with those from other groups. 
When comparing performance between a group of high functioning individuals with 
autism and a matched control group in their ability to make same-different judgments 
of pairs of melodies, Mottron, Peretz, and Menard (2000) found similar results to 
Heaton (2003), suggesting intact global musical processing. However, individuals with 
autism were better than controls at detecting changes in contour-preserved, but 
featurally modified melodies, suggesting a featural bias in the domain of music. :\ later 
study by Bonnel and colleagues (2003) showed enhanced pitch discrimination abilities in 
autism, indicating good feature level processing in music. In perhaps the most 
significant study for better understanding musical savant skills in ASD, Heaton, 
Hermelin, and Pring (1998) demonstrated stable and superior memory for exact pitches 
in ASD. In the experimental task, participants were asked to pair a picture with a tone 
in an associative learning paradigm. Heaton and colleagues indicate that an 
information-processing bias favouring pitch over melodic information may predispose 
individuals with ASD to acquire absolute pitch (AP) much more commonly than is 
normally the case. Heaton et al.'s findings fit well with the broader AP literature in 
which featural processing was linked to AP in the early years (fakeuchi & Hulse, 1993). 
A powerful argument was then put forward connecting these data to the development 
of savant musical skills in individuals with ASD. It may be that AP then serves as a 
necessary (but, alone insufficient; Heaton, Pring, & Hermelin, 1999) precursor for the 
development of savant musical skills; every musical savant so far identified has 
possessed AP (Miller, 1989). Although, the weight of evidence indicates that featural 
processing of music is good, if not enhanced in ASD, at least one study indicates that 
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music may not be processed well on a global level. Foxton et al. (2003) found that 
individuals with autism, unlike typical controls, did nor exhibit global interference 
during detection of pitch change under conditions in which other local elements (e.g., 
absolute pitch and timing) were mismatched, indicating poor global processing of 
mUSIC. 
In art skills, detail focus may be important as well. For example, ~lo[[ron and 
Belleville (1993) studied a savant artist who utilised a relatively piecemeal approach to 
his drawings, especially when contrasted with the approach of a control subject, a 
professional draughtsman, who began his drawings with outlines before progressing to 
details or featural elements. Pring, Hermelin, and Heavey (1995) found superior block 
design performance for both savant artists with autism and artistically gifted individuals 
without a disability. Documenting this segmentational style of processing in both 
artistically gifted groups implies that the detail-focussed cognitive bias present in ASD 
may also be responsible for the overrepresentation of savant skills. Consistent with this 
idea, Cox and Eames (1999) studied two savant artists with strikingly dissimilar drawing 
styles, but found that performance on the EFT was elevated in both cases, 
demonstrating a common ability to focus on local elements. 
A compelling argument has also been put forward to delineate the relationship 
between a detail-focussed processing style and savant skills in calendar calculation 
(Heavey, Pring, & Hermelin, 1999) and in mental arithmetic (Heavey, 2003). Heavey 
and colleagues (1999) explain that dates can be viewed as "fragments" of the calendar, 
which may hold particular fascination for certain individuals, especially those with 
autism (e.g., consider the frequently mentioned early interest in birthdays as reported by 
parents). Given the evidence above for segmentational facility in individuals with ASD, 
combined with the idiosyncratic interest in calendar information, the stage is set for the 
possible development of calendar calculation skill. Happe and Frith (2006) have also 
pointed out that task success could be achieved by local instead of global or truly 
"configural" coherence. Indeed, these authors provide the example of stringing 
together calendar facts for calendar calculation as an index of local coherence 
(somewhat akin to grammatical processing in language), something savants with autism 
are good at doing. In terms of arithmetic ability, Heavey (2003) notes that a cognitive 
style characterised by field-independent processing is a known correlate of mathematical 
ability (Benbow, 1988). The tendency towards segmentation is prevalent amongst 
mathematical savants; many tend to proceed by breaking down operands into their 
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respective factors or into smaller integers. Indeed, the present author has noted that an 
arithmetical savant with whom he has worked displayed a propensity for segmentation 
of larger numbers into smaller, but equivalent, chunks to facilitate calculauon. 
Moreover, this proposition also fits with evidence from prime number calculaung 
savants. Anderson, O'Connor, and Hermelin (1998) noted that one savant had 
discovered the Eratosthenes method in which arriving at a decision as to whether a 
particularly large number is prime can be deduced by breaking down the number into all 
constituent prime numbers up to the square root of the number and testing for a 
remainder. 
A number of case studies of savants, though not explicitly making the 
connection, contain hints of evidence of weak coherence. For example, Stevens and 
Moffitt (1988) found that an individual with exceptional mental calculation abilities 
displayed borderline impairment in his ability to integrate visual information holistically, 
as required by the Hooper Visual Organisation Test. Lucci, Fein, Holevas, and Kaplan 
(1988) also demonstrated many characteristics of WCC in their case study of Paul, a 
musically gifted boy with autism. He excelled on block construction, puzzle assembly, 
and paired associate learning tasks, while his approach to the ROCF was quite 
disorganised, with a piecemeal approach. Moreover, his memory for short narratives 
was quite poor, standing in stark contrast to his excellent rote memory for discrete 
pieces of information. 
Although these findings across studies and savant domains indicate a strong link 
between WCC and savant skills, it should be noted that many of these same findings 
have also been used to support the EPF alternative account. The EPF and other 
theoretical perspectives are covered in more detail in Chapter 3. 
2.4 Summary and Conclusions 
Taken together, the reviewed studies implicate within ASD a consistent 
tendency across modalities to favour details over con figural information. However, it 
seems that individuals with ASD do not demonstrate WCC at all levels. Based on the 
current evidence, at what may be considered some of the smallest meaningful units, 
such as words in language or simple objects in visuospatial perception, people with 
ASD process information in a typical fashion, but when asked to string together these 
units, a featural bias occurs, resulting in WCe. Studies, such as work by Frith and 
Snowling (1983) showing that people with autism could read for mearung when 
instructed to, and despite their bias for more superficial processing, validate WCC as a 
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cognitive bias or style rather than a deficit. 
WCC theory, unlike conventional deficit-based accounts, addresses cogrunve 
strengths in ASD. Indeed, this theory may go some way, if not completely, towards 
explaining "islets of ability" in ASD, such as facility in completing jigsaw-like tasks. 
However, its capacity for explaining the extreme levels of ability, that is, savant skllls. 15 
less clear, though the limited data so far appear to support the notion that \,\'CC 
characterises the cognitive style of variously skilled savants. A brief but thorough 
review of the history and current knowledge base surrounding savant skills may serve to 
further elucidate the nature of these skills and to stimulate testable hypotheses regarding 
their potential underlying cognitive mechanisms. 
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Chapter 3: Savant Syndrome 
The following chapter reviews research on the savant syndrome and also 
. -
attempts to address current outstanding issues in the extant literature, particularly those 
that provide a rationale for the present thesis. Instead of approaching the chapter by 
examining separately each savant skill area, this review seeks to uncover consistent 
trends in findings and identify gaps in the literature, by utilising a cognitiyC 
neuropsychological framework. 
3.1 Brief History of the Savant 
Savant syndrome, despite its rarity, has been well documented in the medical 
and psychological research literatures for well over a century. In possibly the earliest 
identified case, a German magazine reported the story of a farmhand mnemonist in 
1751 (Foerstl, 1989). However, Down's lecture to the Medical Society of London in 
1887, in which he discussed a series of cases of individuals with disabilities who 
nevertheless displayed remarkable skills, began the still continuing inquiry into how and 
why savant skills emerge. Among their most important functions, this and other studies 
helped to establish the range of savant skills and their exceptionality. For example, in 
his 1914 book, Mental Deficienry, Tredgold delineated the special aptitudes present in a 
group of 20 psychiatric patients. The list of skill areas resonates with those documented 
at present in the savant literature: calendar calculation, lightning mental calculation, 
musical abilities, mechanical skills, and visual artistic abilities. He also described such 
talents as remarkable in comparison to the population at large (not just compared to 
other patients); thus, highlighting the salience and potential importance of such skill 
development. 
The earliest documented cases of savants provided largely descriptive accounts 
of individuals then described as "idiot-savants". For example, Jebediah Buxton (h. 
1702, reported by Smith, 1983) showed slow but impressive mental calculation abilities 
(for review, see Heavey, 2003), Thomas Wiggins (h. 1849, described by Southall, 1979, 
1983) was an accomplished concert pianist (see Miller, 1989) and Gottfried Mind (h. 
1768) drew such realistic and detailed pictures of cats that he became known as "The 
Cat's Raphael" (Hindennann, 1982). Because severe intellectual impairment was 
documented in these individuals, the unexpected presence of outstanding skills aroused 
significant interest. This juxtaposition of skill and impairment remained a question of 
key theoretical interest for many years, as it was believed that the "idiot-savant" might 
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help elucidate the nature of intelligence. 
These contributions were significant in bringing cases to the notice of scientists 
and therefore subjecting them to empirical scrutiny. Perhaps the greatest strides In 
applying a rigorous scientific methodology to studying savant skills have been made In 
the last twenty years, due primarily to the concerted research efforts of ~ei1 O'Connor 
and Beate Hermelin and their many collaborators. These studies marked a sea change 
in approach to the study of savant skills, not only by bringing an empirical focus to this 
area of inquiry, but also by initiating the first group studies of the savant syndrome. 
These researchers proceeded strategically, examining skill area by skill area, comparing 
savants to cognitively matched controls and similarly skilled individuals without 
disabilities. Much of this research will be reviewed in the following chapter. Consistent 
with these efforts, interest in the savant phenomenon has continued unabated and has 
culminated in the publication of well over 100 journal articles and book chapters and at 
least six books (Hermelin, 2001; Howe, 1989; Obler & Fein, 1988; Sacks, 1995; Smith & 
Tsimpli, 1995; Treffert, 1989) in the English language alone. 
3.2 Savant Skills 
3.2.1 Defining the Savant 
The term "idiot-savant" was first used to describe intellectually impaired 
individuals with contrastingly outstanding abilities (Down, 1887). Unlike current 
popular usage, "idiot" was previously a clinical term designating a category of mental 
retardation based on IQ level (i.e., IQ<25), while savant, derived from the French verb 
savoir, "to know", means learned individual. More recendy, there has been a 
terminological shift and the terms "monos avant" (Charness, Clifton, & MacDonald, 
1988) and more commonly, "savant syndrome" (Treffert, 1989), have come into general 
usage. Whilst the pejorative connotations of the "idiot-savant" label necessitated such a 
change, these more current terms do not reflect the paradoxical nature of this intriguing 
syndrome. 
Although rarely mentioned in the extant literature, one unresolved issue is the 
way(s) in which savant status is determined. This conceptual controversy was re\,ewed 
by Miller (1998), who proposed that defining savant status in an individual should be 
similar to the approach taken for defining a specific learning disability in the United 
States. Miller endorses a "discrepancy-based model" wherein one compares intra-
individual performance across functional domains. In keeping with the specific learrung 
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disability model, one example would be the comparison of academic achievement (e.g .. 
reading) with intellectual functioning. Although this may be a useful way of 
. . 
characterising the skill level, it presents its own difficulties. More explicitly, a reliance 
on standardised tests and therefore a failure to allow for difficulties in comprehension 
and semantic encoding for those with learning difficulties, have often limited our 
understanding of intra-individual performance across functional domains. For example. 
George, one of the calendar calculating twins initially described by Horwitz. 
Kestenbaum, Person, and Jarvik (1965) and later by Sacks (1985), was unable to 
multiply 7 x 4, although he could calculate the total number of days in four weeks. 
Accordingly, the calendar calculating savant described by Ho, Tsang, and Ho (1991) 
showed poor performance on the Arithmetic subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scales but quite good performance on the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematical Test. In 
the Wechsler Scales, the Arithmetic subtest items are presented as word problems, 
whereas the Stanford Diagnostic Mathematical Test relies solely upon the manipulation 
of numbers. These examples highlight the untapped potential of savants, which may go 
unrecognised due to the domain general nature and presentation format of standardised 
tests. 
Related to Miller's discrepancy-based model is Treffert's (1989) splinter skill 
category, used for those skills considered remarkable given an individual's overall 
functioning level. This type of skill would therefore seem to be a natural consequence 
of the uneven cognitive profile seen in developmental disorders like autism (Happe & 
Frith, 1996; Rumsey, 1992) and William's syndrome (Bellugi, Lichtenberger, Mills, 
Galaburda, & Korenberg, 1999). Specific skills (e.g., Block Design performance in 
autism) might be developmentally on-line; thus fulfilling norms for chronological age, 
but providing a contrast with overall mental age. Beyond Miller's definition, Trefferr's 
formulation also extends to include talented and prodigious skill levels that reHecr 
comparisons both within and across groups, in the former case to other cognitively 
impaired individuals and in the latter case to the general population. In the most 
comprehensive investigation to date, Young (1995) utilised Treffert's criteria for all 51 
potential savant participants and suggested that savant status should be reserved for 
those individuals falling in the talented and prodigious categories. Therefore, Young's 
study indicates the usefulness of across-group comparisons in measuring savant talent. 
Although Miller's (1998) proposal of intra-individual comparisons could be of 
great utility in determining savant status, utilisation of IQ as the litmus test against 
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which skills may be contrasted presents difficulties for those in whom IQ measures may 
be misleading, that is, those with uneven IQ profiles. One way to get around this 
roadblock is to utilise measures of everyday, real-life functioning, such as adapnve 
functioning, to determine disability status and to subsequently contrast with unexpected 
skills. This is not purely idle speculation since support for de-emphasising IQ is derived 
from the observations that between 20 and 30% of individuals with autism score in the 
average range on measures of IQ, and this figure rises considerably when including 
other ASD (e.g., Asperger's syndrome). Additional support is provided by Young's 
large sample of potential savants who showed intellectual impairment at mild to 
borderline levels in the majority of cases. Moreover, there are reports of individuals 
with autism who are labelled as savants despite average, or above average intellectual 
functioning (e.g., Heavey et al., 1999; Young & Nettelbeck, 1995). Finally, adaptive 
functioning deficits are commonly reported in high functioning, that is, normal IQ, 
individuals with ASD (e.g. Klin, 2000), thus validating the inclusion of such subjects 
within the savant category. 
Typically, savant skills are demonstrated in a rather circumscribed range of 
domains, such as calendar calculation, memory, music, art, and arithmetic skills (Hill, 
1974). However, there are also reports of savants with prime number identification 
skills (Anderson et al., 1998; Hermelin & O'Connor, 1990a; Kelly, Macaruso, & Sokiel, 
1997), mechanical (Brink, 1980; Hoffman & Reeves, 1979; Tredgold, 1952), and 
linguistic skills (Dowker, Hennelin, & Pring, 1996; Smith & Tsimpli, 1995). Although 
general consensus has been reached on the list of prototypical savant domains, other 
skill areas are more difficult to situate. For example, hyperlexia (for review, see Nation, 
1999; Grigorenko et al., 2003) generally involves a significant discrepancy between 
reading decoding and reading comprehension, with the former being superior (Snowling 
& Frith, 1986). However, hyperlexia is rarely designated as a savant skill in the extant 
literature, pardy due to developmental factors; this decoding skill eventually ceases to be 
outstanding because of a natural ceiling on ability. But, in fact, at earlier points in 
development (usually the preschool years), hyperlexia meets criteria for a skill that is 
exceptional relative to overall ability (Welsh, Pennington, & Rogers, 1987), and 
exceptional relative to that of nonnally developing peers; thus, satisfying requirements 
of the traditional savant definition. Similar to other savant skills, hyperlexia has been 
noted frequendy in individuals with ASD (Nation, 1999), although it has also been 
observed in other developmental disorders, especially those involving language and 
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communication abnormalities, such as speech-language impairment (Cohen, Hall. & 
Riccio, 1997), Williams syndrome (Bellugi, Birhle, Neville, Jernigan, & Doherty, 199~" 
Turner's syndrome (Temple & Carney, 1996), and idiopathic intellectual impairment 
(Snowling & Frith, 1986). 
3.2.2 Rates of Occurrence 
Due to a lack of rigorous epidemiological investigations, the true prevalence of 
savant skills in ASD, in developmental disorders more broadly, and in typical 
development is unknown. However, surveys carried out by Hill in 1977, Saloviita, 
Ruusila, and Ruusila in 2000, and Rimland in 1978 provide important data regarding 
putative numbers of savants in populations of individuals with intellectual impairment 
and/or autism. In Hill's study, 107 institutions (out of 300 approached) for individuals 
with intellectual impairments identified 54 savants, a prevalence rate of approximately 
0.06% or roughly one in every 2000 intellectually disabled residents. On the other hand, 
Saloviita et al. (2000) targeted all institutions in Finland currendy serving individuals 
with developmental disabilities as well as subscribers to the two most widely circulated 
journals for the field of intellectual impairment, one of which catered to parents. In 
contrast to Hill's study, the savant skills survey revealed an incidence rate of 1.4 per 
1000 individuals in the intellectually impaired population. Unfortunately, neither of 
these studies separates known (e.g., ASD) from unknown aetiologies amongst the 
individuals with savant skills, so a significant number could have undiagnosed or 
unmentioned ASD. Rimland (1978), on the other hand, specifically targeted parents of 
5,400 children with autism, and in this case 531 individuals, constituting 9.8% of the 
sample, were identified by parents as savants. As a result, the discrepancy in findings, at 
least between the studies by Hill and Rimland, suggests that there is a significandy 
greater prevalence of savants in populations of individuals with autism as opposed to 
intellectually impaired individuals. However, it should be noted that the respondents in 
Hill's study were careworkers, whereas Rimland's respondents were parents, who might 
have shown a positive bias in reporting their children's skills. Unfortunately, clarity on 
this issue is not provided by the most recent study (Saloviita et al., 2000) since the 
informants were a mixture of careworkers and parents. 
Another difficulty in accurately determining the co-occurrence of the savant 
syndrome and autism concerns changes in diagnostic criteria and practice in the last 25 
years that have led to a sharp rise in numbers of individuals diagnosed with ASD 
(Chakrabarti & Fombonne, 2001, 2005). This raises the possibility that many of the 
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intellectually impaired savants described in the past research literarure might meet 
current criteria for an ASD. Moreover, Young (1995) observed that all of the potential 
savants in her sample showed some characteristic behaviours of autism, although some 
had never received a formal diagnosis. Case study descriptions of sayants WIth complex 
patterns of disability (e.g., congenital blindness, intellectual impairment, and language 
disorder) also frequently make reference to behavioural fearures commonly associated 
with autism (e.g., musical savants: Miller, 1989). Finally, social eccentricity and high 
scores on the Block Design task, both of which characterise ASD, have been reported 
amongst people who possess AP, even when compared to non-AP musicians (Brown et 
aI., 2003). Taken together this evidence strongly suggests that savant talent is most 
closely associated with ASD or at least ASD traits. Savant talent is occasionally seen in 
individuals with other developmental or neurological disorders, though they typically 
share key behavioural features with autism, such as obsessive, engrossing, and restricted 
interests (O'Connor & Hermelin, 1991). 
3.2.3 Obsessions and Restricted Interests 
By definition, individuals with autism show repetitive behaviour and restricted 
interests (APA, 1994). Although this tendency to engage in repetitive activity in 
narrowly focussed areas is generally disadvantageous for people with autism In that it 
gives rise to a restricted repertoire of behaviour and experience, this may not always be 
the case. For example, if this tendency co-occurs with other cognitive, emotional, 
and/ or physical talent components, it may serve to function as a motivational trait 
(Simonton, 2001), thereby enhancing the probability of talent emergence. .'\sperger 
(1944), who along with Kanner (1943) first described the autistic disorder, proposed 
that the personality characteristics exhibited by his patients could facilitate high-level 
skill development. Indeed, one of Asperger's patients was a successful composer. 
Several lines of evidence support the view that obsessions and restricted interests might 
play a role in the development of savant talent. O'Connor and Heanelin (1991) 
investigated restricted and repetitive behaviours in savants and found that regardless of 
diagnosis, savants demonstrated more of these behaviours than nons avant controls 
matched for IQ and diagnosis. Moreover, although individuals with autism represent a 
relatively small proportion of the intellectually impaired population, the majority of 
talented, but intellectually impaired individuals have been diagnosed with aunsrn. .-\s 
alluded to earlier, in cases where savant talents were reported in individuals WIthout 
autism, they frequendy had developmental (e.g., Tourette's syndrome: Nelson & Pribor, 
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1993) or acquired disorders (e.g., frontotemporal dementia: :'1iller, Ponton, Benson, 
Cummings, & Mena, 1996; Miller et al., 1998) that include obsessive behaviours and/or 
restricted interests as clinical features. Therefore, converging evidence highlights the 
significance of obsessive and restricted interests in the development of savant talent, 
both in and out of the context of ASD, which may reflect practice effects and/ or \\·CC. 
3.2.4 Characteristics of the Savant Skill Areas 
One avenue of pursuit that may give insight into the mechanisms subserving 
savant skill expression is a closer examination of the skill areas themselves. It is striking 
that savant skills exist within a limited and recurring group of domains. As previously 
noted, these include calendar calculation, music, art, mental calculation, and pseudo-
verbal skills (including hyperlexia and facility with foreign language acquisition). 
Therefore, it would be revealing to examine shared aspects of these domains. It may be 
apparent upon first glance that these domains are predominantly nonverbal, and that 
even the pseudo-verbal skills are generally free of higher-level linguistic demands. 
Individuals with hyperlexia are by definition relatively deficient in their reading 
comprehension and even Christopher, the well-known savant who can easily grasp 
some aspects of a novel foreign language (O'Connor, Smith, Frith, & Tsimpli, 1994), 
displays verbal skills primarily in his facility with vocabulary and underlying grammar. 
As aptly pointed out in previous research, a second commonality among these 
domains is their purported reliance upon right hemisphere functioning (Rumsey, 1992; 
Treffert, 1989). This postulation is significant in supporting brain-based models (e.g., 
Treffert, 1989) that highlight the importance of right hemisphere compensation (and 
subsequent hyperfunction?) due to left hemisphere damage/dysfunction. Although 
promising, this hypothesis is somewhat tempered by findings that aspects of musical 
cognition, for example pitch and rhythm, are subserved primarily by the left hemisphere 
(platel et al., 1997). But this idea may provide leads in elucidating brain-based 
mechanisms for savant skill presentation in both individuals with developmental 
disorders and those with acquired neurological damage. 
Perhaps the most convincing finding is that all savant skill areas contain high 
internal structure (Miller, 1989). Indeed, each of the savant domains has rules (hat 
govern the application of skills, and previous work (Heavey et al., 1999; Miller, 1989; 
Nettelbeck & Young, 1996; O'Connor & Hermelin, 1984, 1987a, 1987b, 1990; Sloboda. 
Hermelin, & O'Connor, 1985) has alluded to the importance of organised. rule-based 
knowledge in savants. Moreover, the underlying systems for each of the savant 
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domains can be broken down into elemental components and reconstituted to fonn 
meaningful wholes. Evidence suggests that both disembedding and refonnulanon 
abilities are intact in autism. For example, savant artists apply a local processing strategy 
in picture production but are nevertheless able to produce output that is globally intact. 
Thus, while processing strategies are strongly featurally biased, this does not appear to 
convey a disadvantage within savant talent domains. As mentioned in Chapter 2. 
Baron-Cohen and colleagues (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Richler, Bisarya, Gurunathan, & 
Wheelwright, 2003) determined that high functioning people with ~\SD were 
particularly good at systemising. According to Baron-Cohen and colleagues, systemising 
permits the prediction of a system's behaviour. Regardless of the content, a system is 
defined as "something that takes inputs, which can then be operated on in variable 
ways, to deliver different outputs in a rule-governed way." This perspective may be 
complementary to the WCC account in that good local coherence as predicted by \,'CC 
may allow for the methodical approach to building up to and better understanding 
"systems" that are reminiscent of savant domains. However, systemising theory, unlike 
WCC, offers a perspective on why individuals with ASD possess a drive to master 
systems, such as taxonomic categories or savant domains like music and numbers. 
Nevertheless, the relationship between measures (e.g., self-report) of systemising and 
savant skills has yet to be examined. 
Savant skills were long thought to reflect exceptional (rote) memory by savants. 
While good memory is undoubtedly a piece of the puzzle to better understanding savant 
performance, the work of Hermelin and O'Connor, among many others, indicates that 
savant skills may reflect learnt rules, not merely rote memory. For example, calendar 
savants have been shown to make systematic errors in their calendar calculation 
(Cowan, O'Connor, & Samella, 2003). Moreover, other work indicates that calendar 
savants have knowledge of calendar regularities, which are then used in completing 
calendar calculations (Cowan, O'Connor, & Samella, 2001; Cowan, Stain thorp, 
Kapnogianni, & Anastasiou, 2004; Hermelin & O'Connor, 1986; Ho et al., 1991 ~ 
O'Connor & Hermelin, 1984). Performance by savant musicians has also provided 
evidence of skill acquisition and expression dependent on other, non-memory related 
processes. Eight keyboardist musical savants and a comparison group of eight typical 
musicians were asked to replay four and eight chord sequences varying in structure 
(Miller, 1995). No differences emerged between groups so that as structure decreased 
so did the participants' ability to replay the sequences. Moreover. this investiganon 
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found that when errors were made, savants were more likely than controls to unpose 
structure in the reproduced segments. This implies that savants' performance is not 
based on simple encoding and retrieval; rather, output will remain faithful to structural 
rules of the system, even if an exact replica is not reproduced. Other shared 
characteristics have also been proposed. According to Mottron er al.'s l2()()6~ EPF 
model (mentioned in Chapter 2 and discussed more fully later in this chapter), focussmg 
on the perceptual level is helpful in all savant domains. Therefore, taking this 
viewpoint, all savant domains rely on low-level perceptual mechanisms, which cater to 
the cognitive strengths of savants, particularly those with ASD. The shared 
characteristics of savant talent domains, such as those highlighted above, may be 
particularly informative for theories to explain the presence of savant skills in .\SD 
specifically as well as other clinical disorders. 
3.2.5 Development of Skills 
Savant skills present a paradox to the notions of talent and disability; on one 
hand, they are reported to be "self-taught", while on the other hand, they are sometimes 
dismissed as nothing more than the product of relentless practice and over-learning. 
Turning to this second issue; the role of practice in the development of expertise is a 
well-researched topic. Ericsson and Faivre (1988) provide startling examples of 
memory feats attained by 1D individuals after extensive practice. For example, one 
individual, case SF, after 30 months of practicing about an hour a day, several days a 
week, gradually increased his digit span from seven to over 80 digits. Analysis of 
strategies revealed that meaningful associations of learned material (digits, in this case) 
were needed to overcome short-term memory limitations. SF, a long-distance runner, 
could utilise his knowledge of running times for various types of distance races (e.g., 
marathon) to assist in encoding this digit information. 
Interestingly, the researchers extended their argument and examples beyond 
memory alone to include skills such as AP. For AP development, they argue that some 
instruction is required in order to pair a note name to a pitch. However, Heaton et al. 
(1998) addressed this particular issue in a musically naive group of children with autism 
and in a matched control group of TD children. Using a paired learning design, in 
which a series of pitches was each paired with its own animal picture, after mulople 
learning trials the testing phase began. During testing, children heard a tone and were 
required to identify (through pointing to one picture amongst competing options) the 
animal that went with that pitch. Children with autism, despite having no previous note 
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naming abilities (and therefore no proclivity for practice), were superior ro TO conrrol~ 
in identifying the corresponding pitch, suggesting that :\P (or at least potential .\P' may 
be a relatively common though hidden skill amongst individuals with autism. 
In the only documented case of a 1D participant successfully trained to attain 
AP (Brady, 1970), the emphasis of training was identifying a single tone. Such a 
piecemeal approach fits nicely with research literature demonstrating a featurally biased 
cognitive style for people with autism and also with the study by Heaton et al. (1998). 
Even more revealing for the issue at hand, the Heaton et al. study demonstrates a 
natural, unpractised aptitude (criteria given by Ericsson and Faivre as necessary to show 
that performance was not acquired through practice) in autism for the development of 
AP. The studies above, and others (e.g., Chase & Ericsson, 1981) showing exceptional 
skill development after extensive practice, are indeed very revealing, but the question 
remains as to whether they are directly applicable to savant skill development. 
Extrapolation of these studies' results to savant skills is not necessarily valid. One 
significant hurdle, yet to be crossed in practice-based studies, is the enrolment of 
participants with low IQ or other disability in order to equate context of skill 
acquisition. Just because a 1D individual can obtain a specified level of expertise, does 
not mean that a savant with a much lower IQ has reached this same end point via the 
same route. Furthermore, Hermelin (2001) aptly points out that practice by an adult 
over a limited period of time cannot adequately replicate savant skill development with 
(usually) childhood inception and therefore suffers from the same pitfalls as attempting 
to apply results of adult-based brain lesion studies to neurodevelopmental disorders. 
Savant skills have garnered attention and amazement, not only because of the 
paradoxical presence of a well-developed skill in the context of disability, but also 
because of the nature of the emergence of these skills. Some of the most well-known 
and puzzling cases of savant syndrome have presented spontaneously, that is, they 
emerged seemingly highly developed, with no hint to their previous existence. Perhaps 
the most famous example of this phenomenon is Nadia, the girl with autism who 
suddenly displayed remarkably precocious drawing ability at the age of three (Selfe, 
1978). For example, even at age three, her drawings of horses were considered 
remarkable regardless of group chosen for comparison and were compared favourably 
to work by Leonardo Da Vinci. Incidentally, Selfe and a colleague, Newson, had rated 
and categorised over 24,000 "pictures of Mum" by children of various ages for a 
national competition that later led to an exhibition on this topic. Based on dus 
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extensive knowledge, the investigators concurred regarding the exceptionality of:'\ arua' 5 
skill. 
The idea of sudden skill emergence; however, is not free from controyecs\·. For 
example, Leslie Lemke, a musical savant, who is visually impaired and has recelycd .1 
diagnosis of autism, was reputedly another case in point. Initially, Leslie's mother. May. 
observed a quite sudden expression of his musical talent when he was around 14-years-
old. She awoke in the middle of the night to piano playing and was utterly astonished 
to find that it was her son Leslie. This was the gist of the original story as reported in 
1981; however, upon further scrutiny, Darold Treffert (1989) revealed that indeed Leslie 
had been playing simple pieces on the piano as early as seven or eight years of age and 
therefore, these skills did not burst upon the scene, as earlier believed. From this pair 
of anecdotes, it is clear that not all savants reveal sudden onset of a well-advanced skill; 
however, the exceptional cases that do, are important because they refute claims that 
savant skills are nothing more than well-rehearsed skills. Even though sudden skill 
emergence is likely rare, a commonly noted aspect of savant skill development is the 
notion of their being naively learned or "self-taught" (i.e., not formally taught), standing 
in stark contrast to similar skills in otherwise TD talented individuals. 
In summary, although practice may play an important role in talent development 
(savant or nonsavant) it is insufficient to account for most, if not all cases of prodigious 
skill, especially the rare cases when skills suddenly emerge with no previous hint of their 
existence. Moreover, as discussed later in the "Explicit and Implicit Memory" section 
of this chapter and in Chapter 4, the untaught, sudden emergence of skills argues for 
strong consideration of implicit learning mechanisms leading to early development of 
savant skills. 
3.2.6 Savant Skills and Intelligence 
Because of the striking combination of ability and disability, intelligence 
theorists must account, to at least some extent, for the savant syndrome. Exhibiting a 
single or sometimes multiple high-level skills in the context of low IQ presents a 
paradox. Some investigators have chosen to consider such skills as "uruntelligent" by 
claiming that savant skills are over-learned and/or acquired through rote memory, and 
thus superfluous to the concept of intelligence (e.g., Howe, 1989). Some investigators 
(e.g., Hermelin & O'Connor, 1990b) contend that these skills are the product of rule-
based (implicit) learning in savant domains, based on findings of high IQ m 
di I d b Nevertheless. savants ma\.' individuals failing to master skills sp aye y savants. 
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provide insights into whether a general intelligence factor (Spearman, 1927) should be 
discarded in favour of a model positing independent, multiple intelligences (Gardner, 
1983). Although researchers have attempted both to explain the savant within the 
context of current models of intelligence (for review, see Nettelbeck & Young, 1996) 
and to develop new models within which the savant can be situated (~-\nderson. 1998), 
there has been something of a change in thinking, questioning whether the savant can 
indeed inform our understanding of the nature of intelligence itself. It has been 
suggested that savants do not pose a challenge to current theorising about the nature of 
intelligence (N ettelbeck & Young, 1996) as their behaviours are not essentially 
intelligent (Spitz, 1995), but reflect purely localised knowledge (Hermstein & Murray, 
1994). However, data from empirical studies (e.g. Anderson et ai., 1998; Cowan et al.. 
2001; Heavey et aI., 1999; Hermelin & O'Connor, 1986; Miller, 1989; Mottron & 
Belleville, 1993, 1995; Pring & Hermelin, 1993; Pring et al., 1995; Young & Nettelbeck, 
1994, 1995) clearly show that these skills are supported by memory and information 
processing mechanisms that contribute to or underpin general intelligence (Nettelbeck 
& Young, 1999) and that savant skill performance itself improves as IQ scores increase 
(e.g., O'Connor, Cowan, & Samella, 2000; Rumsey Mannheim, Aquino, Gordon, & 
Hibbs, 1992). 
Cognitive theorists are also interested in the savant syndrome because of its 
relevance to the notion of modularity of cognitive function. In his influential book, 
Fodor (1983) delineated four main features of modules. Modules are cognitive 
processors in the brain that operate independently, that is, damage to one module 
should not directly affect the functioning of another module. They are domain-specific, 
wherein each module can process only one type of input (e.g., faces). Finally, modules 
are inborn, that is, set up from birth, and they are not under voluntary control. Given 
these constraints, some researchers have used the case of savant syndrome as a claSSIC 
example of the modularity, or modularisaton (Kanniloff-Smith, 1998), of cerram 
cognitive functions (Anderson, 1998; Tsimpli & Smith, 1995); cases where select skills 
(e.g., music) are preserved or even enhanced, while others (e.g., language) are deficient. 
Rather than getting caught in the cycle of relegating savant skills as (ir)relevant 
to the notion of intelligence, depending upon the theory one espouses, an alternative 
method for examining the theoretical significance of sa,'ant skills IS to unlisl' a 




3.3 Autism and Savant Skills: Cognitive Neuropsychological Accounts 
The overrepresentation of autism among individuals with sa\-ant skills l~ 
considered a nontrivial phenomenon and requires explanao"on .1 s p "I J 
. ~l. re"nous ,. rennn: 
in Chapters 1 and 2, psychological theories of autism, such as the executive function 
(Russell, 1997) and theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, Tager-Flusberg, & Cohen, 2000) 
accounts, have historically focussed upon and addressed deficits observed in these 
individuals. One notable exception to this trend, wec theory (Frith, 1989; Happe. 
1999; Happe & Frith, 2006), as reviewed in Chapter 2, directly addresses the quesnon of 
why splinter and savant skills should preferentially emerge in autism. However. over 
the years, there have been other accounts attempting to account for savant skill 
development, particularly in autism. 
One promising early perceptual-level account for special skills was put forward 
by Waterhouse (1988). Her ideas arose in response to the failure of theoretical models 
of intelligence to account for special skills. Importantly, Waterhouse proposed that 
special cognitive talents and abilities in savants are qualitatively different from those of 
typical individuals. She believed that they were separate in source from individual 
differences in intelligence and therefore did not represent end points of the normal 
distribution of various skill areas. Specifically, she proposed that special skills dcnvc 
from a preconscious and specific set of memory and processing mechanisms that 
facilitate "acutely accurate and extremely extensive representation of visual images and 
sounds" and allow "the rapid recognition and facile manipulation of patterns involving 
those visual and auditory representations" (Waterhouse, 1988). According to the 
model, the savant may both generate and elaborate upon these complex mental 
representations, but also see or hear complex patterns embedded within relevant VISUal 
or auditory stimuli. Similar to the argument made here, Waterhouse highlights the 
importance of the induction of regularities or of structural elements within various 
perceptual systems by savants. According to Waterhouse, special skill development is 
genetically driven and brain-based, via cortical rededication. Presumably, for special 
skills in the context of autism, areas of cortex (or significant portions of these areas) 
typically devoted to social-emotional functioning would be reallocated to perceptual 
pattern recognition. Consequendy, this functional rededication would result in superior 
performance on perceptual pattern recognition tasks and correspondingly poor 
performance on tasks of social cognition. 
Around the same time, Treffert (1989) also proposed a neurologically mediated 
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multi-factor model of savant skills. Brain-based factors included compensatory nght 
hemisphere functioning after left hemisphere damage and reliance upon lower-Ie,"el 
procedural memory due to damage to higher-level memory circuitry. The effortless. 
automatic nature of savant skills and the intact aspects of memory functioning are noted 
and proposed as necessary but not sufficient for savant skill development. T reffert also 
notes the restricted range of savant talent domains and postulates that they are mediated 
(at least to a significant degree) by the right hemisphere. Thus, the importance of the 
nature of and commonality between these domains is highlighted. A.n additional 
element to this model is the focus upon the single-mindedness of savants for the skill 
area in question. Thus, concentration, repetition, and practice are considered to be 
important and reinforcing for the maintenance and elaboration of skills. In an attempt 
to explain the preponderance of savant skills in autism, T reffert drew on research 
suggesting that right hemisphere functioning (at least as relevant to savant domains) and 
procedural memory are generally intact in autism. Returning to his subgrouping of 
savants by skill level, Treffert pinpoints a requisite genetic factor for only the most 
exceptional (i.e., prodigious) savants. Therefore, while there are multiple paths to the 
end points of splinter skills or talented level savant skill expression, one does not reach 
prodigious levels of performance without a significant genetic predisposition. Despite 
appealing aspects of Treffert's theoretical account, such as delineation of savant skill 
levels and invoking implicit memory as representative of savant-type memory, several 
difficulties arise, including the notion of right hemisphere sparing/left hemisphere 
deficit. For example, the right hemisphere has been linked to areas of difficulty for 
savants with autism, such as pragmatics (Ozonoff & Miller, 1996) and the left 
hemisphere has been associated with areas of strength, such as featural processing 
(Moses et aI., 2002). 
In the latest theoretical account of savant skill development, Mottron and 
Burack, originally delineated in 2001, but recently updated (Mottron et al., 2006), 
outlined a model proposing EPF in autism. According to the EPF model, lower- and 
higher-level processing mechanisms are dichotomously grouped, with low-level 
mechanisms being domain specific and neurally-specified while higher-level 
mechanisms are domain general and distributed across several brain regions and 
networks. These authors suggest that people with autism show overdevelopmenr of 
low-level perceptual abilities, likely due to hyper-functioning of brain regions typically 
involved in primary perceptual functions, or due to reduced functioning of high-level 
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mechanisms. Thus, it is postulated that splinter and savant skills in autism will invoke 
operations that are largely perceptual, with the proviso that they can mclude difr-cruu 
modalities or the simple operations of associating, combining, and matching on tracks 
of visual or auditory stimuli. A major strength of this model is that it takes a 
developmental approach, whereby an early, unspecified cognitive deficit results in an 
enhanced cognitive operation via compensatory action. This subsequently improved 
aspect of cognitive functioning becc;>mes increasingly over-trained and heavily practiced, 
leading to the development of a restricted interest. Moreover, citing evidence of 
excellent spatial orientation in autism (Mottron & Burack, 2001), these authors conclude 
that their model has distinct advantages over wee theory since spatial orientation does 
not, on the surface, require featural processing. However, this model predicts only one 
area of talent per savant, which runs counter to findings in the literature, and indeed to 
one case reported later in this thesis, and assumes that all savant skills are reliant on 
good low-level perceptual functioning, which may be difficult to explain in some 
instances (e.g., number and calculation skills). Furthermore, despite its obvious 
strengths, Mottron and Burack's proposal that savant abilities never include aspects of 
relative weakness among persons with autism fails to account for several individuals 
described in the savant literature. For example, Smith and Tsimpli (1995) described a 
savant who shows outstanding foreign language acquisition abilities, while Dowker et al. 
(1996) described a savant poet. There are also examples of savants with autism who are 
very sensitive to the affective dimensions within their talent domain. For example, 
Richard Wawro, the savant artist described by Hermelin, Pring, Buhler, Wolff, and 
Heaton (1999), is very sensitive to colour, and in his compositions changes and 
intensifies colours in order to manipulate overall mood. 
One of the deficit-based accounts of ASD, executive dysfunctioning, has also 
been documented in savants with autism (Steel, Gorman, & Flexman, 1984; Rumsey et 
al., 1992; Mottron, Peretz, Belleville, & Rouleau, 1999); however, there is an obvious 
confound as to the specificity of the executive dysfunction. Unfortunately, from the 
limited evidence, it is unclear as to whether the executive dysfunction is the result of the 
presence of an ASD, in which these deficits are robustly documented (e.g., Ozonoff, 
1995; Rumsey & Hamburger, 1988), or whether it is integral to the cognitive landscape 
of the savant syndrome. Particularly relevant to the notion of savant talent, generati\·l~· 
or fluency is one aspect of executive functioning that has been demonstrated as 
deficient in ASD (Dunn, Gomes, & Sebastian, 1996; Turner, 1999). However, as for 
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measurement of memory outside the area of talent, ,"alid assessment of exeCUO\-e 
functioning, particularly generativity, requires both domain-specific and domain-general 
assessment. Of relevance here are studies by Ryder, Pring, and Hermelin (~OO~) 
comparing savant artists with autism to control groups of TD art students, non-sa\"ant 
individuals with autism, and individuals with MLD. Findings from these sturues 
demonstrate that on tasks of design fluency and visual synthesis, savants with autism 
showed a fluency deficit as severe as that found in the nonsavant controls with autism. 
However, on the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking, the drawing output of the savants 
with autism was more elaborate than that of the two IQ matched control groups 
(individuals with autism and with MLD), and on the visual synthesis tasks, originality 
scores equalled those of gifted art students. Thus, while these savants showed a 
pervasive fluency deficit characteristic of autism, they were nevertheless able to produce 
highly elaborated and original responses within their talent domain. Also pertinent to 
the executive dysfunction account, Snyder and Mitchell (1999) proposed that TD 
individuals are concept-driven and thus cannot access the skills fundamental to 
becoming a savant. A lack of this typical top-down processing, accorrung to the 
authors' view, is what allows savants to "have privileged access to nonconsClOUS 
information and processes" so that they perceive every detail in a percept and 
"interpret" these percepts without interference from previous conceptually driven 
knowledge. So far, trans cranial magnetic stimulation studies have provided mixed 
support for this contention (Snyder et al., 2003; Young, Ridding, & Morrell, 2004); 
therefore, more research is needed to answer this question. 
3.3.1 Memory and Cognitive Strategies 
One suggestion that has been made frequently is that savants show exceptional 
rote memory (Hill, 1978). However, if rote memory is defined as the veridical encoding 
of information, this clearly does not explain savant talents within the classical domains 
of music, art, and calendar calculation, where greater flexibility in the manipulation of 
domain-specific information is essential and indeed evident in savants. For example, 
investigations into the musical memory of savants (Sloboda et al., 1985; Young & 
Nettelbeck, 1995) show that although long-term memory is good, or indeed exceptional. 
reproduction of heard material is not verbatim, and reproduction errors preserve the 
important structural characteristics of the compositions. 
Because rote memory is thought to be unusually intact in autism (Happe & 
Frith, 1996; Rumsey, 1992), one hypothesis (Ho et al., 1991; Young & Nettelbeck, 1994) 
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states that savants with autism, who frequendy display circumscribed interests In facru.ll 
material such as that found in encyclopaedias and calendars, rely hea\-ilv on memor\"-
'. . 
based strategies in completing calendar calculations. Alternatively, such calculation:; 
might involve the application of several relatively simple rules based upon regularities of 
the Gregorian calendar. Hermelin and O'Connor (1986) documented the use of two 
rules in a group of eight savants, the corresponding months rule and the 28-year rule. 
The Gregorian calendar contains regularities (although not completely lawful) that may 
facilitate calendar calculation, such as the same day-date correspondence of certain Palrs 
of corresponding months within a calendar year or the repetition of the calendar 
template every 28 years. To demonstrate the use of these rules, Hermelin and 
O'Connor (1986) examined the RT of participants when primed with dates in 
corresponding months. Because the calendar calculators were faster on the second 
corresponding month it was assumed that they were utilising this rule to facilitate speed 
and performance. The documentation of rule use by savants was important in 
demonstrating that savant skills could not be explained away as merely feats of memory. 
Nevertheless, the weight of evidence suggests that the most likely explanation involves a 
combined application of these strategies (Hermelin & O'Connor, 1986; Howe & Smith, 
1988). 
Findings from investigations comparing savants and TD individuals with talents 
in the same domain sometimes suggest that similar mechanisms underpin skill in both 
groups. For example, in a previously mentioned study involving a prime number 
calculator with autism, Anderson et al. (1998) found that both this individual and a 
trained mathematician used an algorithm described by Eratosthenes in the 3nl century 
Be. Similarly, Kelly and colleagues (1997) found that a calculating savant used similar 
computational strategies to those of normal expert calculators. However, the savant 
draughtsman described by Mottron and Belleville (1995) clearly used different strategies 
to controls in graphic reproduction. Although the question of (dis)similarities In 
cognitive strategies remains unanswered, it is nevertheless clear that savant skills do not 
rely solely on rote memory but reflect an enhanced or spared ability to represent and 
manipulate highly organised domain specific information. 
On standardised tests of memory, savants generally do not tend to show good 
levels of performance (Howe, 1989). However, as previously suggested, tests relying on 
intact comprehension and semantic encoding skills may not be appropnate tools for 
probing savant memory, especially where there is a diagnosis of autism (Nettelbeck & 
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Young, 1999). Digit span is sometimes viewed as a measure of short-tenn memon-
a ackson & Warrington, 1986), and some investigators (Duckett, 1976; Spitz & 
LaFontaine, 1973) have found better subtest perfonnance for digit span in calendar 
calculators than would be predicted from full scale IQ alone. Howeyer, this tindmg \\"a~ 
not replicated in the sample of calendar calculating savants described by Heavey (199-). 
Similarly, memory performance on tests where stimuli reflect the savant domain has 
been found to be good in some studies (Heavey, 1997; O'Connor & Hennelin, 1989; 
Valentine & Wilding, 1994), but not in others (young, 1995). Despite this lack of 
consensus, anecdotal reports of savants invariably describe outstanding memory 
abilities; it may be that methodological limitations, such as reliance on standardised 
tests, rather than truly unexceptional memory, accounts for this lack of experimental 
validation. For example, in Young's sample of individuals with savant and splinter 
skills, 37 of 39 parents reported precocious levels of memory. On a standardized 
measure, the Wechsler Memory Scales-Revised, Young found elevated perfonnance on 
the Delayed Memory Quotient, indicating good recall for well-encoded infonnation. 
Based on these findings, N ettelbeck and Young (1996) suggested that declarative (rote) 
memory, facilitated by an ability to make associations, is essential for savant skills. 
Converging evidence therefore suggests that memory is an important cogmnve 
component of savant skill, but does not account fully for these skills. 
3.3.2 Explicit and Implicit Learning 
I t is unclear exactly how implicit learning plays a role in savant skill 
development. Given that implicit learning, in theory, is dissociable from explicit 
learning processes (e.g., Rugg et al., 1998), a generally or relatively heightened implicit 
learning capacity in savants could, in itself, underlie their attraction to and facility wah 
materials in a specific set of domains. Therefore, it could be that an inherent 
preoccupation with structure and predictability, as would be the case for most, if not all, 
individuals with autism, would play a prominent role in skill expression, or, it could be 
due to overexposure to the material in question, which leads to the emergence of 
awareness and knowledge of its elemental properties. Perhaps, even more likely, it 
could be a combination of these factors operating to various degrees, depending on the 
individual in question, but placing parameters on skill development. To this end, Spitz 
(1995) has proposed that over-learning, at least in the case of calendar calculation, may 




As discussed in Chapter 2, individuals with autism display good rote memory 
skills on the one hand, while on the other failing to use semantic cues as often a~ 
controls to aid recall. In support of the failure to use semantic cues, Beversdorf et al. 
(2000) showed that people with autism might be less susceptible than control 
parnclpants to false memory induction in the context of a word list learning task. 
However, this small study was not replicated by Bowler, Gardiner, Grice, and 
Saavalainen (2000) when they attempted to induce false memories through a word list 
learning task in a group of individuals with Asperger's syndrome. 
In savants with an autism spectrum diagnosis, language and communication 
impairments may severely curtail their ability to profit from explicit instruction. 
Exacerbating these difficulties, intellectual impairment is found in the majonty of 
individuals with ASD 01 olkmar & Lord, 1998). Indeed, studies of individuals with 
intellectual impairment (e.g., Down's syndrome), but without autism, have shown 
deficits in explicit learning in comparison to controls (Carlesimo, Marotta, & Vicari, 
1997) so this difficulty appears to be a general outcome of intellectual impairment. 
However, performance on tasks of implicit learning reveals quite a different pattern 
Generally, individual differences within typical populations on tasks of implicit learrung 
are smaller than those seen on explicit learning tasks (Reber, Walkenfeld, & Hemstadt, 
1991), and performance on some implicit learning tasks appears to be relatively 
unaffected by intellectual impairment (Ellis, Palmer, & Reeves, 1988). For example, in a 
study testing memory for spatial location (Ellis, Woodley-Zanthos, & Dulaney, 1989) in 
college students and cognitively impaired individuals, group differences emerged only 
when IQ fell below 47. The 51 potential savants included in Young's (1995) sample had 
IQ scores ranging from 50 - 114. If, as this evidence suggests, the majority of savants 
for whom IQ data are available show impairment in the mild to borderline ranges, if 
any, it may be that implicit learning mechanisms are unimpaired in savants. Of 
relevance to this question are findings showing intact implicit memory in participants 
with autism and Asperger's syndrome (Bowler, Matthews, & Gardiner, 1997; Gardiner, 
Bowler, & Grice, 2003; Kamio & Toichi, 2000; Renner, Klinger, & Klinger, 2000; 
Toichi & Kamio, 2001). Given these findings, the development or adaptation of 
current implicit learning paradigms in order to investigate implicit learning in savanrs 
could provide a fruitful focus for future research (see Chapter 4 for more details). 
3.4 Summary 
In this chapter an introduction to the savant syndrome literature was provided 
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by attempting to draw together a variety of extant experimental findings and theoretical 
accounts, while also pointing out some of the outstanding issues, such as inconsistenCles 
in defining savant status. Based on this review, it was concluded that sayant skills arc 
most closely associated with ASD and/ or features associated with this deyelopmenul 
disorder. In evaluating issues relating to intelligence in savants it was concluded that 
global measures of intelligence, derived from standardised IQ tests, generally fail to 
provide insight into the savant syndrome. Neuropsychological accounts of :\SD 
provide potentially important insights into information processing in sayants. SpeClfic 
cognitive mechanisms are proposed to be necessary, bur alone insufficient, for skill 
development in savants. So, for example, as proposed here, implicit learning and 
sensory-perceptual idiosyncrasies in ASD may play an important role in savant skill 
development, yet they have received little empirical attention. 
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Chapter 4: Domains of Functioning of Possible 
Relevance to Savant Syndrome 
The following chapter broadly covers three domains, implicit learning (i.e., 
learning without conscious awareness), inspection time (IT), and perceptual functiomng. 
All three domains will be examined primarily within the context of the extant .-\50 
literature. Furthermore, age- (particularly the child and adolescent years) and IQ-related 
changes in implicit learning and IT also will be reviewed briefly. 
4.1 Implicit Memory and Learning and Their Measurement 
Implicit memory and learning have traditionally been conceptualised :1~ the 
effect of past experiences upon current performance, when one IS not intentionally 
trying to recall the past experience. Definitions may differ in their particulars, but the 
majority involve the theme of an implicit knowledge base (in theory dissociable from 
explicit knowledge) developed through nonconscious learning. Implicit learning is one 
of several important components of this thesis; however, this literature is far too vast 
for an exhaustive review within the allotted space constraints. The reader is referred to 
other works (e.g., Lewicki, Hill, & Cryzewska, 1992; Schacter, Chiu, & Ochsner, 1993; 
Seger, 1994) for more comprehensive coverage of implicit learning and memory in 
general. It also should be noted that I am seeking to avoid, as much as possible in this 
thesis, the implicit-explicit learning controversy (see e.g., Shanks & St. John, 1994 for 
review) and instead remain agnostic on this issue by subscribing to Perruchet and 
Vinter's (1998) definition, wherein "implicit learning designates an adaptive mode in 
which children's behaviour becomes sensitive to the structural features of an 
experienced situation, without the adaptation being due to an intentional exploitation of 
some pieces of explicit knowledge about these features." Therefore, within dus 
definition, two important characteristics are described, sensitivity to structure in the 
environment and lack of intentionality in this structural sensitivity. 
How are implicit memory and learning measured? Implicit memory has 
received greater research attention than implicit learning, especially within the 
developmental literature. Implicit memory abilities are often assessed via repetitIon 
priming tasks, that is, tasks in which one is primed to respond a certain way. For 
example, a participant may be asked to read a long list of words (including, e.g., "table") 
followed by a non-interfering, filler task. Later, the participant is asked to provide the 
first word that comes to mind when given a word stem (e.g., ta.---J, a word fragment 
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(e.g., _ab_e), or a series of words that are presented too briefly to be clearly seen" 
Implicit memory effects are demonstrated when participants respond to thest: cue~ 
using stimuli from the origt"nal word list (i e "table" in this example' Oth .1 .. , .). er, Slmuar 
tasks have been developed that assess priming for a variety of stimuli, such as \"isual 
patterns, un/familiar objects, and environmental sounds (see Schacter et al., 1993 for 
review). 
One common procedure for measuring implicit learning involves the use of 
statistical learning tasks. Statistical learning entails detecting structurally related 
information within continuously presented stimuli. For example, within the domain of 
language, participants are exposed to streams of speech and asked to segment words; 
thus, linguistic units are derived based upon tracking patterns of co-occurring sounds 
within an "artificial grammar". In this case, grammar does not refer to language per se, 
but rather refers to the building blocks or structural units important for creating 
meaningful sequences of information, whether auditory or visuospatial. Remarkably, 
these tasks are appropriate for a wide range of ages and functioning levels. For 
example, infants as young as eight-months-old can successfully complete such tasks 
(Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996), when properly adapted. Nevertheless, despite its 
potentially appealing utility, as yet very few research studies have investigated statistical 
learning in individuals with developmental disabilities. Moreover, statistical learning 
tasks have face validity when considering anecdotal reports of savant domain learning 
and the research literature reviewed in Chapter 2 supporting the detail-focussed 
information processing style of individuals with ASD; statistical learning tasks examine 
the incidental learning of componential units of information. In other words, these 
tasks assess passive or implicit learning of relations between discrete elements of 
information. 
Another commonly utilised method for assessing implicit learning is based on a 
serial reaction time task (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). There are many variations, but in 
essence, participants respond as quickly as possible to a target in a series of stimuli by 
pressing a corresponding button. Unbeknownst to the participants (i.e., without explicit 
instruction), a predictable and repeating sequence has been shown to them, usually 
interspersed with random sequence trials. Assessment of implicit learning is ascertained 
by comparing RT differences within the predictable versus the random sequence trials. 
Given the ease with which these two common tests of implicit learning can be adapted 
for a variety of ages and functioning levels, a hybrid task, involving statistical and 
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predictable co-occurrences of visuospatial stimuli responded to via a button press, was 
developed for the present thesis. 
Implicit learning is used to explain how people learn novel and complex 
information, without the use of effortful and conscious resources. This automanc 
abstraction of information is undoubtedly a common feature of everyday cognition 
(early language learning is a primary, albeit somewhat controversial, example; Saffran et 
al., 1996) and therefore may play an important role in normal functioning. Moreover, 
its relation to other domains of cognition remains relatively poorly understood, 
especially during the childhood and adolescent years. Indeed, important theoretical 
questions that have been litde studied include the relationship between implicit learnIng 
and age (within the childhood years) as well as its relationship to intelligence/IQ; the 
second having particular relevance to better understanding how individuals with low 
measured IQ may exhibit superior functioning in one or more discrete domains. 
4.1.1 Invariance in Performance with Age? 
By convention, implicit learning is theoretically independent from general age-
related changes (Reber, 1993). Evidence exists to support this notion; Saffran and 
colleagues (1996) demonstrated incidental learning of language properties in a group of 
eight-month-old infants. Moreover, Lee, Klinger, and Klinger (2000) have shown that 
performance on implicit learning tasks is equivalent between groups of children and 
adults. Reber (1993) provided results from two unpublished studies in which two 
common forms of implicit learning assessment were used. In the first study, a modified 
version of the standard artificial grammar task was used to test four- to 14-year-olds; 
results revealed similar performance across this age range. For the second study, 
preschool-age participants received an adapted version of the serial reaction time task, 
revealing a significant learning effect similar to that robusdy found in the adult 
literature. Lewicki et al. (1992) also reported an unpublished study with preschoolers 
(four- and five-year-olds) involving the implicit acquisition of information about co-
variation, the colour of a person's clothes and his/her activity level (passive vs. active). 
Again, performance amongst these children was typical of that seen in the adult 
literature. Along these same lines, Meulemans, van der Linden, and Perruchet (1998) 
used a serial reaction time task to test implicit sequence learning in a group of six-year-
oIds, to-year-oIds, and adults. When accounting for baseline visuomotor speed, age-
related effects were not detected. Most recendy, Thomas and Nelson (2001) extended 
this work further by testing implicit learning via serial reaction time in a group of four-
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year-olds, seven-year-olds, and 10-year-olds. Again, consistent with ~leulemans et al. 
(1998), when baseline visuomotor speed was taken into consideranon for between 
group comparisons, differences in implicit learning did not emerge. In other words, the 
shape of the serial reaction time curves was similar across the age groups in both the 
Meulemans et al. (1998) study and in the Thomas and Nelson (2001) study. In a 
departure from standard methods, Vinter and Perruchet (2000, 2002) used a novel 
technique termed the neutral parameter procedure, which includes instructions that led 
participants to focus on components of the task other than those later assessed for 
unconscious influences. A neutral (in regard to task achievement) behavioural change 
in a drawing task was induced; during the drawing of various shapes participants had 
different starting points associated with different shapes. This avoided tainting implicit 
with explicit learning processes, in order to assess implicit learning in large groups of 
children, ages four and 10 years, and in adults. Through the use of this novel task, 
Vinter and Perruchet demonstrated significant implicidy induced changes in drawing 
behaviour, but no differences in performance across age groups. The results from these 
studies converge to suggest that indeed implicit learning is age independent and an early 
developmental phenomenon. 
However, despite the above-noted support for invariance of performance on 
implicit learning tasks across age groups, at least two studies have documented age-
related changes in performance. Maybery, Taylor, and O'Brien-Malone (1995) 
demonstrated differences in performance across two age groups (five- to seven-year-
olds and 10- to 12-year-olds) when required to acquire information implicidy about co-
variation in the context of an adapted matrix-learning task; location of a picture within a 
4 x 4 matrix co-varied with both the colour of the matrix apparatus and the side of 
approach of the examiner. Performance within the older age group was superior to that 
of the younger children (who showed chance levels of performance), with the former 
group more accurately guessing the location of the target picture. ;\ second finding of 
age-related improvement on an implicit learning task was documented by Thomas et al. 
(2004). In this fMRI study comparing activation pattern differences between seven- to 
11-year-old children and adults in the context of a serial reaction time taS~ not only did 
adults outperform children, but they also showed different activation patterns 10 
association with implicit learning performance (particularly in the right medial temporal 
lobe; activation was greater for the predictable than the random condition for adults, 
but an opposite activation pattern was observed in children). These two studies. 
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although the exceptions when considering all of the available dara, contribute to the 
ongoing debate regarding the postulated age invariance in implicit learning. 
Given the theoretical importance of documenting invariance in age-related 
implicit learning, a relatively small developmental literature exists to elucidate this Issue. 
Taken together, this small group of studies suggests that implicit learning, even across 
different methodologies, is likely to be invariant with age. Age differences appear to be 
influenced more by task constraints (e.g., fine motor demands) than implicit learning 
ability, though further replication and extension are required. 
4.1.2 Implicit Learning and Intelligence 
Does implicit learning capacity vary with intellectual level? Reber (1993) 
suggested that, in theory, implicit learning performance should be invariant with IQ. 
This issue, which is of considerable theoretical significance, has been addressed in a 
number of studies, some of which were reviewed in Chapter 3. One method for 
addressing this question has been to provide a contrast or dissociation of functlon 
whereby implicit and explicit memory or learning performance comparisons are made 
within special groups. So, for example, individuals with intellectual impairment have 
been shown to obtain lower scores on tests of explicit memory compared to average IQ 
controls (Carlesimo et al., 1997); however, group differences in implicit memory have 
been shown to be considerably smaller, if not negligible (Ellis et aI., 1988). 
Corroborating these findings, Atwell, Conners, and Merrill (2003), Vinter and Detable 
(2003), and Vicari, Bellucci, and Carlesimo (2000), utilising a variety of procedures, have 
shown that, unlike explicit learning, implicit learning was not impaired in individuals 
with intellectual impairment. Moreover, individual differences within typical 
populations on tasks of implicit learning were smaller than those seen on expliclt 
learning tasks (Reber et al., 1991), again indicating independence from intelligence. 
Extending assessment to the other end of the normal curve of IQ, Fletcher, Maybery, 
and Bennett (2000) not only assessed implicit learning amongst individuals with 
intellectual impairment and those with typical development, but also those individuals 
who had been deemed academically gifted. Unlike the studies mentioned abon=, the~' 
found IQ to be an important indicator of not only explicit. but also implicit learrung 
performance. Despite this exception, the trend in the data indicates that, at least when 
comparing intellectually impaired to normal IQ individuals, implicit learning is generally 
independent of intellectual functioning. 
As mentioned earlier, this chapter refrains from delving into the controversy 
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surrounding the implicit-explicit distinction In Cognition. ~evertheless, choosmg .111 
implicit learning task that balanced robust support in the extant literature \nth 
minimisation of intervening explicit influences, contributed to the hybrid task 
developed (and described in Chapter 5). Unfortunately, intervening explicit influences 
cannot be ruled out in many of the classical learning paradigms (Shanks & St. John, 
1994), such as the examples presented above. So, for example, Komatsu, Naito. and 
Fuke (1996) assessed implicit memory in the form of priming in children, adults, and 
individuals with intellectual impairments. In the two priming experiments, participants 
were asked to read a bracketed word in a sentence or to generate a word to its 
definition. Priming for the words read in the sentence was equivalent among the three 
groups, but priming effects were substantially greater for the adults in the condition 
requiring generation of a word to its definition. Results from this study and others 
similar to it (e.g., Fletcher et aI., 2000) were used to argue that perceptual aspects of 
implicit memory are indeed independent of age and IQ, whereas more conceptual 
knowledge, even when primed, may vary with age and IQ, possibly reflecting 
encroachment of explicit knowledge on implicit memory. This example only serves to 
reiterate why a task with very little conceptual knowledge demand (i.e., identifying four 
colours) and simple response format (i.e., pressing one of two buttons) was ultimately 
chosen. 
4.1.3 Implicit Memory and Learning in Autism Spectrum Disorders 
Is implicit learning affected by the presence of an ASD, whether or not in the 
context of intellectual impairment? Implicit learrung per se has not been well addressed 
within the ASD literature. However, the limited research thus far suggests intact 
implicit memory in individuals with ASD of average range IQ. Bowler and colleagues 
(1997) used a word stem repetition-priming task in testing a group of adults with 
Asperger's syndrome. Results confirmed comparable priming effects for individuab 
with Asperger's syndrome and for IQ and age matched controls. Similarly, Renner et al. 
(2000) documented intact implicit memory in a group of high functioning children with 
autism through the use of a visual-perceptual repetition-priming task involving the very 
brief presentation of pictures. 
Kamio and Toichi (2000) investigated semantic priming (using a task which 
could not separate implicit from explicit influences) in a group with aunsm and a well-
matched control group across two conditions, a within modality condition (word-word) 
and an across modality condition (picture-word). Semantic priming was noted for both 
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groups in both conditions; however, within group comparisons revealed that the control 
group performed comparably across the word-word and picture-word condinons. 
whereas individuals with autism performed better in the latter condition. Together. 
these results suggest an advantage for semantic access via nonverbal/ pictorial routes 
versus verbal routes for individuals with autism. This finding is not entirely surprising 
given the multitude of IQ profile studies conducted in the autism literature that suggest 
that, at a group level, nonverbal skills are generally superior to verbal skills in classic 
autism (e.g., Goldstein, Beers, Siegel, & Minshew, 2001; Rumsey, 1992). This route. a~ 
the preferred mode of learning, is an important component of a number of widely used 
and praised intervention techniques (e.g., PECS; Bondy & Frost, 1994; and TE.\CCH: 
Schopler et aI., 1995). 
In a complementary study, Toichi and Kamio (2001) used a word fragment 
semantic priming task to examine similarities and differences between a group of high 
functioning individuals with autism and a matched control group. .\gain, semantic 
priming effects were similar for both groups suggesting intact conceptual relationships 
at the single word level, corroborating work reviewed in Chapter 2. 
In the only study to use a statistical learning methodology, Klinger, Lee, Bush, 
Klinger, and Crump (2001) documented intact artificial grammar learning in a group of 
children with high functioning autism. Based on the hypothesis that an implicit learning 
deficit may contribute to social and language difficulties observed in ASD, these 
researchers had predicted impaired implicit learning in ASD. Performance on the 
artificial grammar learning task was not impaired for children with high functioning 
autism; however, unlike TD controls, performance on the artificial grammar learrung 
task was related to explicit learning for children with ASD. In this sense, children With 
.\SD may be using explicit processes to learn the sequence, counter to the usual implicIt 
processing strategy, or it may be that individuals with ASD may be more reliant on 
implicit learning processes than other children, even in usually explicit tasks. 
Thus far, there has been one exception to findings of intact implicit learning in 
autism. Mostofsky, Goldberg, Landa, and Denckla (2000), using a serial reaction rime 
task, found a deficit in implicit learning for children with autism as compared to 
matched controls. Individuals with autism were not only slower in general on the task, 
but they did not show the characteristic decline in RT associated with learning. 
However, the version of the serial reactton nme task used in this study blocked 
separatdy random and predictable sequences, instead of allowing them to be 
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inrerspersed with one another. The blocking of these conditions ha - ''''0 di -. d,. . .' 
, ~ l'~ ~.l an [.l~l" 
it is more likely to result in fatigue effects and it is more likely to bring an lmplicltly 
predictable sequence to explicit awareness. Indeed, the m individuals in this study 
responded in a way consistent with explicit awareness of the predictable sequence 
(Willingham, Salidis, & Gabrieli, 2002). 
In spite of this exception, going with the trend in findings; what is the 
implication of intact (and perhaps surprisingly good, given developmenrallevel) impliclt 
learning in ASD, as documented in the studies above? Speculatively, these skills may be 
tied to the purported ease with which savants naturally learn within their inrerest area. 
Interestingly, Lucci and colleagues (1988) noted that Paul, a musical sayant, 
demonstrated excellent incidental learning of digit-symbol pairs (where there was no 
explicit instruction to retain this pair-wise information for later recall) from the Coding 
subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children-Revised edition. He recalled 
perfectly all nine pairs, and remarkably, this occurred despite his poor perfonnance on 
the task itself (as measured by number completed), and his limited exposure (90 
seconds) to the information. Similarly, although nor investigating implicit learmngper Jt'. 
Pring and Hermelin (2002) devised an intriguing experiment in which a calendar savant 
and two control subjects (including a mathematics professor) were asked to complete an 
associative learning task whereby they learnt novel digit-symbol pairs. The savant, 
unlike the control participants, was able to quickly and efficiently learn the new 
associations (even after the associations/rules were altered) without any errors on first 
testing of rule learning. These are not the first allusions to the potential importance of 
implicit learning to savant skill development (e.g., Hermelin, 2001; Spitz, 1995; Treffert, 
1989); however, these are some of the only data providing (indirect) support for a 
hypothesised superiority. 
The present thesis aims to extend this research by utilising a visuospatial implicIt 
learning task with a hybrid statistical learning presentation and a serial reacoon orne 
response format. This task was chosen because it was anticipated to be accessible to 
individuals of varying ages and levels of functioning. Based on the populations of 
interest here, the statistical learning paradigm may be more appropriate than repetition-
priming tests because of its reliance on associative and rule-based leammg of relanvcly 
simple information, areas of relative strength in ASD (Klinger & Dawson, 200 1; 
Minshew & Goldstein, 2001). Moreover, unlike repetition priming tasks that rely on 
past experiences, statisticalleaming tasks assess a participant's ability to extract structure 
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from sequential stimuli, a potentially powerful research design when applied ro savanrs. 
Finally, extending work by Klinger et al. (2001), this type of task can be used \\lrh not 
only high functioning individuals with ASD, but also with low funcnoning indinduals a~ 
well. 
Based on the above reviewed literature, it is predicted that children with .\SD 
will demonstrate unimpaired performance while savants will demonstrate superior 
performance on tests of implicit learning when compared to age and IQ marched 
control participants. Consistent with previous findings in the implicit learmng literature, 
performance on implicit learning tasks is predicted to be independent of intellectual 
functioning and age across all groups. 
4.2 Inspection Time and Savant Skills 
Much of the early interest in the savant syndrome surrounded its relevance to 
intelligence theory (see Chapter 3). Although very few intelligence theories account for 
savant skills in their formulations, there are a few notable exceptions. Outstanding 
amongst these is Anderson's theory of the minimal cognitive architecture at the heart of 
intelligence and cognitive development (Anderson, 2001). Briefly, this theory posits 
that knowledge, as assessed by traditional IQ measures, is acquired via two main routes, 
thinking and dedicated processing systems known as modules. One significant 
constraint on thought is the speed of a basic processing mechanism, which in turn 
determines individual differences in general intelligence. Moreover, speed of processing 
constitutes the unchanging, innate basis of these individual differences. The idea that a 
basic speed of processing mechanism contributes to or underlies aspects of intellectual 
functioning is not new and is in fact a major component of a number of theorists' views 
of general intelligence (e.g., Eysenck, 1988; Jensen, 1982; Nettelbeck, 1987). Evidence 
to support the relationship between a basic processing mechanism and intellectual 
functioning exists mainly in the form of correlations between measures of general 
intelligence and IT, now the predominant way to assess speed of informauon 
processmg. As defined by Anderson and Miller (1998), IT is "the stimulus exposure 
duration required by a subject to make a simple perceptual judgement, for example, the 
relative length of two lines". So, IT describes the minimum stimulus exposure at which 
a person consistently and accurately discriminates a stimulus feature. Exposure time of 
the stimulus is therefore varied in order to detennine optimal performance. In this way, 
IT avoids difficulties inherent to RT studies, such as motoric and "thinking time" 
confounds when responding. These are especially apparent when the participant IS 
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unsure how to respond, which may result in a "speed/accuracy trade-off'. Indeed. IT 
may inherently tap neural processing speed, possibly one of the biologtcal 
underpinnings of intelligence. Based on meta-analytic studies of TD adults and 
children, the correlation between IT and intelligence seems to hover around -.So 
(Grudnik & Kranzler, 2001; Kranzler & Jensen, 1989; Nettelbeck, 1987). 
In Anderson's model, the second significant method of knowledge acquisition 
occurs via modular processing. In theory, these dedicated processing mechanisms 
provide complex representations of the world that cannot be provided by the more 
general, central processes of thought, and are hence independent of them. In pracnce. 
this then implies that modular processing should not be related to IT. the underlymg 
mechanism of general intelligence. Both notions of processing speed and modular 
processing have particular relevance to understanding savant skills, considering how 
commonly descriptions include ease and speed with which tasks are completed by 
savants and the domain specificity of their skill (i.e., independence of the skill from 
intellectual functioning or skills in other domains). When testing calendar calculanng 
savants, Hermelin and O'Connor (1983) found that their RT on most tasks was 
commensurate with their relatively low IQ, but when asked calendar questions, their RT 
was far better than predicted by their IQ. It is possible that either processing speed (as 
measured by IT) is intact or superior in savants or that savant skills are acquired via a 
modular route independent of processing speed and IQ. 
In the one group study of IT and autism to date, IT amongst individuals with 
autism (Scheuffgen, Happe, Anderson, & Frith, 2000) was compared to that obtained in 
a group of IQ matched controls and in relation to expectations based on their own IQ 
scores. Interestingly, IT in autism was much better than expected, based upon the 
group's measured IQ; IT in the autism group was equal to that in a TD group with IQ 
scores 20 points higher on average and significantly better than that of an I Q matched 
MLD group. Therefore, this possible underpinning of intelligence was intact (or better) 
amongst individuals with autism, indicating that some other aspect(s) of cognition 
contributing to IQ is responsible for the depressed aspects of the IQ profile frequently 
observed in autism. 
Anderson et al. (1998) showed that the IT of a savant prime number calculator 
with autism was consistent with that of typical university undergraduates, bur 
inconsistent with his own low IQ. The findings from this study are consistent with the 
aforementioned study (Scheuffgen et al., 2000) in that people with autism demonstrate 
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an IT commensurate with or superior to their own IQ. Therefore, it ma\' be that 
superior processing speed is necessary for the development of some sayanr slaBs. 
The present investigation attempts to extend the research in this area by 1/ 
replicating the Scheuffgen et al. (2000) findings of relatively good IT compared to 
measured IQ in autism, and 2) extending the findings from Anderson et al. (1998) to 
measure IT in a number of savants. It is predicted that: 1) individuals with autism will 
display an IT better than predicted by their IQ, 2) correlations between IT and IQ will 
be significant for the TD and MLD children, not for the ASD children, and 3) sayants 
with ASD will demonstrate a significantly faster IT than that shown in companson 
groups. 
4.3 Perception and Sensation 
The general consensus within the field is that social communicative difficulties 
are the pathognomonic sign of ASD and its core deficit (see Chapter 1). However, it is 
clear from anecdotal evidence, many older classical studies (e.g., Hennelin & O'Connor, 
1970; Rimland, 1964), and clinical experience that social deficits do not "tell the whole 
story" of the day-to-day experiences of individuals living with ASD. For example, both 
the lay and academic ASD literatures are littered with examples of abnormal responses 
to sensory stimuli, whether exemplified by over- or under-arousal, odd visual fixations, 
or preoccupations with certain sounds, smells, or tastes. Temple Grandin, perhaps the 
most famous person with ASD, and Associate Professor of Animal Science at Colorado 
State University, describes the soothing effects of her "squeeze machine", which 
effectively limited sensory input during periods of overarousal (Grandin & Scanano, 
1986). In her own words: "High-pitched sounds, sudden movements, really attract my 
attention; I can't shut that out. I have this anxiety all the time. Loud sounds hurt my 
ears; I'm hyper-vigilant, hyper-sensitive" (www.grandin.com).Itis tempting to dismiss 
these odd reactions to sensory stimuli as superfluous to better understanding ASD, 
especially when one considers that these sensory-perceptual oddities are also observed 
in idiopathic intellectual impainnent (e.g., Fox & Oross, 1990; Shinkfield, Sparrow, & 
Day, 1997). However, the example above of an individual with ASD who has obtained a 
doctoral degree and subsequendy a professorship reiterates that these idiosyncratic 
sensory-perceptual experiences are not limited to the lowest functioning subset of 
individuals with ASD (indicating potential independence from IQ). Indeed, many of 
the classic accounts of autism consider this to be an integral part of the disorder (e.g., 
Hermelin & O'Connor, 1970; Rimland, 1964). Before delving into the evidence 
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supporting or refuting this contention, some Context will be given through a brief and 
general description of perception. This will then be followed by a summary of the small 
body of literature devoted to perceptual and sensory functioning WIthin .\SD. 
concluding with a review of the main theories given to explain perceptual peculiannc~ 
observed in ASD. 
Perception is often defined as the process of interpreting and understanding 
sensory information; in other words, the beginning of information processing. 
Perception requires attention and awareness. If sensation was identical to perception, It 
would follow that we should be aware of each of the countless sensations that bombard 
us during each moment of consciousness. Because we are not aware of every sensation, 
indicating that sensation is not identical to perception, "vision" and ''visual perception" 
are two different phenomena. 
Perception can then be thought of as one of the first stages when the brain 
processes external information for interpretation, and it forms one of the buildmg 
blocks of higher-level cognition. Despite its status as one of the tlrst and lowest leveb 
of cognition, perception is nevertheless a complex process. Perception encompasses 
how we encode, recognise, and categorise the world. Indeed, perception may describe 
the processes allowing organisation of the external world as encoded by our senses (e.g., 
Aslin & Smith, 1988; Bertenthal, 1996). Like a reflex, it may be conceptualised as a 
computational mechanism that is both efficient and low-level. Similarly, this 
mechanism is efficient because it "knows" how to encode properties of the world via 
rules and representations. It is also low-level because in large part It operates 
automatically; requiring no intervention by higher-level cognitive processes. 
Importantly, from a neuropsychological perspective, aspects of (visual) 
perception are indeed modular so that different subsystems (e.g., motion, shape from 
shading, stereopsis, and surface texture) may work in parallel (possibly independently, 
depending on the circumstances) on different types of representations (Kolers, 1983). 
Despite this modularity, perception is not completely independent of higher-level 
cognition/thought. For example, in a previously mentioned study, Ropar and ~litchcll 
(2002) examined the perception of actual versus viewed shape constancy in a sample of 
TD children and adults. Prior knowledge of a circle's actual as opposed to VIewed 
shape influenced perceptual judgements of that shape. However, higher-level cognition 
or thought cannot penetrate our perceptual systems entirely. For example, even if you 
know that a pair of lines is the same length, you may not perceive them as being the 
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same length in the case of the famous Miiller-Lyer illusion. 
Two important psychophysical! perceptual phenomena are especlally rele,'anr [() 
the study of ASD; detection and discrimination. Detection invoh-es the absolure 
threshold or the boundary between detectable and undetectable input. For example, 
how loud does a phone ring have to be for one to hear it in a quiet room~ 
Discrimination, on the other hand, involves the amount by which a stimulus must be 
changed in order to produce a noticeable difference. For example, how different in 
pitch do the rings of a pair of phones need to be in order for one to tell the difference~ 
Detection would therefore be relevant to issues of hyper- and hypo-sensitivity to 
stimuli, while discrimination may have particular relevance to the notion of heightened 
featural processing or WCC in ASD (see Chapter 2). 
4.3.1 Sensory Functioning in Autism 
Despite claims that abnormalities in sensory functioning are not primary to the 
aetiology of autism, until recendy, very litde empirical work actually has been conducted 
in this area. One aspect of sensory functioning often mentioned in relation to ASD is 
modulation of responses to sensory stimuli, resulting in either over- or under-arousal or 
some combination of the two to various forms of sensory input. So, for example, 
hyper-reactive children tend to have low sensory thresholds, resulting in more frequent 
sympathetic nervous system responses, such as increased heart rate and blood pressure 
(Miller & McIntosh, 1998). This could then be logically linked to the increased 
likelihood of anxiety-related conditions often involving fear related to certain sensory 
stimulation in ASD. Moreover, in an attempt to cope with or avoid these somuli, 
individuals with ASD may adopt strict routines, compulsions, and stereotypic patterns 
of behaviour. However, not all reactions are negative, as children with ASD may find 
certain stimulation, such as spinning wheels or tops (Kanner, 1943), both consoling and 
soothing. Indeed, repetitive behaviour seems to modulate arousal both up and down 
(e.g., Guess & Carr, 1991; Runco, Charlop, & Schreibman, 1986). 
Until recendy, very lime research had addressed sensory abnormalities in ASD 
(O'Neill & Jones, 1997), aside from the relatively small auditory integration and 
occupational therapy literatures, which tended to employ rather small samples and often 
failed to employ appropriate control groups, matched for IQ or mental age, for 
example. However, recent attention has been given to this area and has overcome 
shortcomings of the older literature. For example, Rogers, Hepburn. and Wehner 
(2003) utilising the Short Sensory Profile across four participant groups matched on 
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mental age, found that young children with autism or fragile X syndrome had 
significantly more symptom endorsements than either a group of ID children or a 
group of children with idiopathic intellectual impairments. Moreover, children \\1th 
autism were more abnormal in their responses to taste and smell than all other groups. 
IQ was not related to Short Sensory Profile ratings for any of the groups, but adaptive 
functioning was, highlighting the potential relevance of sensory difficulties to everyday 
functioning. Similarly, in a recent study, Baranek, David, Poe, Stone, and \\'atson 
(2006) found that amongst 56 children with autism (strictly defined), 50°0 showcd a 
profile of only hypo- or hyper-responsiveness to sensory stimuli (USIng a quesuonnam.' 
developed by their lab, the Sensory Experiences Questionnaire), while the other 50°0 
showed both patterns across various sensory domains. Moreover, across the entire 
study sample (258 children, mean age 34 months) there was a decline in sensory 
symptoms with an increase in mental age . .A more detailed analysis comparing types of 
sensory symptoms endorsed across all four groups (ID, autism, .-\SD, and other 
developmental disorder) showed that items indicating hypo-responslveness were more 
often endorsed when rating children with autism than all other groups. On the other 
hand, hyper-responsiveness seemed to co-occur with intellectual impairment, rather 
than autism per se. In a study of 199 individuals with an ASD, a Swedish group 
(Rosenhall, Nordin, Sandstrom, Ahlsen, & Gillberg, 1999) found higher than expected 
prevalence rates of profound hearing loss (3.5%), which was unrelated to IQ level. 
Moreover, consistent with anecdotal reports, hyperacusis was quite common (18%), 
similar to recent reports of individuals with William's syndrome (Levitin, Cole, Lincoln, 
& Bellugi, 2005). 
Returning to the issue of effects of sensory hyper- and/or hypo-sensltivity, 
Hirstein, Iversen, and Ramachandran (2001) assessed sympathetic (i.e., "fight or flight") 
reactions of the autonomic nervOUS system for individuals with autism as they 
completed everyday activities; they found that individuals with autism used self-
stimulatory behaviour to calm the hyper-responsive nervous system. For those who 
were hypo-responsive, only self-injurious behaviour activated sympatheuc respon~c.; 
from the autonomic nervous system. 
Perhaps most relevant to a greater understanding of special skills and to linking 
wee to sensory functioning, children who tend to be hyper-reactive have been 
suggested to be overly focused on detailed information in stimuli (Kinsbourne. 1987). 
Hyporeactive individuals, on the other hand, require a great deal of stimulation before 
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registration of the stimulus occurs. However, when a type of snmulanon IS found rha[ 
provides any sort of positive feedback, the individual with autism often seeks It our 
repeatedly, to the exclusion of other aspects of the environment. Indeed, individuals 
may have a mixed pattern of these two types of sensory dysfunction, such as tactile or 
auditory defensiveness, plus demonstrating proprioceptive or vestibular hyposensitinty 
(e.g., Ermer & Dunn, 1998). There are even reports of within-domain mixed pattcrn~ 
so that an individual can be hyposensitive to high frequencies of sound (e.g., sirens), bur 
hypersensitive to low frequencies of sound (e.g., a running generator). Therefore, the 
proflie heterogeneity of sensory abnormalities across individuals impedes researchers' 
ability to demonstrate their significance on a group level. So, when investigators rely on 
measures of central tendency (e.g., the mean), for example, the hyposensitin' 
individuals' scores may cancel out those of the hypersensitive individuals. Therefore, In 
this thesis, a sensory profile was obtained whenever possible in order to examine 
individual patterns of sensory functioning. 
4.3.2 Perceptual Functioning in Autism 
Perceptual issues in ASD have been long debated, but received a great deal 
more attention during the early days of the disorder than is presently the case. In fact, 
the last two decades have seen a sea change in research focus from lower-level cognitive 
processes, such as perception, to higher-level skills such as social cognition and 
executive functions. Nevertheless, a swing in attitude and perspective suggests that 
researchers should return to examining perceptual functioning in ASD in order to more 
clearly elucidate this group of disorders (see Chapter 2). Most investigators in the ASD 
field agree that perceptual abnormalities do not constitute (an aspect of) the primary 
deficit(s) of the disorder, because these difficulties are not universal (based on the 
limited studies to date), are not the first noticeable sign of impairment dunng early 
development, and are not specific to ASD. However, the importance of these detlclt:' 
has gained greater recognition as, for example, more data reveal sensory-perceptual 
peculiarities in the early development of children with ASD (e.g., Baranek, 1999). 
As earlier mentioned, studies of perceptual functioning in .\SD have also 
traditionally been small and lacking rigor in terms of controlling for IQ and other 
important cognitive variables. Perhaps more intriguingly, there have been even fewer 
examinations of the potential benefits of these perceptual idiosyncrasies. WCC theory 
predicts enhanced perceptual discrimination due to favoured featural processing in 
ASD. Indeed, Kanner (1951) documented a number of instances of good visuospatial 
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and auditory discrimination in his original series of case studies involving children \\"1[h 
autism (e.g., noticing when items on a bookshelf were our of order or when word:, In a 
story were pronounced differently). More recently, studies into ViSUal percepuon han' 
shown that people with autism, in the contexr of a visual search paradigm, have 
increased sensitivity to unique features in visual stimuli (plaisted et al., 1998) resulting In 
enhanced visual discrimination (O'Riordan & Plaisted, 2001). 
Similarly, but in the auditory domain, excellent pitch discrimination skills In 
musically naIve individuals with autism have been demonstrared b,' Hearon and 
colleagues (1998) as well as Bonnel et al. (2003). Recent work has extended rhc:,c 
findings by showing that people with autism preferentially perceive music in a piecemeal 
fashion when the task at hand is reliant on long-term pitch memory; however, 
individuals with autism are just as likely as controls to succumb to the gestalt properties 
of music when this is not the case (Heaton, 2003). Despite performance diffcrences 
favouring individuals with ASD, Tecchio et al. (2003) found that low functioning 
individuals with autism demonstrate abnormalities at preconscious stages of cortical 
processing during an auditory discrimination task (i.e., an auditory oddball paradigm). 
However, Ceponiene et al. (2003), using event-related potentials of simple tones, 
complex tones, and vowel sounds in three separate oddball paradigms, found that 
abnormalities in orienting to sound may be speech-sound specific. Gervais et al. (2004) 
demonstrated that cortical network activations to voices in fMRI were abnormal for 
individuals with autism, unlike activation patterns for non-speech sounds. Plaisted, 
Saksida, Alcantara, and Weissblatt (2003) found the width of auditory filters to be 
abnormally broad in autism in contrast to their predictions of supenor discrimlnanon. 
Complementing this study, Alcantara, Weisblatt, Moore, and Bolton (2004) 
demonstrated that individuals with autism had more difficulty processing speech against 
a background of noise than did control participants. The weight of evidence in this 
field so far indicates that individuals with ASD have particular difficulty with speech-
related auditory processing. 
Importantly, in her comprehensive reVIew of the relevant literature from 
Kanner's original studies through the 1970s, Prior (1979) noted that indeed, some 
children with autism struggle with perceptual tasks, but that other, select individuals 
perfonn better than TO individuals. Frith and Baron-Cohen (1987), in their review of 
the literature concurred with Prior in concluding that the studies did not support the 
contention of consistent and fundamental low-level perceptual difficulues for 
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individuals with autism. However, the present author would contend that the morL' 
recent evidence, including that cited in this chapter and Chapter 2 coyering \X'CC, 
argues for a re-evaluation of this position. So, for example, although Frith and Baron-
Cohen (1987) have argued that, based on commonly used sensorimotor tests, children 
with autism do indeed perceive constancies of size, shape, and so forth (Sigman & 
Ungerer, 1981) in a typical fashion, recent data from Ropar and Mitchell (2002) may in 
fact contradict these findings. They found that people with autism were less affected by 
prior knowledge (saying it is a circle) than matched controls, in detennining the 
constancy of a shape, indicating a lack of top-down modulation on perception amongst 
individuals with autism. This finding is interesting in light of results obtained by 
Phillips, Chapman, and Berry (2004), in which TD males were also less affected by prior 
knowledge in their perceptual judgements than were TD females. A recent surge in 
interest in perceptual functioning amongst people with ASD, resulting in more tightly 
controlled experiments and in-depth investigations, has indicated a number of 
perceptual-level idiosyncrasies, which have been highlighted in previous chapter~ \ ~l'l" 
Chapters 2 and 3). Recent perception-related theories (e.g., \\'CC, EPF, and extreme 
male brain theory) accompanying these new studies have been discussed in previous 
chapters (see Chapters 2 and 3). 
4.3.3 Theories of Perceptual Difficulties in Autism 
Because of the above noted empirically demonstrated and anecdotally reported 
perceptual peculiarities, various researchers have proposed a number of theories to 
account for these behaviours at various levels. One of the fust, the Sensory Dominance 
hypothesis (Goldfarb, 1956; Schopler, 1965), stated that children with autism over-
utilise proximal receptors (i.e., touch, taste, and smell), which was thought, at the time, 
to reflect a trend within early stages of typical development. This was contrasted wlth 
underutilisation of distal receptors (vision and audition) by these children, which 
constituted a more complex and therefore later stage of typical development. The 
hypothesis focussed on why children with autism struggled with mastering use of these 
distal receptors and were therefore socially isolated, while they seemed to take interest 
10 and were comforted by idiosyncratic stimulation derived from the proxunal 
receptors. Unfortunately, data supported neither the proposed pattern of usage of these 
receptors in typical development, nor their atypicalities in the context of autism 
(Hermelin & O'Connor, 1964; O'Connor & Hermelin, 1965). Future research and 
theorising then attempted to build and improve on this first attempt. 
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Perceptual Inconstancy, built on a model of brains tern dysfuncnon and COIned 
by Ornitz and Ritvo (1968), was proposed to account for the unusual monlity pattern~ 
and odd stimulation-seeking behaviours commonly observed in autism. ~\ccording to 
their theory, abnormal states of arousal in autism derived from brains tern dysfuncnon 
and accounted for the resulting fluctuating states of overexcitation and overinhibition, 
which varied an individual's experience with the same stimulus. The central preml:'l" 
held that individuals with autism demonstrated an "inability to regulate sensory Input". 
However, this account suffered for lack of universality and specificity: these braInstem 
mediated functions were later found to be variably expressed amongst individuals with 
ASD, largely related to their IQ and functioning level (e.g., Gabriels, Cuccaro, Hill, 
Ivers, & Goldson, 2005; Poustka & Lisch, 1993), therefore, lacking universality. Not all 
children with ASD had this impairment, and these abnormalities could be found 111 
other children with developmental disabilities (Guess & Carr, 1991). 
The Stimulus Overselectivity hypothesis (Lovaas, Schreibman, Koegel, & Rehm, 
1971) attempted to explain why children with autism respond to only one of many 
possible cues or to only a part of a cue within the environment. Unfortunately, it was 
found that the phenomenon of overselectivity is not autism specific, but rather is found 
often in the context of intellectual impairment (e.g., Anderson & Rincover, 1982; 
Gersten, 1983; Koegel & Lovaas, 1978). Various mechanisms have since been 
postulated to account for overselectivity. For example, Kinsboume (1987) as well as 
Dawson and Lewy (1989) put forward the idea that these difficulties derive from 
overactivation of arousal mechanisms operating in the brains tern, similar to Ritvo et al.':" 
account mentioned above. It then follows that the narrowed attentional focus, motor 
stereotypies, and social isolation are an adaptive mechanism resulting from the 
individual's attempt to de-arouse. Courchesne et al. (1994) have proposed a disturbance 
of neocerbellar circuitry, controlling coordination of the rapid shifting of selective 
attention, as the mechanism responsible for overselectiviry, as well as other symptom:, 
of autism. It has therefore proven an informative and productin: theory dc:,pltt: 
findings of non-specificity to aunsm. 
4.3.4 Relevance of Perceptual Findings to Savant Skills 
Although perception in the traditional modalities (i.e., visual, auditory, tactile, 
and olfactory) has not been fully explored, other perceptual skills have been even more 
neglected in the ASD literature. For example, there is a significant literature on time 
perception both within the context of typical development and within the .\DHD 
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literature (Barkley, Edwards, Laneri, Fletcher, & MeteVla, 2001~ Smith, Taylor, Rogers, 
Newman, & Rubia, 2002). Despite the presence of this literature, autism has been 
largely, if not completely, ignored in this context. Weighing the additional evidence of 
examples in the extant literature of savants with ASD who have a perfect apprecianon 
of time passage without reference to a clock (Treffert & \X'allace, 2002), it begs the 
question as to whether individuals with ASD are particularly good or in tune with their 
internal clocks, or if they vary in their performance on time perception tasks in a similar 
manner to TD controls (e.g., Block, Zakay, & Hancock, 1999). Moreover, nmIng 
behaviour is important for a number of domains, Including musical experuse and 
calculation, two frequently expressed savant skills (11iller, 1989: IIeayey. 2()(l.): 
Therefore, time perception is one area in this domain that may relate to savant skill 
development. 
The ability to make duration judgements presumably relies upon one or a 
combination of the following processes: 1) a biological internal clock, 2) basal metabolic 
rate, 3) translation of objective to subjective units. 4) memory,S) attenuonal resources, 
and 6) delay of response/inhibitory control (Block et aI., 1999). One theory, Zakay and 
Block's (1996) attentional-gate model, suggests that both physiological and cognitive 
components play significant roles in time perception so that arousal level influences the 
rate of the internal clock and an attentional gate determines the amount of temporal 
information that reaches memory store. Given the postulations surrounding ASD as a 
disorder of arousal regulation (e.g., Dawson & Lewy, 1989), and the robust 
documentation of attentional abnormalities exhibited by individuals with ASD 
(Belmonte & Yurgelun-Todd, 2003; Courchesne et al., 1994; Waterhouse. Fein. & 
Modahl, 1996), it is perhaps surprising that very little research has been conducted on 
time perception in ASD. One small study (Szelag, Kowalska, Galkowski. & Poppel. 
2004) of seven high functioning individuals with autism, and seven sex and age matched 
controls, demonstrated a deficit in temporal processing in autism. However, the 
experimental task required participants to reproduce units of time no longer than up to 
twO or three seconds in duration. Subjective duration judgements of greater magnitude 
are potentially more relevant to the demonstranon of excellent appreciation of ume 
passage as described in previous anecdotal reports. 
In an attempt to address the gap in our knowledge, this thesis examines duration 
judgement abilities in all participant groups (i.e., individuals with ASD, controls 
matched on age and IQ, and 1D children), because, in addition to effects from .\SD. It 
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is also unclear what effect, if any, intellectual impairment has on these >;kilb. In order [( I 
reflect anecdotal reports of this ability and represent naturalistic demands, such a~ the 
classroom and home settings, time perception will be assessed at a macro level, that IS, 
on the order of several seconds up to nearly a minute in duration. ~\ great deal of this 
literature has concentrated on timing at the millisecond level, but this is not the level at 
which savant capabilities have been expressed. Time perception can be broken down 
Into time estimation, time production, and time reproduction, In one type of timl' 
estimation task, a participant is asked to estimate the length of a time passage that :-;/he 
observes. During a time production task, a participant is asked to produce a designated 
time passage. And finally, time reproduction requires the reproduction of a 
demonstrated time window. Because the time reproduction task relies heavily on good 
rote memory, a strength in ASD (e.g., Toichi & Kamio, 2002), and doe:-; not requlre 
recoding, individuals with ASD were predicted to perform better than matched controb 
on this task. On tasks of time estimation and time production, ASD performance was 
expected to equal that of matched controls. 
4.4 Summary 
The weight of evidence to date indicates intact implicit cognitive processes In 
ASD, though data are limited. Given anecdotal reports of implicit-like learning in 
savants and their inability to report "how they do it", the present thesis investigates 
further implicit learning (using a novel and basic task) amongst both nonsavant and 
savant individuals with ASD. Discrepantly high IT, given IQ-based expectauons, ha~ 
been documented in ASD, and two savants with ASD and ~ILD. The present study 
exammes mental processing speed, using a well-validated task, amongst normal IQ 
individuals with ASD (with or without savant skills) in order to determine whether IT 
predicts savant-like skill (instead of IQ) in the context of ASD. Perceptual functiorung 
in ASD is idiosyncratic, perhaps contributing to cognitive strengths. Based on the 
findings noted above and from Chapter 2, this thesis examines (in addition to n:-;ual 
perception, as relevant to WCC) time perception, because it has not been systematically 
studied in ASD, savants, or individuals with intellectual impairment and because of 
anecdotal reports of perfect appreciation for time passage in at least one case (freffert 
& Wallace, 2002). A subset of individuals with ASD also exhibits sensory difficulnes. 
yet the relationship between these impairments and savant skills remains unclear. 
Therefore, sensory functioning was assessed whenever possible in order to ascertain 
individual profiles of sensory preferences and experiences. 
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Chapter 5: Group Study Design and Methodology 
As previously outlined in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, various cogniti,-e mechaI1l:,m~ 
were posited to contribute to the overrepresentation of savant skills In people WIth 
ASD. In order to ascenain whether these domains of functioning are mdeed Intact 
and/ or superior in people with ASD, a group of children and adolescents with .\SD as 
well as a group of controls group matched for sex, age, and IQ were recruited from 
regular and special schools. Moreover, a group of TD children, from whom some of 
the matched controls were chosen, were recruited in order to examine, gender, age, ;md 
IQ effects on the domains of interest. The aim of this chapter is to describe the 
participants, procedure, and tasks utilised in the group study portion of this thesis. 
5.1 Participants and General Procedure 
Twenty-eight school-age (9-18 years) children with .\SD took part In the 
investigation (see Table 5-1 for age, gender, and estimated FSIQ breakdownj. 
Exclusion criteria for the ASD group included any known co-morbid medical 
conditions, such as fragile X syndrome, other genetic disorder, or neurological disorder 
(e.g., Tourette's syndrome) which may affect cognitive functioning. Inclusion criteria 
were deliberately broad due to the frequent omission of low functioning children from 
research investigations and because of the relevance that individuals of low intellectual 
levels have for understanding savant skills. The diagnosis of an .\SD, based upon 
DSM-IV criteria (APA, 1994), had been given in every case, by an independent clinician, 
as recorded in clinical notes. Participants with ASD were recruited from two specialised 
residential schools, one for children and adolescents with . \sperger's syndrome in the 
southwest of England and another for children with ~1LD and/ or ASD in the southeast 
of England .. Additionally, from discussion with these pupils' teachers, it was determined 
that none of these individuals exhibited savant skills at a prodigious level. 
Twenty-eight members of the control group, composed ofTD children (n=21) 
and children with MLD (n=7), were group matched to children in the ASD group based 
upon esnmated FSIQ, age, and sex (see Table 5-1 for details). Slffiilar to the . \SD 
group above, exclusion criteria for the children with Mill consisted of known genenc 
and neurological disorders and FSIQ < 50, as well as any history or documentation of 
autistic traits. In addition, to validate the utility of the experimental measures across 
wide age and developmental levels in the context of typical de"e1opment and to 
examine research questions co-varying the effects of age and IQ, a broader group 
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(incluslve o f 21 members of the control group) of TD chtldren n=6-\.), com 0 
boys and 26 girls, was used (see T able 5-2 for detail ). Though the chrono} )glc.l . g ot 
the TD children was lower than that for the groups of cluldren with ,-\ ~D and march d 
controls (see Tables 5-1 and 5-2), the three groups were matched approxunately in 
terms of mental age (see Figure 5-1). MLD participants were recrlmcd from • 
specialised residential school in the southeast of E ngland while TD cruldren wen' 
recruited from primary and secondary schools 1n the London area. 
Table 5-1. Characteristics of the A D and ?\1arched Control Group': _ lean 
(SD). 
ASD Matched 
Variable tao oc (n=28) Controls (n= 28) 
Age 14.29 (2.00) 14.08 C· ') 3) F=O. l -+ 
Gender (% male) 96% 9u () 
FSIQ Estimate! 93.21 (22.83) 95.04 (21.1 9) F = 0.10 
IStandard Scores 
Table 5-2. Characteristic of the Group of TD Children: I\lean ( D ). 
All TD Children Males 
Variable ~n=642 (n=38} 
Age 11.77 ~2.32) 12.01 ~2.192 
FSIQ Estimate l 107.75 (11.80} 108.21 (1 ?76} 
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which was equipped with a child-friendly touch screen (used only for a portion of tasks, 
on a 12 inch Video Graphics Array monochrome monitor (brightness hdd constant 
across testing sessions). The other tasks were paper and pencil format. In order to 
control for possible reading comprehension differences/difficulties, instrucnons for 
tasks were orally presented to each participant regardless of whether instructions were 
also presented visually. Participants were seen two or three times for periods lasting 
from 30 minutes to one hour, depending on the school's schedule and the individual's 
tolerance for testing. Total testing time varied from 90 to 120 minutes per parOClpant. 
In addition to standard clinical measures, a test battery assessing four domains (implicIt 
learning, central coherence, time perception, and processing speed) was administered to 
all participants. 
The experimental test battery was piloted for feasibility, length and 
appropriateness on small groups (2-3/group) of children with :\SD, children WIth 
MLD, and TD children. The clinical and experimental measures are described below. 
5.2 Clinical Measures: 
5.2.1 Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children-Third Edition, UK Version 
(WISC-III-UK: Golombok & Rust, 1992) 
The Wechsler Scales are the most widely utilised and psychometrically sound 
measures of intelligence currently available. Short forms of the Wechsler Scales, 
particularly those involving the two most robust subtests, Vocabulary and Block 
Design, have been shown to reliably predict an individual's FSIQ (Sattler, 1992). 
Recent work suggests that short forms are also valid in predicting FSIQ, eyen when 
utilised with individuals on the autism spectrum (Minshew, Turner, & Goldstein, 2U05). 
Recent work suggests that short forms (including two subtest forms) are also valid in 
predicting FSIQ, even when utilised with individuals on the autism spectrum (Minshew, 
Turner, & Goldstein, 2005). Due to time constraints and in order to concentrate as 
much of the testing sessions as possible on experimental tasks, a two subtes( short form 
(i.e., Vocabulary and Block Design) of the WISC-Ill-UK was admmistered (0 all 
participants (see Appendix A for the subtest scores and IQ esnmates for each of the 
ASD and matched control participants), instead of, for example, the four subtest 
Wechsler Abbreviated Scales of Intelligence. Vocabulary and Block Design have been 
shown to load most highly onto the general intelligence factor (Cyr & Brooker. 1984). 
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5.3 Experimental Measures: 
5.3.1 Implicit Learning 
This task combined two paradigms: a traditional serial reaction time task (in this 
case a simple repeating sequence paradigm) and statisticalleaming. A previously utilised 
visuospatial statistical learning task (Kirkham, Slemmer, & Johnson, 2002) for infants 
and roddlers was adapted to allow for greater variation in performance and ro aYOld 
floor and ceiling effects as may be expected with the wide age and ability range of the 
participants seen here. The shape sequences were presented in the centre of the 
computer display using Superlab Pro® software. Participants were first given the 
general instructions ro press the green mouse button (left click) when they saw a green 
shape and to press the yellow mouse button (right click) when they sa\v a yellow shape. 
If any other coloured shape appeared, they were rold ro refrain from pressing a mouse 
button. Therefore, there were only two possible responses. Anyone of four differently 
coloured shapes (i.e., blue triangle, pink square, green circle, or yellow cross) could 
appear on the computer display. For administration of the task, the first step taken was 
to insure that each participant could accurately discriminate and point to anyone of the 
four named colours. Then, a short practice session of 20 shapes was utilised to 
familiarise the participant with the testing procedure. Within the structured condition 
there were a series of predictable shape co-occurrences. The appearance of the pink 
square predicted 100% of the time that the following shape would be the green circle. 
The chance of any of the four possible shapes appearing was equated (i.e., 25% each) 
across the entire task. The contingency between the predictor and the event is 100%, 
while the contingency for all other shape co-occurrences was equated at 33% (see 
Figure 5-2). All participants received the same sequences in the same order. Each 
shape was presented for a maximum duration of 1250 ms, with a further 250 ms 
interstimulus interval between shape presentations. If the participant pressed the wrong 
button or failed to press the correct button within the 1250 ms window, an appropriate 
error message (e.g., "Only press the yellow button for a yellow shape" or "Oops, you 
forgot to push the yellow button for the yellow shape") appeared to inform them of 
their mistake (with this also read aloud to the MLD participants). The task took 
approximately 10 minutes to complete. RT was recorded as the primary index of 
performance. In order to document implicit learning of the shape sequences, RT to 
green was compared to RT to yellow, because the former was always part of the 
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predictable pattern, while the latter never was. Therefore, a RT difference score was 
calculated by subtracting the RT to the green shape from the RT to the yellow shape. 
In order to account for individual differences in visuomotor speed, this difference score 
was then divided by the participant's RT to the yellow shape, considered his/her 
baseline RT. A small minority of participants may find this task difficult, primarily 
because of attentional demands. Therefore, an a priori criterion was set for the omission 
of a participant's data. If a participant had more than one-third of his/her statistical 
learning data missing or incorrect (or a combination of these two), then his/her data 
were treated as invalid. RT to the first 10% of green and 10% of yellow shapes were 
omitted from data analysis and treated as part of "warm-up" to the task. The remaining 
90% of green and 90% of yellow shape appearances were divided in half. A difference 
in proportional RT was calculated for the first and second halves of the task. The gain 
in proportional RT between the first and second halves of the task was used to indicate 






FIgure 5 2. Statistical Learning l'ask Format: 
33% 
Maximum Stimulus Duration = 12S0ms 
A~ Interstimulus Interval = 2S0ms 
The structure of the statistIcal learning task required the participant to press the green, left bulton, when they saw lhl' green shape and the 
yellow, righ1 hut ton, when the ytl1C)\\. shape appeared. The shape co-occurrences are presented above. The green circle appeared 1000/0 of 111(" lJIlH' 
foJlowlI1g the pink square, \Vhcrea~ Clt\Wf ~hape co-occurrences were equated at 33°() Likelihood . The maXImum stlhlulu s dUr;lll()11 and intcr~tll11l1ll1 s 
Ill1crv:d :lre also noted. 
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5.3.2 Central Coherence 
Visuospatial: 
The Children's Embedded Figures Test (Witkin et al., 1971) reqUIres 
participants to find as quickly as possible a simple object (e.g., a triangle), which is 
hidden within a larger, more complex and meaningful figure (e.g., a house; see Figure 2-
1). Participants were instructed to find the hidden figure (presented on a transparent 
acetate) as quickly as possible, but only to indicate this when they were sure they had 
located it. If a participant provided an incorrect answer, slhe was informed that an 
error had occurred and the clock was restarted. Scoring is based on number correct and 
time needed to locate the embedded figure. Since children with ASD have 
demonstrated superior performance on the Children's EFT (Shah & Frith, 1983) and in 
order to avoid potential ceiling and floor effects in all groups (given the wide range of 
participants' ages and ability levels), a hybrid of the Children's and standard versions of 
this task was utilised. The standard version of this task differs from the Children's 
version in that the more complex figure is not meaningful. Seven items were selected 
from the Children's EFT and eight items were taken from Form A of the standard 
EFT. Administration of all 15 items took approximately 15 minutes to complete. The 
two primary indices of performance were percent correct and average time taken per 
item to locate the hidden figure, with a cap of 60 seconds if no or incorrect answers 
were provided. These two indices were calculated separately both for the entire hybrid 
version (to avoid floor and ceiling effects) of the EFT and for only the items from the 
standard version of the task (to assess performance on only the most difficult items). 
Un/Segmented Block Design (Booth, 2006; Shah & Frith, 1993) involved an 
additional administration of the Block Design task, very similar to the one used in the 
WISC-III, in which two conditions are contrasted: one in which the target design is 
both unsegmented, as in the original version, and one in which the target design is pre-
segmented (see an example of each in Figure 5-3). There were a total of six items in 
each condition, four requiring four blocks (in a two by two design) for completion and 
two requiring nine blocks (in a three by three design) for completion. The block 
designs for copying were presented centrally on the computer screen using Superlab Pro 
software. Initially, participants were asked to copy whole (i.e., unsegmented) designs 
using black and yellow blocks, like those used in the British Ability Scales (Elliot, 1996). 
Each block has one completely yellow side, one completely black side, two sides that are 
half yellow and half black bisected horizontally, and two that are half yellow and half 
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black bisected diagonally. In a subsequent session, parncipant ' \,'ere a 'ked [Q copy 
designs that had been presegmented and performance was compared between the two 
conditions. This test was administered during subsequent testing se sion (0 the W'I C-
III, so that Block Design performance (and therefore the IQ core) wa not poued. In 
order to account for baseline RT, in addition to calculanng the RT difference between 
unsegmented and presegmented Block Design performance, a percentage a\-ing. 'core 
was derived by dividing the R T advantage by R T dunng the un egmented condtnon. 
Whole Design Segmented Design 
Figure 5-3. Examples of Whole and egmented Design Compo ed of 
Four Blocks. 
Categorisation of Possible and Impossible Figures: 
In this task designed by Booth (2006) and adapted from Young and Deregowskl 
(1981), Robinson and Wilson (1973), and Terouanne (1980), 10 geometnc figure ', each 
prc ented m thetr pOSSIble and globally lffipossible form ' (for a (Otal of 20 somu11), wen 
mdl\'lduallv presented in a random order In the centre of the computer screLn llsing 
.. upedab Pro software (see Figure 5-4 for an example). To explain th concepr of 
pOSSIbility, the followmg instructlOns were utilised: "One of these shape could be real 
and could b made out of wood, while one of the e hapes could not becau e there ls 
, om thl11g wrong." To familian e the participant with the ta k, D';: pracDce Hems \v re 
,dm1111stered; the fir!\t twO shm ed two shapes _Ide by ' Ide, one a posslble tlgurc and 
[he other .1 globally lmpmuble figure The paroclpanrs \\fere ask d {O indic. (c which 
W:1s pOSSIble by rouchmg it (with words agrun read aloud ro low [ IQ parocipant: 
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throughout). After two examples in trus format, the format wa changed -0 mat only 
one shape was shown and the participant was asked to indicate whether till: :mgle 
shape was possible or impossible by touching one of the corre-ponrung word:-
"possible" or "impossible" just below the hape to the left and nght, r .::pecrl\ t.h 
Dunng pracnce, the participant received feedback as to whether hi or her answer- were 
correct and if incorrect, an explanation was provided as to why it \Va wrong. .\fter 
demonstrating that the participant understood the concept of im/ po Ibility, th \" wer 
asked to indicate as quickly as possible whether each of the :20 object' that follow'd wa' 
possible or impossible by choosing the corresponding word. In total, th ta.::k (( ok 
approximately five minutes to complete. Performance mdice were parciopants' 
accuracy in identifying possible and impossible figures a well as their RT on corr cd, 
identified possible and impossible figures. 
Possible Figure Impos ible Figure 
Figure 5-4. Example of a Pair of Ma tched Possible and Impossible Figures. 
N avon Similarity Judgement T ask: Utilising Navon's (1977) hierarcrucal 
figure, a novel forced-choice matching ta k wa deSIgned by Booth (2006) .\ft r 
pr S ntmg a red cross for 1000 ms to focus a parnopant' anennon, an mtersomulu. 
l11terval (l.e., blank creen) appeared for 150 m , men a target figure (e.g., the global 
J ner " i-\" composed of localleners .eN") was presented briefly (l.e., for 250 ms) at the 
top of the computer screen (see Figure 5-5). The parnapant was then a ked to choo'e 
on of two competing figures that appeared on the bonom half of the creen dependmg 
on wruch one /he thought wa most like the target. Parnclpant were told thar there 
was no nght or wrong an wer for each item. One of the comp nng figure \\ as 
compo d of the ame local element but formed another global lener (e.g., the global 
I· tt r "I I" compo ed of local letters "N") while the other compenng figure \vas 
compo. cd of different local element but formed (h 'arne global I rt r :1-' the t:U/Cl 
, c.g., the global letter ".\" composed f local lener "I I"). In totaL {he [~l. k melu Ie ~ 
tweln rnrger . nmuh pres nted at due I yd- of local d n.ll)·, re. ulting 10, tot. 1 of 3(: 
Ie 5 
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trials . Processing bias was quantified as percentage of global matche-. Th ta -k ok 
approXlmately five minutes to complete. People were predicted to match more globally 








250 m , 
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Figure 5-5. The Sequence and Durauon of the T:vlask, Interscimulu, 
Interval, and Stlmuli Presentauon in the avon imilanty Judgment Task. 
The Sentence Completion task (Happe & Booth, in preparauon) mea ures 
children's use of prevlOus context within a sentence to complete a entence stem. The 
expenmenter read aloud fifteen entence ( ee ... -\ppendlx B for a complete 11 [ 01 
sentences) to each participant and instructed them to "say omething to firu h off each 
sentence." Ten sentences were deSIgned to produce a conflict between makIng an 
appropriate global compleuon and succumbing to an mappropnate local compleuon. 
For example, th entence tern ''You can go hunung wuh a kmfe and .. "can rl':-ulr 111 • 
response at a local (e.g., "fork") or global (e.g., "catch a bear" le\~el. fl\'C :-cntencc 
stems that do not produce local-global conflict in theIr compleuon were used a tiller 
Item (e.g., "1 wa given a pen and ... "). Local completion were given error core-; a 
core of "2" indicates a frank and obVlou local compleuon, ouch a "In the -ea there 
are fish and ... chip/' while a score of "1" wa a Signed to clear he ItaOom; l.e., lth 
,econds , rhought to repre. nt difficult\ conung up with an answer coumer [( (ht 
"balft:d" :-[em, or \\'h n the compleuon was not ob'1ou:ly locaL bur \\'a~ odd In qu.ll[: 
.lJ1d dIU not rcpres nr a good global compleuon. The fr quency of frank error "core 0 
1 (: 
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"2" were calculated separately from, but contributed to the total error score (which 
included the more inferential scores of "1"), resulting in two indices of perfonnance. 
Administration time for this task was approximately five minutes. 
5.3.3 Perceptual Functioning 
Time Perception: 
This thesis utilised naturalistic time perception tasks, which are likely to reflect 
both anecdotal reports of perfect appreciation of time passage by certain indiyiduals 
(e.g., Treffert & Wallace, 2002) and everyday demands observed in the home or 
classroom. The three time perception tasks were adapted from Barkley, Murphy, and 
Bush (2001) and took a total of approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. A fixed, 
pseudo-randomised order of items was utilised within each time perception task. The 
order of presentation was the same across all three tasks and across all participants (i.e., 
2 sec, 4 sec, 12 sec, 15 sec, 45 sec, 12 sec, 4 sec, 2 sec, 15 sec, and 45 sec) so that each 
time interval was presented twice to each participant. However, the order of 
presentation of each of the different time perception tasks was randomised between 
participants, so for example, one participant answered all time estimation questions, 
followed by all time production and all time reproduction questions and the next 
participant completed these three tasks in the opposite order (i.e., reproduction. 
production, and estimation). Two sets of time perception variables were calculated for 
all three tasks, one for examining group differences and one for correlational analyses. 
The first type of variable, a ratio score, was calculated through dividing the participant's 
answer by the actual time passage (Hornstein & Rotter, 1969). A perfect score would 
be one, but an overestimate would result in a ratio greater than one, and an 
underestimate would result in a ratio less than one. Since the ideal score of one falls in 
the middle of the score distribution when calculating ratios, a separate score was utilised 
for correlational analyses. In this case, a difference or discrepancy score (using the 
absolute value, as recommended by Brown (1985), to represent the magnitude of error 
regardless of its directionality) was calculated between the actual period of time passage 
and that as designated by the participant. So, if the actual period of time that passed 
was 45 seconds (as measured by the experimenter's stopwatch) and participant A 
estimated the time passage as 35 seconds while participant B estimated the time passage 
as 55 seconds, the difference score in both cases would be 10 seconds for that item. 
The following is a brief summary of the procedure for each of the time percepoon 
tasks: 
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Time Estimation - Using a stopwatch, the experimenter says "Go" and "Stop" 
after the passage of a pre-designated time period (e.g., 45 seconds) and subsequendy 
asks the participant to estimate how much time has passed. 
Time Production - The participant is asked to say "Go" and "Stop" when s/he 
thinks a designated amount of time (e.g., 12 seconds) has passed. 
Time Reproduction - The experimenter says "Go" and "Stop" after a pre-
designated time passage, and then requests the participant to copy this time passage by 
saying "Go" and "Stop". 
5.3.4 Inspection Time 
A "computer game" format was utilised to present the IT task in order to be 
appealing and child-friendly, similar to previous versions (e.g., Anderson, 1988). The 
main stimulus was a "space invader" figure with two antennae of either the same or 
different lengths (see Figure 5-6 below for a schematic depiction). This stimulus was 
presented horizontally centred, but at the bottom of the computer screen for varying 
durations controlled by a mask. Participants were instructed that the "space invader" 
figure would appear on the screen for only a very brief period of time before hiding 
behind a "bush" (i.e., a backward mask that remained on the screen until a response was 
made). The four permutations of antennae length (i.e., left antennae short-right short, 
left short-right long, left long-right short, or left long-right long) were randomly shown, 
with the participant asked to designate whether the antennae were of the same or 
different lengths through pressing the corresponding button. The key for "same" was 
on the left (the "z" key) and marked in blue while the key for "different" (the "I" key) 
was on the right and marked in red. Each correct response was followed by a beep, 
providing the participant with feedback. The participant then controlled presentation 
of the next stimulus by pressing the "space bar" when slhe was ready. The stimulus 
exposure duration was altered by varying the stimulus onset asynchrony (SO..-\.) between 
the stimulus and the mask. A Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing procedure 
(pEST; Taylor & Creelman, 1967) was designed to estimate 70% accuracy of 
responding; the associated algorithm decides whether a given SOA results in accuracy 
greater or less than 70%; if so, the SOA is increased or decreased, as appropriate, by a 
given step size. This step size is halved for every change of direction in the 
performance staircase (increasing SOA to decreasing SOA or vice versa), and in this 
way the PEST procedure hones in on the SOA required for the desired level of 
accuracy. The initial exposure duration used by the PEST procedure was 568 ms (40 
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VD"C screen frames), the initial step size was 114 ms (8 frame ), and the final rep ize 
was 14.2 ms (1 frame), which is the shortest SOA possible. The O. s of me la'r four 
turns or reversals in the performance staircase were u ed to calculate a participam': IT. 
A trial consisted of four blocks, each of 25 umulu pre emauon. The partiC1pal1l~ 
were introduced to the task during a bnef practice es lOn wlth feedback. Till: ra~ k 
took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The maln index of performance wa IT, 
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Chapter 6: Group Study Results 
The following chapter presents group study results from the tasks described in 
Chapter 5. The data analytic approach is described first then the analyses are presented 
task by task. 
6.1 Data Analytic Approach: 
For all data, the [lIst step involved examining the distribution and scatter of 
scores. The distributions for the key variables are depicted below in the form of box 
and whisker plots. The length of the box represents the difference between the 25th 
and 75th percentiles. The solid black line within the box represents the median score. 
The lines from the ends of the box to the largest and smallest values that are not 
outliers represent the whiskers. Case numbers are used to label outliers (0) and 
extremes (*). The outliers are cases with values between 1.5 and 3 box-lengths from the 
75th percentile or 25th percentile. The extreme scores are cases with values more than 
3 box-lengths from the 75th percentile or 25th percentile. Since sample sizes were not 
large, outliers may exert disproportionate influence on results. Taking a conservative 
approach, where there were outliers and extremes, the analyses were run with and 
without the outlier(s) and/or extreme(s) included and any change in results is reported. 
Unless otherwise noted, all distributions of scores met criteria for homogeneity 
of variance and for skewness/kurtosis. Where assumptions regarding the normality of 
score distributions were violated, nonparametric methods were employed. 
The first comparison involved ASD children versus age, gender, and IQ 
matched (group-wise) controls using one- or two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
and/ or Mann-Whitney tests when assumptions of parametric testing were violated 
(means and standard deviations for the group of TD children were also presented as an 
"eye-ball comparison", given their approximate group match to the ASD group in terms 
of mental age, see Figure 5-1). The second comparison utilised similar statistical 
techniques (i.e., ANOVAs and Mann-Whitney tests when necessary) to examine 
amongst the group of TD children potential gender differences in performance, given 
that amongst those diagnosed with an ASD males are vastly overrepresented and that 
gender differences have relevance to at least one prominent theory attempting to 
account for cognitive findings in ASD (Baron-Cohen, 2002). The third and final 
comparison was to look within each of the three groups (i.e., children with .. \SD, 
matched controls, 1D children) to examine the effects of age and IQ (using Pearson or 
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Spearman correlations) on the variable of interest. A p value of .05 or less was utilised 
to detennine if group differences across each of these comparisons was significant. In 
order to provide a metric of effect size independent of sample size, Cohen's d was 
calculated and provided for all group differences analyses. Cohen's conyentions for the 
magnitude of effect size were utilised; effect sizes were defined as 'small' if d<O.'2, 
'medium' if 0.2<d<0.8, and 'large' if d>0.8. Consideration was given to utilising a 
correction procedure for multiple comparisons (e.g., Bonferroni adjustment); however, 
all group-wise analyses followed a priori predictions. The search for group differences 
was therefore not arbitrary, greatly reducing the likelihood of potentially misleading, 
chance findings. 
For the impossible figures categonsanon task involving a forced choice 
response, signal detection theory was used to provide a measure (A') of the participants' 
sensitivity to the task, that is, their ability to discriminate between possible and 
impossible figures. A' is a nonparametric measure ranging from 0 to 1, where 1 
indicates perfect sensitivity and 0.5 indicates chance performance. A' was calculated 
according to Grier's (1971) formula: 
A' = 0.5 + (H - FA)(l + H - FA) / [4H(1 - FA)] 
where H = number of Hits, FA = number of False Alarms. 
Due to time constraints and (for one task only) an aberrant computer 
malfunction, not all tests were administered to all participants described in Tables 5-1 
and 5-2 of the Methods section. Therefore, with different group compositions across 
the various tasks, the group-wise matching procedures could be compromised. In order 
to ensure that the participant groups did not differ in age, vocabulary, or Block Design 
performance, these variables were re-examined during each group-wise comparison 
involving fewer than the maximum number of available participants. The integrity of 
group matching for TD males and females was also investigated in this way. However, 
the results of comparisons involving age, Block Design and vocabulary were re-reponed 
only if significant (i.e.,p<.OS) differences emerged within these subgroups. 
6.2 Implicit Learning 
• Children with ASD were predicted to be more efficient in their implicit learning 
than matched controls. 
Implicit learning was assessed through the calculation of RT advantage when 
responding to predictable versus unpredictable shape sequences; however, in order to 
account for baseline RT or motor speed, the aforementioned difference in RT was then 
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divided by the RT for the unpredictable shape sequence. Indi,'idual WIth _ \ D w r 
therefore expected to have a higher propomon core, meant ro reflect learning. 
6.2.1 Distribution of Scores: 
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FIgure 6-2. Implicit Learning Performance by Gender Amongst the TD 
Chtldren. 
6.2.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
\ repeat d measures \ V.\ \Va. run m ord r to examme p()(cnual group 
tufferencc:\ In the prop ruon core' ret1ecung learmng for (he tirs! and -econd halve- of 
the t15k (5 C Table 6-1 for mean and standard de"\'1atlon). \X'h n companng b{;(\ 'ccn 
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groups, the proportional RT gain from the predictable sequence is similar (F=1.76, 
p=.19) for children with ASD and matched controls. Interactions of group by portion 
of the learning task were not significant (F=0.01, p=.95). Paired sample t-tests were run 
in order to assess differences in proportional RT between the first and second halyes of 
the task; children with ASD (t=-4.09,p=.0003), matched controls (t=-3.65,p=.001), and 
TD children (t=-5.93,p<.0001) all show a significant proportional RT gain. 
Table 6-1. Implicit Learning Proportional RT for Individuals with ~\SO 
and Matched Controls: Mean (SO). 
ASO Matched TD Children 
(n=28) Controls (n=62) F p Cohen's d {n=27l 
Prop RT 1st 
-.004 (.14) 
-.04 (.15) Half .005 (.12) 0.95 .34 0.25 
Prop RT 2nd 
.12 (.12) .08 (.13) Half .10(.10) 1.40 .20 0.32 
With Outliers Removed: 
After removing a total of three outliers from the ASD group and one from the 
group of matched controls (see Table 6-2 for revised means and standard deviations), 
the group differences in this learning effect remained nonsignificant (F=0.61, p=.44) as 
did the interaction term (F=1.04, p=.31). Paired sample t-tests were run again in order 
to assess differences in proportional RT between the first and second halves of the task; 
children with ASD (t=4.20, p=.0003), matched controls (t=4.78, p<.OOOl), and TO 
children (t=5.48, p<.OOOl) all show a significant proportional RT gain. These results 
confirm a learning effect in the context of this task that is comparable for all three 
groups. 
Table 6-2. Implicit Learning Proportional RT for Individuals with ASO 
and Matched Controls after Outliers were Removed: Mean (SO). 
ASD Matched ill Children F p Cohen's d (n=25) Controls (n=26) {n=58~ 
Prop RT -.005 
-.04 (.15) .03 (.09) 1.25 .27 0.27 1st Half {. lO2 
Prop RT 
.09 (.10) .09 (.11) .10 (.10) 0.01 .93 0.00 2nd Half 
6.2.3 Gender Differences in Implicit Learning: 
Amongst the sample of 1D children, girls showed a significandy greater 
proportional RT advantage (F=12.30, p=.OOl) when responding to a predictable versus 
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an unpredictable sequence of shapes than did boys. The interaction between gender 
and condition was not significant (F=1.13; p=.29). Follow-up one-way :\NOY:\s 
revealed that the female advantage held for both halves of the task (see Table 6-3). 
Paired sample t-tests showed that both males (t=4.87, p<.OOOl) and females (t=3.39, 
p=.002) demonstrated a significant proportional RT gain between the tlrst and second 
halves of the task. 
Table 6-3. Implicit Learning Proportional RT for TD Males and Females: 
Mean (SD). 
Males Females 
~n=362 F p Cohen's d ~n=262 
ProE RT 1 st Half -.03 (.122 .06 (.102 9.48 .003 0.81 
ProE RT 2nd Half .08 ~,092 .13 ~.102 3.93 .05 0.53 
With Outliers Removed: 
Overall, results (see Table 6-4) remained the same with outliers removed: girls 
showed a greater proportional RT advantage than boys (F=17.13, p=.OOOl) and the 
interaction term did not reach significance (F=0.15, p=.71). Follow-up one-way 
ANOVAs again showed a female superiority on both halves of the task. Again, paired 
sample t-tests showed that both males (t=4.67, p<.OOOl) and females (t=3.75, p=.OOl) 
demonstrated a significant proportional RT gain between the first and second halves of 
the task. 
Table 6-4. Implicit Learning Proportional RT for TD Males and Females 
Minus Outliers: Mean (SD). 
Males Females F Cohen's d p (n=342 (n=252 
ProE R T 1 st Half -.01 (.092 .07 (.082 12.23 .001 0.94 
ProE RT 2nd Half .08 (.092 .14(.092 5.79 .02 0.67 
6.2.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with Implicit Learning Performance: 
Pearson correlations were run to examine the relationship between difference in 
implicit learning proportional RT and age and IQ across the three participant groups 
(see Table 6-5). The pattern of results is most notable for the lack of significant 
findings. Implicit learning performance remained independent of age and IQ for all 
three groups, regardless of the exclusion of outliers from the groups of matched 
controls and 1D children. 
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Table 6-5 . Correlanons between Dlfference ill Implicit Learning 
Proportional RT and .L-1.ge and IQ Among t _-1. D Children, fatched 
Controls, and TD Children fResult after the Remoyal of OutlIer. 
Presented in Parentheses). 
Dlfference m tar Prop RT In 




Block Deslgn -15 
F IQ -.10 
6.3 The Embedded F igures T est 
Prop RT In 
Matched Con (fol-
(n=27; 25) 
.11 (. 3-+) 
.0-+ -.30 
0 -. :-21 
( 
.06 (-. 28) 
Prop RT In TD 
Chlldren 
• Individuals Wlth ASD were predicted to outperform age and I match d controls, 
and performance in TD males was expected to urpa that in TD females In ( rtTl:'. 
of thelr accuracy and speed in findtng hidden figure - ln the EFT. 
The mam indices of performance were percent correct and average rune taken to 
find each figure. These indices were measured for both the enUre hybrid ver lOn of the 
EFT and the subset of items selected from the standard verSlOn of the EFT. 
6.3.1 Distribution of Scores: 
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Figure 6-6. Average Time (per Figure) to Finding Hidden Figures on the 
EFT Amongst Males and Females within the Group ofTD Children. 
6.3.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
EFT performance for the ASD and matched control groups is presented ill 
Table 6-6. ConsIstent with prediction, Individuals with ASD displayed more accurate 
and qwcker performance than marched controls on the entire hybrid version or me 
EFT used here, although only differences in percentage of correctly identified hicd~ 
figures reached significance. When focussing solely on the standard EFT ::e~. 
between group difference involVIng average tIme [0 find rhe rudden shape :eac:ci 
sIgnificance. The Index of accuracy (i.e., percent correct) for the standard Err ~~ 
failed Levene' Te t of Equality of Error Variances (F=6.58, p= .Ol ); there:o.re. _ ~:::-­
\'\1hitney wa used in order to assess differences in ranking of scores. Per~~e "-'~ 
correctly located hidden figures amongsr the tandard EFT items "as S!g;:!::::~:""", 
rugher for the ASD group than the marched control group, indica"':-:g- ~:- ~ r,~ ./ 
supenonry 1ll rhe ability to hone ill on a rudden local shape amongst chsrrac er e t11.C" , 
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Table 6-6. EFT Perfonnance by Children with 
Controls: Mean (SD). 
ASD Matched 
(n=28) Controls {n=262 
Average 
21.51 
Time All 25.73 (10.98) (8.38) 
EFT Items 
0/0 Correct 








Std EFT 78 (26) 56 (36) 
Items 
&Z value from Mann-Whitney 
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') ~ ~ 
_.X) .12 o.-n 
5.00 .03 0.60 
7.37 .01 0.74 
2.39& .02 0.72 
Two outliers from the ASD group were removed from the data for average time 
spent on the standard EFT items, while three outliers from the ASO group were 
removed from the data measuring percentage of correcdy located hidden figures 
amongst the standard EFT items only. After removal of these outliers, both average 
time spent on these items and percentage of correcdy located hidden figures failed 
Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances (Average Time on Standard EFT Items, 
F=6.20,p=.02; Percent Correct Standard EFT, F=26.11,p<.001). Mann-Whitney was 
therefore used in order to assess differences in the ranking of scores. ASD children had 
shorter response times (n=26, M=23.58 + 10.73; Z=2.88, p=.004, d=0.98) and were 
more accurate (n=25, M=86 + 14; Z=3.06, p=.002, d=1.10) in locating the hidden 
figures from the standard version of the EFT. 
6.3.3 Gender Differences in Embedded Figures Test performance: 
When examining gender differences in EFT perfonnance (see Table 6-7), males 
were significandy faster than females in terms of average time per item completed 
across the entire hybrid version of the EFT. The relationship between male and female 
performance paralleled the relationship between ASD and matched control group 
performance; males were both more accurate and faster than females in identifying 
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embedded figures. 
Table 6-7. Gender Differences in EFT Performance: Mean (SD). 
Male {n=37~ Female (n=26) F E. Cohen\ d 
Average Time All 
23.63 (10.13) 29.96 (10.99) 
EFT Items 
5.56 .02 0.60 
0/0 Correct All EFT 
Items 
77 (18) 68 (23) 2.67 .11 0.44 
Average Time Std 
34.67 (16.98) 39.81 (13.60) 1.60 
EFT Items 
.21 0.33 
% Correct Std EFT 
Items 
60 (35) 49 (32) 1.40 .24 0.33 
6.3.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with EFT performance: 
Pearson and Spearman correlations were run to examine the relationship 
between EFT performance and age and IQ across the three participant groups (see 
Tables 6-8, 6-9, and 6-10). Amongst the TD children, EFT performance was robustly 
related to Block Design performance as well as age. The relationship of EFT 
performance with Block Design performance also held for the matched control group, 
though age relationships disappeared. For the ASD group there were no significant 
correlations with IQ or age. The difference in the correlations between EFT and Block 
Design performance was not significant when comparing individuals with ASD to TD 
children (!\rlr2=1.36, p=.17) or to matched controls (!\rlr2=1.25, p=.21). However, the 
difference in the relationship between age and EFT performance for individuals with 
ASD versus TD children approached the significance threshold (!\rlr.?=1.86, p=.06). 
Pearson and Spearman correlations were rerun with outliers excluded. After removing 
one outlier from the group of TD Children, EFT remained strongly related to both age 
and Block Design performance. Removal of outliers from the ASD group showed that 
correlations of standard EFT performance with age and IQ measures remained 
unchanged and nonsignificant. 
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Table 6-8. Correlations between EFT Performance and .\ge and IQ 
Amongst Children with ASD (Results after the Removal of Outliers 
Presented in Parentheses). 
0/0 Correct All 0/0 Correct Std Average Time 
.\ verage Time 
ASD Only EFT Items EFT Items:\: All EFT I terns Std EFT Items:j: 
(n=282 (n=28; 252 (n=28L ~n=28; 262 
Age 
.15 













.00 (-.032 -.19 
-.10(-.072 
:\:-Spearman's rho utilised 
Table 6-9. Correlations between EFT Performance and Age and IQ 
Amongst Matched Controls. 
Matched 
Controls 0/0 Correct All 
{N=262 EFT Items 
Age -.03 
Vocab .41* 
Block Design .64** 
FSIQ .56** 
*p<.05, **p<.OI 
:\:-Spearman's rho utilised 
% Correct Std Average Time Average Time 









Table 6-10. Correlations between EFT Performance and Age and IQ 
Amongst TD Children (Results after the Removal of Outliers Presented in 
Parentheses) . 
AllTD 
0/0 Correct All 0/0 Correct Std 
EFT Items EFT Items 
Children (n=63; 62) (n=632 
Age .46** (.41 **) .49** 
Vocab -.12 (.03) .18 
Block Design .40** (.36**) .42** 
FSIQ .20 (.26*) .38** 
*p<.05, **p<.Ol 
6.4 Un/Segmented Block Design 
Average Time 













• Individuals with ASD were expected to derive less benefit from presegmentation of 
the block designs than were matched controls. 
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The mam index for assessing the benefit from presegmemation wa a percemage 
savings score calculated by taking the RT difference between un egmented and 
presegmemed Block Design performance and dividing trus dIfference by (he RT dUrIng 
the unsegmented condition; thus, accounnng for basehne 'peed on thIS ra..:;k Due ro 
time constraints at several schools (this was one of the la ( ta-k. acimlrustered (0 
participants), only 25 individuals with ASD and 19 matched control were admiru -tered 
both the unsegmented and segmented version of the Block De Ign ta k. 
6.4.1 Distribution of Scores: 
Figures 6-7 and 6-8 present box plO[. of un / -egment d Block D 19n 
performance for all parucipam groups. 
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Figure 6-7. Time to Complete and RT Difference Between Un egmemed 
and Segmented Block DeSign mongst Children with .A. D, 1atched 
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Figure 6-8. Proportion Savings in RT for n egmented ver u egment d 
Block Design Performance Among r Cluldren wirh A D ~latch d 
Controls, and TD Children. 
6.4.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
uk 
A one-way ANOVA was run In order [0 eXamlne porenoal group dlf~ r nce" In 
RT advantage gained through presegmentaoon of me block desIgn ' ce 1 able 6- 11 r 
Children with A D displayed les advantage from block desIgn prescgmcntanon rhan 
illd matched controls: though rhe resulr for RT illfference \; ere nor slgruficancly 
different, the percentage savillgs score wa slgnificandy rugher for matched control 
than for children Wlth ASD. 
Table 6-11. Difference 111 Un / egmented Block D e 19n Perfo rmance fo r 





00 ~ av1l1g_ 42.74 
core (20.09) 
Matched Controls TD Children 
(n=19) (n=33) 
169.11 (86.86) 139.42 (91.34) 
57.43 (13.6 50.28 (15.80 
6.4.3 Gender Differences in Block Design performance: 
F p Cohen' 
1.85 .18 0.42 
'.49 .01 u. .) 
d 
..\ pr vIOusly rared, the n / egmented Block De ' lgn ca ' k wa~ on(; o f the 1. ... t 
tasks 111 the barre!)' and as such, \Va: one of rhe fir: t [0 be excluded In ca. e: of t m 
con~lr;llnr: therefore, only 3") of the TD childr n rl'CCIHJ tht: ra ... k H:ndL:I" dl f er '11 L' 
in perfonn:1tlcc \\' rc nor e.'amin d b cau e non of the 33 '1 D children wcr female . 
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6.4.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with Un/Segmented Block Design 
Performance: 
Because the IQ score included the Block Design subtest, correlations between 
Un/Segmented Block Design performance and IQ were limited to the \' ocabulan' 
subtest that was administered to all participants. 
Pearson correlations were run to examine the relationship between Block 
Design performance and age and vocabulary score across the three participant groups 
(see Table 6-12). Neither the RT difference in performance nor the percentage savings 
score on the presegmented and the unsegmented Block Design task correlated 
significantly with vocabulary or with age in any of the three participant groups. 
Table 6-12. Correlations between Un/Segmented Block Design 
Performance and Age and Vocabulary Amongst ASD Children, Matched 














































• Matched controls were predicted to outperform children with ASD when asked to 
identify impossible figures because of the need for integrative global processing. 
Several key indices were utilised to assess performance and response bias. 
Accuracy was assessed separately for correct identification of possible and impossible 
figures. RT to these correct identifications was also assessed. Finally, A' was calculated 
for this forced choice task to provide a summary index of sensitivity to the difference 
between possible and impossible figures. 
6.5.1 Distribution of Scores: 
Figures 6-9 to 6-14 present box plots of perfoanance on the im/ possible figures 
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Figure 6-14. A' Scores for Males and Females ..I.wong t the ill Children. 
6.5.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
A one-way ANOVA (except for number of po SIbl figures corr cdy Idcnutled, 
which failed Levene's Test of Error anance: F=-+.26, p= .04; dm , a ~1ann \\lutnl:\ 
Test was used) was run in order to examine potential group differences 1n correcdy 
identifying impossible figures and the average orne taken to corrced\ Identlfr 
im/pos Ible figure. Table 6-13 hows that _\ D children perfom1 comparabh' to age 
and IQ matched control on all mea ' ure of 1m / po Slbl figure catcgonsauon \\ hen 
100klOg withlO mdividuals but acro task, It IS notlceable that am ng ' t marched 
controls (t=4.16, p<.OOl) and ill children (t=7.72, p<. 01), there 1 a ' uonger 
decrement in accuracy of identifying possible versu Impo Ible figures compared to 
that observed in the group of ASD children (t=1.28,p=.21 ). 
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Table 6-13. 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation for .\SD and ~latched 
Control Children: Mean (SD). 
ASD Matched 
(N=26) Controls (N-26d 
Possible Figure # 
7.69 (1.95) Correct ~Max= 1 0d 8.50 (1.42) 
Impossible Figure 
# Correct 7.00 (2.06) 6.88 (1.82) 
(Max = 102 
AvgRT for 
Correctly 1773.65 2004.54 
Identified (677.42) (749.03) 
Possible Figures 
Avg RT for 
Correctly 
2011.58 2220.81 Identified 
Impossible (661.57) (769.40) 
Figures 
Difference in A vg 
237.92 216.27 
RT to Correctly (429.11) (606.84) 
Identified Figures 
A' for Sensitivity .80 (.162 .84 {.132 
·z value from Mann-Whitney 
With Outliers Removed: 
TD 
Children F/Z p Cohen's d 
(N-63) 
8.40 (1.50) 1.44· .15 0.4-
6.40 (1.96) 0.05 .83 0.06 
1938.86 
(806.04) 1.36 .25 0.32 
2296.89 
(720.43) 1.11 .30 0.29 
358.03 
(566.34) 0.02 .88 0.04 
.82 {.152 0.88 .35 0.27 
Overall, removing outlying scores from each of the groups did not significantly 
alter the results or reveal significant group differences. Group differences in the 
number of correctly identified possible figures failed to reach significance (Z=1.69, 
p=.09) after the removal of one outlying data point from the group of matched controls 
(M=8.64 + 1.25). The number of correctly identified impossible figures did not differ 
between groups (F=0.70, p=.41) after the removal of two outlying data points from the 
ASD group (M=7.42 + 1.47) and one outlying data point from the matched control 
group (M=7.04 + 1.67). Similarly, after removing one outlying data point from the 
ASD group in average RT to correctly identified possible figures (M=1674.88 ± 462.36) 
and three outlying data points from the ASD group in average RT to coaecdy 
identifying impossible figures (M=1804.57 + 316.21), comparisons to matched contds 
remained nonsignificant (RT to Possible Figures: Z=1.S6, F.12; RT to Impossible 
Figures: Z=1.64, p=.10). The pattern of performance within individuals but aero.;" 
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tasks remained the same, with possible figures more readily identified than impossible 
figures by the group of matched controls (t=4.48, p<.OOl), but no difference in 
performance for the group of ASD children (t=0.68,p=.50). 
6.5.3 Gender Differences in 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation: 
A one way ANOVA indicated that males more accurately identified impossible 
figures in the context of this forced choice task than did females, and the related 
sensitivity index (i.e., A') demonstrated better male than female performance on the task 
(see Table 6-14). Males (t=5.67, p<.OOl) and females (t=5.88, p<.OOl) demonstrated 
relatively equal decrements in performance when asked to identify possible as opposed 
to impossible figures. 
Table 6-14. Gender Differences 1n 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation: 
Mean (SD). 
Male Female 
(N=37) (N=26) F/Z 
Cohen's p d 
Possible Figure # Correct 
8.49 (1.41) 8.27 (1.64) (Max=10) 0.33
A 
.74 0.14 
Impossible Figure # Correct 
7.05 (1.67) 5.46 (1.98) (Max = 10) 11.91 .001 0.87 
Avg RT for Correctly 1936.70 1941.92 
Identified Possible Figures (587.74) (1055.37) 0.001 .98 0.01 
Avg RT for Correctly 2317.27 2267.88 
Identified Impossible (655.59) (816.56) 
Figures 
0.07 .79 0.07 
Difference in Avg RT to 380.57 325.96 
Correctly Identified Figures (517.97) (638.18) 0.14 .71 0.09 
A' for Sensitivity .85 (.13) .77 (.15) 5.08 .03 0.57 
AZ value from Mann-Whitney 
With Outliers Removed: 
The removal of outlying scores for the three RT variables did not alter results 
significantly; males and females did not differ in their RT to correctly identified 
im/possible figures, or in the difference of these RTs. Removal of four outlying scores 
from the male subgroup's number of correctly identified possible figures did not alter 
the results; there were no significant gender differences and the decrement in 
performance in identifying possible as compared to impossible figures remained 
(t=5.87, p<.001). For the sensitivity index, N, the removal of three outliers from the 
male subgroup and one outlier from the female subgroup resulted in data that violated 
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Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances (F=7.26, p=.Ol) when attempnng a onc-
way ANOVA. After comparing the rankings of scores using a ~lann-\\bitney 
nonparametric test, results remained significant (Z=2.68, p=.Ol), showing a greater 
sensitivity to the difference in possibility amongst males, which may be partially dri\"en 
by the better male performance in correctly identifying impossible figures and a slIght 
tendency amongst females to say everything is possible. 
6.5.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation: 
Pearson and Spearman correlations were run to examine the relationship 
between im/possible figure categorisation and age and IQ across the three participant 
groups (see Tables 6-15, 6-16, and 6-17). These correlations revealed both unique and 
shared relationships across the three groups. Amongst the ASD and the matched 
control groups, there was a strong relationship between estimated IQ and number of 
correctly identified possible figures, but not for the TD children, for whom age was the 
strongest and only significant correlate. Supporting this contention, the correlation 
between estimated full scale IQ and number of correctly identified possible figures was 
significantly different for the ASD and TD children (~lr2=3.73,p=.0002). 
For number of correctly identified impossible figures, Block Design 
performance was the crucial correlate shared by both the matched controls and TD 
children. In contrast, the ASD group showed no significant correlations between 
number of correctly identified impossible figures and age and IQ measures. Indeed, 
when comparing the correlations of Block Design and number of impossible figures 
correctly identified between individuals with ASD and matched controls, the difference 
reached significance (~lr2=2.01,p=.04), despite the small sample size. 
Additionally, the TD group showed a significant relationship between age and 
number of correctly identified impossible figures. Since the matched control group 
showed no such relationship with age, it can be inferred that the inclusion of MLD 
children is altering this correlation. 
Finally, for A', the sensitivity measure, IQ measures were the significant 
correlates within the matched control and ASD groups, whereas age, and to a lesser 
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Table 6-15. Correlations between 1m/Possible Figure Caregorisanon and 
Age and IQ Amongst ASD Children with and without Outliers Included 
(Results after the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses j. 
RTto 
Number Number Correctly 
Correct Correct Identified 
Possible Impossible Possible 
Figures:j: Figures Figures 























Vocab .74** .06 (.03) 




.72** .07 (.11) 
.05 (.15) .15 (.33) .15 .46* 
FSIQ .78** .07 (.08) .15 (.31) .24 (.33) .14 .51' ~ 
*p<.05, **p<.Ol 
:j:-Spearman's rho utilised 
Table 6-16. Correlations between 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation and 
Age and IQ Amongst Matched Controls with and without Outliers 
Included (Results after the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses). 
Number RTto 
Number 
Correctly Correct Correct 
Possible Identified MC 
Figures:j: Impossible Possible 
Figures (n=26, (n=26, 25) Figures (n=26) 25) 
Age .12 (.26) .06 (.09) .13 
Vocab .42* (.35) .30 (.31) -.21 
Block 
.40* (.32) .58** (.62**) -.02 
Design 
FSIQ .37 (.29) .46* (.49*) -.13 
*p<.05, **p<.Ol 
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T able ~ 17. Correlations between 1m/Possible Figure Categorisation and 
Age and IQ Amongst TD Children with and without Outliers Included 
(Results after the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses). 
RTto RTto 
Difference 
Number Number in :\vg RT 
Correct Correct 
Correctly Correctly :\' for 
All TD Identified Identified to Correctly 
Possible Impossible Identified 
Sensitivity 
Children Possible Impossible 
Figures:f: Figures 1m/Possible 
(n=63, 




.36** -.10 -.10 .02 .:>-(.53**2 
Vocab .08 .14 -.17 -.18 .00 .15 ~.192 
Block .28* 
Design 
.12 .40** -.08 -.03 .07 (.40**2 
FSIQ .14 .36** -.14 -.12 .05 .28* (.39*~) 
*p<.05, **p<.Ol 
:f:-Spearman's rho utilised 
With Outliers Removed: 
After removing two outliers from the ASD group for number of correctly 
identified impossible figures, all correlations remained nonsignificant except for the 
relationship with age which became significant. Amongst the ASD group, one outlier 
was removed for RT to a correctly identified possible figure; all correlations remained 
nonsignificant except for the relationship with vocabulary which fell below significance. 
The ASD group also contained three outliers in RT to a correctly identified impossible 
figure. After their removal, all correlations remained nonsignificant. After removal of 
one outlying score from the matched control group for number of correctly identified 
possible figures, the correlations with vocabulary and Block Design became 
nonsignificant. The removal of one outlier from the matched control group in number 
of correctly identified impossible figures did not alter the correlations above. 
Removal of two A' outliers from the group of TD children confirmed the 
correlations above by maintaining the relationship with age and strengthening the 
relationship with Block Design perfonnance and the total lQ estimate. 
6.6 Navon Similarity Judgement Task 
• When asked to match hierarchically arranged letters at either a local or globallcn·l. 
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mdividuals with ASD were preclicted to choo e more local matche.:: than the 
matched controls, regardless of the density level at whIch the lerrec were pre..;cntc 
The main index of performance wa percentage of global match _ proYldt:d 
whIch could then be split according to the densIty leyel of the -urnuli. 
6.6.1 Distribution of Scores : 
Figures 6-15 to 6-17 present box plots of performance on the _ • a\ on ,' lmllam 
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Figure 6-17. Number of Global Choices (max=10) by Density Level and by 
Group on the Navon Similarity Judgement Task. 
6.6.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
Means and standard deviations of Navon-type task perfonnance by group are 
summarised in Table 6-18. When attempting to analyse percentage of global responses 
across the entire Navon-type task utilising parametric methods, Levene's Test of 
Equality of Error Variances was failed (F=5.52, p=.02); therefore, Mann-Whitney was 
used to assess potential group differences in ranking of scores. This difference failed to 
reach significance, though ASD children more often responded locally than did 
matched control (and TD) children. 
Because these data were not nonnally distributed, interactions between density 
type and group could not be explored. However, examining Figure 6-17 revealed that 
the pattern of perfonnance across density levels was strikingly similar across the groups. 
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Table 6-18. Percentage of Global Matches on the ~avon-[ype task 




Controls (n=27) (n=23) 
% Global 
Matches 
62.96 (35.03) 79.09 (26.93) 
&Z value from Mann-Whitney 
With Outliers Removed: 
TD Children 
(n=43) Z P Cohen's d 
76.09 
(27.73) 1.6
:>& 10 . --, 
_. (1.::>-
Two outliers were removed from the matched control group (n=21). Again, 
when attempting to analyse percentage of global responses on the Navon-rype task 
utilising parametric methods, Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variances was failed 
(F=27.04,p<0.001); therefore, Mann-Whitney was used to assess differences in ranking 
of scores. Percentage of global responses was significantly higher (Z=2.23, p=0.03, 
d=0.89) for the matched control (M=86.35 + 12.62) than the ASD group (M=62.96 + 
35.03), indicating a favoured local response amongst the individuals with ASD. 
Again, the non-normal distribution of scores prevented the examination of 
interactions between group and density level, but the pattern of results remained similar 
to those presented in Figure 6-17. 
6.6.3 Gender Differences in Navon Similarity Judgement Task Performance 
The Navon-type task was one of the last tasks in the battery and as such, was 
one of the first to be excluded in cases of time constraint; therefore, only 43 of the TD 
children received the task. To this end, gender differences in performance were not 
examined because only 10 of the 43 TD children were female, providing limited power 
for meaningful analyses. Though females (M=83 + 15) tended to respond more 
globally in their matches to the target stimuli than did males (M=74 + 30), dus 
difference failed to reach statistical significance (F=0.69,p=.41, d=0.38). 
6.6.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with Percentage of Global Responses on the 
Navon Similarity Judgement Task: 
Spearman correlations were run (with and without outliers included) in order to 
examine the relationship between global categorisation of Navon-type stimuli and a~e 
and IQ across the three participant groups (see Table 6-19). Percent global responses 
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across all trials did not correlate significantly with age or IQ in the TD children or 
matched control group, whether or not outliers were included. However, amongst the 
children with ASD, vocabulary score was positively correlated with percentage of global 
responses on this task. Indeed, when comparing this correlation to those found in the 
group of TD children with and without outliers included, a significant difference W;1~ 
noted (outliers included: t-Ir2=2.46, p=.Ol; outliers excluded: t-'r2=2.21, p=.03). The 
difference in the same correlations between children with ASD and matched controls 
was not as clear cut; retaining outliers resulted in a significant difference (.\'-'r_'= 1.93. 
p=.05), whereas removing outliers provided nonsignificant results (VI r.' = 1.22. p=0.22). 
Nevertheless, it remains unique for individuals with ASD that verbal ability relates to 
processing this task in a global fashion. 
Table 6-19. Correlations between Percentage of Global Responses on the 
Navon-type Task and Age and IQ Amongst ;\SD Children, ~Iatched 
Controls, and TD Children with and without Outliers Included (Results 
after the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses). 
Navon % Global % Glob Resp in % Glob Resp in % Glob Resp in TD 
ASD:j: Matched Controls:j: Children:j: Responses (N=27l (N=23; N=21l (N=432 
Age -.13 .15 ~.03l .22 (.20d 
Vocab .40* 
-.16 ~.05L -.21 ~-.16d 
Block Design .16 .21 ~.342 .01 (-.062 
FSIQ .32 -.06 ~.142 -.07 {-.082 
*p<.05 
:j:-Spearman's rho utilised 
6.7 The Sentence Completion Task 
• Individuals with ASD were predicted to more frequently respond locally to sentence 
stems. Even when responding in a global fashion, individuals with ASD were 
predicted to take longer to respond in this way, since local responses are predicted 
to be their default approach to the task. 
The two primary indices of performance were the number of frank local 
completions, such as "In the sea, there are fish and .. .. chipl'; and the total error score, 
which incorporated not only frank local completions (scored as two points), but also 
hesitations of 10 seconds or more (scored as one point) when trying to complete the 
sentence stem. Because of concerns over restricted range of scores, data were also 
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categonsed by performance. Since frank local completion: \\'ere con-lder d mo [ 
represemanve of local processmg, group were pilt accormn (Q whc her or nor [W r 
m o re frank local completions were provlded 
6.7.1 Distribution of Scores: 
Figures 6-18 and 6-19 presem box plots o f performance on [h . emenc 
completion task for all participam groups. 
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indicating a more local approach to completing the B sentence stems. ecause a 
parametric test was inappropriate (due to a failed Levene's Test of Equality of Error 
Variances: F=5.10, p=.03), a nonparametric Mann-Whitney test was run in order to 
assess the between group difference in score rankings for number of local complenons 
provided. Again, indicating a more local orientation, individuals with :\SD dIsplayed a 
significantly greater number of local completions than dId matched controls. :\ Pearson 
chi-square test was run to examine the between group differences in the number of 
individuals who gave two or more local completions. Consistent with predictions. 
significantly more (l= 4.58, p=.05) individuals with ASO (n=14, SOO 0) gave local 
associates to the sentence stems than did matched controls (n=6, 22%). 
Table 6-20. Performance by Children with ASO, Matched Controls, and 
TO Children on the Sentence Completion Task: Mean (SO). 
ASD Matched TD F/Z P Cohen's 
(n=28) Controls Children d 
~n=27L ~n=63L 
Total Error Score 3.64 ~3.09L 1.96 (2.23} 1.59 ~1.S1) 5.31 .02 0.62 
# of Local 1.57 (1.40) 0.70 (0.91) 0.46 (0.64) 2.28· .02 0.74 
ComEletions 
·Z value from Mann Whitney 
With Outliers Removed: 
The number of local completions variable contained one outlier for each of the 
groups. After removal of these two outliers, individuals with ASO (n=27, M=1.41 + 
1.28) remained significantly more locally oriented (Z=2.36, p=.02, d=0.74), as indIcated 
by the number of local associates provided, than the matched controls (n=26, M=0.62 
+ 0.80). 
6.7.3 Gender Differences in Sentence Completion Performance: 
Surprisingly, as can be seen in Table 6-21, females were more locally oriented 
when completing sentence stems as evidenced by their generally higher error score; 
however, the difference in number of local completions just missed reaching the 
significance threshold. 
Because the frequency of the number of males and females who provided at 
least two local completions to the sentence stems fell below the five count minimum 
required for use of Chi-square, Fisher's Exact Test was used to assess group differences. 
There was no significant difference in the number of males (n=2; 5°10) and fem;ill' 
(n=3; 12°10) who provided two or more local completions (,1>=.38). 
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Table 6-21. Total Error Score and Number of Local C I· h omp eoons on r e 
Sentence Completion Task for 1D ~fales and Females: ~fean SO). 
Males Females 
(n=38) (n-25) F/Z p Cohen's d 
Total Error Score 1.24 (1.38) 2.12 (1.56) 5.54 .02 0.60 
# of Local Completions 0.34 (0.58) 0.64 (0.70) 1.85& 
.06 (1.4-
·Z value from Mann Whitney 
6.7.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with Sentence Completion Performance: 
Correlations between the total error score and age and IQ variables were 
calculated across the three groups using Speannan's rho. However, the categorical 
nature and restricted range of scores inherent to calculating rhe number of local 
completions warranted caution in the use of correlations. So, as an additional index of 
these potential relationships, differences in age and IQ between those who made two or 
more local completions versus those who did not, was examined within each of the 
parOclpant groups. 
Spearman correlations were run to examine the relationship between the total 
error score on the sentence completion task and age and I Q across rhe three participant 
groups (see Table 6-22). For the marched control group, toral error score was 
negatively correlated with indices of IQ; however, this was not the case for the sample 
of TO children (with the ASD falling between the two), which indicates rhar the lower 
IQ subsample of the matched control group is likely carrying this relationship. Indeed. 
if the six lowest IQ scorers (FSIQ<72) from the matched control group were removed 
and the Spearman correlation between FSIQ and total error score was rerun, the 
correlation drops below significance (rho=-0.30, p=.17). Confirming that this finding 
was not due to reducing the range of IQ scores, removal of the top six IQ scores from 
the matched control group maintained the significant correlation between FSIQ and 
total error score (rho=-.61,p=.004). 
Supporting the correlational findings, FSIQ amongst the children with .. -\SO did 
not differ significantly (F=1.02, p=.32, d=0.38) between those who provided two or 
more local completions (n=14; M=88.86 + 21.59) and those who gave one or no local 
completions (.M=97.57 + 24.00). Similar findings were noted amongsr the TD children 
with no difference in FSIQ between local responders (n=5; ~1=108.20 + 7.66) and 
global responders (.M=107.58 + 12.28; F=0.01, p=.91. d=0.06). However. the matched 
controls who provided two or more local completions (n=6; M=71.33 + 22.50) scored 
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significandy lower (F=lS.lS,p=.0002, d=1.70) on the measure of FSIQ than those who 
gave one or no local completions fl\A" -1 03 19 + 1 1 11) . Ii . h \~_- • _ -to , In ne WIt the correlanon~ 
reported in Table 6-22. 
Table 6-22. Spearman Correlations between Sentence CompletIon 
Performance and Age and IQ Amongst Children with ~\SD, ~latched 
Controls, and TD Children. 







Age -.11 .OS -.20 
Vocab -.30 -.53** -.19 
Block Design -.33 -.53** -.01 
FSIQ -.37 -.57** -.11 
**p<.Ol 
6.8 Time Perception 
• Three domains of time perception were assessed: time estimation, time production, 
and time reproduction. Individuals with ASD were predicted to show comparable 
performance to controls in terms of time estimation and time production. 
However, individuals with ASD were expected to demonstrate (relatively) better 
time reproduction performance than matched controls. 
Time perception variables were calculated by taking the difference between the 
actual time passage and the time given by the participant. These difference scores were 
then converted into ratios, based on the amount of time that actually passed. 
Therefore, a difference score of zero would result in a ratio of one, an overestimate 
would result in a ratio greater than one, and an underestimate would result in a ratio of 
less than one. To supplement these ratios, each individual was categorised according to 
whether they overestimated (ratio>l) or underestimated (ratio<l) across each of the 
time perception tasks. This categorisation, completed on only the summary ratios, 
provided an index of the predominant style of response to each of the time perceptIon 
tasks. 
6.S.1 Distribution of Scores: 
Figures 6-20 and 6-21 present box plots of performance on the time perception 
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overestimated, while the time production and time reproduction tasks, to a lesser extent, 
were generally underestimated. Duration had a particularly marked influence on the 
magnitude of overestimation in the time estimation task, \\1th a decrea:'tng 
overestimation as the duration increased (see Figure 6-22), whereas, arne producDon 
and (to a lesser extent for the ASD group) time reproducDon showed more consistent 
performance across the durations (see Figures 6-23 and 6-24). 
Since a ratio score of one is the ideal score on the time perception tasks, one-
sample t-tests were run separately for ASDs and matched controls to assess whether 
their total time estimation, time production, and time reproduction ratios were 
significantly different from this ideal score. Both individuals with .\SD and matched 
controls had time estimation (ASD: t=2.42, p=.02; controls: t=2.77, p=.01) and time 
production (ASD: t=3.46, p=.002; controls: t=3.36, p=.003) ratio scores that differed 
significantly from one. However, the pattern of results for each group differed on the 
time reproduction task. Whereas time reproduction performance amongst matched 
controls was consistent with the other two time perception indices in being significantly 
different from one (t=3.60, p=.001), it was not significantly different from one for the 
individuals with ASD (t=1.59,p=.13). 
Pearson chi-square tests were run In order to compare the proportlon of 
children with ASD and matched controls who over or underestimated time passage on 
the three time perception tasks. No one scored a flawless ratio of one on the summary 
proportional RT variable from the time estimation task; however, two matched controls 
and two children with ASD scored a perfect one on the time production task, and three 
matched controls and two children with ASD scored a ratio of one on the time 
reproduction task. Individuals with ratio scores of one were omitted from these 
analyses, so that each participant could be accurately categorised as over or 
underestimating on each of the three tasks. Results revealed that a similar proportion of 
children with ASD and matched controls overestimated time passage on the time 
estimation (ASD=68% , matched controls=68%; l=O, p=1), time production 
(ASD = 26%, matched controls = 17%; l=0.51, p=.48), and time reproduction 
(ASD=35%, matched controls = 19%; l=1.37,p=.24) tasks. 
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Table 6-23. Time Perception funio Score for .-\ D , . latched Comrol, and 
TD Children: Mean (SD). 
ASD 
)'1atched TD 
(n=25) Control Children F f C.)hLn . (n=25) (n=63) 
Time Estimation All 1.17 (0.35) 1.13 (0.24) 1.21 (0.33) 0.22 .64 0.13 
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Figure 6-22. Time Estlmation Ratios by Duranon .-\mong t Children ,"vuh 
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Figure 6-23. Time Production RaDos by DuraDon m ng t Children \vnh 
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analysls. Therefore, a rotal of nine mdn'1duals \\1[h.-\ D and 11 m:ltch d COfllr)) wcn 
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excluded from this follow-up three-way ANOVA. Nevertheless, results remained 
consistent: the interaction between time perception task and group after Greenhouse-
Geisser correction did not reach significance (F=l.-ll, p=.25) nor did the rhree-wa\ 
interaction between task type, duration, and group (F=1.48,p=.22). 
After removing two outlying scores each from the matched control (n=23, 
M=0.94 + .08) and ASD groups (n=23, M=0.99 + .08) for the overall time 
reproduction ratio, the group differences just reached the conventional significance 
threshold (F=3.94,p=.05). These results indicate bener time reproduction perfonnance 
amongst individuals with ASD as compared to that for matched controls. 
The one-sample t-tests were run again after the removal of one ASD outlier for 
the time estimation task and two outliers each from the ASD and matched control 
groups for the time reproduction task. Similar to results presented above, both 
individuals with ASD and matched controls had time estimation (.\SD: t=2.23, p=.U4; 
controls: t=2.98, p=.006) ratio scores that differed significantly from one. Patterns of 
performance remained different between groups with time reproduction perfonnance 
amongst matched controls significantly different from one (t=3.37, p=.003) but not 
significantly different from one for the individuals with ASD (t=0.73,p=.-l7). 
6.8.3 Gender Differences in Time Perception: 
A three-way ANOVA was run in order to examine interactions between task 
type, duration, and gender amongst the TD individuals. See Table 6-24 for means and 
standard deviations by overall task ratio score and Figures 6-25, 6-26 and 6-26 for ratio 
scores by task type and duration. After Greenhouse-Geisser correction, the interacnon 
between gender and time perception task type remained significant (F=5.84, p=.02) as 
did the interaction between duration and gender (F=5.84, p=.002); however, the three 
way interaction between gender, task type, and duration did not reach significance 
(F=0.28, p=.91). Follow-up one-way comparisons revealed that males scored 
significantly (p<.05) better time estimation ratios across all five durations and 
demonstrated a better time estimation summary score. Ratio scores for orne 
production were not significantly (p> .05) different between males and females. The 
summary time reproduction ratio score was significantly higher for males than for 
females (F=5.71, p=.02); however, examination of each duration revealed only the 45 
second condition as significantly different (F=10.14, p=.002) by gender and therefore 
primarily responsible for the summary score difference. 
Just as for individuals with ASD and matched controls, one-sample [-tests were 
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run -eparately for males and female In order [0 exaII1lne whether he rano ~con.: 
Igl1lficantly different from one. Both males and female had raDO .::core~ rh:H w r 
sIgnificantly different from one on the rune esrunacion (male-: t=3 .22, p=.003; f m a/e-: 
t=4.01, p=.OOOS), time produccion (males: t=3. 5, p=.OO l; female " t=4.02, = .0 
and time reproduction (males: t=3.28,p=.002; females : t=3.8S, p = .OO l , ta.::k . 
-
J. 
As above, Pearson chi-square tests were run ln order [0 compare the prOpOrtl l [ 
of males versus females who over or underestimated rune pa age on the thre umt: 
perception tasks. Results revealed that a smular proporoon of mal - and female 
overestimated time passage on the rune escirnaoon lales=69°/0 , Femal 5=69° 0 ; i =n, 
p=l ), time production (Males=18% , Females=18° 0; i=o, p=l /. and lli11L reproJ ucnoll 
(Males=29%, Females=19% ; i=0.6 ,p=.42) ta -k . 
Table 6-24. Gender Difference ln Tlme Percepoon Performance: i\!ean 
(SD). 
Male bemale~ 
F p (n=372 ~n=26, 
TIme Esrunaoon 4~1l 1.11 (0.//) 1.33 (() .-t3 ~ ,-. ::> .ll t 
Tlme Producoon All 0. 8 ~O . 20) O. 9 ' ll ''''' 2 54 l~ 
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\ "lrh Ouwers Removed: 
_ \norher three-way .I. OY.I. \ \Va' run aft r r mOYlng sey ral luther-- from c:1ch 
of the a m pereepoon ta k' by duraoon \gam, 'Inee [hi· \.' an oml11bu. 
t:lke~ only one outl\'lng 'core fr m anyone condlUon ro cxcluJe tho l daL pOint [I' m 
rhe an:11),.15 Therefore, data from a roral of 1 U m, Ie. and" \'en [em.de w 
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from this three-way ANOVA. Results remained conSIstent \\'ith those that IncludcLi 
outlying scores. After Greenhouse-Geisser correcnon, the mteracnon between gender 
and time perception task type remained significant (F=5.96, p=.02) as did the 
interaction between duration and gender (F=5.77, p=.001); however, the three way 
interaction between gender, task type, and duration did not reach significance (F=1.09, 
p=.37). Follow-up one-way comparisons revealed again that males scored significantly 
(p<.05) better time estimation ratios across all five durations and demonstrated a better 
time estimation summary score. Corroborating results reported above, ratio Scores for 
time production were not significantly (p> .05) different between males and females. 
The summary time reproduction ratio score was again significantly higher for male:, 
than for females (F=8.72,p=.004); however, examination of each duration revealed onh' 
the 45 second condition as significantly different (F=8.76, p=.004) by gender and 
therefore primarily responsible for the summary score difference. 
Of the summary ratio scores calculated for each of the time perception tasks, 
only one male outlier each for time estimation and time production and two for time 
reproduction occurred. When re-running separately for males (since there were no 
outlying female scores) the one-sample t-tests, results remained the same. Males' orne 
estimation (t=3.39, p=.002), time production (t=3.56, p=.001), and time reproduction 
(t=2.96,p=.006) ratio scores differed significantly from one. 
6.8.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with Time Perception Performance: 
To reiterate, the time perception ratio scores are computed so that a perfect 
score is one and any departure in either direction indicates over or underestimation on 
the tasks. Utilising the ratio scores in correlations would create difficulties in 
interpretation; therefore, a simple, alternative metric was computed. A difference score 
of requested duration versus the duration provided by the participant was computed. 
The absolute value of this difference, with zero indicating no discrepancy, was then 
utilised in correlational analyses presented below. 
Pearson correlations were run to examine the relationship between orne 
perception and age and IQ across the three participant groups (see Tables 6-25, 6-26, 
and 6-27). Time production scores were found to be significantly age-related m the 
group of TO children, as were time estimation abilities, but only when outliers were 
included. After outliers were removed, time reproduction was significantly related with 
age in the group of matched controls. In tenns of relationships to IQ measures, time 
estimation ability was negatively correlated with the vocabuluy score in the ASD group 
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(significantly so, only with outliers included), but positively correlated, after outliers 
were removed, with the vocabulary score in the group of TD children. The correlanons 
between time estimation performance and vocabulary score were significantho different 
for the ASD and TD children groups with outliers both included (.v'r-,=2.24,p=.ll3; and 
excluded (-tr1r2=2.17,p=.03). 
Table 6-25. Correlations between Time Perception and Age and IQ 
Amongst ASD Children with and without Outliers Included (Results after 
the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses). 






















Table 6-26. Correlations between Time Perception and Age and IQ 
Amongst Matched Controls with and without Outliers Included (Results 

























Table 6-27. Correlations between Time Perception and Age and IQ 
Amongst TD Children with and without Outliers Included (Results after 
the Removal of Outliers Presented in Parentheses). 
Time Estimation Time Production Time Reproduction 
All TD Children {n 63; 57l ~n-63L (n=63; 60L 
A.ge -.29* { -.1 0l -.31· -.003 ~.O7l 
Vocab .11 {.37**l -.06 .14 ~-.Oll 
Block Design -.17 (-.18l -.09 .02 {.Oll 
FSIQ -.06 (.tOl -.10 .09 {-.OOll 
*p<.05, **p<.Ot 
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6.9 Inspection Time 
• IT was predicted to be shoner, repre enung faste r proce 109 peed. for Indl\"H.1t , 
with ASD than the age and IQ matched control group. 
Of the 26 ASD and the 26 matched control particlpant originally adrrum:t rl: 
the IT task, one from each participant group had thell data deemed lOyahd ba.::cd on . 
vanance score computed automancally in the IT program. The \-anance score mciJcu 
whether the IT score for each individual wa bemg oyerl) influenc d b\ perfonmU1c 
dunng early long exposures, wruch was (he ca e for the two paruClpanr. 
Additionally, two of the ASD participam ' data were 10 ( through COmpUll'r 
malfunction. 
6.9.1 Distribution of Scores: 
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Flgure 6-28. IT (tn m.tl.hseconds) :\mong ( Children \ylth -\ ~D , \1atched 
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Figure 6-29. IT (in milliseconds) by Gender .\mongst TD CJuJdren 
6.9.2 ASD versus Matched Controls: 
A one-way ANOVA was run In order to examtne potencial group (lift" '[enCl':. In 
IT performance berween chlldren with . \. D and matched COntrol:-. ChIldr'(1 \\'1(h \.1) 
demonsuated sImilar proces Ing efficlency, a. mea. ured by IT. [() age:1I1 T) nurcht:d 
comrols (see Table 6-28). After removmg [WO ouilier from the matched c( nuol gt·oup 
(n=23; M=38.7 + 9. 5), resul ts remamed nonsignificam (F=O.89;p= .3S; d=O.28). 
IT 
6.9.3 
Table 6-28. IT (in milliseconds) for Chlldren with . \ D, latched Comr )Is. 
and TD Children: 11ean ( D ). 
Matched 
TD Children AD 
F Cohen' Conuols p (n =23) 
~n=252 
(n=61 ) 
41 .43 (10. 192 42.64 (16.542 44.-+2 ,19.14) 0.09 .77 (J.()9 
Gender Differences in IT: 
II 
\mongst the ' ample of TD children. bo,'~ (n=36 . .o..l=-+ 1.9~ 2:: 21.14, an . Irl 
(n=24. -.1= 48.17 + 15.31) rud not ruffer ' Igruficantly III theIr IT pertormancc (F= 1.55. 
p=0.22, d=0.34) if outliers were reramed. Ho\vever, after remo,rtng two oudier: rum 
the sample of males and one outher from the 'ample of female" .. 1 1 Tt1lrlcanl , r >ur 
illffcrenc emerged ='i .00, p=().O 1, d=( ).6 / ' Illcilcaun 
amongst boys (n=34, ~=39.1 + .67) [han gtrL n= 23, ~=46 . " u 
of the reI vance of IQ to IT, It 1. Imponanr to relt rate lhat male .J.= 109.9 1 _ 11 . 
and fcmn1e ~=106.83 + 10.65) ubgroup nunu ' outlier rud nor dif~ r (F=1. 1 -. 
d=() T') on IQ. 
1 ~ ) 
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6.9.4 Relationship of Age and IQ with IT: 
Pearson correlations were run to examine the relationship between IT and age 
and IQ across the three participant groups (see Table 6-29). ~\s predicted, there was no 
significant relationship between age and IT in any of the groups. Significant 
correlations between all three IQ variables (i.e., vocabulary, Block Design, and toral IQ 
estimate) and IT were limited to matched controls. However, when examining the 
relationship between IQ and IT in the sample of TO children, it becomes clear that the 
relationship is carried by Block Design performance. It can then be inferred that 
amongst the matched controls the children with MLD showed a strong relationship 
between vocabulary score and IT (n=7, r=-.57), unlike TO children (n=18, r=.14). 
Unique to the ASD group was the lack of relationship between IT and Block Design 
performance. Indeed, even with the small sample sizes reponed here, the correlations 
between Block Design performance and IT were significantly different for the .\SD and 
matched control groups (t-Ir2=2.32, p=.02) and for the ASD and TO children groups 
(t-Ir2=2.01, p= .04). 
Table 6-29. Correlations between IT and Age and IQ Amongst ASD 
Children, Matched Controls, and TO Children (Results after the Removal 



























6.10 Relationship Amongst Central Coherence, IT, Implicit Learning, 
and Time Perception Tasks 
In order to better understand how performance on tasks of central coherence, 
IT, implicit learning, and time perception interrelate and possibly provide clues as to 
what processes may be underlying task success and failure for each group, three 
separate correlation matrices are presented below. Parametric correlational results usmg 
. ell· bl In cases where Speannan' s Pearson's r are presented 10 the 10 ow1Og ta es. 
rho/nonparametric correlations are required because of violations of assumptions 
underlying parametric statistics, these scores are presented in parentheses alongside the 
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parametric results. Furthermore, a partial correlation is also presented whereIn both 
vocabulary score, as a proxy for verbal IQ, and age were treated as nuisance variables 
and partialled out. Vocabulary Score was utilised instead of Block Design or the 
estimated FSIQ (which is computed using the Block Design score), because Block 
Design performance (as an index of central coherence) would be theoretically related to 
performance on a number of the experimental measures. Results are presented with 
outliers included, and correlations where the significance changed (either becoming 
significant or no longer significant) with the exclusion of outliers are lndicated with a 
superscript symbol (:t:). Though significant results at both the p<.05 and p<.Ol \eyeb 
are noted, discussion centres primarily on the more robust p<.01 results, given the large 
number of correlations conducted. The experimental task indices were chosen 
according to which maximally discriminated children with ASD from matched controls. 
When an index for an experimental task did not distinguish these groups, then the 
summary variable (i.e., difference score for the time perception tasks, IT for processing 
speed, proportional RT savings from the first to the second halves of the implicIt 
learning task, percentage of global matches on the Navon-type task, and A' for 
im/possible figures categorisation) for that task was utilised in the correlation matrices. 
This resulted in 10 indices correlated with one another. Tables 6-30, 6-31, and 6-32 
show the specific results. 
6.10.1 Hypotheses: 
Because central coherence has been conceptualised as a cross-modal, unitary 
construct (Frith, 1989), it was predicted that performance on measures designed to 
assess central coherence (i.e., EFT, sentence completion, im/possible figurc:-
categorisation, Navon-type task, and un/segmented Block Design) would correlate With 
one another, though the limited range of sentence completion error scores, particularly 
within the comparison groups, makes significant correlations with this task unlikely. 
Because time perception was also conceptualised as a unitary construct, 
significant positive correlations in performance were expected between time esnmanon. 
production, and reproduction. 
Amongst TD children and matched controls, IT scores were predicted to vary 
. 1 din ks" thi e EFT and im/possible figures WIth performance on other g- oa g tas , 10 seas, 
categorisation. More specifically, IT was expected to correlate positively with average 
time spent on the standard EFT items, since in 
poorer performance; while it should negatively 
both cases higher scores represent 
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categorisation sInce higher A' scores reflect better performance. I Iowc\"cr. becau'l' 
EFT performance reflects (IQ-independent) \'\'CC am di 'd al th ' ongst In n u ~ W1 :\SD. no 
such significant correlation was expected for this group. 
Because implicit learning is theoretically independent of IQ, performance on 
this task for all groups was not expected to be correlated significantly with g-loading 
dimensions, such as those listed above. 
6.10.2 Results: 
All correlations across the three participant groups are presented in Tables 6-30, 
6-31, and 6-32. There was some evidence to support the hypothesis that task~ 
purporting to tap central coherence would correlate with one another. Both TD kld~ 
and matched controls (only after age and vocabular:-' score were partialled out) 
demonstrated positive correlations betwee~ average time on standard EFr items and 
percentage RT gain on the un/ segmented Block Design task and negative correlations 
between average time on standard EFT items and :\' score on the im/possible figure~ 
categorisation task. These correlations were not significant in the ASD group. although 
the correlations between un/segmented Block Design and EFT performance for the 
TD group (~lr2=1.58, p=.l1) and the group of matched controls (v'r2=1.26, p=.21) did 
not differ significantly from those demonstrated by the group of individuals with ASD. 
On the other hand, whereas the EFT (local processing) could be viewed as tapping the 
reverse process from the im/possible figures categorisation task (global processing) in 
the groups ofTD children (ASD versus TD correlations; V'r.?=2.-lS.p=.Ol) and matched 
controls (ASD versus matched control correlations; ~'r.?=2.38, p=.02), both of which 
are related to nonverbal ability level in these groups, the failure to find a significant 
correlation in the ASD group may again signal group-specific reliance on a completely 
separate process (or processes) when completing these two tasks. 
Unique to the group of matched controls was a negative correlation between 
sentence completion error score and :\' from the impossible figures categonsation task. 
This finding could reflect cross-domain central coherence, but more likely reflects 
shared reliance on IQ, particularly verbal ability, since controlling for vocabulary score 
(and age) resulted in the correlation falling below the designated significance lc\'cl. 
Moreover removal of outliers resulted in this association again failing to reach 
, 
significance. The correlations of percentage of global matches provided on the Navon-
type task with average time on the standard EFT were highly discrepant between 
individuals with ASD and the two control groups. Whereas they were significantl\' 
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negatively correlated for the control groups, indicating that those who responded 
globally on the Navon-type task were faster on the standard EFT items, the," were 
significantly positively related to one another within the group of child " h \"1) ren \\1t .. 
Indeed these correlations were significantly different from one another 10 both case~ 
(ASD versus matched controls, irlr2=2.27, p=.02; ~-\SD versus TD children, vl
r
.,=1.94, 
p=.05). This may provide further evidence that these two indices share nonverbal 
ability loadings for the control groups, whereas they are tapping IQ-independent central 
coherence in the ASD group. Also unique to the .-\SD group was a correlatIon 
indicating increased error score on the sentence completion task as percentage of global 
matches to Navon-type figures decreased. However, this finding should be evaluated 
cautiously, since the individuals with ASD clearly had a broader range of error scores on 
the sentence completion task than the comparison groups. Only within the group of 
TD children, after partialling out influences due to age and vocabulary score, percentage 
of RT savings from the presegmented condition of the Block Design task was 
negatively related to A' score on the im/possible figures categorisaoon task, indicating 
some shared underpinning, likely nonverbal IQ. 
For all three groups, it was predicted that performance on the three orne 
perception tasks would correlate with one another. Supporting this postulation, positive 
correlations were found between time estimation and time production performance for 
all three groups, indicating a shared core process across the groups. Shared by both the 
groups of TD children and matched controls were positive correlations between time 
production and time reproduction scores. Only amongst the TD children, time 
estimation performance correlated significantly with time reproduction performance. In 
contrast to these findings, time reproduction performance was isolated from 
performance on the other two time perception tasks in the ASD group. This group 
may have relied on different cognitive mechanisms when completing this task, though 
only one of the two differences in correlations between the TD and .-\SD children 
reached statistical significance (time reproduction and production: vI,.'=2.13, p=.U3; 
time reproduction and estimation: irlr!= 1.60, p=.11). 
Consistent with predictions that tasks with significant loading on g, such as IT, 
would correlate with one another, both TD children and matched control groups 
demonstrated positive correlations between average time on the standard EFf items 
and IT. Moreover, IT was related to IQ in only these two groups, not in the :\SD 
group, although only one pair of these correlations was signiticandy discrepant 
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(correlation of EFT and IT for ASD versus matched controls, :;>,.=2.38,p=.!l2,. 
Within the sample of individuals with ASD, as IT increased (worsened). 
percentage of global matches on the Navon-type task decreased. However, unique to 
the ASD group was a significant positive correlation between vocabulan' score and 
percentage of global matches provided on the Navon-rype task. ,\fter factoring our 
vocabulary score (and age) from the correlation between IT and perfonnance on tht: 
Navon-type task, this correlation fell below the significance threshold, indicating some 
possible shared reliance on verbal ability. 
For individuals within the matched control group, as percentage of global 
matches on the Navon-type task increased so too did the proportional RT advantage In 
the predictable condition of the implicit learning task. Howeyer, the non-parametric 
correlation, which was most apt, did not reveal a significant correlation between these 
indices. As IT worsened amongst the matched controls, so too did the error score on 
the sentence completion task, which, like many other significant correlations reported 
here, likely reflects shared reliance on IQ, since this correlation was no longer SIgnificant 
after controlling for vocabulary score and age. Similarly, within the group of matched 
controls, as IT improved, A' also improved, yet this correlation fell below significance 
after controlling for age and vocabulary score. Possibly reflecting shared processing 
speed demands, only after controlling for age and vocabulary score did the time 
estimation difference score positively correlate with average time spent on standard 
EFT items amongst the matched controls. 
Interestingly, only amongst the group of TD children, im/possible figures ;\' 
was significantly negatively correlated with all three time perception indices, with two 
correlations (with time production and reproduction) remaining significant even after 
controlling for age and IQ. Though A' was also significantly negatively correlated With 
time estimation performance amongst the ASD children, [his correlation did not surn\"(,: 
partialling out the influences of age and IQ. 
Unique to the ASD group was a relationship indicating increased error score on 
the sentence completion task as discrepancy in time estimation increased. This may 
reflect significant hesitations, which are scored as a one in this [ask; though it IS unclear 
why this finding would be unique to ASD and to the time estimation task (of the thret" 
time perception tasks). A likely explanation for the lack of a significant finding withtn 
the two comparison groups is the relatively (compared to that observed in the ASD 
group) restricted range of sentence completion error scores. 
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Unique to the group of TD children, time estimation discrepancy was posim·eh-
correlated with IT and average time spent on standard EFT Items. Tune producuon 
was positively correlated with average time on standard EFT items but negann~ly 
correlated with percentage of RT savings on the presegmented condition of the Block 
Design task. Time production was also positively correlated with IT, but negatively 
correlated with A'. These findings may reflect a shared reliance on IQ (particularly 
verbal abilities) and age, since controlling for vocabulary score and age resulted In the 
first four correlations falling below the .05 SIgnificance leyel and caused the tit"th and 
sixth to fall from the <.01 level to the .05 leveL 
In the TD group, several correlations dropped below the .05 significance lc\"c\ 
once outliers were removed, including time estimation performance with time 
reproduction and time production performance with IT. Outliers likely exerted 
disproportionate influence on these relationships. 
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Table 6-30. Correlation Matrix for All Experimental Tasks in the Group ofID Children Using Pearson's r (Spearman's rho). 
Time Prod Time Reprod RTProp Standard Navoo % Seot Comp 
Uo/Seg 
IT Imp Fig 1\' BD 0/0 
DiffSc DiffSc Stat Lm EFT Time Global Error 
(0=63) (0=63) (0=61) (0=63) (0=63) (0=43) (0=63) 
(0=63) Savings 
{0=33i 
Time Est Diff Sc Pearson .75** .47**:\: .31 * -.16 .26* .11 (.07) -.04 (-.14) -.28* -.28 
(0=63) Age-V oc parttal .74** .49** .26 -.09 .17 .18 -.09 -.18 -. 27 
Time Prod Dlff Sc 
Pearson .53** .32*:\: -.09 .29* .22 (.15) .02 (-.04) -.39** -.37" 
Age-Voc partial .58** .28* -.02 .16 .27 -.07 -.27i< -.34 
Pearson .03 -.01 .05 .11(.01) -.01 (-.05) -.29* -.10 
Time Reprod Dlff Sc 
Age-Voc partial .02 .01 .09 .14 .02 -.38** -. 12 
Pearson .08 .33'" .11 (-.03) .06 (.10) -.21 -.30 
IT 
Age-V oc pamal .14 .29* .16 .03 -. 13 -.29 
Pearson -.14 .14 (.08) -.06 (.08) .07 .31 
RT Prop Stat Lrn 
Age-V oc pamal -.05 .10 -.02 -.05 .30 
Pearson -.19 (-.34*) .10 (.10) -. 54H .35 
Standard EFT Time 
-.20 -.04 .36*1 .54+ 1 
Pearson .16 (.01) -.06 (.21) .13 ( 27) 
Navon % Global 
.16 .11 - 12 \ge-V oc partial 
Pearson -.24 (.22) 07 {O4 
Scm Comp Error 12 13 
PL'arson .21 
Imp Fig /\ ' 
\ge-\' oc pamal 38" 
<.05, **p <.O l 
4: change in the significance level of a corrclaoon Wlth the removal of outlIers 
Table 6-31. Correlation Matrix for All Experimental Tasks in the ASD Group Using Pearson's r (Speannan's rho). 
Time Prod Time Reprod RTProp Standard EFT Navon % Sent Comp Un/Seg BD 0' 0 
IT Imp Fig A' 
DiffSc DiffSc Stat Lrn Time Global Error Savings 
(n=25) (n=25) 
(n=23) 
(n=28) (n=28) (n=27) (n=28) 
(n=26) 
(n=25) 
Time Est DifE Sc Pearson .56** .11 -.18 .02 -.16 -.38 (-.20) .57** (.57**) -.43* .32 
(n=25) Age-Voc partial .43* -.05 -.42 .01 -.24 -.27 .43* -.21 .32 
Pearson .06 -.07 -.26 -.18 -.08 (-.13) .27 (.32) -.28 -.16 
Time Prod Diff Sc 
Age-V oc partial -.01 -.22 -.32 -.27 .03 .09 -.08 -.17 
Time Reprod Diff Pearson .39 .28 .01 -.07 (-.04) .29 (.37) -.01 -.08 
Se Age-V oe partial .32 .28 .01 .08 .19 .22 -.27 
Pearson .32 -.08 -.46* (-.41) -.12 (.05) .09 -.16 
IT 
Age-V oc partial .32 -.10 -.39 .30 .31 -.28 
Pearson .21 .03 (.07) .09 (.18) -.02 .04 
RT Prop Stat Lrn 
Age-V oc eartial .21 .05 .09 -.01 .03 
Standard EFT Pearson .30 (.45') -.09 (-. 18) .01 . L3 
Time Age-V oc partial .34 -. 14 .05 .16 
Pearson -.4P (-.441') .17 (.11) -. 07 (-.20) 
~avon % Global 
Age-V oc partial -.31 -.02 .04 
Pearson -.24 (-.34) 12 (.03) 
Sent Comp Error 
Age-V oc earcial .01 .04 
Pearson .25 
Imp Fig J\' 
Age Voe pamal -.1 7 
p<.OS, *"p<.Ol 
Table 6-32. Correlation Matrix for All Experimental Tasks in the Group of Matched Controls Using Pearson's r (Spearman's rho). 
Time Prod Time Reprod RTProp Standard Navon % Sent Comp Un/Seg BD °' 0 
IT Imp Fig A' 
Diff Sc DiffSc Stat Lrn EFT Time Global Error Savings 
(n=25) (n=25) 
(n=25) 
(n = 27) (n=26) (n=23) (n=27) 
(n=26) 
(n=19) 
Time Est Diff Sc Pearson .80** .13 -.09 -.10 .35 -.18 (-.40) -.19 (-.25) -.16 .05 
(n=25) Age-Voc partial .81** .18 -.02 -.09 .41* -.13 -.16 -.30 .10 
Pearson .43* -.03 .14 .16 .03 (-.08) -.14 (-.21) -.04 -.16 
Time Prod Diff Sc 
Age-V oc partial .43* .04 .12 .27 .04 -.07 -.18 -.15 
Time Reprod Diff Pearson .19 .31 .08 .14 (-.05) .23 (-.01) -.15 -.26 
Sc Age-Voc partial .22 .29 .24 .09 .38 -.33 -.33 
Pearson .01 .60** .10 (-.06) .46* (.25) -.58** .27 
IT 
Age-V oc partial .03 .60** -.03 .16 -.38 .19 
Pearson -. 14 .51 * (.40) -. 17 (-.01) .26 .08 
RT Prop Stat Lrn 
Age-V oc partial -.08 .52* -.15 .27 .07 
Standard EFT Pearson -.36 (-.50 '1:) .33 (.28) -.61 ** .44 
Tunc Age-V oc partial -.44 .09 -.46>1' .521 
Pearson .14 (-. 19) .08 (.46 t) .13 (-.09) 
Navon 0 /0 Global 
Age-V oc partial .04 .23 .07 
Pearson -. 64'1'>1'+ (-,45*) .20 (. 13) 
Sent Comp Error 
.\gc-V oc earcial -. 35 .13 
Pearson -.30 
Imp Fig J\' 
. \gc-Voc partial . .30 
~p< .05, *:tp<.Ol 
+ change in the sigruficance level of a correlation with the removal of outliers 
Group Study Results 
6.11 Subgroup Analyses within the ASD and TD Groups 
In addition to the correlations perfonned above, the presence of potentially 
meaningful subgroups within the groups of ASD, ID, and MID children was examined 
more thoroughly since they might reveal important relationships between experimental 
tasks. Perfonnance on the most prototypical measures of central coherence, one verbal 
(i.e., the sentence completion task) and one nonverbal (i.e., the EFT) task, was used to 
split participant groups into subgroups since WCC is conceptualised in this thesis as a 
driving force behind savant skill development. Individuals were categorised as 
exhibiting robust wec (n=18) if they both were as quick as the fastest third of the 1D 
children on the standard EFT (28 seconds or less) and received an error score that was 
as high as the highest third amongst the ID children (2 or higher), while the other 77 
individuals were classified as exhibiting strong central coherence. ANOVAs were used 
to compare the derived subgroups based on age, IQ, and experimental task 
performance. Group composition (particularly ASD and ID children since the number 
of MLD children [7] was very small) of these subgroups was examined via cross tabs 
analyses with non-parametric statistics (either Chi-square or Fisher's Exact Test, 
depending on the sample size of each subgroup). Consistent with the results presented 
earlier, children with ASD (n=13, 46%) were found to more likely exhibit WCC 
(p<.001) than were the TD children (n=4, 7%). Table 6-33 presents the age, IQ, and 
experimental task perfonnance data for the WCC and strong CC subgroups. The WCC 
subgroup was both significandy older and lower functioning (as indexed by IQ scores) 
than the strong central coherence subgroup. Though experimental task perfonnance 
was not significandy different between the groups, the WCC subgroup demonstrated 
consistendy better mean scores on each of the three tasks than did the strong central 
coherence subgroup. 
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Table 6-33. Age, IQ Scores, and Experimental Task Perfonnance for the 
WCC and Strong Central Coherence Subgroups. 
WCC StrongCC 
{n=18~ {n=77) F p Cohen's d 
Age 14.16 {2.34~ 12.56 {2.45~ 6.36 .01 0.67 
Vocab 8.83 {3.84~ 11.00 {3.41~ 5.61 .02 0.60 
Block Design 8.06 {4.05~ 10.08 {3.53} 4.52 .04 0.53 
FSIQ 91.28 {21.45} 103.23 {17.73} 6.12 .02 0.61 
Implicit 
.13 (.14) .10 (.14) 
Learning 
1.04 .31 0.21 
Time ReErod .97 {.09} .94 {.11} .89 .35 0.30 
IT 44.35 {18.34} 39.92 ~8.37) .73 .40 0.31 
An additional set of crosstab analyses were run in order to document possibly 
important subgroups based on performance across tasks measuring both central 
coherence and one or more of the other domains considered key to savant skill 
development. A similar metric (i.e., scoring as highly as the highest third of TD 
children) was used to create subgroups based on performance across the other key tasks 
(i.e., implicit learning [difference in proportion of savings between the first and second 
halves of the task >.14], time reproduction [average total difference score <.02], and IT 
[<35]). Crosstabs with non-parametric statistics were run in order to determine if the 
TD or ASD groups were overrepresented amongst the derived subgroups. None of the 
other (non-WCC) cognitive domains produced differences in percentage of TD and 
ASD participants (ps>.10). 
Nevertheless, the resulting subgroups were then collapsed with one another to 
form subgroups of individuals who both exhibited WCC and performed well in one 
other key cognitive domain. The percentage of TD and ASD children composing these 
smaller subgroups was then compared. Subgroups with significantly different 
compositions based on diagnosis were then subjected to ANOV As to examine potential 
differences in age and IQ. Individuals who exhibited both WCC and good implicit 
learning were more likely (p=.03) to be members of the ASD group (n=5, 18%) than 
the TD group (n=2, 3%). Table 6-34 presents age and IQ data for the individuals 
comprising each of these subgroups; results indicated that individuals exhibiting both 
WCC and good implicit learning were older than those who exhibited strong central 
coherence and/or average implicit learning. The other two subgroups (WCC + good 
time reproduction and WCC + good 11) were represented fairly equally amongst the 
ASD and TD groups (ps>.10). 
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F p Cohen's d 
4.00 .05 0.92 
0.45 .51 0.25 
0.69 .41 0.28 
0.67 .41 0.28 
The present chapter provided group-level analyses of perfonnance on measures 
of WCC, implicit learning, time perception, and processing speed (see Table 6-35). 
Children with ASD were found to exhibit WCC on a number of measures when 
compared to perfonnance by the matched controls. Implicit learning and processing 
speed were shown to be comparable between individuals with ASD and matched 
controls. Time perception was also found to be similar amongst matched controls and 
children with ASD, although there was a trend for individuals with ASD to be more 
accurate in time reproduction than matched controls. Gender differences in 
performance in these domains amongst the TD children were also examined, with some 
indication that females were better at implicit learning than males and that males were 
more detail focussed than were females. Individual differences were assessed through 
corrdations (including age and IQ) and subgroup analyses. IT was found to correlate 
with IQ amongst the TD and MLD children, not the ASD children. Implicit learning 
performance was shown to be independent of age and IQ. Performance on several 
measures of local-global processing was shown to improve with age. Cross-task 
analyses indicated some unity of construct in time perception, and to a lesser extent in 
central coherence. Subgroup analyses indicated that individuals with WCC were much 
more likdy to be from the ASD than from the TD group, and there was preliminary 
evidence to suggest that those who exhibited WCC and good implicit learning were 
more likdy members of the ASD than the TD group. The implications of these 
findings are discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Table 6-35. Categorisation of ASD Performance on Experimental Tasks and 



















Performance Novel Finding or Replication 
- Novel -
Replicates Shah & Frith, 1983; 
+ Jolliffe & Baron Cohen, 1997; 
Ropar & Mitchell, 2001 
+ Replicates Shah & Frith, 1993 
- Novel -
+ 
Replicates Rinehart et aI., 
2000; Behrmann et aI., 2006 






Discussion of Group Studies 
Chapter 7: Discussion of Group Studies 
As previously outlined in this thesis, various cognitive mechanisms in ASD were 
posited to contribute to the overrepresentation of savant skills in this population. 
These cognitive processes may be frankly different from what is seen in the context of 
typical development (e.g., WCC and perceptual skills) or may be intact and therefore 
serve a "gateway" function (e.g., implicit learning and information processing speed) to 
savant skill development. In other words, individuals without adequate ability in one or 
more (i.e., some combination of these) domains may not have the requisite cognitive 
skills for proceeding along the trajectory to savant skill development. The first step in 
addressing these hypotheses was to assess whether the proposed contributing cognitive 
processes were indeed different and/or intact when comparing performance on 
prototypical tasks between individuals with ASD and matched controls. 
7.1 Weak Central Coherence 
The first area of investigation was the purported cognitive style exhibited by 
individuals with ASD, in which local (vs. global) information is preferentially processed 
to an extent greater than that found amongst TD individuals. Individuals with ASD 
were predicted to exhibit WCC across modalities on a variety of prototypical tasks, 
resulting in a predictable pattern of strengths (good featural processing) and weaknesses 
(poor con figural processing). For the most part, this prediction was upheld. First, these 
findings support the extant literature in demonstrating: 1) superiority for people with 
ASD in disembedding performance Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen 1997; Ropar & Mitchell, 
2001; Shah & Frith, 1983) and 2) facility in completing block construction tasks without 
presegmentation (Shah & Frith, 1993), but 3) difficulties in using context to process 
verbal information Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999,2000; Snowling & Frith, 1986). The 
present findings converge with a growing body of literature documenting this unusual 
cognitive style in ASD, particularly showing good performance when a task requires 
honing in on details and/or breaking down global forms into constituent parts. On the 
hybrid version of the EFT used here, individuals with ASD proved to be particularly 
able at finding hidden shapes. Moreover, the difference was most pronounced for the 
most difficult items, those intended for adults. Though the ASD superiority on the 
EFT is well-documented Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen 1997; Ropar & Mitchell, 2001; Shah 
& Frith, 1983), the present results diverge from those by Brian and Bryson (1996) who 
used abstract, meaningless (i.e., not nameable with conventional labels) shapes to assess 
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dis embedding perfonnance in ASD; they found no ASD superiority. In the current 
study, the items from the standard version of the EFT carried the difference between 
groups. The standard EFT items require the participant to find the hidden figure in a 
complex and abstract but meaningless line drawing, unlike the children's version of the 
task in which the smaller figure is embedded within a meaningful, nameable line 
drawing. The contradiction between the present results and the findings of Brian and 
Bryson is difficult to reconcile; nevertheless, it remains that the Brian and Bryson results 
are the outlier from an otherwise robust finding of good dis embedding perfonnance by 
individuals with ASD. 
In an attempt to understand better the underlying processes leading to good 
perfonnance on block construction tasks (e.g., Block Design) amongst individuals with 
ASD (Bartak, Rutter, & Cox, 1975; Happe, 1994b; Lincoln et al., 1995; Lockyer & 
Rutter, 1970; Rumsey, 1992), the present thesis corroborated a previous study by Shah 
and Frith (1993) in showing that individuals with ASD, unlike controls, benefited 
relatively little from pre-segmentation of the block designs to be copied. Even when 
accounting for baseline Block Design perfonnance in order to ascertain a percentage 
gain in RT, individuals with ASD benefited less from presegmentation than did 
controls. 
Previous research findings (Burnette et al., 2005; Happe, 1997; Jolliffe & Baron-
Cohen, 1999; Lopez & Leekam, 2003) show that individuals with ASD have difficulty 
using context to infonn appropriate verbal responses, such as the correct pronunciation 
of homographs. In line with predictions made in the present thesis, use of a sentence 
completion task (Happe & Booth, in preparation) demonstrated that individuals with 
ASD both show a greater tendency to complete sentence stems in a local fashion and 
take longer on average when presented with a sentence stem that ''baited'' the individual 
to complete it in a local manner. This indicated difficulty in utilising meaning from a 
beginning clause or phrase to infonn its completion into a coherent sentence. Even 
when individuals with ASD supplied a globally coherent ending, they took longer to do 
so, which may reflect the need to inhibit their baseline, locally-oriented response. This 
finding serves to validate suspicions of poor global coherence in the verbal domain for 
children with ASD when moving beyond the single word level. 
As reviewed in Chapter 2, results from studies incorporating Navon-type tasks 
have been mixed, with some showing lack of global precedence and/or local 
interference effects amongst individuals with ASO (e.g., Behnnann et al., 2006; Rinehart 
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et al., 2000). However, other studies have documented patterns of perfonnance similar 
to those of comparison groups, with global precedence and/or global interference 
effects (Mottron et al., 1999; Ozonoff et al., 1994). Results from the present thesis 
indicate that individuals with ASD, when asked to match stimuli at a local or global 
level, preferentially do so at the local level (across density levels); therefore, these results 
converge with those of Behrmann and colleagues (2006) and Rinehart and colleagues 
(2000). Nevertheless, several points should be kept in mind: 1) performance on Navon-
type tasks is particularly susceptible to methodological alterations (Kimchi, 1992; 
Navon, 1977), 2) these tasks may not represent global and local "meaning" in the spirit 
of the original formulation of the wee theory (Frith, 1989), and 3) demarcation of 
global and local processing in this forced choice format (i.e., it is either one or the 
other) may be misleading and affect results (Happe & Frith, 2006). 
The hypotheses of good task performance on tasks assessing featural processing 
and local coherence were confirmed, but predictions of poor global coherence were 
only partially supported. Inconsistent with a global processing deficit in the visuospatial 
domain, individuals with autism, similar to matched controls, did not expenence 
difficulty when asked to categorise figures as possible or impossible. However, 
individuals with ASD, unlike matched controls, did not exhibit a significant discrepancy 
in performance when comparing accuracy of identifying possible versus impossible 
figures. It may be that for matched controls and m children the incongruity of the 
impossible figures resulted in a laborious serial search, while a sort of "pop-out effect" 
occurred when they were presented with possible figures. The im/possibility of the 
figures was manipulated on a global level in an attempt to avoid tapping into the autism 
facility for "spotting the difference" at a local level (e.g., O'Riordan & Plaisted, 2(01). 
Nevertheless, this manipulation did not present a difficulty for individuals with autism. 
It may be that previous findings indicating difficulty for people with autism in 
identifying impossible figures (e.g., Rodgers, 2000) were not related to a global 
processing deficit. For example, anecdotal evidence from caregivers of individuals with 
autism suggests difficulties in depth perception, and this aspect of visual perception 
could be quite important to the discrimination of possible and impossible figures, which 
are often 2-D representations of 3-D figures. 
Correlational analyses between measures of wce and age and IQ, as well as 
between measures of WCC and other experimental tasks (tncluding comparing 
performance between tasks measuring wcq was examined to elucidate unique and 
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shared cognitive processes across the participant groups. EFT perfonnance was 
significandy positively correlated with Block Design score for the two comparison 
groups of TD children and matched controls, not for the group of individuals with 
ASD. Block Design, may, in the nonautistic groups, serve as a proxy for nonverbal IQ. 
Ability to quickly locate hidden figures was associated with better nonverbal ability 
scores in the two comparison groups, whereas good EFT perfonnance may not be as 
reliant on good general nonverbal ability but indicative of a cognitive style independent 
of IQ in ASD. WISC Block Design confounds nonverbal IQ and central coherence; 
hence, reduced variance in performance is expected in individuals with ASD because all 
were predicted to exhibit WCe. Demonstrating shared cognitive demands, average 
time on the standard EFT items was negatively correlated with A' from the impossible 
figures categorisation task and positively correlated with RT gain on the un/segmented 
BD task for the groups of TD children and matched controls. In contrast, significant 
correlations between these task scores were not noted in the group of individuals with 
ASD, perhaps suggesting a unique approach by individuals with ASD and/or heavy 
reliance on general visuospatial abilities by the 1D children and matched controls when 
completing the EFT. Unlike EFT, for the ASD and matched control groups, the total 
error score from the sentence completion task was found to correlate with its domain 
relevant IQ score, vocabulary score, in this case. Because of the wider range of ability 
levels in these two groups, this finding may indicate poorer use of context in less 
verbally able individuals and/or a more limited lexicon from which less verbally able 
individuals may derive "completions". Correlational analyses with the Navon-type task 
demonstrated that verbal ability is uniquely related to global response bias on this task, 
but only amongst individuals with ASD. Perhaps a verbal strategy employed by those 
with greater verbal ability contributed to processing this task at a global level. Providing 
indirect indication of different processing mechanisms underlying perfoanance on the 
im/ possible figures categorisation task, in the two comparison groups, Block Design 
score was significandy correlated with the ability to correcdy identify impossible figures, 
but this relationship did not hold in the ASD group. As alluded to earlier, Block Design 
performance in ASD reflects both g and featural processing, the latter of which may 
have wiped out the potential for a positive correlation with impossible figure 
identification (due to general intelligence). 
In an attempt to examine further individual differences potentially meaningful 
subgroups were identified based on shared good or poor performance aaoss tasks 
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tapping the four cognitive domains considered key to savant skill devdopment. \'"ithin 
the ASD group, there was some indication of cross-domain central coherence from the 
subgroup analyses. Individuals who were fast on the EFf and provided local 
completions on the sentence completion task were much more likdy to bdong to the 
ASD than to the 1D group, which corroborates means-Ievd analyses discussed above. 
Consistent with expectations and the majority of the extant literature (Baron-
Cohen & Hammer, 1997; Voyer, Voyer, & Bryden, 1995), gender differences favouring 
1D males were noted for both total and average time per item on the entire hybrid 
EFT. This finding is consistent with predictions based on the "extreme male brain 
theory" of autism by Baron-Cohen (2002), which highlighted gender differences on this 
and other tasks as representative of the psychometrically defined "male brain". Better 
male perfonnance was also found in the identification of impossible figures. Within the 
limited extant literature utilising this type of task, gender differences have not been 
reported. N everthdess, given reports that males surpass females when completing 
some visuospatial tasks (e.g., Collins & Kimura, 1997; Linn & Peterson, 1985; Maccoby 
& Jacklin, 1974), it is not surprising to find better male performance when asked to 
identify impossible figures. However, this result could also be taken as evidence in 
support of better systemising (not wcq for TD males versus TD females. 
Underlying these gender differences in performance could be any number or 
combination of factors, such as prenatal hormonal effects as first proposed by 
Geschwind and Galaburda (1987) and later expanded and tested by Baron-Cohen and 
colleagues (Knickmeyer et al., 2005; Lutchmaya, Baron-Cohen, & Raggatt, 2002a, 
2002b). This difference could also reflect other biological or "hard-wired" differences 
between genders, differences in experience/socialisation with visuospatial problem 
solving of this sort or, most likdy, some combination of the two. 
Devdopmental findings were also noted wherein the correct identification of 
possible and impossible figures increased with age for the group of TD children. 
Similarly, the percentage of correctly found embedded figures as well as the speed with 
which these figures were identified increased with age in this group. These findings are 
largely supported by the extant literature showing age-related increases in performance 
on both the im/ possible figures identification task (Young & Deregowski, 198 t) and 
the EFf (Witkin, Goodenough, & Karp, 1967). The research literature generally 
indicates that with age 1D children tend to integrate more easily (both verbal and 
visual) information into coherent wholes (Kimchi, 1990) while also demonstrating 
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increasing ability to ignore gestalt principles for detail-focussed processing (pennings, 
1988), both of which are consistent with the present findings. 
Two overlapping limitations of the central coherence assessment battery utilised 
here are a general skew toward testing within the visuospatial domain and, more 
specifically, the lack of a verbal task to assess local superiority. The visuospatial tasks 
were well-balanced in tenns of tasks that, if predictions held, would result in an ASD 
superiority (EFt, Block Design) versus an ASD deficit (Im/Possible figures, Navon-
type task), while the one verbal task reported here predicted an ASD deficit. Future 
research should attempt to bridge this gap by developing a task designed to assess good 
featural processing within the verbal domain (e.g., spoonerisms and speech 
segmentation). This type of task would also assist in assessing the "centrality" or 
domain-general nature of central coherence, as originally conceptualised. 
7.2 Implicit Learning 
Amongst savants, anecdotal reports of remarkable memory and learning without 
conscious attempts to do so suggest that a second broad category of cognition, implicit 
learning, may provide a fruitful lead in attempting to better understand the root of 
savant skills. The highly structured nature of the savant talent domains informed the 
choice of a statistical learning task, in which a pattern of co-occurring shapes could be 
implicidy learned in contrast to shapes that occurred in a random order. Indeed, a 
learning effect, as demonstrated by a proportional RT saving between the predictable 
and unpredictable shape sequences, was shown by all groups; individuals with ASO, 
matched controls, and members of the group of 1D children. However, the predicted 
ASO superiority in implicit learning was not supported. The learning effect, when 
accounting for baseline RT, was of a similar magnitude between children with ASD and 
matched controls. The present findings are consistent with one statistical learning study 
(Klinger et al., 2001) and two priming studies (Bowler et al., 1997; Renner et al., 2000) 
involving participants with ASD, but incongruous with findings &om a serial reaction 
time study, which not only found ASD deficits in implicit learning, but also revealed no 
significant learning effect in this group (Mostofsky et al., 2(00). A finding of intact 
implicit learning in this thesis does not necessarily resolve this debate, but it does 
indicate that individuals with ASO, unlike, for example, individuals with dyslexia (e.g., 
Stoodley, Harrison, & Stein, 2006) or Parkinson's disease (e.g., Jackson, Jackson, 
Harrison, Henderson, & Kennard, 1995), demonstrate intact serial reaction time 
learning. 
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Though the hypothesis of superior implicit learning in ASD was not supported, 
this cognitive mechanism could remain an important "gatekeeper" to savant-type and 
other skills. Perhaps children with ASD who possess intact implicit learning ability have 
the potential to develop savant-type skills, but only if adequate input (from a savant 
domain) is provided and if the individual is sufficiently motivated by the (savant 
domain) input to impute patterns. In this sense, assessing learning in a non-savant 
domain only serves as a proxy for savant-type learning and may even preclude the 
demonstration of superior leaming. Nevertheless, the present findings indicate that 
visuospatial implicit learning is intact and therefore not contributing to the learning 
difficulties that individuals with ASD may experience. 
Across all three groups, correlational analyses revealed no significant 
relationship between statisticalleaming and age or IQ, corroborating some (Meulemans 
et al., 1998; Vinter & Perruchet, 2000), but not all (e.g., Maybery et al., 1995; Thomas et 
al., 2004), studies in the extant implicit learning literature. Moreover, implicit learning 
performance for the ASD and matched control groups (with overall lower IQ scores) 
was comparable to that obtained by the 1D group. Finally, implicit learning did not 
correlate significantly with scores on tasks assessing central coherence, time perception, 
or information processing efficiency administered in this thesis. Together, these 
findings indicate the independence of implicit learning systems from other cognitive 
processes in the context of typical development and ASD. 
When examining potential gender differences in implicit learning, both 1D 
males and TD females showed a learning effect, but proportional RT gain on each half 
of the task was significantly better in the female group. However, when comparing the 
difference in proportional RT gain between the first and second halves of the task, 
males and females demonstrated comparable improvement. Implicit learning effects are 
therefore comparable between genders. Greater female proportional RT gain may be 
due to males responding faster to the unpredictable sequence, thereby limiting the 
magnitude of their computed ratio. 
Visuospatial implicit learning was intentionally chosen, since it was presumed to 
maximise performance amongst children with both ASD and intellectual impairment, 
given the traditional IQ profile in classic autism, favouring nonverbal skills. There 
could be undetermined group differences in implicit learning that are relegated to the 
verbal domain that may help to explain language difficulties. Moreover, assessing 
implicit learning in a domain novel to all participants would help to resolve issues of 
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domain specific preference, though it may be equally intriguing to assess implicit 
learning within a savant domain amongst interested nonsavants. 
7.3 Inspection Time 
A third cognitive domain with potential relevance to savant skills is information 
processing speed. Failing to support the present hypothesis and corroborate previous 
findings, information processing efficiency, as measured by IT, was comparable 
between children with ASD and matched controls. Scheuffgen et aI. (2000) 
demonstrated that children with ASD outperformed MLD children of similar age and 
IQ and scored comparably to age-matched m children on the IT task. However, 
important differences arose when comparing characteristics of participants in the two 
studies. It could be that, in comparison to Scheuffgen and colleagues' study, the smaller 
number of children with MLD in both the ASD and matched control groups in the 
present study, masked potential group differences. Accordingly, possible ceiling effects 
and/ or restricted range in performance may have contributed to failed replication, so 
that the IT of ASD children was more likely to be discrepant from expectations in the 
context of Mill than in the normal IQ control group. Perhaps poor processing 
efficiency (as shown by relatively slow 11) reflected a qualitative developmental 
difference between individuals with idiopathic intellectual impairment and individuals 
with both autism and intellectual impairment (Anderson, 2001). Learning difficulties 
due to autism do not compromise information processing speed whereas, based on the 
limited information currendy available, other (sometimes unknown) causes of learning 
difficulties do. 
Nevertheless, despite the failed replication of Scheuffgen et al.'s study, speed of 
information processing efficiency does not appear to serve the same functions in 
children with ASD as it does in 1D children or children with MLD. Unique to the 
ASD group, IT did not correlate with the IQ measures whereas in the matched control 
group and group of m children IT was significandy related to IQ measures, Block 
Design performance in particular. Similarly, EFT perfonnance was not related to IT in 
the ASD group whereas they were significandy related to one another in the groups of 
matched controls and 1D children. In these two comparison groups, EFT 
performance is related significandy to IQ, particularly Block Design score, which 
indicates that general cognitive ability is likely driving this relationship. Collectively, the 
correlational findings substantiate Scheuffgen et a1.'s study and further support their 
argument that one or more non-processing speed factors contributed to lower (or in 
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this thesis, variation in) traditionally measured IQ in ASD. Scheuffgen and colleagues 
proposed deficits in theory of mind as the key factor, since it may have particularly 
detrimental effects on opportunities for "social learning", used to convey knowledge. 
The present thesis did not speak directly to this secondary question, although the lack of 
any significant correlations between IT and the other non-social measures administered 
in this thesis did not contradict this postulation. As a contrast, for the matched control 
group, which included children with MLD and the group of m children, numerous 
correlations between IT and tasks assessing central coherence, for example, reached 
significance. Moreover, correlations between time estimation and time production were 
significantly related to IT in the m children's group. 
Fractionation of processing speed from the typical cognitive architecture may 
assist in better understanding both assets and deficits in ASD. Indeed, speed of 
processing, like implicit learning, may also serve as a "gateway" function to savant skill 
development in ASD and prevent many individuals with idiopathic intellectual 
impairment from developing savant skills. The inclusion of savants with average range 
IQ may be a particularly effective strategy when attempting to better answer this 
question. Thus far, the case reports of savants involving the assessment of IT have 
revealed surprisingly good IT (Anderson et al., 1998; Young & Nettelbeck, 1995), but 
these savants also had intellectual impainnents. Therefore, if savants with average range 
IQ have an IT commensurate with their IQ, then one could argue for a minimal 
processing speed requirement to develop savant skills. However, if IT superiorities are 
found amongst the normal IQ savants, then excellent IT, which would be more 
common for individuals with ASD and intellectual impainnent than for individuals with 
idiopathic intellectual impairment, would be proposed to underlie savant skill 
development. The case studies described in Chapter 8, which include normal IQ 
savants, will address this question. 
Typically, IT is conceptualised as measunng the potential for infoanation 
processing; however, for individuals with ASD this potential is not cached out in the 
Wechsler Scales of Intelligence, since, outside of Block Design and perhaps a few other 
measures, the tasks measure socially acquired knowledge. The lack of cultural 
knowledge in ASD therefore serves as a limiting factor in measured IQ, while IT serves 
as a limiting factor for measured IQ in those with idiopathic intellectual impainnent. In 
other words, the environment for those with ASD is different and therefore influencing 
IQ measured in this fashion, while processing speed is not limiting them. Indeed, the 
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good processing efficiency that allows individuals with ASD to do well on IT tasks is 
not cached out in intelligence as measured by standard IQ tests. It may be that IT 
perfonnance amongst individuals with ASD reflects the use of low-level perceptual 
discrimination that ID individuals do not use in completing this judgement. 
7.4 Time Perception 
The final cognitive domain of interest was perceptual functioning, particularly 
time perception, given reports of good appreciation for time in certain individuals with 
ASD (e.g., Treffert & Wallace, 2002). Three types of time perception tasks were utilised 
to assess relatively large time intervals: time estimation, time production, and time 
reproduction. Unlike the first two time perception tasks, no recoding is required for the 
time reproduction task; hence, an ASD superiority was predicted in the ability to 
reproduce a time passage. Time perception in individuals with ASD has been 
investigated previously in the context of one small study, which revealed deficits in their 
ability to reproduce accurately brief time intervals, on the order of two to three seconds 
(Szelag et al., 2004). Despite this documented deficit, methodological dissimilarities 
between that study and the present thesis, such as larger units of time to reproduce, 
resulted in predictions of ASD superiority. Individuals with ASD and matched controls 
demonstrated roughly equivalent perfonnance on time estimation and production tasks, 
but, as predicted, there was some indication of better perfonnance by the ASD group 
on the time reproduction task. Time reproduction requires the faithful reproduction of 
a time window, and thus retention of an unaltered memory trace is akin to many of the 
reports of good rote memory in ASD, whether savant (Mottron, Belleville, Stip, & 
Morasse, 1998; Spitz & LaFontaine, 1973) or nonsavant (foichi & Kamio, 2002). If 
approached from this perspective, it is perhaps unsurprising to see good ASD 
perfonnance on the time reproduction task in particular. 
Unlike, for example, children and adults with ADHD (Barkley, Koplowitz, 
Anderson, & McMurray, 1997; Barkley et al., 2001; Kerns, Mcinerney, & Wilde, 2001; 
West et al., 2000), individuals with ASD perfonned comparably to sex, age, and IQ 
matched controls on these time perception tasks. Though the cognitive profiles of 
individuals with ASD and ADHD share in common attentional abnonnalities, they are 
usually of a different nature and quality. It may be that inhibitory deficits (Barkley, 
1997) and/or sub-optimal reward processes in the fonn of delay aversion (e.g., Kunbi, 
Oosterlaan, & Stevenson, 2001; Sonuga-Barke, Williams, Hall, & Saxton, 1996), both of 
which characterise ADHD, are strong contributors to the difficulty children with 
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ADHD experience on time perception tasks. In contrast to these difficulties in ADHD 
, 
attentional abnonnalities in ASD are described as a "narrowed attentional spotlight" or 
as over-focus, to the detriment of flexible shifting of the attentional spotlight, which has 
no significant negative bearing on time perception performance. Supporting this 
contention are arguments presented in the literature wherein time perception deficits in 
ADHD are underpinned by difficulties in behavioural inhibition (Barkley, 1997), a 
domain generally thought to be intact in ASD (e.g., Ozonoff & Strayer, 1997), or that 
children with delay aversion selectively attend to aspects of the environment that 
accelerate time passage (Sonuga-Barke, Saxton, & Hall, 1998). 
Within task perfonnance revealed various patterns of results. The time 
estimation ratio improved for both children with ASD and matched controls as the 
duration increased. In other words, they were proportionally more accurate as the 
duration to be estimated increased. In contrast, the ratio remained relatively similar 
across durations for both groups on the time production task. For time reproduction, 
the ratio in the ASD group trended toward decreasing as the duration increased, while 
the ratio remained relatively unchanged across durations for the matched control group. 
This improvement and stabilisation of ratios for the ASD group may reflect increased 
task difficulty at smaller time intervals. Regardless, this result lends further support to 
earlier reported findings of unique perfonnance on the time reproduction task amongst 
individuals with ASD. 
Examination of the relationship between IQ and time perception performance 
showed that vocabulary score was related to time estimation performance in opposite 
directions for the ASD (negative) versus the matched control and 1D (positive) groups. 
The negative correlations in the ASD group may reflect strategy use, wherein, the more 
verbally able individuals were more likely to use a verbal strategy (e.g., "counting to 
oneself", such as "one Mississippi, two Mississippi", etc.) while the less verbally able 
individuals utilised a more perceptual strategy or a frank guess. When looking at cross 
experimental task correlations, positive correlations between time estimation 
discrepancy and sentence completion error score were limited to the ASD group. Only 
in the ASD group do these two variables also relate significandy with vocabulary score, 
which is likely driving this relationship. 
Within the ASD group only, vocabulary scores were negatively related to time 
reproduction difference scores, which may indicate an advantageous use of verbally-
mediated strategies unique to this group or at least differentiating members within this 
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group. Again, more verbally able ASD individuals may use more verbal strategies than 
less able individuals. 
Significant age relationships with performance on time perception tasks were 
found only in the ID group and were further limited to the time estimation task with 
outliers included and to the time production task. Whereas one could argue that time 
reproduction performance is partially mediated by rote memory since you are asked to 
faithfully reproduce a presented duration, time estimation and time production may rely 
on more frontally-mediated and later maturing brain circuits reflecting cognitive 
demands such as inhibitory control for time estimation and generativity for time 
production. These executive functions have been shown to mature and/or increase in 
capacity during childhood and adolescence (e.g., Luciana, Conklin, Hooper, & Yarger, 
2005; Luna, Garver, Urban, Lazar, & Sweeney, 2004). Across all three groups time 
estimation scores and time production scores were positively related to one another, 
reflecting likely reliance on the same underlying processes. However, unique to the 
ASD group, time reproduction performance was not significandy related to 
performance on either the time estimation task or the time production task. This 
suggests separate cognitive processes contributing to time reproduction perfonnance in 
the ASD group (perhaps a stronger reliance on rote memory) and may help to explain 
better performance by this group. 
Across the three measures of time perception, males consistendy outperfonned 
females. The extant literature has produced mixed findings in support of gender 
differences in time perception; however, when differences have been found, they tend 
to indicate better precision in duration judgment for males (e.g., Block, Hancock, & 
Zakay, 2000; Rammsayer & Lustnauer, 1989; Roeckelein, 1972). The present study 
supports this trend in the literature. Indeed, the present results may reflect findings of 
gender differences in other cognitive domains such as episodic memory (e.g., Herlitz, 
Nilsson, & Backman, 1997) or arousal/speed of processing (e.g., Brocki & Bohlin, 
2004) that may contribute to time perception perfonnance. From functional 
neuroimaging studies and studies of patients with neurodegenerative disorders or 
lesions it is clear that both time estimation and motor timing have been associated with , 
the cerebellum as well as frontal regions and the basal ganglia (Rubia & Smith, 20(4). 
Tying together these findings with gender differences in brain structure are results from 
Giedd (2004) showing that the cerebellum is the most gender dimorphic brain region 
during childhood and adolescence, even after controlling for differences in total cerebral 
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volume. Perhaps gender differences in cerebellum underlie the urn· . 
e perceptton 
differences reported here and elsewhere, which could be the result of any number of 
factors, including gender-related experiential differences in timing related behaviours 
(e.g., sports). 
A robust relationship has been demonstrated between attentional functioning 
and time perception in 1D children (e.g., Zakay, 1992). Given the abnonnal attention 
that characterises ASD, though not in inhibitory control (e.g., Ozonoff & Strayer, 1997), 
it may prove fruitful to examine the relationship between time perception and 
attentional functioning, in order to assess possible underlying mechanisms responsible 
for success and failure in ASD. 
7.5 Subgroup Analyses 
The choice of cognitive domains assessed in this thesis was not arbitrary, rather, 
each was considered a possible contributor to savant and splinter skill expression in 
ASD; therefore, the presence of potential subgroups based on shared good 
perfonnance across tasks was examined across the participant groups, particularly the 
children with ASD and the 1D children. Although power was limited, results from 
these crosstab analyses indicated that children with ASD were more likely to exhibit 
robust WCC (across the EFT and Sentence Completion task) than were the 1D 
children, consistent with the means-based analyses. Examination of perfonnance on all 
other key indices showed that children with ASD were as likely as 1D children to 
exhibit good perfonnance in tenns of implicit learning, time perception, and processing 
speed. When searching for subgroups of individuals who scored highly on both WCC 
measures and one of the other key indices, it was found that those who exhibited both 
WCC and good implicit learning were more likely members of the ASD group than the 
1D group. This potentially informative subgroup may indicate a differendy organised 
implicit learning system in ASD which may predispose these individuals to develop 
savant or savant-like skills in highly organised domains. 
7.6 Summary 
Overall, predictions of surprisingly good skills in featural processing and ability 
to faithfully reproduce a time passage were supported through significantly better 
perfonnance by children with ASD as compared to controls. These unique elements of 
the cognitive profile in ASD may facilitate savant skill development in various domains. 
Moreover, the abilities postulated as intact and therefore required, but alone insufficient, 
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for savant skill development (i.e., processmg speed and implicit learning), were 
comparable between children with ASD and sex, age, and IQ matched controls. The 
next logical step to take in order to test predictions of relations between these key 
cognitive domains and savant skill development would involve assessment of 
individuals with savant skills. Chapter 8 presents a series of savant case studies in which 
these hypotheses are further tested by comparing perfonnance on prototypical tasks 
between savants (two children and two adults) and small control groups matched for 
sex, age, and IQ. 
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Chapter 8: A Series of Four Savant Case Studies 
8.1 Case Studies Introduction 
This thesis aims to isolate those cognitive mechanisms that may contribute to 
savant skill development and explain the raised incidence of these skills in the context 
of ASD. As seen in the group study, performance on tasks from several cognitive 
domains was hypothesised to distinguish individuals with ASD from matched controls. 
For the most part, these hypotheses were validated. The first step was to identify 
through the group studies the characteristics that were plausibly related to savant skill 
development and whether they were more common in those with ASO than in matched 
controls. The second step was to examine whether these characteristics were 
particularly striking in those with ASO and savant skills versus those individuals without 
savant skills. 
In order to assess these issues, data from four case studies are presented here. 
First, two relatively young savants with ASD were compared to two subgroups selected 
from the aforementioned group studies composed of: 1) age, gender, and IQ matched 
TD /MLD children and 2) a similarly matched group of general children with ASO. 
Second, two adult savants with ASO, but no learning difficulties, were assessed on a 
similar battery of tasks and had their performance compared to that of a small group of 
TD adults, recruited expressly for this purpose. In contrast to most of the extant 
literature, cognitively unimpaired savants were recruited for this series of case studies. 
From a theoretical standpoint, inclusion of intellectually unimpaired savants allows for 
interesting dissociations without having results tainted with cognitive disability. 
Moreover, the inclusion of savants with average range IQ allows for the examination of 
absolute superiorities in performance, not just superiorities relative to their own IQ as 
has been found for IT in previous savant case studies, for example (Anderson et al.t 
1998; Young & Nettelbeck, 1995). 
Case studies are a common methodology employed by neuropsychologists in 
order to isolate the neural and/or cognitive in/dependence of various abilities. 
Particularly relevant are those individuals who exhibit exceptionally poor or good 
perfonnance in select domains. Indeed, savants present a rare example of exceptionally 
good performance in isolated domains, often independent of intelligence or daily 
functioning. Single and double dissociations provide a powerful method for isolating 
contributory cognitive functions to various tasks. Dissociations may prove particularly 
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infonnative in assessing the root of savant skills. 
Based on findings from Chapters 2 through 4, WCC, good implicit learning, 
surprisingly fast IT, and good time perception (particularly time reproduction) were 
considered potentially important markers of cognitive mechanisms contributing to 
savant skill development. If these capacities facilitate savant skills, one might 
hypothesise superior performance in savants as compared to the comparison groups or 
if one hypothesises a gateway model, then one would expect equivalent savant and 
nonsavant ASD performance, but better performance in these groups than in a matched 
control group. The tasks presented in Chapters 5 and 6 were therefore used in the 
examination of the four cases, along with talent-specific assessment. 
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Table ~1. Summary of Previous Case Studies of Savants, Organised by Domain of Talent 
Authors Participant(s) Skill(s) IQ Controls Main Findings 
Cakulauon and Number Sk:iJls 
Horwitzet 24-year-old Calendar FSIQ=60-70 None In addition to calendar calculation, the twins can accurately answer if it was sunny, 
al.,1965 male twins with Calc cloudy, or rainy, when given a date; George's calendar range is at least 6000 years; 
MID both twins could also answer accurately questions such as "in what years does 21 
April fall on a Sunday?" or ''what date is the 3rd Monday in April 1936?"; in 
contrast, neither twin can add, subtract, multiply, or divide simple, single digit 
numbers 
Rubio & 16-year-old Calendar WISC 5 same-age MID Strong interest in calendars; calendar calculation accuracy far above that in the two 
Monaghan, female with Calc VIQ=51 girls with nonna! control groups; ability to remember dates by association with particular incidents 
1965 visual vision,S same-age 
impairment and TO girls with 
MID nonna! vision 
Hoffman, 13-year-old Calendar FSIQ=61 None Difficulty with leap years limiting his range; based on report and deduction, he 
1971 male with MID Calc seems to have memorised a series of base dates from which he counts forward or 
andepilep2 backward to derive an answer 
HiD, 1975 53-year-old Calendar Stanford-Binet at None Did not demonstrate exceptional short-term memory (though digit span was 
male with Calc and age 6 years higher than overall IQ), mental calculation, or eidetic memory; testing calendar 
MIDI encepbal Music FSIQ=54 performance did not reveal much in the way of systematic error or response 
iris pattems; he could mentally add single digit numbers, though he used his fingers 
for sums greater than 10 
AutboJ:s Participmt(s) Skill(s) __ ~Q_ ~ontrols Main Findings 
Burling et aL. 24-year-old Calendar W AIS None Strong left hemisphere specialisation (as indicated by eye movements in response 






Hurst & 38-year-old 























WAIS-R FSIQ=84 None 
VIQ=81 
PIQ=81 
Calendar range of 1900-2060; interested in birthdays, memorising those of the staff 
members and other pupils; liked drawing calendars for particular months--on 
those drawings, some months were accompanied by what turned out to be 
(discovered through questioning) a representation of the moon; able to accurately 
answer questions such as "in what years will 9 October be on a Wednesday?" 
Calendar range of 1899-2011; difficulty with simple division; as an adolescent he 
would repeatedly read and memorise hospital telephone numbers from phone 
books 
Reported visualising the current year's calendar before beginning serial 
calculations; better than chance though not exceptional by calendar savant 
standards; RT and accuracy were positively correlated with distance from the 
hemisphere at 8 current year; concurrent verbal and visual working memory tasks did not 
















































One lD adult, one 
mathematics Prof 
Main Findings 
Only began calendar calculation three years prior to the study, but he had an 
unusual prior interest in reading and keeping calendars; no errors in 20th and 21st 
centuries; systematic errors were obtained for testing of dates before or after these 
centuries indicating consistent methodology; seemed to use the 28 year rule based 
on his occasional writings on paper during solution of problems; when given 
impossible dates, he gave answers at random and did not protest; for a 10 year 
span, was able to convert, without errors, the Gregorian calendar to the Chinese 
calendar; able to answer questions of the variety "what year is it when 15 March 
falls on a Friday?"; good visual digit span of 12 ~. auditory digit span of 7 
Unable to provide answers to calendar questions preceding his birth; could provide 
the day and date for past events he experienced; he could not explain how he 
answered these questions, but denied "remembering" them 
Could open a box of matches, quickly close it and accurately estimate the number 
enclosed; yet he had impaired verbal and nonverbal memory at immediate and 
delayed recall 
Fast, spontaneous ability to recognise new simple rules and relationships; the 
savant's associative learning (of various letter-number combinations) was 













participant(sL _ ski!1~ IQ Controls Main Findings 
22-year-old Calendar WAIS None Using PET, calendar calculation was associated with a brain network {i.e., left 
male with Calc FSIQ=66 hippocampus, left middle temporal gyrus, and left inferior frontal gyrus) previously 









None Excellent auditory rote memory (two tests of digit span) in contrast to poor 
executive functioning (Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, the Trail Making Test) and 
memory for complex visual (ROCF) and verbal (orally presented stories) material; 
scored 140 (at the 99th percentile) on a maths achievement test 
34-year-old Mental WAIS-R None Ceiling perfonnance on the Digit Span subtest of the WAIS-R reflecting excellent 
male with Calc FSIQ=99 auditory rote memory (particularly for numbers), above average score on the 
Aspaget's VIQ=114 Arithmetic subtest of the WAIS-R; knew simple rules (e.g., all squares end in the 
syndrome PIQ=82 digits 0, 1,4,5,6,9) that aided his calculations 














Ravens = 140 
multiplication problems; with assistance, able to learn a novel algorithm based on 
converting Celsius to Fahrenheit, but practice bEought only limited improvement 
Expt 1: 1 adult male He was more accurate and quicker than the control in prime number identification; 
in his late 30s with a his IT was commensurate with an average to above average IQ, which contrasted 
degree in maths and with his verbal IQ; he utilises an established rule to calculate prime numbers 
electronics; Expt 2: 
7 2ad year undergrad 
males ages 19 to 20 
majoring in maths 
Authors Participant(s) Skill(~l IQ Controls Main Findings 
Gonzalez- 16-year-old Menw WISC-R None Impaired concept formation and colour-word interference effects; a structural 
Gaaido et at., male with MID Calc FSIQ=51 brain scan (MR1) revealed increased volume in the right temporal region (reversed 

























Ravens = 55 
Scores not 
provided, but PIQ 
subtest 
performance in 







generalised increased perfusion, particularly over the right parietal region 
Unlike the contro~ he exhibited anomalous hierarchical organisation of local 
elements and global configuration of visual stimuli (Navon-type task, im/possible 
figure dtawU:1g,~rder of ~hic recall) 
Comparing photographs of models and resulting paintings demonstrates 
alterations due to his individual style and visual impairment as well as subtle 
memory transformations 
Exceptional visual memory; SPEC!' shows bilaterally increased frontal perfusion 
and bilateral anterior temporal lobe hypoperfusion, which was more pronounced 
on the left than the right side; these findings parallel those of individuals with 
frontotemporal dementia who have developed art and other skills (or had the pre-
existing skill altered) after onset of the dementia 
















































Musical ability judged to be "outstanding"; after viewing a novel 2.5 page printed 
passage once or twice, he can reproduce verbatim its contents; he also displays an 
excellent memory for personal and historical events; scored at a superior level in 
recalling digits in a reversed order and in his memory for sentences 
In response to different styles of music for improvisation, he produced more 
music than the control; the improvisation of the control more closely reflected the 
melodic line, tonality, and texture of the piece while his improvisation included 
more cadenzas, transitions, and elaborations 
For IT: the savant's 15- His IT was commensurate with his older brother's but better than his younger 
year-old younger brother's and those of adults on whom this IT task has been used; scored 140 on 
brother and his l1-year- quantitative reasoning index of the Stanford-Binet; AP confirmed via two tests; he 
old younger brother as 
well as the mean IT 
from a sample ofS7 
adults 
CA and MA matched 
controls of various 
sample sizes (range=3-
16) for neuropsych tasks 
as well as a sample of 
musicians (n=3) for 
could accurately repeat, after hearing it only once, seven bars of a novel (to him) 
piece with only one (harmonic) note error; on the WISC, he obtained ceiling 
performance on the Block Design, Digit Span, and Coding/Digit Symbol subtests 
Confirmed AP ability and exceptional long-term memory for musical pieces when 
played on a piano; intact hierarchical local-global processing; cognitively inflexible 
(WCST, Trails B, Alternate Uses Test) 
musical tasks ---------------------.:..:..--.;.....:.;~--------------------------------------
Authon Participant~s} Skill(s} 
OdaerSkiDs 
Blink, 1980 Adult male Mechanical 
with a gunshot 
wound to the 
head, entering 
thmughthe 
left temple at 9 
leus 
Q'Connoret 31-year-old Foreign 
al.,1994 male with Languages 
autism 
Dowkeret 45-year-old Poetry 
ai.,1996 female with 
Asperger's 
syndrome 
Motttooet 36-year-old Memory 




















female poet in her 
early 30s with physical 
and sensory 
disabilities including 
moderate hearing loss 
8 IQ matched adults, 
9 normal IQ adults, 
one overtrained adult 
Main Findings 
Mechanical ability emerged after brain injury, in contrast to struggles in relearning 
language, reading, writing, and arithmetic 
Good conceptual and functional lexical knowledge but limited syntax (based on 
native English) prevents native speaker-like fluency 
Unlike the control, she shows poor formal language as opposed to good use of 
poetic devices (e.g., rhyme, alliteration, and metaphors), in-depth self-analysis, and 
detailed description of interpersonal relationships and of nature and landscapes 
Recall of proper names (not common names or neologisms) superior to that for IQ 
matched controls and commensurate with that for individuals of higher 1(,2; similar 
frequency effects (better recall for more frequently occurring proper names) to 
controls; face recognition superior to IQ matched controls and commensurate with 
that of higher IQ controls; when asked to match proper names and professions with 
novel and famous faces, his perfo~nc~ was equivalent to that of matched controls 
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8.2 Review of Case Studies 
Chapter 3 reviewed and discussed savant skills in general. In the present 
section, the focus is on case studies. Table 8-1 provides a summary of published 
empirically-based case studies and case histories on individuals with savant skills. From 
Table 8-1, a few trends were noted. For example, it can be seen that less than one-third 
of the studies included control groups and that the most studied skill was calendar 
calculation. Moreover, most of the studies involved adults and adolescents, rather than 
younger children, and though there have been reports of multiple skills possessed by a 
single individual (e.g., music and memory within this domain), there have been limited 
reports of skills cutting across more than one domain (e.g., music and maths). The new 
cases presented here complement and add to those shown above, since control groups 
were employed, only one of the four savants is a calendar calculator, two of the savants 
are children, and one of the savants presents skills in (at least) two domains: art and 
calendar calculation (as well as memory). 
Furthennore, based on the wide array of studies shown in Table 8-1, it is clear 
that good memory skills and strong motivation/interest are common findings of in-
depth studies of individuals with savant skills. There are indications that certain 
cognitive processes, while impaired (e.g., cognitive flexibility) or average (e.g., memory) 
on standardised neuropsychological assessment, may, in fact, be better when assessed 
within the savant domain. It should also be noted that many of the individuals listed in 
Table 8-1 have a labd ofMLD. This does not necessarily preclude an ASD, since many 
of these individuals did not have a diagnostic evaluation as part of their assessment. 
Indeed, in these case reports, many of the individuals labelled MID were described as 
exhibiting features reminiscent of autism, such as preoccupation with certain topics or 
domains of interest as well as social difficulties. 
Three savant domains, graphic art, calendar calculation, and mechanical skills 
are covered in the following case studies. Two of the savants are artists, one is both an 
artist and a calendar calculator, and one is a mechanical savant. The following sections 
review the small literatures on each of these domains and skills, with most information 
complementary to what was covered in Chapter 3. 
8.2.1 Art 
Savant artists are typically noted for their skills in reproduction and perspective, 
particularly in drawing and painting (Hennelin, 2(01). One of the most striking and 
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famous examples of exceptional artistic ability in th f'" 
e context 0 auOsm IS Nadia. who 
was extensively studied by Selfe (1978 1995). By th d half f . 
, ree an years 0 age, Nadia was 
drawing remarkably life-like horses in perspective. Interestingly, her drawing did not 
follow a typical developmental progression; instead, it was well refined from the outset 
and did not change much over time. Indeed, her work is a prototypical example of the 
"natural learning" phenomenon thought to represent the essence of a savant's early 
ability expression (see Chapter 3). Her drawings recreating horses with such rich detail 
and accuracy in terms of proportion and perspective were often based on pictures she 
had seen only once, reinforcing reports in the savant literature of the almost eidetic 
nature of the memory representation. However, as others have noted (e.g., Pring & 
Hermelin, 1993), the reproductions were not simple copies; rather, the output by Nadia 
and others showed their own "highly personalised style". 
Striving to better understand the mechanisms that underlie such striking artistic 
skill led several researchers to conduct case studies and, where possible, group studies 
on artistic savants, such as the seminal work by O'Connor and Hermelin. In a series of 
cleverly designed experiments, these investigators (Hermelin & O'Connor, 1990b; 
O'Connor & Hermelin, 1987 a, 1987b, 1990) showed that savant artists' visuospatial 
recall and recognition were commensurate with their IQ, but their picture matching and 
graphic copying skills were commensurate with those ofID talented controls. 
Further research went beyond examining general memory and drawing skills in 
savant artists to include the assessment of more specific cognitive mechanisms, such as 
perceptual abilities and information-processing style. One study indicates that, 
compared to a control group matched for nonverbal IQ and diagnosis, savant artists 
with autism have superior perceptual-motor skills; they were less likely to commit errors 
in mirror drawings and on tests of fine motor skill while they were both quicker and 
more accurate in completing jigsaw puzzles (Hennelin, Pring, & Heavey, 1994). 
Mottton and Belleville (1993) completed a case study of an artist with high-functioning 
autism. Reminiscent of WCC as discussed in Chapter 2, the artist's method of 
approaching the sketch was to proceed from one detail (or segment of the total picture) 
to the next in a serial fashion, rather than start with the whole sketch and work down to 
the details. Moreover, Pring and colleagues (1995) showed that preference for detail-
focussed information processing may be a shared skill between savant artists with 
autism and artists without a developmental disability. In other words, the ability to see 
the gestalt or whole in terms of its constituent parts may facilitate the emergence of 
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artistic talents in all individuals, not simply those with ASD C bo· thi . 
. . orro ranng s nonon 
IS the anecdotal evidence that classes for teachin dra· kill . g WIng S s to children and adults 
often ask students to copy upside-down pictures Pr bl f th 
. esuma y, part 0 e reason for 
this approach is to have people adopt a more part-oriented style, disrupting their usual 
configural bias. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are also reports of savant-type skills in art 
within non-ASD populations. For example, Miller and colleagues (Miller et al., 1996) 
described five previously non-disabled patients with frontotemporal dementia (FlU) 
who acquired new artistic skills with the onset of FID. Several of these individuals had 
no previous history of particular artistic abilities, yet prodigious art skills emerged as the 
dementia progressed. Consistent with characteristics and traits of many savants, the 
modality of skill expression in these five, older adults was visual, not verbal; the images 
were meticulous copies that lacked abstract or symbolic qualities; episodic memory was 
preserved but semantic memory was devastated; and there was intense, obsessive 
preoccupation with the artwork. The authors hypothesised that selective degeneration 
of the anterior temporal and orbitofrontal cortices decreased inhibition of visual 
systems involved with perception, thereby enhancing artistic interest and abilities. 
Kapur (1996) refers to such processes as "paradoxical functional facilitation" and 
speculated that this process accounts for unexpected behavioural improvement in 
discrete domains following brain injury. Snyder and Mitchell (1999) argue that savant 
brain processes occur in each of us but are overwhelmed by more sophisticated 
conceptual cognition, which is also reminiscent of the seminal description of WCC by 
Frith (1989) indicating that individuals with autism focus on the "trees" rather than the 
"forest". Snyder and Mitchell conclude that savants with autism ''have privileged access 
to lower levels of infonnation not normally available through introspection". Snyder 
and colleagues (2003) tested this hypothesis in 11 male volunteers using transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (fMS) applied to approximately the left frontotemporal cortex 
while they carried out two drawing tests. TMS did not lead to any systematic 
improvement in naturalistic drawing ability, but it did lead to stylistic change in the 
drawings of four of the 11 participants. In a similar study using TMS to attempt to 
induce savant-level skills in 17 normal volunteers, Morrell and colleagues (2000), using a 
wide variety of tasks specifically designed to test savant abilities, failed to find skill 
enhancement. They concluded that the potential for savant skills may be limited to a 
small proportion of 1D people just as they appear to be in people with developmental 
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disabilities. The TMS di th se stu es erefore highlight th ciali" d " . e spe se nature of cogrunve 
processes underlying savant perfonnance in a select subset of individuals despite claims 
that these skills lie donnant in us all. Moreover, TMS is a powerful technique for 
localising potentially important neuroanatomical regions, but equally suffers from a one 
point in time perspective. In other words utilismg" TMS to tn" t C"th tiall 
' erlere WI a poten y 
important brain region (e.g., frontotemporal cortex) in adults ignores important 
developmental aspects of skill development: interfering Wl"th thi "" th 
' s regton IS not e same 
as growing up with this skill. 
In line with the extant literature, the three savant artist case studies reported 
here draw on the findings presented above through examination of general cognitive 
mechanisms like visuospatial recognition memory and general spatial abilities, while also 
extending this line of inquiry by investigating other mechanisms, such as central 
coherence, visuospatial implicit learning, and information processing efficiency. 
8.2.2 Calendar Calculation 
Perhaps the most idiosyncratic and therefore mysterious skill, commonly 
exhibited by savants, is calendar calculation. Calendar calculation is the skill of naming 
the day of the week on which a particular date (past, present, or future) has fallen or will 
fall. Calendar calculation is among the most prevalent of savant skills reported in 
autism (Rimland, 1978; Treffert, 1988), is quite amenable to testing, and represents the 
only skill in which savants surpass the perfonnance of nondisabled "professional 
performers" (Ericsson & Faivre, 1988). Although it remains unclear as to why savants 
are drawn to calendars, how they complete calendar calculation is better understood. 
Memorisation would be the simplest explanation to account for this ability and may 
indeed best describe the mechanism responsible for those calendrical savants with a 
range limited to dates they have either experienced or seen on a calendar (Young & 
Nettelbeck, 1994). However, the savants with a greater range and those who show 
systematic errors in their calendar calculation provide evidence against memory as the 
sole underlying mechanism driving this skill (Cowan et al., 2003). Indeed, it has been 
shown that calendar savants have knowledge of calendar regularities and utilise them in 
their calculations (Cowan et al., 2001; Cowan et al., 2004; HeDIlelin & O'Connor, 1986; 
Ho et al., 1991; O'Connor & Hermelin, 1984). For example, in their seminal work, 
Hermelin and O'Connor (1986) documented the (unplicit) use of two rules in a group 
of eight calendrical savants, the corresponding months rule and the 28-year rule. 
Importandy, this rule-use by savants showed that savant skills are not merely fc2ts of 
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rote memory. 
Similarly, good basic, particularly mental, arithmetic skills, though not required 
for calendar calculation, have been shown to influence calendar range (Cowan et al., 
2003; Rumsey et al., 1992). Nevertheless, given that arithmetic skills may be related to 
calendar calculation ability, consideration should be given to studies examining cases of 
good mental calculation. Investigators have begun to examine the brain basis of these 
mental calculating skills. Utilising PET, Pesenti and colleagues (2001) compared brain 
activation patterns between 1D controls and an arithmetic prodigy (RG) as they 
performed mental calculations. When completing simple calculations, both the expert 
and non-experts showed activation in the brain bilaterally. However, when RG 
accurately and quickly completed more complex calculations, in contrast to controls, he 
recruited a system of brain areas implicated in episodic memory, including right medial 
frontal and parahippocampal regions. Ths finding corresponded to a previous 
behavioural case study involving RG (pesenti, Seron, Samson, & Duroux, 1999), which 
showed that RG not only had a greater short-term memory store for numerical 
information than did controls, but that he also had a great deal of arithmetic data readily 
and quickly available via long-term memory. In this way, he exploited the unlimited 
storage capacity of long-term memory to maintain the sequence of steps and 
intermediate results needed for the more complex calculations. The non-expert group 
relied on more typical and limited span short-term working memory. Pesenti et al.'s 
study (2001) stands out not only because it designates unique brain mechanisms in the 
expert when he performs his special skill, but also suggests that the prodigy is relying on 
some special memory recruitment when performing his skill, as may be the case for 
certain other savants. 
These findings underscore the need to examine not only calendar calculation 
strategies, but also domain general mechanisms that may contribute to skill 
development and magnitude, such as memory and speed of information processing, in 
the case presented later in this chapter. 
8.2.3 Mechanical Aptitude 
Very few cases of savants with mechanical skill have been described in the 
extant literature, though there have been a number of anecdotal and research (e.g., 
Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 1999) reports of children with autism who are fascinated 
by various machines. Nevertheless, several striking reports have been given, including 
the famous "Genius of Earlswood Asylum" (Sano, 1918; Tredgold, 1914), who, in spite 
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of his struggles to communicate using functional languag b kill d e, ecame a s e carpenter 
and cabinet maker while at Earlswood He was proVl"ded th f d d 
. e ree om an means to 
pursue his craft in full, including his own workshop; even achieving celebrity while at 
Earlswood, where his skill was acclaimed by both the Queen and Prince Consort at the 
time. Another case involved a nine-year-old boy who suffered a gunshot wound to the 
left side of his head, and some years later developed remarkable mechanical skill (Brink, 
1980), while continuing to struggle in his efforts to relearn lost linguistic and arithmetic 
skills. Importandy, Brink points out that a high level of motivation and intense practice 
were key elements to his skill. An example of his skill was provided: '~thout 
instruction, he dismanded, reassembled, and modified several multi-gear bicycles." 
Another case was briefly discussed by Hoffman and Reeves (1979), in which an adult 
with MLD (nonverbal IQ in the range of 55-65) and a keen, long-time interest in 
working with machinery, could repair a broken alarm clock and a bike with several 
defects. Perhaps most pertinendy, mechanical skills have been alluded to in some detail 
recendy by Baron-Cohen and his colleagues (e.g., Baron-Cohen, Knickmeyer, & 
Belmonte, 2005) when discussing systemising, as previously reviewed in Chapter 2. 
Most of this work has relied on questionnaires to assess interests and behaviours 
thought to reflect a bias toward and/or facility with systemising. However, Baron-
Cohen et al. (2001) devised a task to assess intuitive or folk physics (one's 
understanding of the physical causal world), with only real world experience to guide 
these deductions. In other words, this task is appropriate for those who have no 
knowledge of physics per se. Baron-Cohen and colleagues administered this task to a 
group of individuals with ASD and to controls and, as predicted, individuals with ASD 
outperformed the control participants. 
Therefore, it may be a combination of the intuitive understanding of physical 
properties of the world along with an intense interest in machines of varying sorts that 
lead to the anecdotally reported mechanical aptitude in some individuals with ASD. A 
case study of a mechanical savant is reported here in order to examine these and other 
possibly relevant factors that may contribute to the development of his mechanical 
skills. 
8.3 New Savant Case Studies 
8.3.1 Hypotheses 
In comparison to age and IQ matched TO and MID participants, it was 
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predicted that all savants would exhibit: 
1) a weaker drive for central coherence 
, 
2) superior implicit learning, 
3) superior IT, and 
4) superior time reproduction abilities. 
In . . . . 
companson to eXlstIng norms, It was predicted that all savants would exhibit: 
1) superior recognition memory and 2) superior spatial reasoning abilities. 
In comparison to age and IQ matched ASD participants, it was predicted that 
the (two child) savants would show superior implicit learning. 
8.3.2 Comparison Groups 
From the earlier described group studies, two control groups were chosen for 
the two young savants (VT and Nq, one matched on gender, age, and IQ and another 
matched on the same dimensions, but with the additional match on diagnosis (i.e., 
ASD). 
A group ofID or MID (six for case VT and 12 for case NC) boys and six ASD 
boys were group matched to each of the child savants based on their age and IQ. 
Because VT scored in the borderline range on his IQ, his control group was limited in 
size (as compared to the control group for NC). Only boys were chosen since VT and 
N C are male and since gender differences in performance were noted on some of the 
tests administered to all participants. 
Seven adult males of approximately the same age and IQ levels were recruited to 
serve as controls for both adult cases, MG and NH. Since both MG and NH scored in 
the average or higher range on the IQ test and due to concerns regarding developmental 
differences in performance on the experimental tasks, only m adults were used as a 
comparison group. Again, only males were chosen, since both MG and NH are male 
and since gender differences are commonly noted on some of the tests within the 
following battery. 
8.3.3 Test Battery 
Many of the tests utilised here were those previously described in the methods 
section for the group studies including: EFf, Sentence Completion, Categorisation of 
Im/Possible Figures, IT, Implicit Learning, Navon Similarity Judgement task, and Time 
Perception. Whenever possible, all of these tasks were administered; however, time 
constraints, computer malfunction, or refusal by the participant resulted 10 
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administration of a few of these tasks to a subset of the four savants. Other tasks, some 
of which were standardised with well-established norms, were administered to each of 
the savants (when possible), in order to assess his performance against the wider 
population of same age peers. These tasks included two subtests from the Woodcock 
Johnson Cognitive Battery-Revised (WJ-R) selected to provide a metric of visuospatial 
recognition memory and spatial abilities, both of which may have relevance to artistic 
and mechanical abilities. 
Picture Recognition-This subtest from the WJ-R is a visuospatial recognition 
task in which the participant was asked to view simultaneously for approximately five 
seconds a number of line drawings of everyday objects. Then, the page was flipped and 
either all or most of the line drawings were presented again, along with a number of 
distracter line drawings. The participant was asked to point out only those objects he 
had seen earlier. The response was considered correct only if he accurately recognised 
all of the objects. Varieties of the same object class (e.g., differently styled windows) 
were utilised in order to minimise the influence of verbal mediation as a strategy for 
remembering the objects. Item difficulty, manipulated by increasing the number of 
target and distracter stimuli, increased as the participant proceeded. 
Spatial Relations-In this subtest, the participant is presented a series of shapes or 
parts from which he must select all those parts that form a target whole or complete 
shape. As with the aforementioned subtest, as the participant progresses through the 
task, the items get more difficult; this time because the shapes become increasingly 
abstract and complex. 
8.3.4 Questionnaires 
Questionnaires provided assessment of everyday behaviour and tendencies. 
One questionnaire, the Social Communication Questionnaire, was chosen to be 
completed by caregivers of the savants as a confianation of their ASD diagnosis. 
Additional self-rating questionnaires were administered to the two adult savants and 
members of the 1D adult control group in order to assess and compare individual 
differences in traits reminiscent of ASD and in sensory-perceptual processing. 
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ; Berwnent et al., t 999)-Adapted 
from the Autism Diagnostic Interview, the lifetime version of the SCQ, designed for 
the detection of ASD in individuals ages 4-40 years, is appropriate for completion by a 
dgeabl . B ..... • ..... ent and colleagues reported that a cut-off score of 15 knowle e caregtver. ~\MU 
fir . . di . . tina individuals with ASD from those without ASD. was most e lectlve In scruruna--c 
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This screening tool was administered to caregivers of three of the four savants. NH did 
not have the SCQ completed because of his reticence toward having his parents 
participate in the study. 
The two adult cases, MG and NH, and their matched controls, were also asked 
to fill out questionnaires about their own behaviour. Three of the questionnaires 
chosen, the Autism spectrum Quotient (AQ) (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Skinner, 
Martin, & Clubley, 2001) as well as the Empathising Quotient (EQ) and Systemising 
Quotient (SQ) (Baron-Cohen et al., 2003), were utilised to assess autistic traits and their 
tendency to "empathise" and to "systemise" in everyday contexts. All three 
questionnaires are self-ratings and have been validated in terms of distinguishing high 
functioning people on the autism spectrum from 1D adults. The two adult cases and 
the 1D adult control group also provided self-reports of their sensory preferences and 
dislikes by completing the Adult Sensory Profile (Brown & Dunn, 2002), which 
provides an index of sensory sensitivity, tendency to avoid sensations, low registration 
of sensory information, and tendency to seek out sensations. All of these indices were 
assessed across multiple modalities, including olfactory, motor, visual, tactile, and 
auditory systems. In addition to quantitative scores for each of these indices, this 
instrument also provides a qualitative five point categorical rating (ranging from 'very 
low' to 'low' to 'average' to 'high' to 'very high') on the continuum of possible scores. 
The two adult savants and their matched controls as well as the young 
mechanical savant were also asked to complete the Folk Physics Test (Baron-Cohen et 
al.,2001). The Folk Physics Test is composed of 20 multiple-choice questions designed 
to assess one's understanding of the workings of macro- (e.g., gravity) and micro-level 
physical systems. According to Baron-Cohen and colleagues (2001), these problems can 
be solved from everyday experience with the physical world. As a complement to the 
SQ, the Folk Physics Test also provides a good measure of systemising abilities. 
Whenever possible, an evaluation of savant skill level was made (partly based on 
expert judges, when appropriate). In line with Young's (1995) findings, savant status in 
this thesis was reserved for individuals whose skill level would be considered remarkable 
compared to other individuals with disabilities (talented), if not compared to anyone 
(prodigious). To this end, at the beginning of the discussion of results for each of the 
savant cases, a conservative savant level categorisation is made. 
And finally, it should be noted that one of the savants (MG) had received, 
el 
. eI d clini' cal neuropsychological evaluation. Since some of the tub 
r anv y recen y, a 
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utilised during testing were relevant to the questions posed here, these results are 
reported along with a brief description of the tasks in the context of his case study. 
8.3.S Data Analytic Approach 
Case studies present their own brand of challenges in tenns of data analysis. 
However, recent advances in statistical approaches to comparing scores from a single 
case to mean scores from a control group, even with a small sample size, have allowed 
for quantitative approaches to case studies. Work by Crawford and colleagues (e.g., 
Crawford & Howell, 1998) served as the basis for the data analytic approach to the 
following case studies. They advocate the use of a modified t-test in order to test 
whether the case's scores are significantly different from those of a small control group. 
Since their initial paper, Crawford and colleagues have published a number of papers 
validating the use of the modified t-test and other procedures for comparing 
perfonnance between a single case and controls (Crawford, Howell, & Garthwaite, 
1998; Crawford & Garthwaite, 2004). Indeed, one recent simulation (Crawford & 
Garthwaite, 2005) has confirmed the robustness of the modified t-test against Type I 
error rate, even when the sample size of the control group was five individuals. 
8.4 Case 1: VT 
8.4.1 Description 
VT presented as a delightful ll-year-old who seemed to enjoy talking about his 
artwork and his desire to one day visit New York City. 
VT currently carries the diagnosis of Asperger's syndrome. Indeed, VT's early 
development was remarkable, as described by his mother. "He didn't smile much and 
when he started talking, it was mostly to himself, not to us. His favourite game was 
simply lining up cars, not playing with them." VT's mother mentioned a time of 
increasing worry, after VT's younger sister was born. VT didn't show any interest in 
her at all. "He was neither jealous nor affectionate; he simply ignored her." After 
joining nursery school, his behaviour had become both idiosyncratic and disruptive. 
"He didn't play with toys or join in activities." Unfortunately, at that time, he could not 
handle simultaneously a pen and paper, which further limited possible avenues of 
expression. The result was VT becoming the loner of the class and if something upset 
him he would have a tantrum. Nevertheless, after some time, VT began to develop 
adequate fine motor skills sufficient to hold a pen and paper. Inde~ his mother noted 
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that "from very early on VT began to show a vivid interest in drawing." 
Subsequendy, VT attended a weekly art class during which his teacher let him 
"do his own thing" while the rest of the class worked on a preset assignment. The 
teacher then suggested that VT present his work at the end of year show. At age nine, 
VT was the only child to exhibit a drawing. 
VT's family history is also noteworthy. VT's mother reports that her sister's son 
has been diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome and that one of his uncles has cerebral 
palsy. 
8.4.2 Special Skills 
Beate Hennelin, one of the foremost world experts on savants, said about VT: 
"he clearly is a savant ... VT's gift shows two characteristics which are rare amongst 
savant artists: (the artistic skill was) shown at an early age and he works primarily from 
his imagination rather than from models." 
The images VT produces are full of both preoslon and expressiveness 
according to many objective viewers. Indeed, some of his drawings are so detailed, at 
such a minute level, that a magnifying glass may be required in order to see the facial 
expressions of the characters. 
Much of his subject matter involves the "Beanies", a group of characters that 
"perfonn magic, change words round the wrong way, go on adventures to a different 
dimension, and have sharks follow them everywhere"; this last feature due to a visit (by 
VT and his family) to the sea life centre. 
A number of cartoonists have observed and commented on VT's work.. For 
example, Hurt Emerson, a professional cartoonist and illustrator, said the following 
about VT: "(he) has the promise to be a most original, graphic artist. He shows an 
exceptional talent, a very lively sense of humour, and a fluid, constandy surprising 
imagination." Clive Collins, another professional cartoonist, said about VT: "whenever 
children draw, they tend to avoid detail, but VT's (drawings) are full of detail. The New 
York skyscraper scene is amazing." And finally, Steve Chadbum, a cartoonist, said that 
"(V1) would put most of my students to shame. The line work shows a confident, 
purposeful hand. His understanding of perspective goes far beyond his age and the use 
of tonal values which break. the pictures up is simply excellent." 
In describing his approach to drawing VT had the following to say; "I don't 
usually have a particular plan for a picture. I just put down on paper what's in my 
imagination. " 
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See Figure 8-1 and Appendix C for examples of"VT's artwork. 
Figure 8-1. Example ofVT's Artwork. 
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8.4.3 Results and Interpretation 
Clinical Measures: 
WISC-III (Administered in 1999; see Figure 8-2) 
FSIQ: 78 
VIQ: 75 
Verbal Comprehension: (Info+Sim+ Voc+Com) 77 
PIQ: 86 
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Figure 8-2. Profile ofVT's IQ Scores. 
** - supplementary subtests not utilised in the calculation of FSIQ, VIQ, or PIQ 
WJ-R SCQ. 
Picture Recognition 146 Total 21 
Spatial Relations 115 Social 10 
Communication 7 
Repetitive Behaviours 4 
• A Total Score > 15 is consistent with an ASD diagnosis 
Experimental Measures 
Table 8-2 presents IQ and experimental task results for VT as well as those of 
his two comparison groups. VT's IQ, EFf, and sentence completion data were 
obtained in the context of another study conducted by Dr. Happe and colleagues. The 
age at which these tests were administered is noted below. 
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Table 8-2. Performance on Tasks A drninis tered to VT and :Matched 
Controls: Mean (SD). 
Test VT ID/I\fLD t P .\SD Control r p 
Control Group Group 
(n=6) (n=6) 
Age 11.58 10.71 (1.44) 0.56 .60 12.56 (1.60) 0.57 .60 
FSIQt 78 84.33 (11 .57) 0.51 .63 82.5 (10.43) 0.40 .7 1 
Vocabulary 5 8.17 (3.19) 0.92 .40 7.83 (2.14) 1.22 .28 
Block Design 12 6.33 (2.80) 1.87 .12 8.00 (2.45) 1.51 .1 9 
EFI't 
% Corr All 87 52 (8) 4.05 .01 82 (12) 0.39 .72 
AvgTime All 14.67 34.99 (5.55) 3.39 .02 24.26 (5.37) 1.65 .16 
% Corr Adult Items 88 7 (11) 6.82 .001 75 (22) 0.55 .61 
A vg Time Adult Items 13.88 57.67 (3 .64) 11.14 .0001 28.81 (10.69) 1.29 .25 
Navon 
% Glob Match 66 .7 89.33 (4 .78) 4.38 .007 65.75 (39.49) 0.02 .98 
Implicit Learning 
Prop RT Gain .21 .18 (.15) 0.19 .86 .20 (.19) 0.05 .96 
between 151 & 2nd 
Halves 
Prop RT on 2nd Half .31 .11 (.08) 2.31 .07 .17 (.09) 1.44 .21 
Sentence Compt 
No. ofLoc Comp 2 0.83 (0.75) 1.44 .21 1.83 (1.33) 0.12 .91 
1m/Poss Fig Cat 
No. Corr Poss Fig 8 6.17 (1.17) 1.45 .21 6.33 (2.07) 0.75 .49 
A vg RT to Corr Poss 1716 1568.50 0.23 .83 1589.17 0.42 .69 
Fig (603.40) (281.23) 
No. Corr Imp Fig 7 5.33 (1.37) 1.13 .31 6.00 (2.61) 0.35 .74 
A vg RT to Corr Imp 2277 1896.50 0.47 .66 1652.33 1.84 .12 
Fig (748.23) (313.70) 
Time Perception 
Time Est Ratio .81 1.13 (0.20) 1.48 .20 1.32 (0.36) 1.31 .25 
Time Prod Ratio .77 0.73 (0.24) 0.15 .88 0.75 (0.26) 0.07 .95 
Time ReE Ra tio .82 0.90 (0.14) 0.53 .62 0.99 (0.10) 1.57 .18 
Time Est Discrep .19 0.14 (0.19) 0.24 .82 0.41 (0.23) 0.89 .42 
Time Prod Discrep .23 0.27 (0.24) 0.15 .88 0.29 (0.20) 0.28 .9 
Time R p Discrep .18 0.10(0.14) 0.53 .62 0.09 (0 .05) 1.67 .1 6 
t Task admini tered at age 9 years 
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As a conservative estimate, VT's quality of artwork would be considered at least 
talented when utilising Treffert's savant categories. 
Consistent with his diagnosis, ratings from a parent-report screening tool 
assessing VT's current and historical behaviour (SCQ) fall within the range indicative of 
an ASD. VT's overall IQ score fell in the borderline range. His nonverbal IQ was 11 
points higher than his verbal IQ, but still approximately one standard deviation below 
the nonn for his same-age peers. The profile of scores within the verbal domain was 
relatively flat with a high on Similarities and a low on Infonnation. The most extreme 
subtest scores were contained within his nonverbal IQ profile, which included a high 
score on the Block Design task, a prototypical result for individuals with ASD, and a 
low on Coding. Since it is safe to assume that the low score on the Coding subtest does 
not reflect any graphomotor difficulties, this finding may suggest a deliberate, 
methodical style, particularly when asked to draw even the simplest shapes, as required 
by the Coding task. 
As predicted, and consistent with anecdotal reports of his "eye for detail", VT 
demonstrated a pattern of results consistent with a weak drive for central coherence, 
especially when compared to the perfonnance of the individuals with TD /MLD. To 
this end, in addition to a relatively high Block Design score, VT was faster and more 
accurate than the TD /MLD comparison group when asked to locate embedded figures 
(in spite of his younger age at the time of assessment). Moreover, he provided a greater 
number of local completions on the sentence completion task and a lower percentage of 
global matches on the Navon-type task. These findings converge in implicating a 
piecemeal approach by VT when processing novel data. However, though VT was 
more accurate than both comparison groups in identifying im/ possible figures, these 
differences did not reach statistical significance. 
Particularly good perfonnance on the second half of the statisticalleaming task, 
as demonstrated by proportional RT gain, was shown by VT. His RT gain was 
significandy (one-tailed) better than that of matched controls and approached 
significance (one-tailed) when compared to the mean score of the ASD controls. This 
provides some support for superior implicit learning in the visuospatial domain. 
VT's memory, as assessed by performance on a visuospatial recognition task, 
fell in the superior range. His score was a full three standard deviations above the mean 
for his same-age peers and far out of line with expectations based on his IQ. This 
excellent performance on a standardised task, a rarity for savants, is keeping with 
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anecdotal reports of the eidetic-like quality of savant memory, particularly amongst 
artists. Also assessed was his ability to understand spatial relations when presented with 
meaningless, abstract shapes. Again, VT performed well, scoring one standard 
deviation above expectations based on his age and much better than predictions based 
on his IQ level. These findings likely indicate the importance of both basic visual 
memory and understanding of spatial relations in artistic skill expression. 
VT's performance on tasks of time perception was generally commensurate 
with means from both comparison groups, though his time estimation ratio score was 
notable for reflecting an underestimation, inconsistent with findings observed in the 
control groups and in the group studies reported in Chapter 6. Furthermore, a non-
statistical within subject ("eyeball'') comparison revealed fairly consistent scores across 
the time perception tasks, which again contrasts with findings from the control groups 
and those from the earlier reported group studies. 
Together these findings indicate that VT demonstrates clear WCC, good 
implicit learning, superior visual recognition memory, and good understanding of spatial 
relations within objects; all of which may contribute to VT's outstanding artistic ability. 
8.5 Case 2: NC 
8.5.1 Description 
At the time of testing, NC was an l1-year-old boy with Asperger's syndrome. 
He was eager to share his interests, particularly in machines and computers, with the 
eXamIner. 
NC's family history for ASD and other difficulties was unremarkable. NC was 
diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome at the age of 5 years and he currently displays 
many prototypical behaviours. For example, his mother describes his conversations as 
sometimes one-sided and centred on his interests (e.g., electronics). He is also 
described as getting on better with older children than with children his own age, 
because of shared interests, though he does not have a best friend. 
The examiner spent approximately four hours with NC. NC was both very 
responsive and attentive during the testing session. However, after testing was 
completed, NC had what could be described as a "meltdown". The excellent 
concentration and attentiveness he had displayed earlier were replaced by behavioural 
outbursts, such as running around screaming and goading his sister. NC's mother 
expected this reaction and attributed it, at least partially, to his difficulty with transitions. 
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8.5.2 Special Skills 
NC came to the examiner's attention because of his participation in a previous 
study for which Dr. Francesca Happe was the Principal Investigator. It had been 
reported that NC had created his own miniature refrigerator from spare parts of other 
machines and that he was fascinated with all types of machines and the way they work. 
His mother reported that a few months prior to the testing session, NC's parents had to 
remove covertl.y the accumulated mass of electronics, machine parts, and other similar 
items that had simply overwhelmed his bedroom. NC was upset over this removal, but 
understood why it had been done. 
NC's mother reports that NC is completely fascinated with electronics/electrical 
items and how they work. As part of the visit, the examiner had NC diagnose the 
problem(s) with a broken fax machine. He was thoroughly excited to accept this 
challenge and demonstrated extraordinary levels of concentration and attention during 
this task. He provided commentary as he meticulously took apart the fax machine. 
After approximately forty minutes, he accurately diagnosed the difficulty as a "fried" 
circuit board due most likely to a power surge. The owner of the fax machine reported 
a power outage and surge around the time the fax machine stopped working. 
Perhaps most salient and unique to this case, as compared to the other three 
reported here, was NC's true absorption in his area of interest. He was truly fascinated 
with machines, computers, and other electronics/electrical items. As discussed in the 
introduction to Chapter 8, this area of interest has long been reported by individuals 
with ASD and their caregivers. 
After testing NC, his skills and capabilities were described to an experienced 
engineer, who found them to be exceptional given NC's age and functioning level. 
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8.5.3 Results and Interpretation 
Clinical Measures: 
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Figure 8-3. Profile ofNC's IQ Scores. 





Repetitive Behaviours 7 
Experimental Measures 
Table 8-3 presents IQ and experimental task results for NC as well as those of 
his two comparison groups. NC's IQ, EFf, and sentence completion data were 
obtained in the context of another study conducted by Dr. Happe and colleagues. The 
age at which these tests were administered is noted below. 
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Table 8-3. Performance on Tasks Administered to C and latched 
Controls: Mean (SD). 
Measure NC TD/ fLD t P A D Control p 
Control Group Group 
(n=12) 
Age 11.08 11.50 (0.54) 0.74 .47 0.51 .63 
FSIQt 100 103.33 (9.06) 0.35 .73 103.6 (1 .92) 
Vocabulary 13 11.58 (1.78) 0.77 .46 10.83 (2.32) 0.8 
Block Design 11 9.50 (2.35) 0.61 .55 10.33 (2.66) 0.23 .82 
EFTt 
% Carr All 67 73 (20) 0.29 .78 82 (14) 0.99 .37 
Avg Time All 33.67 24.99 (9.70) 0.86 .41 21.18 (9.69) 1.19 .29 
% Carr Adult 63 53 (32) 0.30 .77 75 (24) 0.46 .66 
A vg Time Adult 30.38 37.47 (14.90) 0.46 .66 23.60 (15.51) 0.40 .70 
Implicit Learning 
Prop RT Gain between .03 .10 (.13) 0.52 .62 .08 (.10) 0.46 .66 
151 & 2nd Halves 
Prop RT on 2nd Half .08 .08 (.08) 0 1 .08 (.07) 0 1 
Sentence Compt 
No. of Lac Camp 2 0.42 (0.67) 2.27 .04 1.17 (0.98) 0.78 .47 
1m/Pass Fig Cat 
No. Carr Pass Fig 10 8.33 (1.15) 1.40 .19 7.67 (1.37) 1.57 .18 
No. Carr Imp Fig 10 7.00 (1.35) 2.14 .06 5.67 (2.42) 1.66 .16 
vg RT to Carr Pass 1531 2091.50 (489.14) 1.10 .29 1432.50 0.31 .77 
Fig (292.90) 
vg RT to Carr Imp 2236 2630.75 (745.28) 0.51 .62 1835.67 1.22 .28 
FIg (304.79) 
IT 56 50.17 (34.20) 0.16 .87 42.00 (8.43)" 1.52 .20 
I 
Folk Phrsics 75 63.57 (18.19)0 0.59 .58 
tTask administered at age 8 years 
A 0=5 
o Data from TD Adults (0=7) 
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Based on feedback from an experienced engineer, NC's mechanical skills 
certainly would be considered talented. 
SCQ scores, based on parent report, were compatible with NC's diagnosis, with 
difficulties in all three aspects of the "triad of impairment" that characterise autism. 
NC's IQ was overall solidly average. Of the verbal subtests, there was a peak on 
the Similarities subtest, which requires one to describe how two words are conceptually 
similar, and an outlying trough on the Comprehension subtest, which aims to measure 
understanding of real-world rules and social convention. Among the nonverbal 
subtests, he obtained his highest score on Picture Completion, which requires the 
identification of a missing element in a drawing, and his lowest score on Picture 
Arrangement, which requires arranging "snapshots" of a sequence of events (including 
some on social themes) in their proper order. Given his diagnosis, it is unsurprising 
that NC received his lowest scores on the two subtests with perhaps the greatest 
reliance on social knowledge. 
Consistent with predictions based on the WCC theory and with preVIOUS 
findings (Happe & Booth, in preparation), NC demonstrated a tendency to complete 
unfinished sentences read aloud to him with local endings. He produced significantly 
more local completions than did the 1D /MID control group, but his perfonnance was 
within one standard deviation of the ASD control group's. On the EFT, NC's 
perfonnance was roughly comparable to that of both control groups; however, at the 
time of testing, he was three years younger than the average age for each of the control 
groups to which he was compared. Therefore, the lack of a group difference on this 
test may be misleading, since he was put at a disadvantage, given significant positive 
correlations between age and EFT perfonnance amongst 1D children. When asked to 
identify im/possible figures, NC exhibited perfect accuracy, which was better than both 
the age, gender, and IQ matched controls and the matched ASD controls, though these 
differences were not statistically significant. As indicated from correlational analyses in 
Chapter 6, perfonnance on this task may more accurately reflect general nonverbal 
ability rather than WCC, hence NC's good perfonnance. 
NC's difference score ofRT gained between the predictable shape sequence and 
unpredictable shape sequence was comparable to that obtained by the control groups 
(and results from the group study reported in Chapter 6), indicating intact implicit 
learning. Similarly, NC's IT did not differ significantly from that found in the two 
control groups. Unlike the predicted superiority, these findings may support a 
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"gateway" model to savant skill development. 
Though age and/or diagnosis matched controls were not given the Folk Physics 
Test, NC's performance on this task was in line with that of the 1D adult control group 
(matched to the two adult savant cases), composed of males considerably older and with 
more real-world experience from which to draw possible conclusions. NC's good 
performance on this test is consistent with a previous report of better folk physics 
performance (systemising) amongst children with ASD than amongst 1D children 
(Baron-Cohen et al., 2001). 
Given his good performance on the Folk Physics Test and his keen interest in 
machines and electronics, it seems that NC's mechanical skills are derived from a 
combination of good aptitude and high levels of motivation, a mixture often invoked to 
explain skill acquisition observed in 1D individuals with various talents and from wide-
ranging professions. 
8.6 Case 3: MG 
8.6.1 Description 
MG presented as a mellow and friendly man who was eager to share his recent 
experience exhibiting artwork in New York City and elsewhere and his recent 
acceptance to have his artwork exhibited in London. During testing, MG was very well 
engaged and very compliant. 
MG is a right-handed 42-year-old, single male who was diagnosed with 
Asperger's syndrome in 2001 upon referral to a diagnostic clinic in the Boston 
metropolitan area. He was relieved to have obtained the Asperger's syndrome 
diagnosis, given his past difficulty with holding down jobs and his understanding that he 
enjoyed talking endlessly about certain topics (e.g., art), while others' attention was not 
consistendy captured by the same subject matter. Despite the diagnosis of Asperger's 
syndrome as an adult, MG reports a significant delay in the acquisition of language, 
stating that he did not talk before the age of three years and in fact, he would "point 
and grunt". Before the age of six years, he described his speech as ''baby talk". As a 
child it was suspected that he had autism because of his rocking and difficulty relating to 
others. Moreover, he reports a fascination during early childhood with the smell of a 
particular type of vacuum cleaner, which contained crystals with a distinct odour. He 
also reported early difficulties with behaviour (i.e., he had frequent temper tantrums) 
and with learning. He described himself as a visual learner and stated that whenever he 
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was required to learn by only listening, he retained and understood much less than when 
visual aids were given. He also reported problems with mathematics, although he 
enjoyed multiples of two and for pleasure would occasionally take the time to fill an 
entire page with multiples of two. MG was removed from the care of his mother at the 
age of 12 years because of potential neglect and was subsequently raised by an aunt until 
he was 17 -years-old. He then spent four years in the military and reported this as a 
positive experience; he received an honourable discharge. He noted that the regularity 
and structure of the military life allowed him to thrive. He then started taking classes at 
the University of Texas in Austin. For the first semester he was a full-time student, but 
during the second semester he struggled to complete his work because of an increasing 
depression. Eventually this depression led to hospitalisation in a Texas state hospital. 
MG had a six week stay in the Texas state hospital where he was placed on 
lithium and Thorazine. After this hospitalisation, he moved to Tennessee where he 
worked with and stayed with a family friend for seven years. During this time, he would 
save up enough money from working odd jobs, like construction, in order to take trips 
to Europe where he would devote himself to his art. His last hospitalisation occurred in 
Tennessee, near Knoxville, in 1998, when his medications were Depakote and 
Risperidol. He reports that he has not come close to "sinking that low" since and that 
he feels very well adjusted compared to the past; he is not currently taking any 
psychiatric medications. He currently resides with a roommate in a rent-controlled 
apartment. 
Family History 
MG is the fourth of six children, all of whom are half siblings. MG is not the 
only member of his family with a history of developmental difficulties and/or special 
talents, since, for example, an uncle and cousin were thought to have both intellectual 
impairments and special skills. Both of his relatives with savant-like skills were raised in 
rural Appalachia, given the label of "mental retardation" and were nonverbal. The 
uncle was gifted with numbers and the cousin had remarkable mechanical aptitude. 
Moreover, another cousin has been diagnosed with autism and MG's mother may have 
had learning difficulties. As mentioned earlier, his mother was declared "mentally 
incompetent" leading to his living with an aunt from ages 12-17 years. MG's mother is 
also suspected of having alcohol and other substance abuse problems. Although MG 
reports that she drank during her pregnancies, he is not aware of any child in his family 
receiving the diagnosis of foetal alcohol syndrome or demonstrating foetal alcohol 
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effects. 
8.6.2 Special Skills 
Development and Current Level of Calendar Skill 
MG demonstrates ample calendar calculation ability. Unusually, MG was not 
very interested in calendars as a child, but instead developed these abilities as an adult. 
However, MG reports that at age five or six years, he remembers seeing his 
grandmother's calendar and "knowing" dates for "only a couple of years". At 17 years 
of age, MG made his first drawing of calendars, when he still "only knew a couple of 
years". 
Then, when MG was approximately 32-years-old, he began calendar calculation 
of a greater range. Interestingly, when MG learned about Asperger's syndrome, he 
realised that his interest in calendars had always been there, but he had not pursued it. 
He then began exploring it further. He started thinking about it more and "let it 
happen". Numbers have always come into his head, but he would not "think" about it. 
MG reports that during periods of significant withdrawal in his life, the calendar 
calculation would really exhibit itself. Like other calendar calculators, he cannot tell you 
precisely how he does it, but he "just knows" the answer and it usually "feels right". 
Although MG is not flawless in his calendar calculations, his performance does not 
seem to vary considerably based on temporal distance from the present. Indeed, his 
calendar range is practically endless; in the context of this case study, the years tested 
ranged from 1591-8378. 
Development and Expression of Art Ability 
MG reports that he has been drawing "as long as he can remember" and has 
always excelled in this endeavour. As a young child, his drawings were usually focussed 
on a single object, yet later his subject matter broadened in scope. According to MG, 
he was almost always considered the best drawer in his class throughout his school 
years. 
MG demonstrates a unique artistic perspective. His artistic style has changed 
over time, going from more stereotypical savant art in his adolescence and early 
adulthood, including drawings of scenes and buildings, to more abstract impressionist 
style paintings as a young adult and then back again to technical type drawings of real 
and/ or imaginary machines, for example, though with more stylistic elements included. 
In order to save money, he often uses thick napkins, stains them with coffee to give 
them a weathered look, and then proceeds to draw mechanical designs (either contrived 
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or based on real designs), buildings, or any number of other recurring subjects ,e.g. , 
satellite photos of the earth, fossils, etc.). He also currently creates magic calendar 
squares which are based on the principle that any way you look at the rows column , or 
diagonals, they will always "add up" or result in the same answer. Thi ha been 
demonstrated with large numbers, but MG is the first to apply this to the calendar. He 
has been in email correspondence with the foremost expert on magic squares, \\'alter 
Trump, who currently resides in Germany. Moreover, he has attracted intere t in hi 
current work from a gallery in London (MG currently lives in a Mid-Atlantic state of the 
USA), which agreed to exhibit a large body of his work during the fall of 2004 and 
spring of 2005. He also had a very successful exhibition at the 2005 Outsiders rt Fair 
in New York City resulting in a number of sales and requests for commissioned 
artwork. 
Two art judges, one of whom has previously judged art for competitions and 
the other who has experience not only as a judge, but also as a curator, were recruited to 
evaluate the artwork of the two adult savants with artistic skills. Both of the judges 
were particularly high on MG's work and style. Without hesitation, they favourably 
compared MG's work to that of other contemporary artists who both exhibit widely 
and are very successful in selling their work. 
For examples ofMG's artwork, refer to Figure 8-4 below and to Appendix D. 
Figure 8-4. E.'ample of 11G's Artwork. 
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8.6.3 Additional Methods 
A number of the following tests (i.e., the WRA T -3, Wisconsin Card Sorting 
Test, ROCF, and Hooper Visual Organisation Test) were administered previously to 
MG in the context of a clinical evaluation. 
Graded Difficulty Arithmetic test (GDA) Oackson & Warrington, 1986) - For 
this task, the participant is asked to rapidly (within 10 seconds) answer 12 addition and 
12 subtraction problems varying from two digit +1- one digit numbers to three digit 
+ I-three digit numbers without the use of paper and pencil. 
Wide Ride Achievement Test-3, Arithmetic Subtest - The purpose of the 
Arithmetic subtest from this well-standardised assessment tool is to measure basic 
mathematical skills. The participant is asked to calculate simple to more complex 
mathematical problems ranging from basic mechanics to algebraic equations. The 
participant is allowed the use of paper and pencil. No partial credit is given, nor is the 
scoring based on speed. 
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) - This test assesses flexibility in shifting 
cognitive set. The participant is asked to sort each card according to one of three 
dimensions (colour, shape, or number) that must be deduced based on feedback. Once 
the "rule" has been deduced, the participant must maintain sorting on this dimension 
for 10 trials in order to receive credit for having achieved this category. Indeed, the two 
main indices of performance are categories achieved and perseverative errors. 
Perseverative errors result from erroneous sorting along one dimension despite 
feedback indicating that this dimension is incorrect. 
Judgement of Line Orientation - This task is a measure of spatial perception. 
The participant is presented with a pair of line segments followed by 11 numbered radii 
forming a semi-circle. The participant is asked to match the pair of line segments to 
two of the 11 numbered radii. Performance is based on accuracy in identifying the 
corresponding number to each line segment. 
ROCF - Participants are asked to copy this meaningless complex figure with the 
original figure remaining in full view. Approximately 20 minutes later, the participant is 
asked (without prior knowledge) to recall the figure and draw it as best they can from 
memory. The figure is scored quantitatively for accuracy in global and local elements 
recalled and qualitatively in terms of the participants' general approach to the figure. 
Hooper Visual Organisation Test - Thirty pictures of generally recognisable cut-
up objects are shown to the participant and slhe is then asked to verbally name each of 
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these objects. Perfonnance is based on accuracy in identifying these objects. 
Calendar Perfonnance (Cowan et al., 2003) - General calendar perfonnance in 
tenns of accuracy and RT over a large span of years in the Gregorian calendar (a total of 
90 items) was assessed along with some late years from the Julian calendar (25 items). 
Calendar knowledge was also assessed by having MG calculate the day on which two 
identical dates from different years fell; in one condition the dates shared the same 
calendar template (e.g., 5 April 2005 and 5 April 1994) which should result in faster RT 
on the second date if (implicit or explicit) knowledge of this template was used as a 
strategy, whereas in another condition the dates were from two different calendar 
templates (e.g., 5 April 2005 and 5 April 1990), which should result in no RT savings. 
Priming was therefore assessed and operationalised through calculation of a percentage 
saVlngs score. 
8.6.4 Results and Interpretation 
Clinical Measures: 
WAIS-III (see Figure 8-5) 
FSIQ: 
VIQ: 
Verbal Comprehension (VC): 
(V ocab + Sim + Info) 
PIQ: 
Perceptual Organisation (PO): 
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Figure 8-5. Profile of MG's IQ Scores. 
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WJ-R SCQ 
Picture Recognition 111 Total 28 
Spatial Relations 113 Social 13 
Communication 6 
Repetitive Behaviours 9 
GDA -MG correctly answered 21 of the 24 items administered in the allotted 
10 second span. This translated to a scaled score of 16, which fell in the superior range. 
Wide Range Achievement Test-Arithmetic Subtest - MG obtained a score of 
110, which is slightly above average, equal to the 75th percentile, and equiyalent to post-
high school levels of education. 
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test - MG exhibited a bit of difficulty when completing 
this task of set-shifting ability. He was able to utilise feedback to shift problem-solving 
sets, but he sometimes "lost set" and then became fixated on matching sets by colour. 
Judgement of Line Orientation - On this task of spatial perception, 1\[G 
obtained a standard score of 102, which fell in the solidly average range. 
ROCF - MG adequately copied this complex yet meaningless figure; however, 
when asked to recall the figure approximately 20 minutes later, his strategy was 
fragmented leading to a disorganised figure. His performance at recall fell in the 
bottom 10% of performance on this task for comparably aged TD adults. 
Hooper Visual Organisation Test - MG excelled at identifying objects based on 
line drawings of their parts, correctly identifying all 30 items. 
Experimental Tasks and Questionnaires 
Table 8-4 presents IQ and experimental task results for MG as well as those of 
his comparison group. 
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Table 8-4. Performance on Tasks Administered to 1 lG and 1 latched 
Controls: Mean (SD). 
Test MG TD Control Group p 
(n=,) 
Age 42 40.68 (7.45) 0.17 .., . { 
FSIQ 100 111 .5 (11.80) 0.92 39 
Vocabulary 12 12.29 (3.40) 0.08 .94 
Block Design 11 11.71 (1.60) 0.42 .69 
EFT 
% Carr All 93 86 (10) 0.65 .54 
AvgTimeAll 9.07 19.59 (7.40) 1.33 .23 
% Carr Adult Items 88 77 (17) 0.60 .57 
A vg Time Adult Items 13.25 27.44 (10.40) 1.28 .25 
Implicit Learning 
Prop RT Gain between l SI & 2nd Halves .10 .06 (.18) 0.20 .85 
Sentence Completion 
No. of Lac Camp 0 0.29 (0.49) 0.55 .60 
1m/Possible Figure Categorisation 
No. Carr Pass Fig 9 9.00 (0.63) 0 1 
Avg RT to Carr Pass Fig 3468.33 2020.68 (994.59) 1.35 .24 
No. Carr Imp Fig 9 8.50 (1.97) 0.24 .82 
vg RT to Carr Imp Fig 2661.67 2077.88 (657.82) 0.82 .45 
Time Perception 
Time Est Ratio 1.44 1.02 (0.15),,' 2.59 .05 
Time Prod Ratio 1.45 0.97 (0.19)" 2.34 .07 
Time Rep Ratio 0.99 0.93 (0.07)" 0.79 .46 
Time Est Discre~ancy Score 0.44 0.13 (0.06)" 4.78 004 
Time Prod Discrepancy core 0.45 0.15 (0.11)" 2.53 .05 
Time Rep Dlscrepancy Score 0.01 0.09 (0.04)" 1.85 .12 
IT 39 33.43 (8.54) 0.61 .56 
55 63.57 (18.19) 0,44 .67 
hQ 21 42.14 (15.49) 1.28 .25 
SQ 33 24.86 (9.96) 0.76 047 
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AQ Total 
AQ Social Skills 
AQ Attention Switching 
AQ Attention to Detail 
AQ Communication 
AQ Imagination 
Adult Sensory Profile 
Sensory Sensitivity 






47 13.5 (4.65) 
10 2.29 (2.69) 
9 3.43 (1.81) 
10 4.5 (1.13) 
9 0.86 (1.07) 
9 2.43 (1.81) 
65 29 .17 (8.80)" 
64 31.33 (6.25)" 
53 30.67 (6.15)" 
34 45 .50 (8.34)" 
24/26--92.3% range of tested dates: 1828-1836 and 2017-2024 
33/39-84.6% range of tested dates: 1772-1777 and 2072-2165 
24/25-96% range of tested dates: 2363-8378 












When asked to answer calendar questions from the Julian calendar (although 
not explicitly labelled as such) ranging from 1591 to 1751, MG obtained a mark of 
21/25, with one of the errors a correct answer if based on the Gregorian calendar. 
Therefore, his performance on these dates is either 21/25=84% or 22/25=88%. 
Priming Study: 
MG saved just less than one second per pair (0.83 sec/pair or 15 seconds across 
18 pairs); though this is a small amount, the baseline RTs were very fast. In other 
words, there was not a great deal of room for improvement---48 total seconds on initial 
items in pairs, amounting to a savings of 15/48 = .3125 or 31.25% savings which i a 
relatively large savings score and evidence of "priming" based on knowledge of calendar 
regulari ties. 
MG presents as an interesting case study for at least two rea ons: 1) he 
demon trates at least two savant skills, both artistic skill and calendar calculatlon ability 
(which rna al 0 include upenor mnemonic skill in the domain of number and good to 
excellent mental calculation ability) and 2) he traces his own kills to tho e in an uncle 
and a cou~in who were both" avant" in the clas ic sen e. 
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Applying Treffert's (1989) criteria, MG's easily quantifiable skill, calendar 
calculation, was exceptional or "prodigious," even by calendar savant standards, given 
the range over which he was tested and the speed with which he gave responses. 
Moreover, the two art judges enthusiastically endorsed MG's artistic abilities as in line 
with that of professional artists who regularly exhibit in the community. 
Consistent with his diagnosis, MG rated himself as having assets and difficulties 
(particularly in communication) characteristic of autism as measured by the AQ. 
Moreover, results from his sister's ratings of MG on the SCQ indicate that his historical 
data fit with a diagnosis on the autism spectrum. MG's IQ profile demonstrates great 
subtest scatter with the highest scores on Information and Picture Completion and the 
lowest score on Similarities. Overall his general, verbal, and nonverbal IQs fell in the 
average range, but this can be misleading given his range of strengths and weaknesses 
on the tests comprising these general indices. However, there was a clearer discrepancy 
when utilising the PO and VC indices; his PO score is more than one standard 
deviation higher than his VC score, even though the latter is solidly average. This 
magnitude of discrepancy in the standardisation sample for the WAIS-III is fairly 
unusual (p<.01), reinforcing its potential significance. Given the juxtaposition of his 
disability with his medium of choice (i.e., visual art), discrepantly high visuospatial 
abilities are not terribly surprising. Furthermore, this relative strength was corroborated 
on two further tests of spatial perception and ability. On the judgement of line 
orientation task, his score was solidly average, while his score on a task requiring him to 
identify the component parts of larger, abstract shapes was above average. 
This association between good visuospatial abilities and savant skills may hold 
regardless of skill domain. For example, Heaton et al. (1999) found that the subgroup 
of musically naive children with autism who had good performance on tasks of musical 
cognition exhibited good visuospatial abilities on IQ tests in a similar fashion to MG's 
results. However, one instance of good verbal skills contributing to savant skill 
performance was noted in the domain of calendar calculation (Rumsey et al., 1992), 
particularly correlating to the range over which a savant might accurately predict the day 
of the week on which a date falls. In this case, the correlation with verbal ability might 
reflect top-down influences, contributing specifically to strategy usage, not necessarily to 
the development of the skill. In other words, it is unlikely that verbal ability constitutes 
a core underlying mechanism of the skill. 
MG scored in the average to above average range on a measure of written 
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arithmetic. However, in comparison to the GDA (mental calculation) performance of 
Jackson and Warrington's (1986) 100 control participants (a portion of whom were 
"patients with extra-cerebral neurological disorders''), MG's total score was equal to or 
greater than that of 99 of the controls. It is thus concluded that a significant 
component to MG's superior calendar calculating ability, especially his extraordinary 
range, is good, rapid mental calculation ability. Indeed, Cowan and colleagues (2003), 
utilising the same task (i.e., the GDA) , found that three of 10 calendar savants 
performed at superior levels when compared to the same standardisation sample. 
Furthermore, Rumsey and colleagues (1992) found, when utilising a novel mental 
arithmetic test, that calendar calculation performance and range among a sample of 11 
savants were related to their ability to perform mental calculations of similar difficulty. 
Memory has been implicated in calendar calculation and other savant skills. 
Here it was assessed with a simple and standardised visuospatial recognition task. MG 
performed in the average to above average range on this task, roughly commensurate 
with his overall IQ. Nevertheless, as has been previously mentioned, very rarely do 
savants obtain very high scores (case VT not withstanding) on these types of 
standardised tasks. For example, in MG's case, there is anecdotal evidence that his 
memory, especially for numerical information, is particularly good. As an illustration, 
he recendy memorised the exact populations for hundreds, perhaps for more than a 
thousand, cities in the United States of America, based on the latest Census data. When 
I informally questioned him on 50 randomly chosen cities (populations varying 
approximately between 10,000 and 10 million individuals), MG did not miss a single 
digit amongst these population values. 
Hermelin and O'Connor (1986) documented the use of two rules in their group 
of eight savants, the corresponding months rule and the 28-year rule. The Gregorian 
calendar contains regularities (although not completely lawful) that may facilitate 
calendar calculation, such as the same day-date correspondence within certain 
corresponding months within a calendar year or the repetition of the calendar template 
every 28 years. To demonstrate the use of these rules, Hermelin and O'Connor (1986) 
examined the RT of subjects when primed with dates in corresponding months. If they 
were indeed faster on the date from the second of a pair of corresponding months, it 
could be assumed that they were utilising this rule to facilitate speed and performance. 
Here, a priming study was completed to assess MG's potential knowledge of calendrical 
regularities. Instead of relying solely on a particular rule, such as the 28-year rule, this 
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task assessed whether a similar calendar template would result in faster performance 
when presented two times in a row. So, when asking the day of the week on which the 
same month and day (e.g., March 14tt; fall, but in different years (e.g., 1985 and 1991) 
the second item should be responded to more quickly. Since MG was unable to 
communicate how he performed calendar calculations, inferences concerning his 
calendar knowledge were necessary. A difference in speed of calendar calculation, 
expressed as a savings score, was demonstrated between those (pairing of) items where 
the same calendar template could be utilised and those where it could not. This directly 
corroborates Hermelin and O'Connor's (1986) finding that calendar-calculating savants 
utilise a rule or regularity of calendar structure for completion of this task. Moreover, 
indirect documentation of calendar knowledge by MG importantly demonstrates that 
his calendar skills are not simple memory feats. Indeed, taken together with MG's good 
mental calculation abilities, it is clear that MG's skills are in line with other researchers' 
(Hermelin & O'Connor, 1986; Howe & Smith, 1988) hypothesis that calendar savants 
may rely on both memory and rule-use in their calendar calculation, with idiosyncratic 
degrees of reliance on each, while good calculation abilities may serve to extend their 
calendar range well into the future. 
As opposed to MG's seemingly flexibly accessed calendar knowledge, when 
presented with cards and asked to sort them along various dimensions based on 
examiner feedback, he often demonstrated perseveration and an occasional inability to 
maintain a problem-solving set. In fact, to MG's credit, he was aware of his 
perseveration, noting that he often does this in everyday behaviour, doing something 
over and over again, yet he is unable to alter his behaviour. Compromising MG's 
flexible approach to the calendar and to art (given the various styles and techniques he 
has used, unlike many other savant artists) with this finding of difficulties on a task 
tapping a "domain general", executive process is difficult. However, this may provide 
clues as to the architecture and interactions of modular and domain general mechanisms 
operating in cognition. 
Based on the profile of experimental test results, there is evidence to suggest 
that MG demonstrates WCC. He was faster in finding hidden shapes in the EFT than 
were matched controls; however, this difference failed to reach statistical significance. 
When MG was asked to copy and later recall a novel but nonsense figure, MG utilised a 
piecemeal approach, similar to the graphic savant described by Mottron and Belleville 
(1993), drawing elements one at a time, rather than starting with large portions of the 
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figure and working towards more detailed elements of the figure. Moreover, when 
asked to identify an object based solely on viewing component pieces, MG exhibited 
perfect, ceiling-level perfonnance. In an extension to everyday behaviour, MG rated 
himself much more attentive to detail than did the matched controls in the context of 
the AQ. However, MG performed comparably to the matched control group when 
asked to identify im/possible figures and he did not provide local sentence completions 
when asked to complete an unfinished sentence. For this latter task, given the very low 
frequency of local completions provided by MG, case NH, and the members of the 
adult control group, the lack of a finding likely reflects this instrument's lack of 
sensitivity within an adult age range, rather than good global processing. 
Interestingly, on both indices of performance on the time estimation and time 
production tasks, MG scored significantly worse than did matched controls. In 
contrast, and similar to findings from the group studies reported earlier, MG's time 
reproduction performance was either comparable to or better than that of matched 
controls, depending upon the index utilised. As mentioned previously, after quizzing 
MG on the population of approximately 50 different cities, he had yet to incorrectly 
identify a single city's population. Given MG's excellent memory ability as exemplified 
by the Census information, it may be that information (whether populations or "time" 
from the time reproduction task), once encoded, degrades at a much slower rate for 
MG than for other TD adults. 
MG's performance on the implicit learning and IT tasks was comparable to that 
of the control group, fitting the profile of perfonnance observed for case NC and the 
group study results reported in Chapter 6. Again, these intact, not superior cognitive 
processes in MG's profile, fit a model indicating that they may provide a "gateway" to 
savant skill development. 
MG's grasp of naive or intuitive physics is also commensurate with that of 
gender, IQ, and age matched controls. Given his (relatively recent) interest in contrived 
machines and buildings, this is a bit surprising. Nevertheless, his interest appears to lie 
in the look and design of machines rather than in the way they operate or work. MG's 
systemising quotient paralleled his folks physics test performance since it was also 
comparable to scores obtained by the matched control group. Though not statistically 
significantly different, MG's empathising quotient was half as high as the score obtained 
by the matched control group. MG's performance on these two questionnaires was 
notable, not because of the absolute scores, but because of the pattern of scores. What 
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is clear is an opposite pattern of scores for the case versus the controls; MG scored 
higher on the systemising than the empathising quotient, mirroring what is seen in the 
matched control group. 
Based on self-report from the Adult Sensory Profile, compared to matched 
controls, MG exhibited significantly greater sensory sensitivity and avoidance along with 
lower sensory registration. However, in spite of this, MG's tendency to seek out 
sensory experiences was not significantly different from the matched controls'. On 
each of these four indices, categorical ratings were extreme for MG, so that his score 
was considered 'very high' for sensory sensitivity, sensation avoiding, and low 
registration, while his score for sensation seeking was considered 'very low'. As a 
contrast, none of the matched controls were rated as 'very high' or 'very low' on any of 
these indices, save one participant who also received a rating of 'very low' on the 
sensation seeking index. 
In summary, findings from studying MG's calendar calculation implicate the 
influence of good memory, some knowledge of calendar templates, and good mental 
calculation ability as contributory. More generally, in MG's neuropsychological profile, 
there were consistent indications of wee, intact implicit learning and IT, and relatively 
good time reproduction, all of which may be related to his multiple savant skills. 
8.7 Case 4: NH 
8.7.1 Description and History: 
NH presented as a pleasant 44-year-old right-handed male who was eager not 
only to participate in research, but also to answer questions regarding his drawings and 
artistic skills. 
According to self-report, NH did not exhibit any remarkable early 
developmental illness, injury, or trauma. Birth weight was within the average range and 
there were no reported abnormalities during the pre-, peri- or post-natal periods. 
Indeed, consistent with his diagnosis of Asperger's syndrome, his parents did not 
exhibit concern over his attainment of early cognitive and language milestones. 
Moreover, according to NH, throughout his school age years, there seemed to be no 
cause for concern on the part of NH or his parents in regards to his social and cognitive 
development and his academic achievement. Initial issues arose during his college years. 
NH first learned of classical autism from a television program in 1988, but he did not 
think this label fit his own experiences. However, upon reading Nobot!J No",hm by 
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Donna Williams in 1992, NH became convinced that he was an undiagnosed case of 
Asperger's syndrome. He then wrote to an Asperger's syndrome expert and 
experienced clinician in London in order to participate in the diagnostic process and 
obtain a specialist's opinion; however, two stumbling blocks surfaced. First, when the 
idea was brought up to his GP, NH was discouraged because the GP, using parameters 
of classically defined autism, felt NH did not exhibit these behaviours. Secondly, in the 
midst of his correspondence with the expert clinician, NH requested to keep his parents 
out of the diagnostic process both due to his "self-reliance and pride", as he puts it, and 
because of what he perceived as apathy on the part of his parents. According to NH, 
this expert clinician maintained that his parents must be involved in the process. 
Finally, three and a half years subsequent to his reading of Nobody Nowhe~, NH 
underwent a diagnostic evaluation in London, which led to the diagnosis of Asperger's 
syndrome in January 1996. 
During general questioning of NH, some symptoms indicative of individuals 
with ASD were reported. For example, NH reports that he continues to have sensory 
sensitivity to some noises and textures as well as to temperature while eating. At 
various points during his adult years, he reports becoming all-absorbed in his art and 
hoarding things, like jam jars and newspapers; this latter tendency to hoard things is also 
reported for his father, the only indication of some family history of ASD traits. 
8.7.2 Special Skill: 
NH says that he has "always had a talent for art" and that one of his earliest 
memories pertains to success in this domain. At nursery school, at approximately three 
years of age, NH recalls his teacher requiring the children to draw a snowman. After 
NH had finished his drawing, his teacher commented on how exceptional she felt his 
drawing was and indeed shared this with NH's parents. NH did not receive specialised 
training in art during his primary or secondary school years; however, in 1975-1976, at 
the age of 16 years, he attained a C.S.E.-1 in art. Since school ended, among other 
subjects, he passed Geometric and Mechanical Drawing at Ordinary Level and Art at 
Advanced Level, while also obtaining a Pass with Merit in Precision Model-Making as 
part of his Higher Diploma in Applied Design. Subsequendy, he spent 14 years in 
model-making, predominandy architecture. 
Currendy, he draws primarily with felt-tipped pens. NH reports that in the past 
he has liked drawing in biro and making robots out of legos and skin divers out of 
plastecene as well as making models. He currendy spends approximately 10-15 hours 
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per week drawing, though he would like to do more if his schedule permitted. 
NH currently draws with a unique style that generally invokes bright colour and 
geometric patterns and may include other objects pasted in. He generally prefer to 
keep all of his original artwork, but he has donated images or replicas of hi artwork to 
various charities. 
The two art judges mentioned in the context of MG's case rudy, al 0 
commented on NH's work. They found some of his work particularly striking. Taking 
it a step further, they indicated that some of his artwork was on par with work they ee 
in exhibitions of contemporary art. 
For an example ofNH's artwork, consult Figure 8-6. 
Figure 8-6. Example ofNH's Artwork. 
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8.7.3 Results and Interpretation: 
Clinical Measures: 
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Figure 8-7. Profile ofNH's IQ Scores. 
Experimental Measures: 
Table 8-5 presents IQ and experimental task results for NH as well as those of 
his comparison group. 
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Table 8-5. Performance on Tasks Administered to NH and ~Iatched 
Controls: Mean (SD ). 
Test NH TD Control Group t p 
(n=72 
Age 43 .83 40.68 (7.45) 0.40 . ~1 
FSIQ 123 111.57 (11 .80) 0.91 .40 
Vocabulary 13 12.29 (3.40) 0.19 .85 
Block Design 17 11.71 (1.60) 3.09 .02 
EFT 
% CorrAll 100 86 (10) 1.31 .24 
AvgTime All 5.20 19.59 (7.40) 1.82 .12 
% Corr Adult Items 100 77 (17) 1.27 .25 
A vg Time Adult Items 6.50 27.44 (10.40~ 1.88 .11 
ImElicit Learning 
Prop RT Gain between 1st & 2nd .18 .06 (. 18) 0.62 .56 
Halves 
Sentence ComEletion 
No. ofLoe ComE 0 0.29 (0.49) 0.55 .60 
1m/Possible Figure Categorisation 
No. Corr Poss Fig 10 9.00 (0.63) 1.47 .20 
Avg RT to Corr Poss Fig 2919 2020.68 ~994.59~ 0.84 .44 
No. Corr Imp Fig 10 8.50 (1.97) 0.70 .51 
A vg RT to Corr ImE Fig 3810 2077.88 (657.82) 2.44 .06 
IT 39 33.43 (8.54) 0.61 .56 
Folk Phrsics % Correct 65 63.57 (18.19) 0.07 .94 
EQ 17 42.14 (15.49) 1.52 .18 
SQ 32 24.86 (9.96) 0.67 .53 
AQ Total 42 13.57 (4.65) 5.72 .001 
9 2.29 (2.69) 2.33 .06 
10 3.43 (1.81) 3.39 .01 
AQ l\ttentlon to Detail 6 4.57 (1.13) 1.1 
;\Q Communication 9 0.86 (1.07) "'.12 .0004 
;\Q Imagination 8 2.43 (1.81) 2.8 .03 
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Adult Sensory Profile 
Sensory Sensitivity 53 29.17 (8.80(' 2.51 .05 
Sensation Avoiding 58 31.33 (6.25)'" 3.95 .01 
Low Registration 46 30.67 (6.15/' 2.31 .07 
Sensation Seeking 32 45.50 (8.34)"'- 1.50 .19 
Navon-type Stimuli % Local 100 NO DATA 
Matches 
A n=6 
Given that the two art judges considered some of NH's work on par with that 
of contemporary artists currently exhibiting in the community, his savant-level kill wa 
confirmed and would be considered at least talented. 
Overall, results from NH's self-report, using the AQ, are consistent with his 
diagnosis. In spite of his relatively high verbal IQ, these results indicated particular 
difficulty for NH in the communication domain. NH presents with an IQ profile that 
is above average generally (i.e., FSIQ, VIQ, and PIQ) . Not surprisingly, given NH's 
diagnosis, Block Design was the most elevated subtest score. Interestingly, Digit 
Symbol Coding was the lowest subtest score, likely reflecting NH's methodical 
processing style apparent not only in his output during testing (e.g., RT to correct 
identification of impossible figures), but also during social interactions and completion 
of his artwork. Indeed, he was noted to take a very long time to finish anyone piece of 
artwork, which is not surprising given the level of detail of his artwork and the precision 
which is needed in order to produce such geometrically intricate designs. 
NH stated to me: "I like patterns and detail. I don't have an overall plan for a 
picture, but draw piecemeal, one small area at a time, which hopefully will form a 
coherent whole." This self-description of his drawing style certainly brings to mind 
WCe. Results from experimental tasks supported this contention. NH exhibited a 
completely part-oriented approach when asked to match Navon-type letter stimuh at 
either the local or global level, whichever he preferred. Indeed, when asked to match 
letters at the global or local levels, 100% of the time, he responded locally. Combining 
data from the present thesis with that in Booth's the is (2006), this ta k \Va 
administered to approximately 300 TD children and adults (ages 7-25 year ) and II I ' 
one of onI six people to ha e answered in a 1000 0 local fa hion on trn ta k . 
. \dditional cy-idence of \\'CC wa ob ery-cd in NH'. Block De 19n core, '.; rnch \Va' 
significantl · higher than that of the matched control group. "Moreover, I I -h w d 
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both perfect accuracy and very fast solution times when asked to find hidden figures on 
the EFT, though the differences between his scores and those of the comparison group 
just missed reaching statistical significance. Additionally, NH demonstrated perfect 
accuracy in identifying im/ possible figures, though his speed in identifying impossible 
figures, in particular, was significandy slower than the mean score obtained by the 
matched control group, another possible indication of his methodical processing. 
Finally, as for case MG, NH did not provide any local completions when asked to finish 
off a series of incomplete sentences; however, as argued earlier, this finding likdy 
reflects the poor sensitivity of this instrument for adult populations, rather than lack of 
WCe. 
NH was also given a test of Folk Physics to assess his natural ability to work 
with everyday "systems". His score was in line with those for the age, gender, and IQ 
matched control group and therefore within expected parameters. NH scores on the 
systemising quotient were comparable to those obtained in the male control group, but 
his empathising quotient was considerably lower (though not significandy so) than that 
of the matched control group. Just as observed for case MG, performance on these 
two questionnaires was notable because an opposite pattern of scores was observed for 
the case as compared to the controls; NH (like MG) scored higher on the SQ than the 
EQ, the reverse of what is found for the matched control group. 
NH's implicit learning and IT scores were also commensurate with those of the 
matched control group (consistent with results obtained with cases MG and NC and the 
group results reported in Chapter 6), further suggesting that a "gateway" modd may 
best explain the role of these cognitive functions in savant skill devdopment. 
Compared to matched controls' self-ratings using the Adult Sensory Profile, 
NH, like MG, exhibited significandy greater sensory sensitivity and avoidance, along 
with lower sensory registration. However, in spite of this, NH's tendency to seek out 
sensory experiences was not detrimentally affected as compared to matched controls. 
Just as with case MG, NH's categorical ratings for each of the four indices were 
extreme, so that his score was considered 'very high' for sensory sensitivity, sensation 
avoiding, and low registration, while his score for sensation seeking was considered 
'very low'. This contrasted with ratings from the control group, for whom extreme 
scores were rare. Only one participant received a rating of 'very low' on the sensation 
seeking index; otherwise, no 'very high' or 'very low' ratings were noted. 
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8.8 Comparison of Performance Across Cases 
Trends in performance on experimental tasks across the diverse savants 
discussed above were examined. Scores by savants that were higher (or lower) than one 
standard deviation from the mean of the matched control group were considered 
strengths (or weaknesses). Table 8-6 presents a comparison of savant performance on 
each prototypical task of the four domains (WCC is represented by two tasks, the EFf 
for good featural processing and the sentence completion task for poor global 
processing) proposed as important to savant skill development. From this cross-case 
comparison, the data support a gateway model for implicit learning and processing 
speed (at least the data are not inconsistent with this notion), since performance on the 
relevant tasks consistendy remained within one standard deviation of performance by 
(non-ASD) matched controls. There was some indication of superior segmentation 
ability by savants, particularly the artists, which is consistent with performance by other 
savant (Cox & Eames, 1999; Pring et al., 1995) and nonsavant (Pring et al., 1995) artists 
and indicates its importance in art skill development. Poor use of context to process 
verbal information was demonstrated by the two child savants while performance for 
the two adult savants was uninterpretable since the Sentence Completion task does not 
appear to be sensitive for adults with high VIQ (whether 1D or ASD). Performance on 
the time reproduction task was very good for the lone calendar savant and 
commensurate with the matched control group for the savant artist who also showed 
excellent visuospatial recognition memory. Excellent memory test performance by both 
vr and MG may be reflected in faithful time window reproductions as well. 
Table 8-6. Domain Specific Performance by Savants Relative to Matched 
Controls. 
Savant EFT SentComp 
Implicit 









+ savant performance superior to controls' by at least one standard deviation 
= savant performance within one standard deviation of controls' perfonnance 
- savant performance at least one standard deviation worse than controls' 
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8.9 General Discussion 
Applying Treffert's (1989) criteria to this sample, each of the four savants 
described in this thesis would be considered at least "talented" (if not "prodigious'') 
based on their performance and/or subjective evaluation. Furthermore, MG's calendar 
calculation ability, the most clearly quantifiable skill, was shown to be exceptional (and 
therefore "prodigious"), even by calendar savant standards, given his accuracy and 
speed for answering calendar questions over a very wide range of years. Labelling one 
or more of the art savants as prodigious is difficult, but based on the impressions of the 
two experienced art judges and previous commentary, each of these artists display 
technique and creativity at least comparable to other same-age professional artists, 
providing confidence in their presumed high skill leveL The mechanical savant was also 
deemed exceptional based on the evaluation by an experienced engineer, who thought 
his skills were very impressive, given his age leveL 
For MG's calendar calculation ability, it 1S clear that both good mental 
arithmetic and some knowledge of calendar structure, whether explicit or implicit 
(certainly possible, given that other savants, like MG, who has relatively good expressive 
language abilities, experience difficulty in attempting to describe how they do it), 
contributed to outstanding skill in this domain. Case MG showed amazing calendar 
range, but he also showed fast and accurate mental calculation skills that mirror results 
from Cowan and colleagues (2003), who found evidence of good to exceptional mental 
calculation abilities amongst a majority of the 10 calendar savants they tested. MG also 
demonstrated a proclivity toward good memory for number-related material (i.e., 
Census data), which is similar to results obtained from the calendar savants described by 
Heavey et al. (1999). 
Mechanical aptitude seemed to be most related to two key elements: an intuitive 
understanding of the way things work and an "obsessive" interest in how things work. 
NC's good score on a test of folk. physics (comparable to that of the 1D adult control 
group) only served to reinforce and validate the suspicion of his good understanding of 
mechanical systems. Providing further substantiation, Baron-Cohen and colleagues 
(2001) also found better understanding of folk. physics amongst children with ASD than 
amongst TO kids. In NC's case, perhaps even more than the other three savant cases 
reported here, a single-minded pursuit of his interest in the relevant savant domain was 
a strong driving force behind skill development and maintenance. Findings from this 
case study echo reports provided by Hof&nan and Reeves (1979) and by Brink (1980) in 
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indicating a crucial role for motivation in the development, maintenance, and expansion 
of mechanical skills. It has been clearly shown that mechanical interests are highly 
endorsed amongst many "restricted" interest areas commonly associated with ASD 
(Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 1999). The importance and role of motivation, although 
difficult to quantify, cannot be overstated in expression of savant-like skills, whether in 
the context of ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders or amongst m 
individuals. In the case of ASD, the lines between what is termed "motivation" and 
what is called a "restricted interest" are often blurred. Nevertheless, this strong drive to 
pursue one's interest(s) only serves to maintain and possibly expand skill development. 
Indeed, motivation, in the form of intense practice, has been implicated in skill 
development in a variety of talent domains for savants, prodigies, and other talented 
individuals. In fact, Ericsson and Chamess (1994) as well as Howe, Davidson, and 
Sloboda (1998) have taken this view to its most extreme by accounting for prodigal and 
savant performance purely through these individuals' strong interest and intense 
practice. However, the notion that exceptional performance in most domains can be 
replicated through extensive practice has been met with much resistance. Based on the 
findings presented here, a combination of strong interest in and aptitude (even early on) 
for understanding mechanical systems, most clearly describes the ontology of 
mechanical skills demonstrated by NC. 
While on the topic of environmental factors contributing to savant skill 
development, it should be noted that during the completion of MG's case study 
interesting non-empirical evidence emerged that has particular relevance to the often 
obscure and mysterious skill of calendar calculation. Cultural and societal factors may 
help to explain why calendar calculation skills are unique to individuals with ASD versus 
TD individuals. Although individuals with calendar skills may be encouraged and 
reinforced for their success in calendar calculation (compared to their other daily living 
and academic endeavours), an argument could be made that individuals with ASD, 
because of difficulties in theory of mind and social understanding, are not as susceptible 
to conform to the broader culture's norms. Hence, a seemingly idiosyncratic skill like 
calendar calculation can develop and thrive in this context, while it would face more 
"obstacles" in the context of typical development. Indeed, MG has succeeded where 
few others, even those with ASD, have; he has incorporated his interest in and 
knowledge of calendar and date information into his artwork. 
Artistic ability amongst three of the four savants was associated with not only 
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good perceptual organisational abilities but also good visuospatial recognition memory. 
Studies ofID chess experts reveal much better (and superior to controls) chess-related 
memory than general memory (Green & Gilhooly, 1992). In this vein, differences in 
cortical integration (as measured by EEG coherence and synchrony) between artists and 
non-artists show that artists may have a stronger representation of art-rdated material 
than do non-artists (Bhattacharya & Petsche, 2005). Visuospatial stimuli, such as visual 
artwork or pictures, may then have stronger representations amongst artists than non-
artists. This stronger representation may be the reason that one savant, VT, 
demonstrated superior visuospatial recognition memory, which was far out of line with 
his general cognitive abilities. As mentioned previously, it is unusual amongst savants to 
document superior scores on standardised assessment tools, but several studies of 
savants have shown excellent domain-specific memory in contrast to both general 
memory and intellectual abilities. For example, one savant's memory for musical pieces 
was outstanding, compared not only to his overall cognitive functioning, but also to that 
of a ID pianist (Sloboda et al., 1985). Also, amongst individuals with ASD who 
memorise bus schedules, O'Connor and Hennelin (1989) found enhanced domain-
specific memory for numbers recognisable as "home" or familiar routes versus memory 
perfonnance in line with their IQ for those numbers that were not familiar. However, 
findings of an art savant's visuospatial recognition memory as particularly good and 
discrepant from general cognitive abilities stand in contrast to three studies showing 
that visuospatial recognition memory in art savants is associated with cognitive rather 
than graphic ability (O'Connor & Hennelin, 1987a, 1987b, 1990). It is difficult to 
determine how this may relate to VT's artistic ability. Although tempting to invoke 
eidetic memory and similarities to previously reported cases of savants who draw/paint 
from memory alone (e.g., Hermelin et al., 1999) resulting in almost perfect, 
"photographic" reproductions, VT does not complete his drawings in this manner. VT 
may be capable of drawing eidetically, but he tends to draw from his imagination, 
usually involving specific and repeating themes and characters. 
Along similar lines, examination of the clinical data presented for case MG 
shows that he was perseverative on the WeST, yet showed good flexible knowledge of 
the calendar when asked questions from different angles. For example, he was asked 
standard calendar questions such as: ''What day of the week was 30 September 1980?", 
but he was also asked questions to assess this knowledge from a different perspective, 
such as "In what years does 15 January fall on a Monday?" This juxtaposition of good 
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flexibility in one domain and poor flexibility in another seemingly parallels Heavey et 
al.'s (1999) demonstration of unexceptional scores on conventional memory tests by 
calendar savants, yet when these savants were presented with a list of "items" in a 
format roughly akin to a date from a calendar, they outperformed controls. Since 
executive functions (including cognitive flexibility as assessed by the wes1) and 
memory are conceptualised as central, domain general cognitive functions, savants, like 
case MG, provide evidence for interesting dissociations based on the domain in which 
these functions are exercised. Indeed, VT's superior visual recognition memory may 
also apply here, given how out of line his memory performance was from his IQ score. 
A direct comparison of savant performance across the various experimental 
tasks (in the four key cognitive domains) was made. wee was documented on some 
level for each of the savants (even MG, though not shown on tasks presented in Table 
8-6). Moreover, intact implicit learning was documented in all four savants. Processing 
speed was found to be intact as well for the three savants to whom the IT task was 
administered. Finally, time reproduction was found to be good for one savant and 
average for another. These results are consistent with a model in which wee is a 
required building block for savant skill development and in which other key cognitive 
functions (i.e., implicit learning and mental processing speed) need to be intact (at least) 
in order for one to exhibit talented or prodigious savant skill levels. 
8.10 Summary 
A case studies approach was utilised to examine individual cognitive profiles 
amongst four highly gifted savants. wee was exhibited to some degree on at least one 
task by each of the four savants. Implicit learning was found to be intact amongst all 
the savants. Time perception performance was found to be variable, depending on the 
task, but generally findings revealed intact or better time reproduction. And finally, for 
the two adult savant case studies, sensory-perceptual functioning was found to be 
abnormal. What follows is a final discussion considering findings from both the group 
study and the savant case studies. 
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Chapter 9: Final Discussion and Conclusions 
The following chapter aims to swnmarise briefly the findings from this thesis, 
draw out the theoretical conclusions, consider the limitations of the studies and , 
propose future directions of inquiry. 
The central goal of these studies was to investigate possible cogrunve 
mechanisms that contribute to, allow for, and/or underlie savant skill development in 
ASD. The model proposed in this thesis holds that 1) WCC is necessary but 
insufficient for savant skill development in ASD, 2) implicit learning is superior in 
savant and nonsavant individuals with ASD as compared to matched TD and MLD 
controls, 3) IT represents untapped potential in ASD that may be manifest as savant 
skills in select cases, and 4) sensory-perceptual idiosyncrasies may contribute to savant 
skill development, particularly in certain domains. Based on the group studies discussed 
in Chapters 6 and 7 and the series of case studies reviewed in Chapter 8, part 1 of the 
model was clearly supported, while points 2-4 received only mixed support. 
9.1 Summary of Main Findings 
All four savants discussed in Chapter 8 exhibited WCC on at least one task. 
Moreover, there was some indication that savant artists were particularly good featural 
processors, consistent with previous findings (Cox & Eames, 1999; Pring et al., 1995). 
Nevertheless, savants demonstrated levels of WCC comparable to that of nonsavant 
individuals with ASD. These findings are consistent with a model positing that WCC is 
a required building block for savant skill development and would help to explain the 
overrepresentation of individuals with ASD amongst those possessing savant skills. 
As predicted, WCC was evident for individuals with ASD (whether savant or 
nonsavant), as compared to their matched controls. In particular, both nons avant 
individuals with ASD and the savants with ASD showed superiority in disembedding 
performance, consistent with previous studies Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1997; Ropar & 
Mitchell, 2001; Shah & Frith, 1983). Moreover, both the savant and nons avant children 
and adolescents with ASD demonstrated difficulties in using context to process verbal 
information Oolliffe & Baron-Cohen, 1999,2000; Snowling & Frith, 1986), unlike their 
matched non-ASD controls. Finally, nons avant children with ASD, when presented 
with a Navon-type task, tended to match stimuli more locally than did controls and one 
savant who completed this same task matched locally on all trials presented to him. 
wee may therefore represent a building block skill, possibly necessary, but certainly 
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insufficient for savant skill development. Such a possibility has been eloquently 
delineated by Heaton and colleagues (1999) within the domain of music and by Heavey 
and colleagues (1999) within the domain of calendar calculation. To summarise, they 
both propose that a detail-oriented cognitive style leads to the development of good 
building block skills in savant domains, such as good pitch processing in music and 
good day-date associations in learning calendar information. The WCC data from this 
thesis further support this line of reasoning. 
As a proxy for understanding how savants learn within their area of talent, a 
visuospatial implicit learning task was used to assess implicit learning abilities. Implicit 
learning was found to be intact in ASD, with comparable performance to that observed 
amongst matched controls, which replicates findings from one previous study (Klinger 
et al., 2001), while contradicting findings from another (Mostofsky et al., 2000). The 
differing nature of the tasks utilised in these studies, with Klinger et al.'s (2001) more 
closely resembling the task designed for the present thesis, may be responsible for the 
discrepant results. Though implicit learning was generally good amongst the savants, 
like the nonsavant individuals with ASD, it was certainly not superior to learning effects 
observed in the comparison groups. Intact, but non-superior performance indicates 
that good implicit learning, as found for all four savants, may be required for savant skill 
development, though again, it alone would be insufficient. 
Mental processing speed, similar to implicit learning, was comparable between 
those with ASD (with or without savant skills) and their comparison groups. Even 
though this did not support the hypothesis of superior information processing speed 
amongst savants, there was some indication that the cognitive architecture of those with 
ASD is differently organised to those without ASD. The robust relationship between 
IQ (particularly nonverbal IQ in this case) and IT was replicated here for the groups of 
1D children and the group composed of both 1D and :MIl) children. However, this 
strong correlation was not found in the ASD group, perhaps reflecting good intellectual 
potential in ASD that is not expressed in typical IQ tests because of the social demands 
of the task and the reliance of these tests on culturally transmitted knowledge and skills. 
Nevertheless, intact processing speed may be a necessary element for the development 
of savant skills. Perhaps IT does in fact measure "potential" in ASD; instead of being 
expressed in IQ scores, it may be demonstrated in savant or savant-like skills. 
In this thesis, perceptual functioning beyond that revealed using wce tasks was 
assessed primarily via tests of time perception, a domain that has received very little 
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attention 10 the autism literature. Perfect appreciation for time passage has been 
reported in a few individuals with ASD (e.g., Treffert & Wallace, 2002); nevertheless, 
only one study to date has examined functioning within this domain amongst those with 
ASD. Szelag et al. (2004) showed a deficit for people with autism in the reproduction 
of small durations no longer than two or three seconds. In spite of this finding, 
individuals with ASD were expected to reproduce the larger time intervals used in the 
present thesis more faithfully than matched controls. In line with predictions, 
individuals with ASD exhibited not only relatively good time reproduction (as compared 
to time estimation and time production) when looking within this participant group, but 
also indications that performance was superior to that found in the matched control 
group. Given anecdotal reports of faithful, unaltered memory traces for individuals 
with ASD, this is perhaps unsurprising, but previous attempts at assessing savant-like 
memory skills in ASD have proven elusive. Although none of the four savants reported 
a perfect appreciation for time passage, the two savants tested using the same time 
perception battery demonstrated time reproduction performance (even when other 
aspects of time perception may have been worse) comparable to that of the matched 
controls, with one savant showing trends for better than comparison group 
performance. Perhaps a time reproduction paradigm such as the one used here more 
readily reflects the "tape recorder" analogy used to describe good rote memory in ASD 
and thought to be reflected in such behaviour as echolalia of speech. Traditional tests 
of memory often confound semantic and perceptual elements in stimuli by using words 
and pictures of usually nameable and meaningful things or actions. Time reproduction 
avoids these trappings, though good basic sustained attention is certainly required to 
complete the task. 
Amongst TD children, correlational analyses revealed age-related changes in 
performance on the EFT and in the identification of im/possible figures, consistent 
with previous findings (Witkin et al., 1967; Young & Deregowski, 1981). Performance 
on several tasks in the group of TD and matched control children was correlated with 
IQ scores, particularly Block Design scores (i.e., EFT, im/possible figures, and 11). 
These relationships to nonverbal ability likely mediated correlations between various 
experimental tasks in the 1D and matched control groups (i.e., between performance 
on the EFT and on im/possible figure identification, RT gain in the segmented Block 
Design condition, and IT). Indicating some unity of construct, all three time perception 
tasks were genemlly correlated with one another amongst the 1D and matched control 
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children. For those with ASD, only the time estimation and time production tasks were 
correlated with one another, isolating the time reproduction task. It could be that 
children with ASD were using a unique cognitive strategy (or strategies), such as strong 
reliance on good rote memory. 
To complement and extend correlational analyses, subgroup analyses were 
conducted based on performance on several prototypical tasks from each of the key 
cognitive domains assessed in this thesis. WCC, as indicated by good local processing 
on one task (i.e., EFT) and poor global/contextual processing on another task (i.e., 
sentence completion task), was more prevalent in the group of children with ASD than 
in the TD children. Interestingly, shared WCC and good implicit learning performance 
was also more prevalent amongst the group of ASD children than amongst the group of 
TD children. This subgroup may indicate a differently organised implicit cognitive 
system in ASD that may predispose these individuals to successfully, but unconsciously 
learn basic rules and regularities in highly organised systems reminiscent of savant 
domains (e.g., calendars and music). 
In addition to the results obtained from the experimental tasks utilised in both 
the group and case studies, there were other converging data worth noting amongst the 
case studies. Within the domain of art, all three savant artists shared good visuospatial 
processing skills, which were out of line (i.e., superior by at least one standard deviation) 
with their overall IQ. O'Connor (1989) showed that amongst nine savants with 
discrepantly high nonverbal IQ (10+ points> VIQ), five were artists. Though there 
were savant artists in the other two IQ groupings (i.e., approximately equivalent IQs 
and discrepantly high VIQ), this general association may hold. Answering whether or 
not these abilities were pre-existing or were amplified by practice with and exposure to 
visuospatial material was not possible in the context of this thesis. These relatively 
good nonverbal IQ scores likely reflected both a pre-existing strength and a natural 
inclination toward further development in this area because of this relative strength. In 
this sense, the association was valid regardless of its developmental ontogeny. 
As an additional assessment of sensory-perceptual functioning, a questionnaire 
of sensory experiences and preferences was administered to the two adult savants and 
their adult control group. Findings indicated that the savants presented with profiles of 
idiosyncratic sensory experiences, but common to both savants and significantly 
different from the control group were greater sensory sensitivity and a general 
avoidance of certain sensations considered aversive. Whether and how these sensory 
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issues may contribute to savant skill development is difficult to detennine and may be a 
function of their ASD alone (Rogers & Ozonoff, 2005) and unrelated to the savant 
skills. Nevertheless, this area requires further investigation to understand better the 
potential links between sensory-perceptual idiosyncracies and savant skills in ASD. For 
example, individuals with Williams syndrome, another group purported to exhibit 
surprisingly good musical skills (Levitin et al., 2004), were reported by parents to 
demonstrate many auditory anomalies, significantly more than those reported by 
parents of individuals with autism, Down syndrome, or 1D controls (Levitin et al., 
2005). 
Overall, these group study results both introduce novel findings and provide 
confirmatory evidence to the field of autism research. WCC was shown to be prevalent 
(though neither uruque nor universal) in ASD; however, corroborating the extant 
literature, poor global processing was inconsistently noted while good featural 
processing was robust. In one of only a few examinations of implicit learning in ASD, 
performance on a hybrid serial reaction time-statistical learning task was found to be as 
good as that of matched controls. In only the second recent study to examine time 
perception in ASD, time estimation and time production were found to be intact while 
there was some indication that time reproduction may be better than that found for 
matched controls. In follow-up to previous studies indicating good processing speed 
despite low IQ in ASD, IT in ASD was found to be comparable to that documented for 
matched controls, while the correlation between IT and IQ was significant for the 
matched controls but not so for the children with ASD. Finally, individual differences 
were examined via subgroup analyses. Building on the previous group findings, 
consistent wee across two prototypical tasks was significantly more common in the 
group of ASD children than in the group of 1D children. Moreover, performance 
indicating both good implicit learning and wee was more likdy found in the ASD 
group than in the group of TD children. This confluence of good performance may 
result in cognitive assets, such as savant skills, in ASD. 
9.2 Theoretical Relevance 
Findings from the present thesis have implications for several theories reviewed 
in Chapter 2 particularly. In Mottron et al.'s (2006) recent update of the EPF modd in 
ASD, they delineated eight principles of perception in ASD, which were numbered in 
order of what the authors' considered most agreed upon to most speculative. 
Unsurprisingly, at least two of these principles have direct relevance to the findings 
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presented in this thesis. The first principle, "the default setting of autistic perception is 
more locally oriented than that of non-autistics", requires no additional elaboration 
(since it has been discussed already under "Summary of Findings" in this chapter and in 
Chapter 7) and was clearly supported here, as it has been previously in numerous 
studies. The sixth principle states that "perceptual expertise underlies the savant 
syndrome". This principle contains a number of features relevant to the present thesis. 
Mottron and colleagues state that "savant abilities always involve a behavioural pattern 
of a single restricted and repetitive interest for a certain class of stimuli, such as pitches, 
words, or letters". They surmise that this leads to a "stoppage rule" restricting savant 
capabilities to only one or, exceptionally, two or three skill domains. Given that 
Mottron and colleagues consider memory alone a savant skill, it could be argued that 
MG, as described in this thesis, demonstrates four savant skills (i.e., art, calendar 
calculation, mental calculation, and memory), which precludes only one restricted 
interest feeding into anyone of these skills. Indeed, MG may be considered an 
exceptional case because of his multiple talents, but there are also a number of examples 
described in the research literature (pring, Hermelin, Buhler, & Walker, 1997) and 
anecdotally reported, which indicate that savant skills may not stand alone or be driven 
only by a single-minded pursuit of one interest. As part of this sixth principle, implicit 
learning is invoked as representative of savant learning, similar to the proposal proffered 
here. Findings from this thesis provide tentative support for this contention, only in so 
far as implicit learning appears to be intact in ASD and in four savants; thus, ruling out 
impairment in this domain. 
According to Baron-Cohen's (2006) systemising theory of ASD, also briefly 
mentioned in Chapter 2, people with ASD are keyed into closed systems with minimal 
variance, such as the fairly lawful nature of savant domains, and are unable to process 
and distressed by open systems with maximal variance, such as social behaviour. Three 
of the savants described here were administered tasks assessing systemising and were 
found to be hypersystemisers compared to TD controls, though their systemising levels 
were no higher than scores one would expect from other individuals with ASD. The 
systemising theory also predicts that people with ASD will be good at detecting 
patterns, particularly in more lawful systems. Given findings of intact implicit learning, 
this contention may be supported. However, from the present author's reading, it 
seems unspecified as to whether this facility for pattern detection, as laid out in the 
systemising theory, is an explicit or implicit process (or both). Nevertheless, it may be 
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that this detection comes to explicit awareness at some point, as reflected by difficulty 
with prediction in highly variable systems leading to perseveration and difficulty with 
change. It may be particularly fruitful to integrate these findings of intact implicit 
learning in ASD (both from this thesis and other studies, e.g., Klinger et al., 2001) with 
the appealing notion of systemising in ASD, especially if future work can dissociate 
implicit learning performance for this group based on the "system" or domain in which 
implicit learning can be demonstrated. Different tests of the ability to master a novel 
system could be developed to identify what characteristics of data organisation help or 
hinder individuals with ASD. 
Findings from this thesis also have significant ramifications for at least one 
theory of general intelligence and how the paradoxical nature of the savant mayor may 
not inform this theory. As reviewed in Chapter 4, Anderson (2001) has described a 
theory of the minimal cognitive architecture underlying intelligence and cognitive 
development. This theory indicates that knowledge, as reflected in traditional IQ 
measures, is acquired via two main routes: thinking and modular systems. One 
significant constraint on thought is the speed of a basic processIng mechanism 
(measured by 11), which in turn determines individual differences in general 
intelligence. The focus in the present thesis fell particularly on the relationship between 
processing speed and intelligence in the context of ASD and on examining processing 
speed in a series of savants with various skills. Testing savants of average range and 
higher IQs extended previous work (Anderson et al., 1998) and the results of this 
testing corroborated findings of intact IT in savants, though they did not fit with the 
present author's predictions of superior IT in savants. In Anderson's model of minimal 
cognitive architecture, modules can be heritable, with likely examples including those 
mediating face processing and language processing. However, modules can also be 
acquired, which may include and describe several savant domains, given the likely 
feedback loop involving inherent interest and/or skill in a particular domain and the 
associated pursuit of this interest, whether through practice or simple exposure. While 
in Anderson's model there is no link between IT and modular processing, in the case of 
savants, it would be interesting to postulate that IT is more representative of modular 
processing (in savant-related domains) than for TD individuals and individuals with 
MID. However, it was clear that for several savants, IQ and IT were both intact. 
Moreover, the top-down processing of average or better intellectualleve1s likely exerted 
additional influences on not only the savant skill domain, but the output of this skill 
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(i.e., artwork in this case). So, for example, MG, unlike most savant artists, 
demonstrated a variety of artistic styles in his work and a keen interest in sampling a 
variety of styles and media of expression. Moreover, he not only incorporated his own 
idiosyncratic interests (e.g., in dates and calendars) into his artwork, but he also was 
interested in other artists' work, which is fairly unusual amongst savant artists. 
In this thesis a "gateway model" has been proposed to conceptualise the 
relationship between these core cognitive domains and the development of savant skills. 
Frith and Happe (1998) proposed a gatekeeper-type model for both autism and dyslexia, 
wherein a primary cognitive deficit leads to other downstream deficits. So, in the case 
of autism, Frith and Happe propose that a deficit in theory of mind can result in other 
downstream deficits (e.g., language acquisition), because of their shared reliance on 
understanding of intentions, for example. The "gateway model" proposed here relies 
on similar logic. Instead of an underlying cognitive deficit contributing to other 
downstream difficulties, an intact or enhanced cognitive function is proposed to be 
necessary and allow for skill development. The model holds that these core cognitive 
elements serve as a prerequisite to the development of savant-like skill. Since these core 
cognitive domains are intact or superior in ASD, combined with the propensity of these 
individuals to develop restricted interests, the "stage is set" for the surprising 
development of savant or savant-like skills. The present thesis targeted only a few of a 
number of likely influences on savant skill development and maintenance; however, 
these cognitive mechanisms are conceptualised to contribute to all skill levels and may 
indeed serve as a gatekeeper to the emergence of some, if not most, types of savant 
skills. 
One could conceptualise an additive and/or interactive model for these core 
cognitive domains. Though implicit learning performance did not differ between 
individuals with ASD and comparison groups, featural processing was indeed favoured 
amongst the individuals with ASD. To this end, enhanced low-level discrimination and 
featural processing may lead to the development of a differently organised implicit 
cognitive system than would otherwise be the case. For individuals with ASD this 
system may be especially sensitive to domains containing high internal structure, such as 
music and calendars, and a prevalence of simple (usually perceptual mther than 
conceptual) information. This provides one speculative way that these cognitive 
mechanisms may not only act to enable an individual with ASD to develop savant-like 
skill, but also intemct with one another to this end. 
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Extending this work to the exploration of basic biological mechanisms may also 
prove fruitful. There is some evidence that savant skills have genetic relevance, whether 
based on linkage studies (Nunni et al., 2003) or studies involving genetically informative 
populations (Dykens, 2002; Levitin, 2005), though more precision in measurement is 
desirable and may help to clarify this relationship and the sometimes conflicting 
findings (e.g., Ma et al., 2005). Further genetic studies could help to better inform how 
the notion of talent and savant skills may be related. As previously mentioned, it seems 
that individuals with similar skills to savants (e.g., artists and musicians with AP), also 
display some of the unique cognitive characteristics of these individuals, such as good 
segementation abilities (Brown et al., 2003; Pring et al., 1995). Moreover, inheritance 
patterns of savant and savant-like skills need to be assessed via family studies. For 
example, family (Baharloo, Service, Risch, Gitschier, & Freimer, 2000) and twin studies 
(Drayna, Manichaikul, de Lange, Snieder, & Spector, 2001) suggest that AP, a skill 
overrepresented amongst individuals with ASD and seemingly universal amongst savant 
musicians (Miller, 1989), is highly familial and heritable. To this end, preliminary work 
from Young (1995) indicates that relatives of savants may be more likely to exhibit 
savant-like skills than do relatives of nonsavant individuals. Of course, environmental 
factors (e.g., socioeconomic factors and exposure to material within savant domains via 
education and training) need to be accounted for and may also prove informative, as 
they have in models of gene-environment interplay in the expression of skills such as 
AP (Zatorre, 2003). Taking it a step further, it may be that relatives of individuals with 
ASD (with or without savant skills) exhibit more skills within savant domains partly 
because of their propensity to demonstrate subclinical ASD traits (e.g., good 
segmentation abilities: de Jonge, Kemner, & van Engeland, 2006; Happe et al., 2001) 
that are associated with savant domain skills amongst non-ASD gifted individuals (e.g., 
Brown et al., 2003; Pring et al., 1995). We have only begun to scratch the surface of 
potential genotype-phenotype relations in ASD. As more studies demonstrate the 
robustness of certain phenotypic traits in ASD and technological advances allow for 
more fine-grain and affordable genotyping, this approach should gain momentum. 
All the same, phenotypic clarity is continuously sought, especially within a 
complex disorder, such as ASD, that results in variable clinical presentation. The 
relationship between savant skills and the rest of the non-social aspects of the triad of 
impainnent also needs to be elucidated. Occasionally, assumptions are made that 
savant skills are nothing more than an expression of restricted interests in ASD, 
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consistent with the motivational and practice-based models for understanding skill 
acquisition; nevertheless, it remains to be shown how savant skills may relate to other 
aspects of this third piece of the triad of impairment. Factor analytic studies of large 
populations, which may now be possible with the large international collaborations 
underway (e.g., the International Molecular Genetics Study of Autism Consortium), may 
help to clarify the picture. Though related to one another phenotypically, intense 
interests/ repetitive nehaviors and savant skills may dissociate in correlations with 
genotype, which may also provide indication of aetiological independence. 
In the pursuit of biologically relevant mechanisms, functional and structural 
neuroimaging (e.g., MRI, DT!, fMRI, MEG, etc.) studies also may prove to be 
particularly informative in the study of savant skills. Having savants complete tasks 
while in the scanner will help to isolate regions uniquely activated for this group (e.g., 
Boddaert et aI., 2005). Moving beyond localisation models will also prove revealing. 
For example, utilising functional techniques to demonstrate change(s) in activation 
strength by modulating task difficulty or by subgrouping members based on phenotypic 
traits may move forward brain-based models. Of course, it will be important to utilise 
the best control groups available. So, for example, one could utilise age, gender, and IQ 
matched controls, but it will also be informative to include a control group matched for 
skill (e.g., AP). This similarly skilled control group will help to control for both 
exposure and practice. 
Savant skills are often presented as amazmg and exceptional, almost to 
sensational levels. Hence, they have often been described in a light that has seemingly 
little scientific relevance. In contrast, what is becoming clear from the burgeoning 
literature, is the potential relevance of savant skills not only to better understanding 
talent and skill development in general, but also to elucidating models of intelligence, 
learning, and memory, and aetiological mechanisms on various levels (i.e., biological and 
behavioural) . 
9.3 Limitations and Future Directions 
The present thesis has provided insights into possible cognitive mechanisms 
underlying the propensity of individuals with ASD to exhibit savant or savant-like skills. 
The weight of the evidence suggests that wee, implicit learning, and processing speed 
may be key cognitive mechanisms that facilitate this skill expression in ASD. However, 
despite moving forward the literature by providing these insights, a number of 
limitations were noted. In general, wee received mixed support in this thesis in 
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characterising the cognitive style of individuals with ASD; however, good featural 
processing seems to be a consistent finding both in this thesis and in the extant 
literature, with most of the controversy involving global processing deficits in ASD 
(Happe & Frith, 2006). The plethora of studies reviewed in this thesis highlight the 
diversity of methodologies and corresponding task demands inherent to the 
documentation of this unique feature of cognition in ASD. Indeed, tasks requiring 
contextual and hierarchical processing are interspersed amongst the studies grouped 
under the rubric of central coherence. Unfortunately, the collapsing together of various 
processes creates difficulty when moving beyond the descriptive level, particularly in 
attempts to examine the underlying cause of this idiosyncratic cognitive style. For 
example, if speculating as to the neural basis of this cognitive bias, attempts are rife with 
difficulty. Many neuropsychological/lesion (both developmental and adult) and 
neuroimaging studies have been conducted in the areas of contextual and hierarchical 
processing; however, crossing perceptual modes (verbal, musical, visuospatial, etc.) and 
levels of processing (from low-level perception to higher-level reasoning abilities) only 
muddies attempts to form a coherent picture of the neural deficit involved. Given that 
evidence from this thesis and elsewhere demonstrates a relationship between WCC and 
savant skills, determining the neural basis for this cognitive style may be particularly 
informative to understanding better not only ASD, but also the presence and 
overrepresentation of savant skills in ASD. Because savant-like skills have proven to 
increase genetic linkage (Nurmi et al., 2003) and non-social features of the ASD 
phenotype have demonstrated high heritability (Ronald, Happe, & Plomin, 2005), 
bridging the gap from cognition to gene via brain-based findings may be particularly 
effective in developing a causal model for ASD (Frith, 2001). 
One aim of this thesis was to examine possible underpinnings of savant skills 
amongst individuals with ASD. One question that arises from this inquiry is: what 
distinguishes those nons avant individuals with ASD from those individuals with both 
ASD and savant skills? In general, no single factor characterised the cognitive profile of 
all savant case studies presented here. However, within individual case studies, 
idiosyncratic and surprising findings were noted (e.g., excellent memory by case VT, 
sensory difficulties for both adult savants). It remains possible that weaker central 
coherence and discrepantly fast IT were present amongst the savant (as opposed to 
nons avant) individuals with ASD, but that the insensitivity of the measures utilised here 
prevented detection of these differences. Moreover, though savants are rare, a larger 
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group of these individuals is needed to detennine whether all savants demonstrate WCC 
and is better suited to detennine if there is a dissociation between cognitive 
characteristics, like WCC, and savant skills. 
Implicit learning has been invoked frequently to explain sudden savant skill 
development, but rarely has this hypothesis been tested. As a first attempt at answering 
this empirical question, a novel, but basic implicit learning task was developed. Because 
the implicit learning task used in this thesis was quite general and simple (utilising 
coloured shapes that could be identified easily by children with MLD), future research 
should further probe this particular cognitive function in more complex ways. It would 
be particularly important to contrast "learning" due to repeated exposure to material 
within a specific domain with good associative learning (e.g., Heaton et al., 1998), both 
of which may operate on savant skill development. Perhaps the best way to assess this 
possibility would be to develop implicit learning tasks within existing savant domains 
and to develop implicit learning tasks within domains akin to savant domains but which 
would be completely novel both to the savants and to the comparison individuals, 
placing them on equal footing in learning this information. For example, utilising 
formulae for converting Co to FO could serve as a proxy for learning fairly simple 
regularities and algorithms and could assist in testing suggestions of hypersystemising. 
Similarly novel was the assessment of time perception in ASD. Because there 
was limited literature on which to rely in choosing tasks, a basic examination of the 
three most commonly assessed forms of time perception (i.e., estimation, production, 
and reproduction) was decided upon. Nevertheless, extension of this work is warranted 
through alteration of the paradigm. and recruitment of savants who are reported to 
possess a perfect appreciation for time passage. Based on one previous study utilising 
paradigms at finer time intervals (on the order of ms) than those used here, there is 
some indication that time perception in ASD may be impaired, if at all different, from 
that in matched controls (Szelag et al., 2004). Taking this research forward will assist in 
in/validating suppositions provided in this thesis regarding the pattern of time 
perception performance found in ASD. For example, the notion that good time 
reproduction amongst those with ASD reflects good rote memory in this group, could 
be assessed via correlational studies and/or experimental manipulation of the tasks used 
here. 
IT as a measure of non-intellectual potential in ASD was partly validated 
through correlational analyses. This fast, low-level perceptual discrimination ability may 
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indicate a unique underlying neural circuitry for those with ASD. Perhaps the IT task 
taps into the purported enhanced perception in ASD, particularly the ability to 
discriminate easily between different stimuli (plaisted et al., 1998). Correlational studies 
between visual search and IT perfonnance may provide clues here. Moreover, 
manipulation of the IT task for use in functional neuroimaging and eye-tracking 
paradigms may allow for a better understanding of how individuals with ASD, 
particularly those with MLD, score much better on this task than would be predicted 
based on their IQ scores. 
Other general limitations within this thesis included methodological constraints. 
For example, a group study of savants by skill area would have provided more power 
concerning interpretations and findings, though most predictions in the present thesis 
were made to cut across all savant domains. Moreover, every effort was made to recruit 
non-ASD savants, but this proved extremely difficult. The only potential non-ASD 
savant participants that arose during recruitment were individuals with visual 
impainnent (many of whom have associated symptoms that gready overlap with the 
autism phenotype; Hobson, Lee, & Brown, 1999), which placed many constraints on 
the test battery making this option impractical. Moreover, a consistent confound 
between domain of talent and visual impainnent was noted, since regardless of 
accompanying diagnosis (ASD or non-ASD), all encountered visually impaired savants 
were musicians. Therefore, future research should make every effort to recruit non-
ASD savants when possible, which will make it easier to conclude which 
neuropsychological findings are due to ASD alone versus savant status. Finally, there 
were limitations in the clinical battery that should be improved in future research. Time 
constraints restricted IQ assessment to short-fonns and there were no standard 
measures of symptomatology in the group study portion of the thesis. This second 
omission could be rectified in future with the use of a good ASD trait-based measure 
(akin to the AQ used in the case studies). This may provide specific links between 
aspects of the triad of impainnent and savant skills, assuming one avoids the nontrivial 
dilemma of redundant assessment and/or circular reasoning (e.g., asking about "islets of 
ability" as part of the non-social aspect of the triad of impainnent). Moreover, though 
the sample size in the group studies is comparable to most studies of this type reported 
in the extant literature, caution is warranted in extrapolating these results, particularly 
considering the wide age range and functioning levels of participants. Improvements 
could also be made to the experimental battery. In an effort to assess comprehensively 
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WCC, five tasks (many were brief) were utilised, which is somewhat unbalanced when 
compared to only one test of implicit learning, for example. And finally, in the 
evaluation of savant artwork, only two judges provided feedback. Because of the 
subjectivity of artwork evaluation, feedback from a larger number of judges may have 
provided more confidence in the skill level of the art savants reported here. 
Despite these limitations, this thesis has provided novel findings, including the 
documentation of intact implicit sequence learning, time estimation, time production, 
and inspection time, but superior time reproduction, amongst individuals with ASD. 
Replication of previous findings from the ASD literature were also noted, such as 
superior segmentation ability, ability to isolate quickly and accurately hidden figures, and 
finally poor use of context in verbal material to inform sentence completions. Based on 
the newly reported findings in particular, expanding assessment of implicit learning in 
ASD to novel savant-like domains and further investigating what may underlie the time 
reproduction superiority in ASD are warranted. These future studies may replicate and 
expand the studies presented here and provide additional evidence as to the role these 
cognitive functions play in the development of savant skills in ASD. 
9.4 Summary 
The existence and nature of savant skills has long intrigued scientists; 
nevertheless, the savant syndrome now remains as much a mystery as it did when first 
described in the 18th century. When beginning this thesis, it seemed clear that a number 
of interacting factors contribute to savant skill development, though the raised 
incidence of these skills amongst individuals with ASD provided hints as to how to 
proceed in investigation. Modelling an approach taken by the seminal researchers in 
this field, O'Connor and Hermelin, this thesis aimed to examine a number of possible 
cognitive mechanisms that may contribute to savant skill development, particularly in 
the context of ASD. This thesis provided evidence linking WCC not only to ASD, but 
also to savant skills. Additionally, intact processing speed, implicit learning, and time 
perception (with some hint as to superior time reproduction) was demonstrated in both 
savant and nons avant individuals with ASD. Therefore, it remains possible that a 
gateway model, wherein these functions need to be intact (at minimum), best describes 
access to and prevalence of savant skills amongst individuals with ASD. However, 
further work is needed to specify possible links between these (and other) cognitive 
mechanisms and savant skills as well as potential underlying biological mechanisms. 
Though this thesis did not provide definitive answers regarding the ontogeny of savant 
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Appendix A. Subtest Scores and Full Scale IQ 
Estimates for the ASD and Matched Control 
Participants. 
Participant FSIQ Estimate Vocabulary Block Design 
ASD Me ASD Me ASD Me 
1 85 94 8 10 7 8 
2 69 69 3 6 6 3 
3 60 72 5 4 1 6 
4 60 52 5 1 1 2 
5 60 52 5 2 1 1 
6 85 94 7 8 8 10 
7 72 66 5 4 5 4 
8 91 94 9 6 8 12 
9 52 55 1 2 2 2 
10 103 106 10 15 11 7 
11 117 106 11 11 15 11 
12 115 112 12 15 13 9 
13 91 97 7 8 10 11 
14 83 103 6 10 8 11 
15 72 91 6 9 4 8 
16 91 100 10 12 7 8 
17 117 106 15 13 11 9 
18 106 97 11 10 11 9 
19 126 115 15 14 14 11 
20 103 109 14 13 7 10 
21 117 115 15 14 11 11 
22 85 83 4 8 11 6 
23 126 126 13 13 16 16 
24 88 103 11 11 5 10 
25 103 106 12 11 9 11 
26 112 106 14 13 10 9 
27 83 97 6 10 8 9 
28 138 135 17 16 16 16 
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Appendix B. The Sentence Completion Task Items. 
I was given a pen and ... * 
The sea tastes of salt and ... 
Hens lay eggs and ... 
The woman took the cup and ... * 
You can get burnt by the sun and ... 
You can feed a child bread and ... * 
Little boys grow up to be men and ... 
In the sea there are fish and ... 
In a cave lived a bat and ... 
You can go hunting with a knife and ... 
You can swallow apple ... * 
The old shoe-maker mended the shoes and ... 
The fireman carried the bucket and ... 
A vet cares for cats and ... * 
The night was black and .. . 
























Appendix D. Two Examples of Artwork by MG. 
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